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Abstract 
This dissertation represents the first attempt to take account of the entire Swedish œuvre of Marcus Ehrenpreis and 
view it as a single, coherent statement, recognizing the very fundamental confrontation taking place between tradi
tional and modern ways of viewing reality and its possible resolution. A reading of his work reveals that the one 
constant in his life in letters was the struggle to reconcile the apparent logical antithesis of universalism and particu
larism, which this dissertation sees as one with resonance for all ethnic minorities. 

In the Chapter One, a general orientation in the modern Jewish world is provided, including the traditional 
worlds of Orthodoxy and Hasidism into which he was born; the trend toward the political emancipation of the Jews 
in Western and Central Europe and the subsequent waves of assimilation among young Jews; the exacerbation of 
antisemitic tendencies in both Eastern and Western Europe; the emergence of Jewish nationalism, commonly 
known as Zionism; and the renaissance of Jewish culture which crystallized around these events. 

Chapter Two offers a social and intellectual biography of Ehrenpreis, providing the reader with the relevant 
information about his youth, organizational efforts, education, and career as rabbi and author, while Chapter Three 
posits a perspective from which to approach his work, by describing the generational unit to which he belonged and 
how the concerns of his youth and early adulthood, shared by other Jewish intellectuals born around the same time 
as he, shaped the problems with which he grappled throughout his life. The generational perspective also allows the 
fundamental differences between his own generation and the generations before and after his to emerge in bold 
relief. It is hoped that in employing this perspective, it becomes clear that the accumulated work of Ehrenpreis can 
be seen as an integrated whole, which came to full expression during his thirty-five years in Sweden. 

In Chapter Four, Ehrenpreis' definitions of Jewish religion and Jewish culture and the difference between 
them are explicated, before proceeding to investigate the way in which he thought the essence of these ideas best be 
mediated - primarily from the pulpit in his sermons and the intellectual periodical in his writings. The latter in par
ticular he found to be an essential tool for disseminating Jewish culture in Sweden, both to Swedish Jewry and the 
general Swedish public. 

Chapters Five and Six deal with what Ehrenpreis considered the two major expressions of Jewish culture, lit
erature and historical knowledge, and the roles they played in the formation of a substantive understanding of Jew
ish culture in the modern world. For him, literature was the bearer of ethics and values and the forum within which 
these could be transvaluated and made germane to modern man. In his historical writings, he wished to counteract 
tendencies from within and without the Jewish world which either consigned the Jewish people to the past tense, or 
overemphasized the role of traumas and catastrophes in its history at the expense of an ongoing, positive and cre
ative Jewish cultural evolution. 

Chapter Seven concludes the close reading of Ehrenpreis ' Swedish authorship by concentrating on his war
time writings. In referring to the legacy of the Hebrew prophets, the essential cultural values of Jewish tradition as 
he perceived them emerge: The ideas of social justice, minority rights, and the goal of perpetual peace between 
nations. He emphasizes their significance for the development of the democratic tradition in Europe as well as their 
function as the pillars on which the identity of Jews in the modern world could rest. The dissertation closes with a 
summary of its conclusions. 

Keywords: Jewish culture, modernity, literature, history, universalism versus particularism, nationalism, intellectual 
history. 
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1. Introduction 

Words are commitments, not only the subject matter for esthetic reflection. 
Abraham Joshtia Heschefi 

This dissertation presents the contribution of Marcus Ehrenpreis to the corpus 
modernus. There are at least two varying approaches one can take in writing the 
biography of an intellectual. One is to meticulously track the events of his life, 
his friends, acquaintances and enemies, and try to integrate this material with his 
scholarly achievement. The second is t o write an in-depth study of his author
ship and its place in Jewish (in this particular instance) and general intellectual 
history, i.e. a biography of the mind that produced that work. While it is always 
interesting to learn where the public man and the private man connect and dis
connect, it is the former upon whom the biographer actually focuses, for it is the 
public life that justifies the biography in the first place. 

The present author has thus chosen the second approach, examining the 
work of the mature author Marcus Ehrenpreis (1869-1951) as presented in pub
lished form for a Swedish readership between 1914 and 1950, although the per
tinent biographical details of his life will of course be presented in the context of 
his generational collective and rabbinical peregrinations. The task at hand is to 
tell the story of Ehrenpreis' thought and its place in modern Jewish man's 
attempts to understand the world around him. The present thesis is the first 
attempt to take account of Ehrenpreis' entire Swedish œuvre and view it as a sin
gle, complete and coherent statement regarding the challenges facing the Jewish 
community at large and in Sweden in particular in the first half of the twentieth 
century. It insists that Ehrenpreis' mind was an integrated one, and that he was 
clearly cognizant of the very fundamental confrontation taking place during his 

1. Abraham Joshua Heschel, The Insecurity of Freedom: Essays on Human Existence (New York, 
1966), 249. 
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lifetime between traditional and modern ways of viewing reality, and attempted 
to resolve it. He recognized the extent to which modern thought, literature and 
historiography were the essential tools with which the contemporary intellectual 
oriented himself in the modern world. And finally, he insisted that for modern 
Jews, a critical knowledge of Jewish sources was the sine qua non for coping with 
the whirlwind of intellectual and political changes characterizing the times. A 
close reading of his work reveals that the one constant in his life in letters was the 
struggle to reconcile the apparent logical antitheses of universalism and particu
larism, which this dissertation sees as a peculiarly Jewish struggle, but one with 
resonance for all ethnic minorities to the present day. As the greatest of modern 
Jewish social historians, Salo W. Baron, wrote the year after Ehrenpreis' death, 

In Jewish religion, since the days of the prophets, universalism and partic
ularism have been logical antitheses persistently linked in a living unity.... 
Did not ancient Pharisaism accept determinism and free will, and the 
medieval Jewish philosophers, God's transcendence and immanence as 
coexisting realities in defiance of all logical consistency? All life is a com
promise between irreconcilable logical contradictions, and every train of 
thought reflecting reality will end in unbridgeable antinomies. But the 
Jewish mind, following the logic of its extraordinary destinies, appears as 
an uninterrupted chain of antinomies and paradoxes.2 

The story to be told is thus that of the life of a mind standing in both in bold 
relief to its times and its traditions while remaining firmly rooted in them, the 
classical purview of the history of ideas. 

The Man and His Mileux 

Born in the Galician capital of Lvov in the eastern reaches of the Austrian-Hun
garian empire, Marcus Ehrenpreis was chief rabbi of Stockholm between 1914 
and 1948 and left the most indelible mark on his adopted country of any rabbi 
before or since. Upon his arrival in Sweden, following an extended period of pas
sionate engagement in the ongoing Jewish cultural renaissance in continental 
Europe, he initiated a programme of enlightenment among Jews and Gentiles 
alike, in order to educate them and create empathy and understanding for the 
spiritual life and teachings of Judaism. His fora included the rabbinical pulpit, 

2. Salo Baron, "Emancipation from State and Territory", Michael A. Meyer (ed.), Ideas of Jewish 
History (Detroit, 1987), 325. 
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lecture tours throughout Scandinavia, the creation of a "Jewish library" in Swed
ish which he oversaw (twenty-odd books of his own as well as translations and 
anthologies on diverse Jewish subjects), and finally, the thousands of articles, 
including some two hundred from his own pen, published in his cultural 
monthly Judisk Tidskrift, founded in 1928. 

Ehrenpreis' cultural efforts had a three-pronged purpose. First and fore
most, he aimed his attention inward toward the Jewish community in Sweden in 
order to show this highly-assimilated ethnic group, largely bereft of "Jewish 
knowledge", that there in fact existed a treasury of Jewish culture which had been 
grossly neglected in Western Europe and which in his mind still possessed the 
means necessary to confront the challenges of the modern world. On the other 
hand, his message was also directed outward, addressing European culture in 
general, intent on reminding it of the essential contributions made by Jewish 
culture to its own modern worldview. His third purpose was first actualized in 
the early 1930s, when Nazi and antisemitic currents in European society obliged 
gainsaying. In the face of the totalitarian insistence upon the obedience of the 
masses and the "purity of the race", Marcus Ehrenpreis would bear witness to the 
democratic legal tradition of Judaism and the essentially mongrel nature of all 
culture. In the end, his intellectual journey took him from a call to throwing off 
the shackles of rabbinical narrow-mindedness in favour of Jewish renewal and 
European Bildung, to calling for mankind as a whole to better itself. 

The inherent drama of the material studied in the present dissertation lies in 
fact that it provides a window into the interior experience of Marcus Ehrenpreis 
and the generation of Jews who lived through and reacted in print to the great 
transformation of Jewish life in the modern era. Though we can hardly call the 
period under examination itself "uplifting", Ehrenpreis' texts bear witness to the 
human spirit's transcendence of a moment of violent cultural turmoil. 

A brief orientation in the world in which Marcus Ehrenpreis lived is neces
sary for setting the stage upon which this drama was enacted. This includes the 
traditional Jewish world of Orthodoxy and Hasidism into which he was born, 
essential to contextualizing Ehrenpreis from the perspective of the milieu and the 
generation which spawned and formed him. Dissatisfaction with the traditional 
leadership of the Halakhic rabbis (Orthodox clerics concerned strictly with the 
interpretation of the law) was widespread among younger Jews in Russia, Poland 
and Galicia during the 1880s and 1890s. The crisis which occurred within Juda
ism in its confrontation with modernity led to a gradual abandonment of this 
leadership, which was replaced by Zionism, Socialism or a more amorphous 
search for new cultural foundations upon which to build. To varying degrees and 
through different means, Ehrenpreis' generation attempted to transform Jewish 
tradition into a vital teaching which rather than fleeing from the open air of con
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temporary debate and challenge, as was the case with strict Orthodoxy, boldly 
struck out in pursuit of it. 

Equally relevant was the trend toward the full political emancipation of the 
Jews in Western and Central Europe and the subsequent waves of assimilation 
among young Jewish professionals and intellectuals; the exacerbation of anti-
semitic tendencies both in the East in the form of pogroms and accelerated dis
crimination and in the West in the form of the rise of antisemitism as a political 
factor; and the emergence of Jewish nationalism, commonly known as Zionism, 
as an answer to this seemingly endemic antisemitism and a counterpart to the 
small-nation nationalisms emerging around the turn of the century. Zionism was 
born among the Jewish intelligentsia of Eastern and Central Europe after a seem
ingly unceasing wave of pogroms, but was also driven by a desire to rescue the 
Jewish masses f rom their political and social isolation and bring them, via the 
ideology of nationalism, into the world of modernity. Opposition emerged 
immediately from the leaders of Orthodoxy, who wished to preserve traditional 
values and lifestyles, but who also recognized that though it has largely been 
inspired by and borrowed its models from classic representations of Jewish messi-
anism, Jewish nationalism was experienced by followers and adversaries alike as a 
movement which radically broke with the world of religious Judaism. In the 
West, it grew out of a rejection of assimilation in certain Jewish quarters, a social 
milieu vacillating between a more than half-forgotten form of Judaism and a 
Europeanism that seemed to remained inaccessible, regardless of how much 
effort was invested; the Dreyfus affair in France served as a particularly painful 
moment of insight. This rejection by diverse groups with the Western Jewish 
community of "the idea of unity implicit in the revolutionary tradition of 1789, 
which recognizes only identical citizens subscribing to the same principles of 
rationality and stripped of their distinguishing characteristics so as to participate 
in the public sphere in the universalistic mode", has most recently been 
addressed by Pierre Birnbaum.^ The cult of universal humanistic Bildung was so 
widespread that no one seemed capable of admitting that difference may nurture 
our humanity, that our humanity may also be expressed in and through our dif
ferent religious communities and distinctive cultures.^ 

Zionism assumed two distinct miens, political Zionism, a diplomatic exer
tion aimed at the granting of land rights in Palestine by the world community 
where the Jews could establish their own nation, and a cultural Zionism aimed at 
reeducating European Jews in Jewish matters, thus spawning a renaissance of 

3. Pierre Birnbaum .Jewish Destinies: Citizenship, State and Community in Modern France (New 
York, 2000), 205. 

4. Cf. Paul Mendes-Flohr, Ge rman Jews: A Dual Identity (New Haven & London, 1999), 37. 
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that culture without necessitating mass emigration. Early in the century, the phi
losopher Franz Rosenzweig criticized political Zionism as "a diagnostician of 
genius but most mediocre healer",^ insofar as it identified the disease (ignorance 
of Judaism and the need for reconceptualization via the reclamation of Jewish 
knowledge in the Diaspora), but prescribed the wrong treatment. There was 
though one basic similarity shared by both Zionisms: the wish to rescue the lib
eral and democratic European traditions which had contributed to the emanci
pation of the Jews from the xenophobic reaction gaining momentum in Europe. 

Marcus Ehrenpreis' affinity for cultural Zionism (despite a flirtation with 
political Zionism around the turn of the century and a life-long admiration of 
Theodor Herzl) was a natural outgrowth of the energies he invested in the 
renaissance of Jewish culture, which can be succinctly summarized as a search for 
community and transmission of knowledge among deracinated Jews. The term 
"Jewish renaissance" was first uttered by Martin Buber in 1900, defined as "the 
resurrection of the Jewish people from partial life to full life".^ This resurrection, 
Buber emphasized, was possible only by combining Jewish traditions with a 
modern sense of aesthetics. Just as t he Italian Renaissance in the fifteenth cen
tury was not a return to ancient culture, so the Jewish renaissance of the twenti
eth century was not to be a return to premodern times but rather the birth of a 
modern Jewish culture. 

In his presentation of the immediate agenda for a Jewish renaissance at the 
Fifth Zionist Congress as a member of the Democratic Fraction (to which 
Ehrenpreis also belonged) in 1901, Buber enumerated four principle tasks: the 
promotion of Jewish art; the establishment of a publishing house as t he centre 
for a specific Jewish literature; the dissemination of modern Jewish culture in 
newspapers and journals; and the modernization of Jewish scholarship. Buber 
himself founded a publishing house, Jüdischer Verlag , shortly after his speech, 
which published a broad variety of translations from Hebrew and Yiddish litera
ture and scholarly works on Jewish issues. His planned journal Der Jude ran into 
financing problems and, until it began rolling off the printing press in 1916, its 
role was assumed by the Berlin periodical Ost und West (Ehrenpreis contributed 
articles to both). Simultaneously, a modernization of Jewish scholarship was 
undertaken on a broad front, as scholars reacted to antisemitic calumny and sup
plied the Jewish people with its own sociology and folklore, much in the spirit of 
the times, emphasizing the future and practical application of Judaism. All these 
Buberian impulses would be replicated by Ehrenpreis on Swedish soil. Thus we 

5. Franz Rosenzweig, On Jewish Learning (New York, 1955), 64. 
6. Michael Brenner, The Renaissa nce of Jewish Culture in Weimar Germany (New Haven & Lon

don, 1996), 24. 
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can state without exaggeration that Marcus Ehrenpreis personally imported the 
Jewish renaissance to Sweden. 

A Summary of Contents 

Immediately following this general introduction, the next chapter of the present 
dissertation constitutes a social and intellectual biography of Marcus Ehrenpreis 
and attempts in as great detail as possible to provide the reader with the relevant 
information about his youth, education, organizational activities, and career as a 
rabbi, writer and diplomat as his travels took him from his home of Lvov to Ber
lin, Croatia and Slavonia, Sofia and finally Stockholm. Particular emphasis is 
given to the impression left on his intellect by his studies, historical occurrences, 
and personal contacts. 

The third chapter provides a perspective with which to approach the work 
of Ehrenpreis, by describing the generational unit to which he belonged and how 
the concerns of his youth and early adulthood, shared by other Jewish intellectu
als born around the same time as he, shaped the problems he would attempt to 
solve and the manner in which they were expressed throughout his life. The gen
erational perspective also allows the fundamental differences between his own 
generation and the generations before and after his, respectively, to emerge in 
bold relief. I t is hoped that by employing this perspective, it will become clear 
that the accumulated work of Ehrenpreis can be seen as an integrated whole, 
which came to full fruition during his thirty-five years in Sweden. A salient point 
here is the fact that, outside of a small number of articles published in German 
periodicals during his studies in Berlin, this period was the only one in his life 
when his writings reached a broad audience comprised of Jews and non-Jews 
alike. 

In Chapter Four, Ehrenpreis' definitions of Jewish religion and Jewish cul
ture and the difference between them are explicated, before proceeding to inves
tigate the manner in which he thought the essence of these ideas ought to be 
mediated to its target audiences—primarily from the pulpit in his sermons and 
the intellectual periodical in his writings. The latter in particular he found to be 
an essential tool for disseminating Jewish culture in Sweden, both to Swedish 
Jewry, which throughout his rabbinate he derided as decidely deficient in Jewish 
knowledge due to increment assimilationism, and the Swedish public at large, 
whom he believed lacked a basic understanding of Jewish religion, ethics and 
history, the result quite simply of misinformation or indifference. Common 
however for both these groups was the general trend of downgrading the vitality 
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of Jewish culture which had characterized European intellectual circles for the 
past one hundred years. No other single remark more succinctly captures the 
ambivalence of the Jew in the modern world than Groucho Marx' famous quip, 
"I would never want to belong to a club that would want someone like me as a 
member"/ There is a club known as "European culture", one ponders entry, in 
fact needs to enter in order to compete on equal terms and has furthermore been 
promised eligibility by the wave of civil emancipation first broached by the "Edict 
of Toleration" promulgated by Joseph II of Austria in 1781, the French Enlight
enment and granting of civil rights to the Jews ten years later, and the enactment 
of the German Constitution of 1871, through which emancipation was consid
ered to have reached its completion.8 However, this culture has simultaneously 
internalized the critique of the Jew which the Enlightenment unfortunately also 
carried among its intellectual baggage into modern times. ̂  

Emancipation was granted rather grudgingly throughout the West (and 
withheld entirely in the East), especially in the German cultural sphere in which 
Marcus Ehrenpreis was schooled, with the emancipators assuming that the Jews, 
taken to be morally inferior to Christians, would improve themselves, preferably 
by conversion (regardless of the nominally secularized foundations of the 
Enlightenment). The emancipators could not know that this lifting of barriers 
would be followed by the rapid conversion of a relatively closed community into 
a dynamic society in which opportunities would abound and new fortunes 
would challenge ancient privilege. Emancipation lifted barriers, but it was the 
modernization of society, the sudden possibilities of attaining eminence through 
education and wealth, that gave the Jews the unanticipated chance of leaping 
ahead. The Jews of Western Europe profited from the possibilities of social 
mobility; so did other Europeans. But mobility meant freedom for some, and 
terrible dislocation, psychic and social, for others. As Jews excelled in the eco
nomic realm, the uprooted, disadvantaged groups, often in direct experience of 
and competition with Jewish traders and creditors, harked back to the old eman
cipators ' wish that the Jews would "improve" themselves. By the 1870s, detrac
tors claimed that the Jews, far from becoming improved, that is, some undefined 
version of "real" Europeans like themselves, had reduced Europeans to their base 

7. An ascerbic witticism which had actually been mentioned earlier in Sigmund Freud's study 
of jokes. Cf. Ivan Kalmar, The Trotskys, Freuds and Woody Aliens: Portrait of a Culture (Tor
onto, 1994), 245. 

8. Robert A. Kann, A History of the Habsburg Empire 1562-1918 (Berkeley & Los Angeles, 
1974), 186-87; Paul R. Mendes-Flohr & Jehuda Reinharz (eds.), The Jew in the Modern 
World: A Documentary History (New York & Oxford, 1980), 107; Raphael Mahler Jew
ish Emancipation: A Selection of Documents (New York, 1941), 58-59. 

9. Cf. Arthur Hertzberg, The French Enlightenment and the Jews (Philadelphia, 1968). 
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level, had infected them with their materialistic mode (known by the keyword of 
the day, "degeneration"). A conservative "ideology of resentment against moder
nity common to all Europe"1^ burgeoned, and after the economic recession of 
1872, a new group of antisemites took the Jew as symbol and profiteer of moder
nity, of liberalism and capitalism. From the 1880s and onward, various Euro
pean nationalisms acquired an aggressive, xenophobic character. 

Chapters Five and Six deal with what Ehrenpreis considered the two major 
expressions of Jewish culture, literature and historical knowledge, respectively, 
and constitute a close reading of his definitions of these phenomena, their peri-
odization and content, and the roles they played in the formation of a substan
tive understanding of Jewish culture in the modern world. For him, literature 
was the bearer of ethics and values and the forum within which these could be 
transvaluated (to use the Nietzschean term he preferred) and made germane to 
modern man. In his historical writings, both theoretical and expository, he 
wished to counteract tendencies from within and without the Jewish world 
which either consigned the Jewish people to the past tense, or overemphasized 
the role of traumas and catastrophes in its history at the expense of positive and 
creative Jewish cultural evolution. 

Chapter Seven concludes the close reading of Ehrenpreis' Swedish author
ship by concentrating on his wartime writings. In referring constantly to the leg
acy of the Hebrew prophets, what emerges are the essential cultural values which 
he considered to be the touchstones of Jewish tradition, the ideas of social jus
tice, minority rights, and the goal of a perpetual peace between nations. He 
emphasizes their significance for the development of the democratic tradition in 
Europe as well as their function as the pillars on which the identity of Jew in the 
modern world could rest. The dissertation closes w ith a brief summary of the 
conclusions which have been reached by the present author. 

Ultimately, it is hoped that the introduction to the thought of Marcus 
Ehrenpreis which is the subject of this dissertation will provide the reader with 
new perspectives on the cultural confrontation between the Jews of Europe and 
modernity, both on an individual and collective level. 

10. Fritz Stern, The Politics of Cultural Despair: A Study in the Rise of the Germanic Ideology (Ber
keley, 1961), xvii. 
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2. Marcus Ehrenpreis: 
A Social and Intellectual Biography 

Born 27 June 1869 to Klara (née Süss) and Jakob Ehrenpreis at 20 Zulkiewska 
Street in Lvov (in German, Lemberg) and given the Hebrew name Mordecai 
Wolf, Marcus Ehrenpreis' patrimony was the word.1 His maternal grandfather, 
with whom the family lived, ran a book publishing firm which employed Jakob 
Ehrenpreis before the latter struck out on his own. His paternal grandfather, who 
was a paralegal, kept a journal in exquisite Hebrew now being prepared for pub
lication by researchers at the Jewish Theological Seminary of America.2 With his 
mother commonly speaking to him in Yiddish and his father tending to address 
him in Hebrew, the vocations and avocations of his nearest and dearest started 
Ehrenpreis off at the earliest of ages on the multilingual life he would come to 
lead as he moved from Galicia to Berlin, Croatia and Slovenia to Bulgaria, and 
finally Stockholm. Jakob Ehrenpreis was not atypical for his generation, despite 
residing in the rarified air of Lvov - a maskil (or "enlightener") living in a town 
imbued with traditional Orthodoxy and mystical Hasidism. And this microcos
mos of modern Jewish cultural clash was itself located in the midst of a veritable 
macrocosmos of ethnic diversity, Galicia, at once one of poorest and most 
dynamic regions in Eastern Europe. 

1. Unless otherwise noted, the biographical chronology of this chapter has been gleaned from 
Marcus Ehrenpreis' autobiography, Mitt liv mellan öster och väster (Stockholm, 1946). All 
translations from Swedish originals, unless otherwise noted, are the present author's own. 

2. Jay Rovner (ed.), Na say 'eni le-aser elekha [Please help me tithe unto You]: Maaser Kesafim 
[Income tithing] in Social and Halachic Perspective: The Case ofMordechai Zeev Ehrenpreis of 
Lvov (Forthcoming publication of the Conference Proceedings of the Second Mishpat Ivri 
Conference of the Union for Traditional Judaism). 
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There is not much explicit demographic data about the Jews of Europe 
available until the end of the nineteenth century. However, some tendencies are 
clear enough, the most significant of which is the huge increase in the Jewish 
population of Eastern Europe. At the beginning of that century, the Jews made 
up about 1.4% (3,280,500) of the total population of Europe; by its end this 
had climbed to a full 2% (8,508,000). Roughly eighty-two percent of world 
Jewry lived in Europe, and fifty percent of these were concentrated in the Rus
sian Empire (Russia and Poland), while another twenty percent lived in the Hab-
sburg Empire (Austria-Hungary).^ 

Galicia is located in what is now southeastern Poland and the northwestern 
Ukraine. While the Jewish population of the western region of Galicia never 
amounted to more than about three percent of the total, in the eastern reaches its 
numbers were significantly higher, and in several of the towns, including Lvov, it 
comprised some one-third of the entire local population. By the time of the Aus
trian annexation of the lion's share of Galicia in 1772, nearly a quarter of a mil
lion Jews were in residence. Lvov was an historically important trade link 
between Turkey and Russia to the east and Austria and Germany to the west, 
with the Jews dominating the import-export business. 

According to the census taken the year of Ehrenpreis ' birth, the Jewish pop
ulation of Lvov was determined to comprise 26,694 souls, which number 
climbed slowly but steadily well into the 20th century.^ Whereas relations 
between Poles and Jews had long been relatively peaceful and even sparked a 
short-lived interest in assimilation among the members of Jakob Ehrenpreis' 
generation, the Galician parliament's revocation of all forms of economic dis
crimination against Jews in 1860 led to an intensification of dormant antisemitic 
tendencies within the Polish and Ukrainian groups in the town. This rebuff may 
partially explain why Jews from the upper and middle classes felt no particular 
attraction to burgeoning nationalist tendencies among these groups, choosing 
instead to assimilate themselves into the reigning German cultural sphere. ̂  And 
their refusal to "choose sides" during the nationalistic struggle between the 
groups directly after the First World War would result in bloody pogroms in 
November 1918;^ Marcus Ehrenpreis contributed to the international outcry 

3. Evyatar Friesel, Atlas of Modern Jewish History (New York & Oxford, 1990), 15. 
4. "Lvov", Encyclopedia Judaica, Vol. 11 (Jerusalem, 1971), 611. 
5. Norman Davies, "Polish-Jewish Relations: Historic Background", Herbert A. Strauss (ed.), 

Hostage of Modernization: Studies on Modern Antisemitism 1870-1933/39. Austria—Hungary-
Poland—Russia (Berlin & New York, 1993). See also Magdalena Opalski & Omar Bartov, 
Poles and Jews: A Failed Brotherhood (Hanover & London, 1992), 103-05. 

6. Kristian Gerner, Centraleuropas historia (Stockholm, 1997), 267-68. 
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with his speech "Les dementis Polonais", included in a French-language volume 
published in Stockholm/ The vast majority of Jews living among Poles 
remained socially and culturally unintegrated into the surrounding society. 

They shared little or no national sentiment or common allegience with 
the Poles. They and the Poles were almost strangers. They avoided associ
ation with the vast majority of the population, the Polish peasantry, not 
wishing to live like or with them.8 

Aside from other barriers, Polish nationalism was ultimately synonymous with 
Catholicism, as betokened by a popular phrase of the day, Polak, to Katolik - to 
be Polish is t o be Catholic. There was even less reason for the Jews to be enticed 
by what was apprehended as the even more unenlightened, rural lifestyle of the 
Ukrainian populace and its Orthodox Christian faith. Looking back, Marcus 
Ehrenpreis confirms this analysis. While the region was a veritable mosaic of lan
guages, cultures and religions, its "soil was no breeding ground for assimila
tion".^ However, there were impulses from the outside world which most 
certainly did insinuate themselves into the world of Orthodox Jewry in Galicia, 
emanating from Germany and eventually becoming one of the prime motiva
tions for the alterations in the traditional way of life Ehrenpreis had been raised 
in accordance with and which he would determine to change. 

For centuries, Galicia had been a bastion of traditional Jewry, and the 
method of transmitting this worldview from generation to generation was the 
long-established educational system. Before compulsory education was intro
duced in Europe at the end of the 19th century, there were only two groups who 
were characterized by their more or less universal l iteracy: the priesthood and the 
Jews. The pivotal position which education enjoyed within Judaism has its roots 
in the expulsion from Palestine at the beginning of our common era.1^ In the 
Mideast and subsequently in Europe, a system comprising three levels was 

7. Ehrenpreis, "Les dementis Polonais (D'un discours tenu le 13 décembre à Stockholm)", L. 
Chasanowitch (ed.), Lespogromes anti-juifi en Galicie et en Pologne en novembre et décembre 
1918: Faits et Documents (Stockholm, 1919). 

8. Ralph Slovenko, "On Polish-Jewish Relations", The Journal of Psychiatry and Law (Winter 
1987), 599. 

9. Ehrenpreis, "Min livsväg. Självbiografiska aforismer", Judisk Tidskrift 1939:6, 182. Hence
forth, Judisk Tidskrift shall be referred to by the abbreviation "JT" in the notes. All transla
tions from the Swedish originals are the author's own, unless otherwise indicated. 

10. On the ancient origins of the educational tradition via the establishment of the academy at 
Yavneh after the Roman conquest of Jerusalem, see Jacob Neusner, A Life ofRabban Yohanan 
BenZakkai, Ca. 1-80 C.E. (Leiden, 1962). 
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quickly developed—cheder; beth midrash and yeshivah, roughly corresponding to 
the latter-day elementary, middle and high schools.11 Cheder (literally, "room") 
was attended by children up to thirteen years of age, and after learning the alpha
bet, their primary textbook was the Torah, featuring the running commentary of 
the eleventh-century rabbi Rashi. After becoming bar-mitzvah, the young men 
continued their studies at the beth midrash or "study house", where the Talmud 
(a work containing six thousand folio pages of commentary on the Bible) now 
became the chief text, while the yeshivah can best be characterized as an institute 
of higher learning, aimed at producing rabbis. In these institutions, the texts 
were treated as the Word of God. Scientific study of Jewish literature was an 
unknown phenomenon in public education before the end of the 19th century. 

It is however misleading to characterize the religious world of Galicia as 
being solely a stronghold of tradition, for in the early eighteenth century, the 
pietistic movement known as Ha sidism had made major inroads in the region.12 

Hasidic doctrine employs theTorah as a point of departure for homilies on con
duct, consolation and assurances of imminent redemption. Its pious message 
found its largest audience among the poorer members of the merchant class, but 
its kabbalistic (or mystical) interpretations of Biblical texts also exercised a fasci
nation on numerous Jewish intellectuals in the East, including members of the 
religious establishment. Ehrenpreis recalls t hat Hasidism in Lvov "softened the 
rigid and dessicated rabbinical legislative piety and endowed services with fresh
ness and colour".1^ 

Marcus Ehrenpreis recollects that like all his schoolmates, by the age of five 
or six his days were filled with reading Genesis and the rest of the Pentateuch in 
the original Hebrew.1^ This continued throughout the years, until the students 
had learned their contents by heart. Years of Talmud study — "first the easier sec
tions, before entering into discussions of religious and ethical matters" - fol
lowed at ten to twelve hours a day. "Our reading was certainly neither 
methodical nor scientific, it failed to follow the rules of pedagogy, but it was 
broad and relentless and the final results were good."1^ 

11. This system is portrayed and elucidated in William B. Helmreich, The World of the Yeshiva: 
An Intimate Portrait of Orthodox Jewry (New York & London, 1982). 

12. Raphael Mahler, Hasidism and the Enlightenment. Their Confrontation in Galicia andPoland 
in the First Half of the Nineteenth Century (Philadelphia, New York & Jerusalem, 1985), 3-29. 

13. Ehrenpreis, "Där eviga ljusen släcktes. Personliga minnen från förstörda församlingar",/?" 
1944:1,3. 

14. Ibid., "Bibelns aktualitet", JT1939:1, 2. 
15. Ibid, "Varför jag skrev 'De som byggt Israel"', JT 1942:2, 33-34. Ehrenpreis' reminiscences 

are exactly mirrored in the explication of the age-old Jewish school system by Jacob Katz, 
Tradition and Crisis: Jewish Society at the End of the Middle Ages (New York, 1961), 189-91. 
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However, there was both a dissatisfaction with the narrow concentration 
and superannuated teaching methods of the study house, and an indication that 
there was something more to the life of the mind that what the Holy Scriptures 
held.1(^. Hasidism may have softened the hard edges of Orthodoxy, but the 
Haskalah ("Enlightenment") opened up new vistas. In a torrent of poetic inspi
ration, Ehrenpreis later described this confrontation. 

The ghetto feels cramped and preparations are made to crush its chains. A 
revolt breaks out in the quiet of the study house: spiritual walls are to be 
torn down, idols overthrown, ourselves liberated. Philosophy and science 
strike the Talmud schools like lightning. Ibsen, Taine and Nietzsche, Dar
win and Comte pelt down upon the pages of our Talmuds and incite 
young Talmudists to a transvaluation of consecrated values. A stubborn 
and tenacious battle begins: Jacob wrestling with the angel. Youths in 
their teens, haunted by critical tribulations, wrestle with themselves long 
into the still night of the study house; in front of them open folios, beside 
them dwarfish volumes of unholy texts. The young Talmudist grits his 
teeth: "I wi ll not let thee go, except thou bless me". It is a t ime of transi
tion, full of bitterness and sweetness. I float rootlessly in the vacuum of 
"secularized" Judaism. After years of wrestling the far sho re of the River 
Jabbok looms enticingly, from which desparately won spiritual balance 
waves, the deeply-ingrained certainty of faith, lived, not learned, certainty. 
I feel at once both bound and free.17 

Of all the regions inhabited by Polish Jewry, Galicia seems to be the one which 
was most susceptible to the enticements of the Jewish Enlightenment. A biprod-
uct of the German Aufklärung mediated through the personality and intellectual 
drive of philosopher Moses Mendelssohn, who was determined to break the cen-
turies-long estrangement of the Jews from Western culture and prepare them for 
the political emancipation which would finally be granted by around 1870,^ it 
arrived in the East with some delay but quickly established itself in such Galician 
towns as Brody, Tarnopol, and Lvov, where Jewish schools were founded by its 
aposdes, with German as the language of instruction and often with the blessing 
of the Austrian authorities, who wished to Germanize their eastern subject popu
lations.1^ Though tardy in arriving, "Mendelssohn's cry finally reached us and 
roused us or, perhaps put more correctly, irritated us, confused us, made us 

16. This phenomenon was naturally not limited to Galicia; cf. Charles L. Ozer, "Jewish Educa
tion in the Transition from Ghetto to Emancipation", Revue des études juives, 1946-47:8-9. 

17. Ehrenpreis, "Min livsväg", JT 1939:6, 184-85. 
18. Gerner, 163, 187. 
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uncertain". In the literature of the Enlightenment disseminated by travelling 
booksellers, the young men of Ehrenpreis7 generation read of "nature, which we 
children of the ghetto had never seen, of freedom, which we never enjoyed, of 
beauty and art, of passion and longing....[0]ur young souls were hungry and 
thirsty and we sought our way".20 

Much to the consternation of the traditional majority, already beset by the 
Hasidim, a number of Reform synagogues were also established.21 By the 1830s 
and 1840s, the numbers of the maskilim had swollen (and included Jakob 
Ehrenpreis, much to the chagrin of his future father-in-law), and their influence 
in the cities was constantly increasing. An interesting if brief episode in this 
ambition to assimilate the Jews into German culture occurred at the time of 
Ehrenpreis' earliest years, as younger Jews became sidetracked into Polish 
nationalist strivings. 2 However shortlived and unsuccessful, it did attract 
numerous adherents and expressed the desire young Polish Jews harboured for 
reaching beyond the world of Jewish learning and acculturating themselves to 
their surroundings. 

In the early 1880s, Ehrenpreis developed intense friendships with Markus 
Braude and Osias Thon, fellow rabbinical students who shared his interest in the 
new forms and currents of Judaic thought. Both of these comrades were destined 
to make significant contributions to the modernization of Jewish life in the East. 
Once ordained, Thon would become an ardent cultural Zionist, presiding over 
the West Galician Zionist movement for several decades, while also entering the 
Polish parliament in 1919, where he was universally hailed as one of its most 
pensive members.2^ Braude, who followed both his maternal grandfather and 
father into the rabbinate, became a leading educator and founder of the Society 
for Jewish High Schools in Poland, "train [ing] a new generation of Zionist-ori
ented intellectuals armed with a sound Jewish and a sound general education". 

19. See Israel Bartal, "'The Heavenly City of Germany' and the Absolutism à la Mode d'Autri
che: The Rise of the Haskalah in Galicia", Jacob Katz (ed.), Toward Modernity: The European 
Jewish Model (New Brunswick, NJ & Oxford, 1987). 

20. Ehrenpreis, "Den historiska sommaren 1897. Ett 35-årsminne (Tredje artikeln)",/?" 1932:7, 
205-06. 

21. An excellent analysis of the growth and intellectual worldview of the Reform movement can 
be found in Michael A. Meyer, Resp onse to Modernity: A History of the Reform Movement in 
Judaism (New York & Oxford, 1988). 

22. See Ezra Mendelsohn, "A Note on Jewish Assimilation in the Polish Lands", Bela Vago (ed.), 
Jewish Assimilation in Modern Times (Boulder, CO, 1981) 142; "From Assimilation to Zion
ism in Lvov: The Case of Alfred Nossig", Slavonic and East European Review (1971); "Jewish 
Assimilation in Lvov: The Case of Wilhelm Feldman", The American Slavic and East Euro
pean Review; 1969:1. 

23. Ibid., On Modern Jewish Politics (New York & Oxford, 1993), 67. 
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By the early 1930s, it was estimated that there existed 31 such Polish-Hebrew 
high schools, with 6,022 students in attendance.2^ 

The two of them were also members of the Jewish delegation to the Paris 
Peace Conference following the Great War, involved in drafting the minority 
rights legislation that would come into effect as one small but significant result 
of the violent upheavals of the era and would pave the way for general minority 
and human rights legislation in the century to come.^ Thon and Braude were 
members of the conference's Programme Commission, comprising some fifty 
delegates from almost as many lands. Thon insisted on autonomy for his people, 
exclaiming, "the Jews are a nation, not a religious sect, and we wish the world to 
know it". National rights were to be understood as the right to citizenship, even 
for those forced to flee, and autonomy not separatism but rather "an ethnic and 
cultural community which sought loyally to serve the state of which it would 
form an integral part".2^ In other words, the goal was simply to see that in a 
world where population exchanges had become common, international law 
would guarantee that minorities be treated on equal footing with the majority. 
After many hours of backroom negotiations and compromises, the final result 
was the so-called "Minorities Treaty", guaranteeing all minorities, including 
Jews, civic and national cultural rights. 

In 1884, Ehrenpreis and Thon joined Mikre Kodesh, "the first Jewish 
national association", ^ founded the year before and offering secular studies 
(including the German language) and more methodical investigations of Juda
ism. Mikre Kodesh (Holy Gathering) was from the start "a non-partisan associa
tion whose purpose was to disseminate learning, both Jewish and general", 
according to Ehrenpreis. "We studied the Hebrew language according to modern 
methods and the Bible in exegetic and historical light, which had never occurred 
in the conservative study houses. I received my first instruction in German 
there...."28 

The effect of being exposed to the systematic study of this new world of 
knowledge was profound. 

24. Ibid., Zionism in Poland: The Formative Years 1915-1926(New Haven & London, 1981), 
196-97. According to Miriam Eisenstein in Jewish Schools in Poland, 1919-1939: Their Phi
losophy and Development (New York, 1950), 62-63, "Dr. Braude laid the fo undation for a 
modern Hebrew education not only in Lodz but in the whole country". 

25. Gemer, 267. 
26. Oscar I. Janowsky, The Jews and Minority Rights (1898-1919) (New York, 1933), 301, 311. 
27. Piotr Wróbal, "The Jews of Galicia under Austrian-Polish Rule, 1869-1918", Austrian His

tory Yearbook 1994, 125. 
28. Ehrenpreis, "Där eviga ljusen släcktes",/?" 1944:1, 4-5. 
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Soon the gaze turns westward. The inquisitive youngster eats greedily 
from the many branches of the tree of Western culture. The Talmud stu
dent heeds the call of Europe.... The teachings, the culture and concrete 
knowledge which comes from the West brings in its train irreverent criti
cism, gnawing doubt, which quickly grows into denial.... The naïve 
youngster is overwhelmed by the spirit of the times. 

Eventually (Ehrenpreis gives 1886 as the year, while historian Piotr Wróbal dates 
the event two years later), Mikre Kodesh evolved into a Zionist organization 
with Ehrenpreis, Braude and Thon at its helm, "the first of its kind, soon imi
tated in other European countries".^0 The proposed task of Zion was to rouse 
Jewish consciousness and spread Jewish knowledge, at the same time as it threw 
its political support behind the recently initiated agricultural colonization of Pal
estine. Quickly becoming the centre of the Jewish national movement in Galicia, 
it was represented by local branches in the larger Galician towns, attracting 
mostly youngsters, "a generation of 'sons' who rebelled politically against their 
'fathers', who were tied to assimilation".^1 While referring back to the traditions 
of Haskalah, these men assumed a different attitude toward Hebrew culture, in 
sharp contrast to the dismissive tendencies of their elders. They were fascinated 
by German culture, but wanted to modernize Jewish life not by Polonizing or 
Germanizing it, but by Europeanizing it, within the framework of a modern 
interpretation of the traditions of Judaism. In order to disseminate their pro
gramme more widely, a series of informative pamphlets in Yiddish were pub
lished, beginning with Ehrenpreis' own in 1890, under the rubric Der 
Kantschick (The Knout). 

By 1892, the house organ of the assimilationists, Ojczyzna (Fatherland), had 
ceased publication due to lack of interest and was immediately replaced by 
Zion's symbolically named Polish-language Przyszlosc (The Future). From Ber
lin, where he had relocated for his studies, Ehrenpreis acted as a member of its 
three-man editorial committee, and composed the programmatic article "The 
Beginning of the End", aimed at the assimilationists. Thus commences his long 
involvement in the editing and publishing of Jewish periodicals. 

Contemporaneous to this whirlwind of schoolboy organizational enthusi
asm, Ehrenpreis, Thon and Braude were not only preparing to enter the rabbin
ate, but in an unheard-of step for East European Jewish clerics, were also 
readying themselves for higher studies at a Western university. This was also the 

29. Ibid, "Min livsväg",/F 1939:6, 183-84. 
30. Ibid., "Zionism före Herzl",/7* 1942:6, 153;Wrobal, 125. 
31. Wróbal, 125. 
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result of circumstances, since the numerus clausus observed by East and Central 
European universities forced many young Jews to turn to the West, "particularly 
to the University of Berlin which had no special requirements for foreign stu
dents".^2 In 1887 Ehrenpreis and Thon entered the state secondary school 
Königlich-Kaiserliches Ilites Staats/Obergymnasium after two years of prepara
tory German studies, where each eventually received his Matu ri t ät sexamen, 
opening the way for post-secondary studies in Berlin. 

In 1891, he and Thon disembarked in the German capital (Braude having 
arrived the previous year). Ehrenpreis is very careful to describe this move as no 
flight away from Judaism into the arms of a higher culture, but rather "a free and 
open road, a road from one summit to another". ^ Still, he admits that the step 
he was taking was one of enormous consequence to himself. 

It was an unmediated transition, a gigantic leap from the Medieval alley
ways of the Lvov ghetto to the Wilhelminian imperial city, which was in 
the process of becoming a world capital.... When I, together with other 
newly-enrolled students stood eye-to-eye with that year's rector,... Rudolf 
Virchow, in order to affirm the student oath with a handshake, it felt as if 
on that very day, th e Talmud student held out his hand to the world and 
swore fealty to the culture of all mankind.3^ 

It is also in teresting to note his observations on the presence or absence of anti
semitism at the German seats of higher learning during the 1890s. Subsequent 
research has made much of the growth and prevalence of nationalistic, anti-
semitic student unions at that time and their influence in alienating Jewish stu
dents and driving them toward a knee-jerk reaction Jewish self-identification,^ 
but Ehrenpreis remembers it differently. Antisemtism was 

a soap bubble which would soon burst. During all the years I spent in 
Germany as a student at the Universities of Berlin and Erlangen, neither 
my Jewish comrades nor myself ever came in contact with any antisemtic 
attitudes worth mentioning. As far as Statsbiirgerzeitung, just about the 

32. Jehuda Reinharz, Fatherland or Promised Land? The Dilemma of the German Jew, 1893-1914 
(Ann Arbor, 1975), 93. 

33. Ehrenpreis, "Min livsväg", JT 1939:6, 183. 
34. Ibid., " Där de eviga ljusen släcktes", JT 1944:1, 6. 
35. In Constructing Modem Identities: Jewish University Students in Germany, 1815-1914 

(Detroit, 1999), 8If., Keith H. Pickus shows that although antisemitism indeed played a role 
in the creation of Jewish student unions, their development should be seen in the broader 
context of "the internal dynamics of Jewish self-definition and the evolving nature of Jewish 
identity". 
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only newspaper which formally allied itself to a theoretical antisemitism, 
is concerned, it was jokingly said that it was only read by Jews. ̂  

In the 1920s, Ehrenpreis proffered a similarly sanguine analysis of the phenome
non, stating that Swedish antisemitic associations recently established in the 
country were nothing but imported ideas which the Swedish disposition would 
not brook. ̂  

At Friedrich-Wilhelm Universität, Ehrenpreis would concentrate his studies 
on cultural history (including art history and Greek literature), philosophy, and 
comparative literature. Among his teachers were historian Theodor Mommsen; 
Heinrich Gotthard von Trietschke on the history of parliamentarism; Emil Du 
Bois-Reymond, who lectured on "Die neusten Ergebnisse der Naturwissen
schaften"; and the sociologist Georg Simmel, with whom Ehrenpreis developed a 
warm casual relationship. Ironically, Ehrenpreis claims in a radio lecture given 
late in his life that his own personal religious crisis was reconciled by the "liberat
ing words" uttered by Du Bois-Reymond as to the fact that science could not 
claim to shed any light on the "ultimate things in life". His elderly teacher spoke 
as a man of science confirming the truth of religious philosophy who "at just the 
right moment weakened my illusions about the omnipotence of knowledge".^8 

Undaunted by the heady experience of entering a major European univer
sity, Ehrenpreis had also procured a letter of introduction from Rabbi Solomon 
Buber, which gained him immediate admission to the Hochschule für die Wis
senschaft des Judentums, the seat of Jewish scholarship in the 19th century. 
Buber (grandfather of Martin, who spent his youth in Solomon's household) 
had been an early mentor back home in Lvov. 

Ehrenpreis spent five subsequent years r unning between his lectures at the 
university and his classes at the first modern "Jewish university" of its kind, con
ducted by the likes of philosopher Hermann Cohen; Bible exegete Haim 
Steinthal; Moritz Lazarus, who also taught at the university and who together 
with his brother-in-law Steinthal achieved his greatest fame with the establish
ment of the discipline of Völkerpsychologie (defined around the turn of the cen
tury as the science of mankind as a social being as opposed to individual 
psychology); and Sigmund Maybaum, Ehrenpreis' homiletics teacher who, iron
ically, would later emerge as one of the five notorious protestrabbiner in Ger
many, vehemently opposed to Zionism. 

36. Ehrenpreis, "Världsfront mot världsantisemitism", JT 1946:9, 262. 
37. "Antisemitismen ett sjukdomssymptom, säger överrabbin," Social-Demokraten 5 May 1924. 
38. Ehrenpreis, "En jude har ordet", Vad jag tror på. Radioföredr ag 1948 (ed.) Erik Hj. Linder 

(Falun, 1949), 76-78. 
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However daunting, the prospect of two parallel courses of study did not dis
courage Ehrenpreis from also zealously following his original belletristic and 
journalistic impulses. Ehrenpreis actually debuted as an author as far back as 
1882 ("early than what is healthy!"^) with a Yiddish-language broschure on the 
Tisza-Eszlar "ritual murder" canard in Hungary. Two years later he composed 
Yiddish biographies on Napoleon and the famed English-Jewish philanthropist 
Moses Montefiore. While already spending a great deal of time on pamphleteer
ing and producing journals for the burgeoning Zionist movement, he began 
printing essays in the oldest Hebrew-language weekly, Ha-Maggid (The 
Preacher), along with theatre reviews in Lvov's Yiddish daily, Yidishe Tsaytung. 
Arriving in Berlin, he quickly found an outlet writing "Galizische Briefe" and 
book reviews for Heine-expert Gustav Karpele's Allgemeine Zeitung des Juden
tums, while continuing to submit Hebrew articles to Ha-Maggid. 

By 1892, he had become editorial secretary of the Berlin office of the 
Viennese-based Jüdische Zeitung , for which he also wrote a series of articles on 
the German-Jewish Socialist and proto-Zionist Moses Hess. Sometime thereafter 
he learned from a Russian classmate that these essays had been collected, trans
lated and published in brochure form in Yekaterinoslav by one Menahem Ussish-
kin, leading to the development of a friendship between author and translator, 
who would soon emerge as one of the firebrands of Jewish colonization efforts in 
Palestine.^0 Ehrenpreis' participation in the discussions of his generational net
work of fin-de-siècle European Jewish intellectuals continued to expand. 

Finally, in the summer of 1893, he took a giant step from the world of Jew
ish letters to the greater audience to be reached by Maximilian Harden's Die 
Zukunft, with his "Aus der Talmudschule", Ehrenpreis' first public attack on the 
by-rote system of learning. The acceptance of an article in the converted Jew 
Harden's prestigious magazine was at once a sign of having "arrived" on the lit
erary scene in Berlin and a hoisting of one's liberal political colours.^1 That 
same year, his article on Tolstoy's moral philosophy was published in the 
monthly literary supplement of the Berliner Tageblatt. 

Thus already by his early twenties, Marcus Ehrenpreis was a widely-pub-
lished author in four languages. He would continue to contribute a steady 
stream of articles to Hebrew and Yiddish publications throughout his sojourn in 
Germany, before his attention became more focused on the necessity of a single, 
powerful force in Hebrew literary circles after his first encounter in Berlin with 
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Ahad Ha-am (the nom-de-plume meaning "One of the People" of Ukrainian-
Jewish ideologue Asher Ginzberg), the father of cultural Zionism. 

Ehrenpreis claims that even as a child, he dreamt of "meeting halls, speak
ers ' podiums, gatherings."^2 Already actively pursuing those dreams as a teen
ager in Lvov, it was only natural that he should devote whatever was left of his 
free time in Berlin to organizational activities. He met "a number of German-
born Jews and Russian-Jewish students influenced by similar ideas" to those ani
mating himself, Thon and Braudel In 1892, the German-speakers under the 
leadership of Heinrich Loewe, created the very first Jewish nationalist student 
association^ Jung Israel (to which the East and Central Europeans belonged), 
while the Russians, wary of adopting a name that smacked of nationalism for 
fear of spies who would report back home, gathered under the name Russisch
jüdischer wissenschaftlicher VereintAmong the members of the latter group was 
Chaim Weizmann, future president of the State of Israel. A third constellation, 
Judas Töchter> was organized as a sort of women's auxilliary to the other two. 
Ehrenpreis has only tangentially discussed the women's question in his writings, 
but admits that they had a hard time establishing themselves in the overwhelm
ingly male movement. This was the foreseeable result of centuries of patri-
archism, for, as Michael A. Meyer writes, "The religious education of Jewish girls 
had been particularly neglected by both the orthodox parents and the enlight
ened".^ Judas Töchter was an effort on the part of young Jewish women to 
breach the ghetto wall which, long after emancipation, still surrounded Jewish 
womanhood as a whole.^ Though seventeen women attended the first Zionist 
congress in Basel in 1897, they did not participate in the discussions, nor were 
they allowed to vote. While there had been a proposal to grant women equal 
rights at the congress, the leader of the movement, Theodor Herzl, refused to 
consider anything but the main task of the conference, the political organization 
of the Jews aimed at securing a charter to settle Palestine. "The subordinate posi
tion of the Jewish woman in official organizations continued unchanged for 
many years hence," Ehrenpreis summarizes. "The intense struggle for the politi-
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cal emancipation of women taking place out in the greater world met with little 
response in the streets of the ghetto."^8 Be that as it may, women did in fact 
receive the vote at the second Zionist congress. All three Berlin groups met sepa
rately and conjointly on regular occasions, and the endless discussions at Jung 
Israel's meetings led to the formulation of an ambitious political programme for 
the realization of the Zionist dream, including the establishment of a national 
monetary fund and a system of Hebrew education. 

In April of 1893, Ehrenpreis travelled back home to attend the first confer
ence of Galician Zionists, presenting them with the Jung Israel programme, and 
speaking about the task of Jewish culture and Hebrew literature, foreshadowing 
his efforts at the first Zionist congress. Strengthened by the response and relative 
success of that gathering, in the summer of the same year, Jung Israel accepted 
Ehrenpreis' proposal that it organize a general conference of Zionists from vari
ous countries. On 14 July Ehrenpreis invited Zionist associations in Austria, 
Russia, Germany, France and Rumania to attend. In September, a six-man com
mittee gathered for a preparatory meeting in Vienna. Included among the partic
ipants was one M. Moses, a leading delegate at the very first Chovev-Zionist 
(Lovers of Zion) conference held in Katowice in 1884 on the initiative of Leon 
Pinsker, author of Autoemanzipation and one of the precursors of Zionism. Thus 
the youngsters had created a personal link between themselves and the very first 
stirrings of Jewish national feeling in modern Europe. At the meeting, Jung Israel 
again presented a detailed plan for organizing the diverse groups dedicated to the 
questions of Palestine and Hebrew culture. Though the group decided to call a 
worldwide conference in Berlin and elected an executive committee to arrange it, 
the time proved not to be ripe. However, "we comprised an organizationally 
experienced staff when Herzl would begin arranging his conference four years 
later" ̂  

In the autumn, a chance encounter would have a decisive influence on 
Ehrenpreis' intellectual development. On his way home to Odessa from Pales
tine, Ahad Ha-am stopped off in Berlin and agreed to hold a talk for the mem
bers of Jung Israel. In private discussion, Ehrenpreis and Ahad Ha-am spoke 
about the need for organization among the cultural Zionists, and the next year 
Ehrenpreis wrote him a letter, urging him to assume leadership of the Hebrew 
renaissance and to "found a modern literary periodical...the plan we discussed in 
Berlin".^0 Therewith was prepared the soil for what would become the seedbed 
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of Hebrew cultural activity for many decades hence, Ha-Shiloah (named for the 
river in Jerusalem "whose waters run slowly"), a high-quality Hebrew literary 
journal published in Odessa with Ahad Ha-am at its helm. It would also, imme
diately upon beginning publication, become the public forum in which the erst
while disciples of Ahad Ha-am, Ehrenpreis among them, would air their many 
differences with their mentor.^1 

As time progressed, Ehrenpreis continued to expand his network of contacts 
among young Jewish literati both near and far away. Future leading lights of the 
Jewish cultural renaissance including David Frischmann, David Neumark and, 
most significantly for Ehrenpreis, Micha Josef Berdyczewski, had joined Jung 
Israel, and via the mails Ehrenpreis was in constant contact with Josef Klausner, 
who would become the doyen of Hebrew literary critics.^2 But by the summer of 
1894, the strain of so much extramural activity seems to have gotten to him, for 
he decided to leave the ferment of Berlin for the quieter environs of Bavaria to 
attend the Friedrich-Alexander Universität in Erlangen and complete his disser
tation in peace. ̂  After seven months of hard work, including a Christmas break 
reading kabbalistic manuscripts in Munich, Die Entwickelung der Emanationsle
hre in der Kabbala des XII I Jahrhunderts was finished. On 11 March 1895, he 
received his Ph.D. Although he was to show little continued interest in Jewish 
mysticism the rest of his life (despite travelling to Rome in order to excerpt from 
the Vatican's collection of kabbalistic manuscripts in the autumn following his 
thesis defence, thereby indicating possible plans for continued study"^), Marcus 
Ehrenpreis was again in the vanguard of Jewish studies by taking on a topic 
toward which scholars of the Wissenschaft des Judentums had shown nothing 
but scorn. As late as the 1930s, "hardly any rabbi-scholar in Germany...paid any 
serious attention to this discipline"."^ It would take the monumental studies of 
Gershom Scholem a generation later to legitimize this branch of study. 
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1896 was a watershed year in the life of Marcus Ehrenpreis, both personally 
and professionally. On 18 October he had married Ester Tynia Haskler, a second 
cousin from a village in the Carpathians with whom he would eventually have 
two children, Theodor and Miriam. She had been active in the Zionist move
ment since 1894 in a young women's group in Lvov, and would eventually 
accompany Ehrenpreis to the first congress in Basel. ̂  At the age of twenty-six, 
he was appointed rabbi of the tiny congregation in Djakovar in Croatia, during 
which time he also served as interim rabbi in the nearby town of Osijek, the 
administrative centre of Slavonia. One of his biographers, Abraham Brody, 
claimed that despite his short stay in the region, the polyglot Ehrenpreis held his 
sermons partly in Serbo-Croat.-^ Why he chose this tiny Balkan town is 
unknown — exhaustion after years of febrile activity in Berlin remains a qualified 
guess; furthermore, competition over rabbinical jobs was stiff in Europe, and a 
newly-graduated twenty-six-year-old would not have had the merits to secure a 
more prestigious seat. Regardless, he would remain there until his lengthy 
sojourn in Sofia beginning in 1900. His chief intellectual contact at that time 
appears to have been the elderly Bishop Joseph Strossmayer, a notable opponent 
of papal infallibility, ecumenist and Croatian nationalist. However, he also had 
the company of a vacationing Micha Josef Berdyczewski, and the two of them 
spent most of their waking hours discussing a slender but remarkable volume 
published by a Viennese newspaperman, which they interpreted as the near-
Messianic sign they had been waiting for throughout their youthful careers as 
Zionists."*8 

The year was 1896, when Herzl's pamphlet Der Judenstaat came into my 
hands....[I]t is difficult to describe the impression, which the pamphlet, 
its tide and its author made on us young Zionists. It was as if our dreams 
have now finally taken on solid form.^9 

After a decade of preaching to the choir, Ehrenpreis was painfully aware of the 
fact that their voices had failed to reach anyone beyond the small clique of 
youthful Eastern and Central European intellectuals to which they belonged. 
Even today, historians have a tendency to name Ehrenpreis, Thon and their cir
cle as l ittle more than a footnote in the rise of Zionism. This neglect is most 
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likely due to their youth; they are seen as little more than newly-ordained rabbis 
who admired and aided Herzl, but who themselves could actually get very little 
done. They were, in Ehrenpreis' own words, "anonymous youngsters, without 
influence and without means".^ Now, Theodor Herzl, a thoroughly-assimilated 
Hungarian Jew and one of the most celebrated and influential journalists of his 
day, had unexpectedly taken on their cause in the wake of the trial of Captain 
Dreyfus in France. In the autumn of that same year, Ehrenpreis and Herzl 
exchanged letters for the first time. Coincidently, the first issue of Ha-Shiloah, 
edited by the man who was to become Herzl's foremost critic, was published at 
the very same time, in October 1896, weighing in at a hefty 100 pages^1. 

In the summer of 1897, Berdyczewski guested Djakovar. While the visit 
would result in a pastoral short story about its author's relationship to Ehren
preis' family,^2 the main reason for Berdyczewski's stay was to give the two men 
time to "prepare our literary offensive", i.e. compose a definitive programme for 
the new generation of Hebrew culturalists.^ They founded the group Ze 'irim 
(Young Hebraists), whose core membership the two of them, Thon, 
Frischmann, Klausner, Neumark and several others would constitute. Chaim 
Nachman Bialik, fast on his way to becoming the foremost Hebrew poet of his 
day, was approached but declined to join their revolt. This programme was pub
lished in Ha-Shiloah under the titled "Lean?" (Wither?), presenting Ehrenpreis' 
view of the development of Hebrew literature since Mendelssohn and the plans 
the Young Hebraists had for it in the future. Its appearance aroused great curios
ity and debate, it was published in a German version in Herzl's Die Welt under 
the name "Die Junghebräische litteratur" in July, 1897, and in the larger scheme 
of Zionist history, it is Marcus Ehrenpreis' main claim to fame.^ Interestingly, 
Ehrenpreis' faith in the capacity of his generation to effect a "redeeming synthe
sis of Judaism and Europeanism" waned by 1907, the same year he ended his 
active engagement in organized political Zionist activities. This disappointment 
was expressed in the pessimistic "Ha-sifrut ha-illemet" (The silent literature), 
published in Ha-Shiloah, now relocated to Palestine and under the editorship of 
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Josef Klausner.^ Perhaps Ehrenpreis had tired of leading the revolution and 
decided to concentrate on making an impression on his own. 

But back in 1897, the long dreamed of Zionist movement was taking form 
in the doomed Herzl's fevered mind (he died in 1904 after a brief illness at the 
age of forty-four). Having made contact with Ehrenpreis in Croatia, the latter 
had become Herzl's most valuable representative in the East; it is he, along with 
a handful of others, whom Herzl apprehended as "authentic", i.e. non-assimi
lated, Jews who could succeed in convincing both East European rabbis and 
intellectuals and the masses to participate in his burgeoning movement whereas 
Herzl, the assimilated Westerner, might be viewed with suspicion.^ He there
fore asked Ehrenpreis to compose and print the Hebrew-language invitation to 
the first Zionist congress, scheduled to be held in Basel, Switzerland 27-29 
August, being sure to emphasize in its text how important it is that the confer
ence succeed, lest the movement be set back many years.^ Aside from the task 
of rousing the enthusiasm of his Eastern and Central European colleagues, 
Ehrenpreis was aware that he needed to word the invitation felicitously, in order 
not to fan the flames of rumour already ignited in Russia, where it was being said 
in some quarters that the sole motivation of the planned congress was to attack 
Czarist rule. A sagaciously worded invitation, arriving a good month before the 
opening of the conference, might help allay Russian fears and facilitate the re
entry into their homeland of the Russian-Jewish delegates.^8 Ehrenpreis not only 
composed the text of the invitation, but was obliged to set it in print himself, 
since it proved that the sole local printer in Djakovar, while possessing a small 
amount of Hebrew type reserved for producing Jewish New Year's greetings, had 
no one on his staff who could decipher the language. Aided by Berdyczewski, 
Ehrenpreis drew on his experience from his grandfather's printing house and 
after a hard day's work, the Hebrew invitation to the first Zionist congress was 
ready. A special invitation was reserved for Ahad Ha-am, to whom Ehrenpreis 
wrote in Odessa, urging him to attend. Although he first demurred, he eventu
ally gave in and attended his first - and only - Zionist congress. ® 

At the conference itself, Ehrenpreis followed up his work at the head of the 
Young Hebraists in his capacity as r eporter on the Hebrew language, education 
and literature. All motions and proposals concerning the spiritual and cultural 
aspects of Zionist activities went through him/0 However, Herzl, his right-hand 
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man Max Nordau, and the majority of the delegates to the congress refused to 
prioritize cultural activities. Ehrenpreis' speech on Jewish culture was relegated 
to the final place on the last day of the conference/1 leaving him to encounter 
what surely must have been an exhausted and relatively unattentive audience. 
After several f rustrating years within the movement, including the measure of 
forming the Democratic Fraction, a party dedicated to placing these questions 
high on the agenda and boasting Martin Buber, Chaim Weizmann and other 
Eastern Jews among its membership/2 Marcus Ehrenpreis abandoned official 
Zionist activities, attending his final conference in 1907. Relative indifference to 
cultural and educational matters among the political Zionists, and outright con
demnation on behalf of the majority of the Orthodox rabbis in attendance (see
ing a threat to their hegemony over the interpretation of their religion^), had 
taken its toll. Nonetheless, as articles and interviews published in Sweden right 
up to his death testify, Ehrenpreis never abandoned his own personal vision of a 
Jewish homeland in Palestine. 

However, in 1897 his enthusiasm for organizational work had yet to wane; 
rather, after finally winning a broad audience for his twin message of Jewish 
political action and Hebrew literary activity, he redoubled his publicistic efforts. 
From the onset, he published numerous essays, studies, "monthly reports", and 
book reviews in Ha-Shiloah, for which he also acted as editorial assistant, while 
also submitting a steady stream of articles to Die Welt under Herzl's editorship; 
he was listed under the rubric of "contributors" from the very first issue. ̂  This 
is symbolic of his dual loyalty to the two main streams of Zionist thought - he 
was the spiritual disciple of Ahad Ha-am but in common with so many others of 
his generation, Jews and non-Jews alike, was incapable of resisting the charis
matic force of Theodor Herzl. The phenomenon of Herzl's gravitational pull on 
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people has been analyzed in dozens of studies, memoirs and biographies. His 
importance to Ehrenpreis and his generation was the fact that Herzl couched 
Zionist arguments in terms of European self-interest and assured followers and 
observers alike that Jewish nationalism was unparochial, expansive and compel
ling. "Herzl possessed an indefinable power which spellbound both the individ
ual and the masses", wrote Ehrenpreis. "[I]t was not merely the idea he preached, 
but also his personality...."^ Perhaps it is significant that while Ehrenpreis refers 
extremely often to Ahad Ha-am in his Swedish authorship, he mentions Herzl 
even more regularly and toward the end of his life edited a volume of his writ
ings, an honour he would not bestow upon Ahad Ha-am, who instead had to 
content himself with three essays published in Ehrenpreis' anthology of contem
porary Jewish thought published in 1921 (which also included two by Herzl). ^ 
Despite this, in a debate with Hugo Valentin in Stockholm shortly after publish
ing his collection of Herzl's writings, Ehrenpreis maintained that in contrast to 
the cultural Zionists to whom he belonged, Herzl had never managed to 
"become one...with the thousand-year-old heritage of Israel, with its language, it 
teachings and spirit", and stated the obvious to Valentin by saying, "You stand 
closer to Herzl and I closer to Ahad Ha-am. The legacy left by Ahad Ha-am to 
his erstwhile disciples was his skill as a sythesizer of ideas and the ability of his 
relatively few writings to perfectly exemplify what it meant to be a modern 
Jew.78 

Having ranged from Lvov to Berlin and Rome, from Croatia and Slavonia 
to Hungary (where he attended the famed Millennium Exhibition in Budapest), 
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in the spring of 1899 Ehrenpreis visited Scandinavia for the first time, in order 
to enquire about ascending to the rabbinical chair in Gothenburg. While this 
never came to fruition, it did offer him his first glimpse of Sweden, as well as 
affording him the chance of stopping off in Copenhagen, where he consulted 
with Rabbi David Simonsen and met the idol of his youthful autodidactic liter
ary studies, the critic Georg Brandes.^ However, Ehrenpreis did land himself a 
new job by the turn of the century, as chief rabbi in Sofia, the capital of Bulgaria. 

In moving to Sofia, Marcus Ehrenpreis encountered a branch of Jewry with 
which he had thus far been unfamiliar - the Sephardic Jews of Bulgaria, off
spring of the exiles from Spain in 1492, the majority of whom had found a safe 
haven in the Ottoman Empire. Though their storied fate was well-known to the 
Ashkenazim of Eastern and Central Europe, it is unlikely that Ehrenpreis had 
any first-hand experience of their culture before 1900. His time among them 
would leave a deep impression on his future authorship. In retrospect, he wrote 

During my Bulgarian years, my interest in Sephardic matters increasingly 
grew.... The estrangement between the Oriental Sephardim and the rest of 
the Jewish world, the Ashkenazim, seemed to me to be to the detriment of 
both parties.... They had much to learn from one another, to give and 
take. We Ashkenazim could give our Orientally somewhat retarded, more 
passive kinsmen a bit of our intellectual alertness, energy and dynamism. 
We could bring them the message of Western European culture, of the 
spiritual renaissance of Judaism, of the flowering of Jewish literature in 
Hebrew and in European languages, of the new science of Judaism. On 
their part, the Sephardim could lend us something which we lack: an 
unwavering connection with the past, with everything that is beautiful 
and vital in a tradition several thousand years old. They could lend us 
something of their proud demeanour, their Jewish consciousness, their 
dignified conduct in the face of the surrounding world, and much, much 

80 more. 

He betrayed both admiration and scorn for the conservationist bent of his con
gregants, at once praising them as representing a more noble Jewish type whose 
spirituality was a wonder to behold, and as hopeless "Orientals", viscerally emo
tive but unable and unwilling to grasp the modern world. It would be an uneasy 
alliance, fraught with tensions between the rabbi, the factions comprising the 
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Jewish community leadership, and the worldviews vying for the congregants' 
fealty during his fourteen-year sojourn. 

Despite living among the Bulgarians for several centuries, this small but 
vibrant community had not been subjected to strong acculturating influences 
under the period of Ottoman rule during which it, like other minorities, was 
treated as a distinct religious-national group and enjoyed considerable autonomy 
under the millet system. Neither Turkish nor the local Slavic language made 
much impression on them during the pre-independence period (up to 1878); 
the non-Jewish language enjoying the greatest prestige was French, which was 
taught at the schools of the Alliance israélite universelle. The Alliance in itself 
was the first organization dedicated to international Jewish solidarity, having 
been established in 1860 in Paris after anti-Jewish acts in Damascus and Italy the 
preceding decade. "The Alliance, established by liberals nourished on the ideas 
of the French Revolution, undertook to defend the rights of persecuted Jews and 
to work for their emancipation", writes Sephardic historian Esther Benbassa. 
"Because the idea of 'regeneration', which opened the door to emancipation, 
presupposed schooling and education, the Alliance covered the Mediterranean 
basin with a sizable network of schools for boys and girls...."81 Thus while 
Ehrenpreis ' intellectual pursuits were clothed in the German language and drew 
him to Berlin, his Bulgarian counterparts were set on the road toward Western
ization in French and would have pursued their post-secondary education in 
Paris. Possibly as an expression of cultural bias, he would have no truck with the 
Gallicizing efforts of the Alliance, characterizing it as no more than superficial 
colonialism conducted by "foreign, French-oriented teachers without any con
nection to the country, its language and the conditions under which the popula
tion lived".82 

In common with the Polish and Ukrainian nationalisms blossoming in 
Ehrenpreis' Lvov, the modern nationalism of the largely illiterate Bulgarian peas
antry exercised no attractive power on the urban Jewish population. Instead, 
after the attainment of independence, Bulgarian Jewry made a rather remarkable 
transition "from prenational religious identity under the Ottomans not to an 
integrationist-type identity as 'Bulgarians of the Jewish faith', but rather to a 
modern Jewish national, Zionist identity."8^ This remaking of its national self-
apprehension was also a result of the severing of Bulgarian Jewry's ties with its 
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Turkish counterparts in Salonika and Istanbul after independence, in whose 
orbit it had previously circled as a cultural satellite. "It now found itself cut off 
from the traditional multiethnic and multireligious organization of the Ottoman 
Empire and developed in the even more nationalistic context of a new unitary 
state."8^ This Zionization of the Jews of Bulgaria was unique insofar as it was the 
result of an evolution of an "original, native philosophy which predated the 
emergence of Zionist ideology in the rest of Europe". The Reform movement 
was only notable by its absence. And in contrast to the experience of the majority 
of European Jewry, Zionism was wholeheartedly supported by the majority of 
the religious authorities, who saw it as an integral complement to Jewish exist
ence. 

Ehrenpreis was the second chief rabbi of Bulgaria after independence, and 
its first Ashkenazic one, succeeding the Bulgarian-born, Jerusalem-trained Gab
riel Almosino. Bulgarian Jewry, according to the country's constitution of 1879, 
was to be led by a democratically-elected committee, the consistoire, headed by 
the chief rabbi, who was thereby in effect an employee of the state. 8^ Ehrenpreis 
would not be the last Ashkenazic rabbi in Sofia, but he certainly seems to have 
been the most controversial one. Immediately after his election, local Sephardic 
rabbi and politician Haim Nahum, a partisan of the Alliance movement and 
non-Zionist, wrote bitterly that "Monsieur Ehrenpreiss [sic]...owes his victory to 
some warm recommendations, his knowledge of two Slav languages (Polish and 
Croat), his title of doctor and above all his Zionist sympathies."8^ Ehrenpreis 
himself did not feel welcome in this initial encounter between East and West, 
between his congregants and himself, and eventually between community nota
bles and democrats, between Zionists and Francophone Alliance members. By 
the end of his stay, t he previously bitter enmity between the notables and Alli
ance was put on hold as they banded together to battle the Zionists.88 Bitterness 
and controversy in some quarters would also enshroud his departure from Sofia 
for Stockholm in 1914. 

The reasons for this are cloudy, but seem inherent in the system: "The office 
of Chief Rabbi, while prestigious, never attained the legal authority to govern 
and conflict between the religious and lay leadership persisted for generations."8^ 
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Ehrenpreis despaired of the fact that the consistoire's statutes were never ratified 
by the government, despite constant ministerial assurances. This only exacer
bated the struggles within the board, whose various fractions arbitrarily referred 
to the unratified charter when combatting one another. Furthermore, the politi
cal situation in Bulgaria and the surrounding Balkans was always far from stable 
during his tenure - liberation from the Turks was uneasy, a terrorist movement 
bent on the secession of Macedonia to "Greater Bulgaria" wreaked havoc both 
home and abroad, and domestic tensions reigned within the parliament and the 
military. Add to this the fact that the First and Second Balkan Wars took place 
during his final years and the reader begins to appreciate the disquiet which must 
have characterized society in that time and place. However, in the time between 
his election to and abdication of the rabbinical chair, Marcus Ehrenpreis became 
the most prominent of the first Bulgarian rabbis. During his tenure, the Central 
Synagogue of Sofia was built, and the dedication ceremonies in 1909 were 
attended by King Ferdinand and the most eminent members of its political and 
religious elite, signifying "the integration of Jews in to modern Bulgaria", accord
ing to Stephen Mark Mailinger.Though a new synagogue was a necessity - the 
city boasted 10,000 Jews at the time, whose numbers were increasing rapidly, 
and all existing synagogues in Sofia were small, cramped, and poorly lit and ven
tilated — costs incurred in its construction led to grumblings about this "luxuri
ous" project among some congregants. 

Though his recollection of his time as chief rabbi in Sofia includes a litany 
of grievances over social and political frustrations, Ehrenpreis does seem to have 
managed to invest whatever time and energy he had to spare in pedagogical work 
and renewed editorial efforts. "I attempted to build up a positive Jewish and gen
eral culturally-oriented educational system according to Bulgarian needs, with 
Hebrew and Bulgarian as its main languages and taught by competent teachers," 
a sort of counterbalance to what he viewed as the insidious influence of the Alli
ance.^1 The first national congress of Bulgarian Jews was convened in 1900, the 
very year he arrived in Sofia.^ In order to keep his congregants apprised of the 
rabbinate's activities, in 1903 he began publishing a bulletin in Judeo-Spanish 
(or Ladino, the ancient Castilian dialect the Sephardim had preserved through
out their dispersion ever since expulsion) called El ecco judaico (The Jewish 
Echo), which eventually evolved into a weekly called La Luz (Light), and which 
for a time included a literary supplement featuring a page in Hebrew. In blatant 
contrast with the situation in Scandinavia, Bulgarian historian Vicki Tamir 
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claims that a "veritable avalanche of Judeo-Spanish periodicals" began to appear 
in the country as early as 1881. Fifty Judeo-Spanish-language and seventy Bul
garian-Jewish newspapers and magazines appeared between the 1880s and 1932 
(the latter being the very year the number of Swedish-Jewish periodicals 
increased by one hundred percent when Daniel Brick began publishing Judisk 
Krönika, four years after Ehrenpreis began Judisk Tidskrift). The Jewish popula
tion of Bulgaria at the time Ehrenpreis arrived stood at 33,663. ̂  

Beyond the Jewish sphere, Ehrenpreis claims to have gotten along famously 
with the King himself, Ferdinand,^ who spoke Judeo-Spanish, supported The
odor Herzl, and was an early exemplar of the renowned Bulgarian tolerance 
toward its Jewish nationals (which reached its peak during the Holocaust when 
King Boris, the government, parliament, Orthodox Church and people of Bul
garian refused to turn over the Jews living in the country to her Nazi allies^). 
Ehrenpreis' good relationship with the King is borne out by the fact that the lat
ter sent him on a diplomatic mission after the Second Balkan War in 1913 in an 
attempt to secure the support of the European powers that the Bucharest Peace 
Treaty would not be ratified before a clause guaranteeing minority rights in the 
region, including freedom of worship and civic rights, was appended. In the 
course of this diplomatic demarche, Ehrenpreis was granted audiences with King 
Viktor Emmanuel and Prime Minister Luigi Luzzatti of Italy^, French elder 
statesman Georges Clemenceau and British Foreign Minister Sir Edward Grey. 
These meetings foreshadow his efforts on behalf of the Jews in Stockholm during 
the next war. 

He also socialized with the "Europeanizing" literary salon of future Nobel 
Prize candidate Pentjo Slavejkow (about whom Ehrenpreis writes in his and 
Alfred Jensen's book Bulgarerna:). With the aid of dramatist Petko Todorow, 
Ehrenpreis translated some Hebrew short stories into Bulgarian, which were 
published in the circle's literary monthly. He even had a slight hand in helping 
Slavejkow and his wife with their translation of Nietzsche's Zarathustra into Bul
garian. 
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Why then did Ehrenpreis leave Sofia? Exa speration in the face of relentless 
conflict between the various factions within the consistoire and frustration over 
the fact that the government dragged its feet in ratifying its statutes would 
indeed be reason enough. In his autobiography he gives the latter as one of the 
reasons he left, while in a festschrift: dedicated to Ehrenpreis, Elkan N. Adler, a 
British-Jewish literary critic who had known him during this years in Sofia, 
claimed that "[t]he world war, in which Dr. Ehrenpreis did not see eye to eye 
with Bulgarian statesmen, induced him to leave the Balkans for the wider, more 
intellectual and more tranquil atmosphere of Scandinavia".^ Tranquil indeed, 
for Bulgaria had been drawn into both Balkan wars in 1912 and 1913 (after the 
latter of which he was included in the Bulgarian delegation to the peace negotia
tions in Bucharest for the sessions pertaining to the minorities question^8, fore
shadowing Thon's and Braude's involvement in the same matter some years 
hence in Versailles), and was now preparing to enter the Great War. However, 
the letters of Alliance rabbi Haim Nahum also reflect the contempt with which 
Ehrenpreis was held by that faction. When an uncharacteristic plague of anti
semitism beset the Bulgarian press in 1912 (the result of the hysteria whipped up 
in Russia over the calumnous blood libel trial of Mendel Beilis in Kiev), Ehren
preis pleaded with the consistoire to grant resources for an information cam
paign to meet allegations in the press and disseminate writings on Judaism, its 
doctrine and ethics in the Bulgarian language (again, foreshadowing his own 
publicistic activities in Stockholm). Nahum disdains Ehrenpreis' suggestion that 
the consistoire give itself over to polemics and, "As for the works on Judaism rec
ommended by M. Ehrenpreis, one can be sure that no Christian would ever read 
a single line of them".^ In a final barb, Nahum closes the Ehrenpreis chapter in 
his journal with a shocking accusation: 

The epilogue to my dispute with Dr. Ehrenpreis was his departure; he left 
Bulgaria in September to occupy the post of chief rabbi in Stockholm. 
Neither his publications against me nor the public meetings he organized 
to embarrass me could save him: he had to leave his job, accused of falsify
ing accounts.100 
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None of the historians of Bulgarian Jewry make mention of any such dishonour
able discharge from the Sofia rabbinate. Nowhere in Ehrenpreis' memoirs is any 
such controversy mentioned; he simply notes bluntly that in his letter of resigna
tion to the consistoire, he "stated the grave reasons which brought about my 
departure".101 Nor does the name Haim Nahum ever appear. Regardless of the 
veracity of these charges, they do indicate the bitter divisions bedeviling the con
gregation, chiefly between the Alliance and the Zionist faction, with whom 
Ehrenpreis was identified, despite his having ceased being actively involved in 
the movement by 1908. On 1 March 1914 he was elected chief rabbi of Stock
holm's Mosaic Congregation and officially assumed his duties in September of 
that year. 

Sweden, with its young and tiny Jewish population (the first Jews being 
allowed to settle in the country and live qua Jews in 1775), confronted him with 
an entirely different sort of Jewish mentality, though one not quite so exotic as 
that of the Sephardim of Bulgaria. In fact, Jewish life in Sweden can be said to 
have been so diluted by assimilation, that it may have disappeared entirely with
out the revitalizing effect increased immigration around the turn of the cen
tury.102 At that time, the demographics of Swedish Jewry underwent change. 
Whereas after a hundred years the total Jewish population of Sweden had grown 
to a mere 2,993 souls, between 1880 and 1910 it had leapt to 6,112, according 
to official statistics. Refugees from Eastern Europe constituted the majority, set
tling mainly in Stockholm and Gothenburg, and by 1920 seventy percent of 
Sweden's adult Jews had been born outside of the country.10^ Joseph Zitomer-
sky underlines the inherent historical distinction between the two groups consu
ming Swedish Jewry insofar as the understanding of what being Jewish means. 
For the Jews of German descent (the first hundred years' immigrant majority), 

Separate identity is seen as being basically a religious one... and the reli
gion itself as "Western"—i.e. modernistic for being socially simple and 
minimally ritualistic, and adaptive to the new countries. In contrast stand 
those from Eastern Europe, who may be divided in their religious prac
tices, their ceremonial adherence, their ritualism, or their secular orienta-
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tions and movements, but who are taken to possess a stronger sense of 
peoplehood nevertheless.10^ 

These Eastern European Jews' "peoplehood" included a mixture of yidishkayt 
(Jewish folk culture and mores), piety, a dash of Bundist Socialism, and Zionism. 
Up until that time, the latter had failed to attract more than a negligible handful 
of adherents (a local Zionist association was founded in the Malmö-Lund region 
in 1900 and a small national Zionist Federation was established in Stockholm 
ten years later ̂ ), and met with compact resistance from Gottlieb Klein, chief 
rabbi in Stockholm since 1883.106 

Klein grew up in the border regions of Galicia and Slovakia and had also 
attended Berlin's Hochschule beginning in 1872, as a disciple of the founder of 
the school and architect of Reform Judaism, Abraham Geiger.1^7 The Swedish 
variant, which the highly assimilated Stockholm and Gothenburg congregations 
wholeheartedly embraced, may well be the purest strain of Reform Judaism ever 
to exist. In fairness, it must be pointed out that reform efforts had been under
way since the mid-nineteenth century, as much in response to the perceived 
demands of the surrounding society as to the crisis of conversion—in 1843, 
more than eighty congregants, out of a sum total of four hundred Jewish com
munity members, converted to Christianity, impatient with the slow pace of 
emancipation. For some, the Reform movement was a last-ditch effort to keep 
youngsters in the Jewish sphere. ̂  However, when the time came for Klein to 
retire, the Zionist fraction succeeded in convincing an overwhelming majority of 
the congregation to replace him with a purportedly Zionist rabbi. The con
gregants were pleased to have such an august cultural personality as t heir spiri
tual leader, and even the scholarly Klein, a leading expert on Phariseism and 
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early Christianity, supported Ehrenpreis7 candidacy. Despite his distaste for 
Zionism, Klein had been impressed by Ehrenpreis' doctoral dissertation on the 
Kabbalah. 

Thus the Swedish Zionists believed that they had captured the rabbinate for 
one of their own, a rabbi who would act as their advocate. Time would prove 
that assumption naïve, for the many-sided Ehrenpreis was too eclectic to simply 
represent one single camp. Furthermore, his active support for the cause of the 
political Zionists had decelerated, given their lack of sympathy for cultural work 
and negation of Diaspora life. The machinations behind his appointment have 
been painstakingly reconstructed by Morton H. Narrowe in his study of early 
Zionism in Sweden, featuring a flurry of activity among the small Zionist frac
tion in Stockholm beginning in 1912 in an effort to secure the rabbinate for a 
man sympathetic to its cause. In order to do this it corresponded with the head 
office in Berlin, which eventually recommended Ehrenpreis in glowing terms. 
However, Narrowe also records the almost immediate disappointment felt by the 
Zionist fraction since Ehrenpreis "never led Zionist activities nor did he direct 
the local society as his supporters had obviously hoped. This estrangement 
between the two sides is evident in the fact that Ehrenpreis never mentions the 
efforts of the Zionists in securing him his position in Stockholm. And in a mem
oir by one of the first Zionist activists in Sweden, Moritz Tarschis, Ehrenpreis is 
only mentioned in passing as speaking at a memorial service for the late Mena-
hem Ussischkin.110 Morton Narrowe also points out that Tarschis edited out all 
positive words of praise for Ehrenpreis on behalf of Zionism from another major 
speech.111 The Zionist house organ, Judisk Krönika, also rarely mentioned 
Ehrenpreis and only featured a small handful of contributions by him. However 
unsatisfactory he was to the Zionists, Ehrenpreis' rabbinate was very successful 
in directing the gaze of the remainder of his congregants toward Jewish intellec
tual pursuits and in raising large sums of money for various aid projects. 

His first impressions of Jewish culture in Sweden were that it simply did not 
exist. Decades of reform had striven so hard to accomodate the Jews to their 
Lutheran surroundings that the Jewish content of their lives had become seri
ously eroded. The relatively recent influx of refugees from Poland, Russia and 
the Baltics had indeed injected new blood into Jewish life in Sweden, but Ehren
preis was to liken the impact that the contrast between the teeming Jewish atmo
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spheres of Galicia or Sofia and Stockholm made on him to having entered into a 
"vacuum" brought on by rampant assimilation. He saw his task as leader of the 
community to "fill that void with oxygen".112 Aside from comprising the ideal 
forum for his "sermon of the future" conceit (see Chapter Four), this was also the 
motivating impulse for his Swedish authorship, stretching over twenty-odd 
books and hundreds of articles in his most-recently adopted language. For pos
terity, despite disappointing and to some degree alienating the Zionists, Marcus 
Ehrenpreis emerges as the personification of the Jewish renaissance in Sweden. 

After holding his test audition in Stockholm's synagogue in February of 
1914, he made the acquaintance of Prof. Karl Warburg, delighted to meet a 
rabbi who dealt with Biblical literature like a scholar. Warburg would play a key 
role in introducing Ehrenpreis to members of the literary elite and in finding 
him a suitable Swedish teacher. In 1916, Ehrenpreis' first article in a Swedish 
periodical appeared in Svensk Tidskrifi, edited by future Swedish cabinet minister 
Gösta Bagge and Eli F. Heckscher (the latter of whom would emerge as a staunch 
Jewish assimilationist and respectful adversary of both Ehrenpreis and Hugo Val
entin); unsurprisingly, it dealt with the political situation in Bulgaria. ^ It was, 
however, not his actual debut as a Swedish author, since the article was translated 
from his German manuscript by Ebba Heckscher.1 ̂  Shortly thereafter he 
approached the editorial committee of the Norstedt publishing house with the 
idea for a series of twenty-four monographs on Europe's emerging smaller 
nations, to be co-edited together with Alfred Jensen, Sweden's preeminent Slav-
ist. Unfortunately, only four volumes of Nationernas bibliotek (The library of 
nations) actually came into being before the project was discontinued after the 
death of Jensen.11 ̂  

The third volume in the series, Judarna (The Jews), the first truly reliable 
reference work on modern Judaism in the Swedish language, featured original 
contributions from numerous prominent European personalities, including 
Martin Buber on Hasidism, Simon Dubnow on Jewish politics, and Max Brod 
on Zionism, providing proof that his relocation to Scandinavia in no way nega
tively affected his contact with his generational thought collective. In fact, 
throughout his decades in Stockholm, Ehrenpreis continued to successfully 
solicit articles from the members of this far-flung network. He himself wrote the 
long section on Jewish literature, which he would also publish shortly thereafter 
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as a separate pamphlet. In the wake of that book, he and Ragnar Josephson pro
duced Nyhebreisk lyrik (1870-1920% the first introduction of modern Jewish 
poetry in Scandinavia. 

In the years that followed, he wrote extensively on Jewish history, religion, 
ethics, the Talmud, and Zionism. He composed travelogues, edited anthologies 
on contemporary Jewish thought, and scribed rhetorically polished pleas for tol
erance between peoples and reconciliation between religions. As far as the latter 
is concerned, he somewhat immodestly claims that he prefigured the ecumencial 
efforts of his friend Archbishop Nathan Söderblom with his own article, "Ar 
konfessionell fred möjlig? Tankar om ett religionernas förbund' (Is confessional 
peace possible? Thoughts on a League of Religions), published in 1923.11<^ He 
also founded the monthly periodical Judisk Tidskrift in 1928, after the Pan-Scan
dinavia periodical Israeliten, which he had edited for a short while, became 
defunct, modelled after Buber's Der Jude (to which he himself contributed spo
radically between 1916 and 192411^), presenting Jewish literature, research and 
news in Swedish for a broad readership. Throughout the years of the Second 
World War, Judisk Tidskrift would stand alone as the only free Jewish cultural 
journal in Europe. 

In his Yom Kippur sermon of 1917, he indicated the need for a Jewish liter
ature in Swedish, both for practical use and education among the Jews and in 
order to disseminate information about Jewish culture to the surrounding Gen
tile population (cf. his stymied efforts at launching a similar campaign in Sofia in 
1912). That very day, he received an anonymous gift of SEK 10,000 toward 
those ends. The Judiska litteratursamfund (Foundation for Jewish Literature) was 
set up shortly thereafter, on whose board sat Ehrenpreis, Valentin, Nils Geber, 
Ragnar Josephson, Axel Hirsch, Martin Lamm, Ernst Klein, Carl Koch and Otto 
Mannheimer, with Gunnar Josephson serving as its secretary. During its active 
years, the foundation produced ten volumes, including original Swedish works 
like Valentin's seminal Judarnas historia i Sverige (The History of the Jews in 
Sweden) and Ehrenpreis' anthologies Nyhebreisk lyrik and Israels nutid och 
framtid, translations of Martin Buber's Hasidic tales and J. Ellenbogen's history 
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of the Jewish people, as well as a Swedish translation of the Yiddish-language 
memoirs of the first Swedish Jew, Aron Isak. 

Parallel to this publicistic activity, Ehrenpreis was in great demand as a 
speaker for audiences far removed from the synagogue on Wahrendorffsgatan, 
including adult educational institutes, women's organizations, high schools, and 
churches throughout Scandinavia.118 His lecture tours took him from a work
ers' study circle in Sandviken, a seaman's church in Gävle, and the International 
Women's Association for Peace and Freedom in Ystad, to the Department of 
Divinity at Uppsala University, the Philosophy Club at the University of Lund, 
and the Sixth International Conference of Historians in Oslo in August of 1928. 
He made repeated visits to Copenhagen (often to address meetings of the Jewish 
Youth Organization of Scandinavia), inaugurated Trondheim's new synagogue 
in northern Norway,11^ and had his first visit to Helsinki closely monitored by 
the local press. 12** 

In late 1925, after a decade in Stockholm and having become firmly estab
lished on the Swedish intellectual firmament as its foremost Jewish representa
tive, Ehrenpreis learned that he had been chosen to take over the chief rabbinate 
of Greece. The reason may very well have been his contacts with Sephardic con
gregations after the Balkan Wars and his organizational work to relieve the fam
ine, homelessness and epidemics which struck the Jewish populations. From 
Sofia, Ehrenpreis had coordinated an international relief effort undertaken by 
Jewish congregations in Belgrad, Budapest, Vienna, Berlin, Frankfurt, Brussels 
and Paris, under the name Union des Associations Israelites pour les juifs souf
frants de la guerre enTrace et Macédoine. His efforts to aid the Jews of Salonika, 
annexed by Greece during the war, left a particularly deep impression.121 

Regardless, after a courtesy visit to Athens and Salonika, he declined the offer in 
early 1926. Less than twenty years later, those combined congregations of some 
100,000 souls would disappear from the face of the earth. 

Though the news of his possible departure for Greece made headlines in the 
Swedish dailies122, it was first later that same year that he became much more 
well-known as a Swedish author of unanticipated dignity, with the publication of 
his travelogues in Svenska Dagbladet. The first of these, describing his maiden 

118. All dutifully recorded in the back pages of Judisk Tidskrift as notices under the headings 
Stockholmskrönika, Landsortskrönika and Utlandskrönika. Cf. e.g. 1928:8, 276; 1931:1, 36; 
1933:10, 357; 1935:1, 30-31; and 1935:7, 229-30. 

119. "Et samtale med Dr. Ehrenpreis", Oslo Aftenavis 22 October 1925. 
120. "Marcus Ehrenpreis - en kulturpersonlighet", Hu fr tids tads bladet 3 April 1924; "Judarnas 

kulturella strävanden. En intervju med dr Marcus Ehrenpreis", 5 April 1924; "Dr Ehren
preis' föredrag om judefrågorna",8 April 1924. 

121. Ehrenpreis, Mitt liv, 203, 227-231. 
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trip to Palestine (embarked upon in late 1926 and including stops in Greece, 
Egypt, Morocco and Spain), was published as Österlandets själ. Upplevel ser och 
tankar (The soul of the east. Experiences and reflections), while the second, Lan
det mellan öster och väster. Spanska syner och drömmar (The land between east and 
west. Spanish visions and dreams), followed on its heels.*2^ Both books were 
extremely well-received; critics seem particularly impressed by the ability of an 
immigrant to express himself in such florid literary Swedish. In his review in Ord 
& Bild, Frans G Bengtson called Ehrenpreis' command of the language an 
"extremely noteworthy accomplishment" and stated that his translations of Bib
lical passages "are better phrased than in our current Bible", while Svenska Dag
bladet 's critic exclaimed that there existed few precedents in world literature for 
such a seamless linguistic crossover, comparing Ehrenpreis to Joseph Conrad!12^ 

Marcus Ehrenpreis ' Swedish authorship would continue to develop in range 
and dignity as the years progressed. In 1929, he published the first volume of his 
chef d'oeuvre, the trilogy De som byggt Israel (The men who made Israel), Jewish 
intellectual history presented as a series of monographs on major Jewish person
alities ranging from Moses to Herzl.12^ Due to the demands of the war years, the 
final installment in the series would not be completed until 1943. In 1932, a 
series of radio lectures on the Talmud led to a series of articles in Göteborgs Han-
dels- och S jöfartstidning}^which were subsequently transcribed and expanded 
into the first full-fledged introduction to the world of the Talmud in Swedish.12^ 

In November of 1926 he became one of the nominal founders of the 
Hebrew Club in Stockholm and initiated a series of lectures on "Hebrew poetry 

1 

from Deborah to Bialik". Meanwhile, in Berlin, Jakob Klatzkin had become 
editor-in-chief of the ambitious Encyclopedia Judaica project, the Jewish answer 

122. "Dr Ehrenpreis från Sverige till Grek land?", Stockholms-Tidningen 6 January 1926; "Ehren
preis överrabbin i Grekland?", Dagens Nyheter 13 January 1926; "Sefardim söker fa förbin
delse med eskenaschim", Svenska Dagbladet 13 January 1926. 
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to the Encyclopédie of the French Enlightenment. On his suggestion, Marcus 
Ehrenpreis led the section for modern Hebrew literature for a while. However, 
due to the Nazis' wresting of power, the project was forced to give up by the let
ter "L" and not continued until its relocation to New York. On the educational 
front he was also active in Judiska Akademiska Klubben (the Jewish Academic 
Club), founded in 1918, and Judisk bildningsinstitutet (the Jewish Educational 
Institute), founded in 1932. The Academic Club meetings generally featured a 
lecturer and subsequent question period and, not unusually musical perfor
mances. It was more of the character of an elite forum for debate, ^ and among 
its guest speakers were author Hjalmar Bergman, theatre director Calle Flygare 
and the Ukranian-born, Paris-based writer Vladimir Grossman. The express 
intent of the Educational Institute was to organize systematic and popular lec
ture series, courses and study circles on Jewish life and learning for the general 
community. Courses were offered on "Jewish Personalities and Questions in 
Scandinavian Literature" (led by Leon Freid); "The Jews from a Racial Stand
point" (Harald Heyman); "The Old Testament in Light of Modern Archeology" 
(A. Norden); "Jewry in Art" (Isaac Grünewald) and "Jewry in Music" (Moses 
Pergament); "Judaism and Humanity" (Walter Berendsohn) and "Social Ideas in 
the Old Testament" (Stig Bendixon); courses in Hebrew led by Abraham Brody 
and guest lecture series by Martin Buber and the chief rabbi of Finland, Simon 

1 ̂ fl Federbusch. Attendance in the first year ranged from fifty to one hundred 
persons at each gathering.1^1 Needless to say, Hugo Valentin was a recurring 
speaker at both organizations. 

The Nazi takeover in Germany provoked an understandably passionate 
response from Ehrenpreis, delivered in the form of a Passover s ermon on 11 
April 1933 and almost immediately thereafter released as a pamphlet called 
Malakis rop till tiden (Malachi's cry to the ages), which garnered enormous 
attention among Swedish readers. In it, Ehrenpreis wrote memorably 

A comparison between the memory of Egypt and the events of today 
inevitably obtrudes, at once disheartening and consoling. It proves that 
despite several thousand years o f civilization, we have failed to gain any 
appreciable ground in terms of our humanity. We have not become better, 
nobler, more humane. All cultural progress, all the victories of technology 

128. Fischer, 42; Ehrenpreis, "Hebreiska klubbens femårsdag. Ett ord till klubbmedlemmarna",//' 
1932:1,2. 

129. Fischer, 40. 
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and the gains of science have but scratched the surface of life. They have 
not been capable of turning hearts of stone into hearts of flesh. We turn 
our gaze to religion—at this moment, religion apparently does not possess 
the power to tame the animal within man. The spiritual authorities stand 
helplessly before unbridled bestiality. Art and science, culture and educa
tion yield to the wild shouts of the street, retreat before the blind masses 
inflamed by demagogues. In the end, we stand in the same place: that 
which happened fifteen hundred years be fore our common era in Egypt 
can also happen and is happening before our very eyes in the year 1933, 
in almost the same form, with the same purpose, for the same reason.132 

However forceful his verbal reaction was, he was less convinced of the efficacy of 
the newly-formed World Jewish Congress to organize aid for the Jews of Ger
many, as it appeared to side-step the classic seat o f Jewish power, the congrega
tions. No representative was sent to the first conference called by the WJC, held 
in Geneva in September, as Ehrenpreis doubted that it had the full support of 
established Jewish organizations and could efficiently create coordinated, con
structive action. He appears however to have overcome his misgivings in time for 
the next conference in London, which he attended and which he characterized as 
now having acheived the necessary "united Jewish front". However, further 
doubts beset him until the latter stages of the war, when a section of the World 
Jewish Congress was established in Sweden in 1944, with Marcus Ehrenpreis as 
its chairman.1^ 

Only a few months after his Passover sermon, developments in continental 
Europe would provide further justification for Ehrenpreis' alarm at the spread of 
Nazi antisemitism. In the summer of 1933, he made what may be considered his 
last major appearance on the international stage, though in a forum he would 
certainly most rather have been spared. A new edition of the infamous Protocols 
of the Elders ofZion (the Czarist falsification claiming the existence of a Jewish 
world conspiracy, which first surfaced around 1905), had been published by 
Theodor Fritsch's Hammer publishing house in Leipzig, now prefaced by a fac-
similie of a text excerpted from a Swedish antisemitic periodical, which in two 
articles claimed to prove that Dr. M. Ehrenpreis had publically conceded the 
authenticity of the Protocols in a speech in memory of Theodor Herzl.1^ 

132. Ehrenpreis, Malakis rop till tiden. Tal om gammal och ny träldom (Stockholm, 1933), 9-10. 
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Whereas it had previously been said to be an ancient scheme originating during 
the reign of Solomon, Fritsch's new twist on the falsification was that it was a 
plan for Jewish world domination formulated at the first Zionist congress in 
1897.135 This speech had in fact taken place, held by Ehrenpreis before mem
bers of the Jewish Academic Club on 27 July 1929 and printed shortly thereafter 
in Judisk Tidskrift, but naturally makes no such concessions, nor any references 
to the scurrilous ProtocolsAs soon as Ehrenpreis got wind of the publication 
and its dissemination in Switzerland (sparking a wave of antisemitic activities in 
the very land that played host to the first Zionist congress), he embarked for 
Basel, where the local Jewish congregation and Swiss Z ionist organization had 
sued the distributors of said publication. He attended a preliminary hearing in 
Basel, is sued a press release which was published throughout Switzerland, and 
personally sued the distributors as well. During the trial, which took place in 
Bern, Ehrenpreis served as an expert witness for the plaintiff, and on 14 May 
1935, the court deemed the Protocols a fake and sentenced its distributors to 
prison. But first and foremost, the decision of the Swiss court was the first out
right legal condemnation of the text in its forty-year history. 13^It also spurred a 
movement to have the latest Norwegian edition banned, a process in which 
Ehrenpreis was also personally involved.138 

As far as stricdy Jewish circles were concerned, Ehrenpreis rocked a few 
boats with a speech at Tel Aviv in 1935 entitled "How I Became a Swedish 

1 Author". Ironically delivered while visiting almost all of the writers who had 
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relocated to Palestine from Europe and who feted Ehrenpreis as one of the origi
nators of Hebrew literary studies, his speech described the evolution of Jewish 
literature throughout time and among a myriad of cultures and its function in 
preserving and developing Jewish thought and identity. It was reprinted in the 
leading Hebrew daily in Tel Aviv the very next day and translations subsequently 
found their way into several European periodicals. 

In September 1935, he was granted the title of Professor by the Swedish 
government on the strength of both his scholarly and his popular authorship. 
Perhaps this can be seen as having symbolic value, since Europe had now entered 
the era of Fascism and the full-scale transformation of antisemitism into a viable 
and popular political ideology; a notice in the newspaper Socialdemokraten 
would seem to bear this out. 

This well-deserved honour...is but one testimony among many to the dif
ference between how a civilized nation and a barbaric nation treat their 
scientists and cultural personalities.1^0 

The twelve years of Hitler's reign would naturally be reflected in the pages of 
Judisk Tidskrift in a veritable flood of articles, reports and editorials. However, in 
his final sermon before the Stockholm congregation, Ehrenpreis admits in a self-
critical manner that neither he nor Swedish Jewry succeeded in doing as much 
practical work as it could to alleviate the suffering of European Jewry. 

The refugee problem posed difficult tasks for the small Jewish population 
and its institutions, tasks for which it was not fully equipped. I believe I 
am right in saying in this context that we were incapable of doing 
enough—the misery was so immensely harrowing that it would have been 
impossible to do enough—but we tried to do our best.1^1 

Near the end of his career, he delivered a more scathing critique of the world at 
large, Swedish and international, churches, opinion-makers, writers, and politi
cians, which in contrast to the tiny congregation on the outskirts of Europe had 
had the means to act and "ought to have reacted more powerfully and ear-
lier".142 

139. Ehrenpreis, "Hur jag blev svensk författare. Principiella funderingar över ett aktuellt 
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Yet Ehrenpreis had been far from inactive in his attempts to alleviate at least 
some of the suffering. In his groundbreaking study of Sweden's response to 
Nazism, Steven Koblik indicated that Jewish agencies in Europe had indeed felt 
frustration in dealing with the congregation's official refugee relief agency, 
headed up by Ehrenpreis and Gunnar Josephson.1^ Much of this has been 
traced to the conservative and relatively restrictive stance of the congregation 
rather than its rabbi, fearing that an influx of East European Jews would exacer
bate latent antisemitic tendencies among Swedes, as well as placing an over
whelming economic burden on the congregants.*^ However, Marcus 
Ehrenpreis had been elected chairman of the Swedish section of the World Jew
ish Congress as well as a member of the organization's executive committee with 
its seat in New York, in which capacity he did exercise as m uch authority as he 
could in convincing the Swedish government to save as many Jews as po ssible. 
Directly after the German occupation of Hungary in 1944, Ehrenpreis had sent 
a cable to the Swedish king, urging him to consider measures for saving the hun
dreds of thousands of Jews there risking liquidation.1^ Furthermore, Koblik 
also points out that the first existing document touching on the nomination of a 
special Swedish emissary to Hungary was a letter sent by Norbert Masur, founder 
of the Swedish section of the World Jewish Congress, to Marcus Ehrenpreis. ̂  
Both Koblik and Lena Einhorn consider it probable that it was Masur who first 
mentioned the name Raoul Wallenberg (acting on the suggestion of his friend 
Kalaman Lauer, for whose import firm Wallenberg worked), and that it was 
Ehrenpreis, with the ear of the Swedish Foreign Office, who conveyed this sug
gestion to the government. Ehrenpreis seems to have initially considered the 
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thirty-two-year-old Wallenberg unqualified for the job and after a meeting with 
him in his home, refused to approve the choice. Even the Foreign Office dragged 
its feet on approving the mission. However, Ehrenpreis came to recognize the 
capacity of the young man and on 1 July 1944, the two met in the synagogue on 
Wahrendorffsgatan and Ehrenpreis gave Wallenberg his blessing.1 ^ According 
to Ehrenpreis, Wallenberg also visited him at his home on 5 July, the evening 
before he left for Budapest, and is thus one of the last people on Swedish soil to 
have seen him alive. 

Marcus Ehrenpreis edited his selection of Theodor Herzl's writings in 
1944, published his autobiography Mitt liv mellan öster och väster two years later, 
and a selection of his own essays in 1948.^ Due to the frailty of his health, 
which was exacerbated by fa iling vision, he stepped down as ch ief rabbi at the 
end of 1948, thus ending a fifty-two-year rabbinical career. He was succeeded by 
Kurt Wilhelm. He also handed over full editorship of Judisk Tidskrifi to Hugo 
Valentin, but continued to contribute articles throughout 1949, including sev
eral which must be considered major summations of his views on the new State 
of Israel, Jewish literature in Hebrew and Diaspora languages, and the Jewish 
cultural Renaissance.1^0 It is of course the cruelest of ironies that the same man 
who experienced student antisemitism in 1890s Berlin as "a s oap bubble which 
would soon burst", would live to see the virtual extinction of the Jewish culture 
in Europe he strove so hard to reinvent, at the hands of the German Nazis and 
their allies. 

On 27 February 1951, Marcus Ehrenpreis passed away in his home in 
Saltsjöbaden. 
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3. Perspectives on the Jewish Renaissance: 
Generational Theory and 

Thought Collectives 

He was as typical of his times as Gottlieb Klein was of his. 
Hugo Valentin on Marcus Ehrenpreis1 

In his efforts to articulate himself, the nationalistic thinker must struggle with 
both internal and external accusations of parochialism, for among the paradoxes 
of nationalism, writes Benedict Anderson, we find "the formal universality of 
nationality as a socio-cultural concept...vs. the irremediable particularity of its 
concrete manifestations".2 In the case of the Jews, it is interesting to observe how 
this thoroughly modern dilemma — the search for identity — makes this struggle 
palpably manifest. Indeed, it is fair to say that the question in itself is that which 
most characterizes the historical generation to which Marcus Ehrenpreis 
belonged. This search was further actualized by the twin forces unleashed by the 
emancipation of the Jews in Western Europe: on the one hand, the sudden col
lapse of faith in their time, generating a metaphysical anguish unparalleled in 
Jewish life; and on the other, the rise of antisemitism seemingly endemic to the 
liberation of the Jews and gaining increasing momentum throughout his lifetime 
before culminating in the Holocaust. As such Ehrenpreis should be regarded as a 
situational thinker, inseparable from his historical experience and tailoring his 
thought to answer the needs of the day, in contrast to a strictly objective one, 
thinking within a subject matter with no need to react to external eventualities. 

1. Hugo Valentin, Judarna i Sverige (Stockholm, 1964), 163. 
2. Benedict Anderson, Imagined Communities: Reflections on the Origin and Spread of National

ism (London & New York, 1991), 5. 
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Ehrenpreis' generations7 chief mentor Ahad Ha-am was the first modern 
Jewish thinker to seriously confront this conundrum. He tried to embark from a 
"Jewish" standpoint, which he then interpreted in universal terms in order to the 
reapply this interpretation to Jewish life in Jewish terms. These efforts impressed 
his own generation of maskilic thinkers, but after an initial phase under his spell 
Ehrenpreis' own generation, born in the late 1860s and early 1870s, abandoned 
Ahad Ha-am after realizing the limitations inherent in his system. Anderson 
identifies another of the paradoxes of nationalistic thinking as "the political 
power of nationalism vs. [its] philosophical poverty and even incoherence".^ 
Ahad Ha-am's proposed synthesis of Jewishness and Europeanness proved all 
too narrow in comparison with the definition arrived at by Ehrenpreis and his 
comrades, which emerges clearly in the "Nietzschean" debate among Hebrew 
writers during the 1890s regarding the purview of Hebrew literature (see Chap
ter Five). After having spent their years of apprenticeship in thrall to the clarity 
and stringency of their mentor, the "Young Hebraists" felt that they were strong 
enough to take the initiative and empower themselves as the vanguard of the 
Jewish renaissance at the moment when the nineteenth century was giving way 
to the twentieth. Ahad Ha-am would continue to serve as an emblematic figure 
for this generation, living proof of the possibility of creating an "authentic" mod
ern Judaism, but whose autodidactic education and all too rigid boundary lines 
between "Jewish" and "non-Jewish" forced his acolytes to distance themselves 
from him and further develop their generation's own, more radical interpreta
tion of a modern Jewish identity based on ethical grounds. By the first decades of 
the twentieth century, Ahad Ha-am had become irrelevent.^ 

The ideas expressed by Ehrenpreis in his Swedish authorship are the ripest 
fruits of one member of a particular historical generation and a particular thought 
collective, expressed in the style of thought peculiar to that generation. He is the 
product of three intellectual milieux in time and space: Lvov, a lost centre for the 
lost Eastern European Jewish culture, embracing both the sacred and the pro
fane; German and, by extension, European culture, by which the young Talmud 
students of Lvov were entranced; and the renaissance of Jewish culture which, 
after several thousand years of strictly religious-liturgical existence had begun 
producing literature, theatre, and philosophy in Hebrew. However, merely iden
tifying these cultural environments is insufficient; the question must also be 
posed as to how Ehrenpreis confronted these milieux and adapted their impres
sions. By determining the characteristics of the generation and thought collective 
to which he belonged, we can gain insight into how these impulses were inter

3. Ibid. 
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preted and to what ends. Generational coevals who do not belong to the same 
class or nation may, according to Marvin Rintala, "have more in common with 
each other than members of the same class o r nation who are not coevals.... 
Every human being's generational membership is pa rt of his or her inescapable 
fate".^ Under benevolent circumstances one can change citizenship or class, but 
membership in a particular generation is irrevocable. 

By seeing it from this perspective, it is hoped that light can be shed on the 
specific Jewishness Ehrenpreis propagated among his Swedish audience, a Jew-
ishness where a modern religious or ethical Jewishness was prioritized over the 
Zionist (read: nationalist) currents which had carried him along in his youth. It 
is hoped that this reading will prove how the early milieux and thought collec
tives in which he moved never really loosened their grasp on him and continued 
to colour his work long into old age. For even if the conclusions he arrived at 
were radically at odds with those of other members of his generational cohort, 
they are still all closely related to one another, originating from the same hypoth
eses, and betraying a manner of thinking about them and expressing them spe
cific to that generation. 

According to his daughter, on the eve of their departure for Berlin in the 
autumn of 1890, Osias Thon (b. 1870) proclaimed the following, with which 
his fellow-travellers Markus Braude (b. 1869) and Marcus Ehrenpreis (b. 1869) 
concurred: "We three shall be the first to create a new kind of rabbi, and we three 
shall become princes of the spiritual aristocracy."^ This lofty claim must be seen 
in the context of contempt for the "reactionary" rabbinate which, in the eyes of 
this generation of East European Jews, had drained all the life out of Judaism. 
Up until this time, the preservation and transmission of Jewish culture, which 
was seen as exclusively religious, had been the sole purview of the traditional rab
bis. A Ph.D was definitely not required for the job, not even considered, but this 
Galician trio and many like it across Eastern and Central Europe aimed at 
changing that by travelling westward and combining yeshivah and university 
studies. Ehrenpreis had determined that his generation, "the emancipated gener
ation of Jews" which, after centuries of isolation had finally been released from 
the ghetto, 

had apparently entered a new phase, whose only meaning could be the 
rebirth of Judaism. The door to Western culture had been opened to us; 
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this was our generation's big chance. However, for that very reason, we 
were not allowed to close the door to our Jewish cultural inheritence 
behind us 7 

However, as he himself later stated, his was a transitional generation squeezed 
between two more radical stages of the epoch of the Jewish cultural renaissance. 
And yet, the 1890s and 1900s of this generation were decades in which decisive 
changes occurred through a more systematic and critical mode of thought 
engendered by their university studies in Germany, Austria and Switzerland, the 
previous generation's thinkers being autodidacts almost to a man. The need to 
seek out the "authentic" expression of modern Jewish culture - a word recurring 
innumerable times among the members of this generation - led first to their dis
tancing themselves from the optimistic educational programme of the Haskalah 
generation in favour of an interest in Jewish culture as the fulcrum of Jewish 
identity, analyzing the Jewish text tradition based on these texts ' historical strata, 
thereby replacing traditional religious belief, which was on the wane. The re-cre-
ation of an entire people's culture led the members of this generation into the 
sphere of Jewish nationalism, and despite the fact that many of them would pur
sue different paths as the years passed and their own critical systems developed, 
none of them could ever wholly free themselves from the pull of its gravitational 
field. 

Moreover, Marcus Ehrenpreis' era was a time of upheaval, during which a 
crisis in the Jewish social and intellectual world occurred - the poverty of eman
cipatory ideas promising a seamless grafting of the Jewish population onto the 
wider, nominally Christian population merely by becoming familiar with its pre
sumedly higher culture, was being revealed. His generation spent its formative 
years in an era when the previous generation's worldview was dominated by the 
"illusion of civic emancipation",8 the Jews having finally been granted civil rights 
placing them on equal footing with their countrymen throughout most of West
ern and Central Europe between 1867 and 1870, in other words at the very 
moment of his generation's nativity.^ A general feeling that something needed to 
be done characterizes his entire generation and molded the debate and the prob
lems which animated it. From this perspective - attempting to understand these 
problems and the manner in which Marcus Ehrenpreis' generation confronted 
and tried to solve them - we may be able to understand the interplay between 
ideas and in the end the form which the ideas of the forty-five-year-old Ehren-

7. Ehrenpreis, Mitt liv, 43. 
8. Ibid. 
9. Gemer, 163, 187. 
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preis had taken by the time he arrived in Sweden in order to disseminate his 
worldview to a new environment and a new generation. His and his contempo
raries ' more liberal worldview was seen by the more radical generation of young 
messianic Zionists in Sweden as obsolete, a view which subsequent historians 
have accepted and passed on. 

In studying Marcus Ehrenpreis' ideas, two complementary perspectives 
have proven ideal for understanding the man and why he took on particular 
problems. The first is the historical generational concept and the other, hypotheses 
on the problem of the mediation of ideas as represented by the concept thought 
collective. In stressing the former, it is n ot the ambition of the present thesis to 
chart the entire generation's world of thought. Rather, it will attempt to under
stand the growth of Ehrenpreis ' own ideas from the soil in which they emerge. It 
is also the intention of this dissertation to show how the so-called "Jewish renais
sance" consisted of several different stages which coincide with the turn of gener
ations and place Ehrenpreis' "transitional generation" (about which deplorably 
little has thus far been written) in relation to the initial and concluding stages. 

Generation 

The literature on the generational concept is massive and its methods manifold, 
as Robert Wohl notes in his classic study, The Generation of 1914. After arriving 
at the conclusion that none of the models at hand were flexible enough to enable 
him to identify the generation of 1914 in all of the indeterminacy of its social 
group, Wohl chose to "abandon theoretical and lexicographical consistency as 
standards and try to find out what people living in early twentieth-century 
Europe meant by 'the generation of 1914'". He never claims that the genera
tional concept characterizes all Europeans born around the turn of the century; 
instead, he tells his story "in terms of the individuals who identified themselves 
or were identified by others as belonging to it and in some way exemplify it." 
Sticking labels on a generation is a way to understand society or an individual and 
why he or she takes on certain problems. "It directs the mind to the unity within 
age-groups and the discontinuities among them.... The truest community to 
which one can belong is that defined by age and experience".11 

10. In Zionism in Sweden/^), Narrowe dismisses Ehrenpreis as "a man with a glorious Zionist 
past but not much of a Zionist present". 

11. Robert Wohl, The Generation of 1914 (London, 1980), 1-4, 203. 
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In the present study, the term "generation" will be used to denote individu
als all born around the same time who, at around the same age, became aware 
that they constituted something unique, felt sympathy for one another, and 
worked together toward a common goal in order to effect changes within their 
own community. This does not rule out the occurrence of conflict and divisions 
within the group; on the contrary, such conflicts invariably emerge as various 
subgroups and individuals within the generational collective compete for the 
right to define and control the direction of development.12 At the same time, the 
situation can lead not only to conflict, but to possible alliances among genera
tional comrades who might otherwise seem impossibly at odds. 

Research on generations has concentrated on identifying significant political 
and cultural generations in history, determining the social conditions which pro
duce historical generations, and describing their psychological characteristics, 
motives and mentalities. The dynamic factor in the equation is d issatisfaction 
with the previous generation - the younger generation refuses to recognize the 
older one's authority and authorizes itself instead. It does this by creating and 
consolidating new values and norms of its own, replacing the previous genera
tion's.1^ However, since all members of a generational unit cannot apprehend 
and react to various political and cultural phenomena in exactly the same way, an 
inner dynamic emerges within the group as various ideological and Utopian con
stellations belonging to the same generation struggle for control. 

It is important to stress that the cultural and political ideas developed dur
ing one's youth "do not alter substantially under the life course"; the worldview 
one develops during one's "years of initiation" eventually assume a more perma
nent cast, from which the individual has a hard time freeing himself. This could 
be dismissed as a sort of conservatism in comparison with a new, more youthful 
generation and new times, but ought instead to be seen as a result of the individ
ual's own youthful "cohort experiences", which played a decisive role in the last
ing views and ideas of the individual.1^ 

The very idea of the generation as a source of collective identity has its own 
history and enjoyed broad currency at the turn of the previous century. The 
ancient Greeks had divided lifespan into distinctive periods of childhood, youth 
and maturity. During the 19th century, French Positivists and German Roman
tics alike focused interest anew on the significance of age, whereby the former 

12. Richard G. Braungart, "Historical Generations and Generational Units: A Global Pattern of 
Youth Movements", Journal of Political and Military Sociology 1984:1, 115. 

13. Ibid. 
14. Margaret M. Braungart, "Aging and Politics", Journal of Political and Military Sociology 

1984:1,93. 
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considered biological age to be the determining factor of human experience, 
while the latter emphasized the importance of historical and cultural factors in 
the structuring of a generation's mentality. ^ 

However, the phenomenon was not lent scholarly precision until shortly 
after the First World War by sociologists and philosophers like Karl Mannheim 
and José Ortega y Gasset.1 The generational concept is a tool which broadens 
historical analysis by instilling it with both a past and a future dimension and 
which emphasizes the dynamism of the process. It boasts a combinatory perspec
tive on both individual and collective perceptions in a reciprocal process and 
relates them to the concrete, historical circumstances in which they act. 

In 1927, Karl Mannheim wrote that there existed a number of forces which 
welded individuals together in a self-reflexive "ge nerational unit". Among these 
we find that the individuals are roughly the same age, so that their formative cul
tural experiences take place at approximately the same "stage of life"; that they 
can be found within similar social and historical environments, so that they can 
experience "roughly analoguous events, problems and challenges"; and that the 
culture in which the individual finds himself must have undergone "dynamic 
destabilization", so that the cultural inheritance of the young generation is radi
cally different from the one the previous generation curates. These groups lack 
the framework of a Gesällschafi as well as the closeness of a Gemeinschaft, i.e. they 
do not comprise concrete social groups. Mannheim's theory demonstrates that 
generations exist as identifiable intellectual groupings while simultaneously 
encouraging reflection about the inevitable discrepancies between generations. 

Defining a generation is actually not difficult - it consists of men and 
women from a particular "birth cohort" whose opinions and thoughts have been 
influenced by similar social and historical experiences. However, it is much more 
difficult to delimit a generation in time; to identify generational consciousness; 
and to clarify how contact over generational lines influences the development of 
attitudes. Inevitably, the lines dividing generations appear arbitrary. Most com

15. Richard G. Braungart & Margaret M. Braungart, "Life Course and Generational Politics", 
Journal of Political and Military Sociology 1984:1, 1; Julian Marias, Generation: A Historical 
Method (University, AL, 1970), 18-20, 65-68. 

16. A comprehensive bibliographic survey of the generational concept in its various guises is pro
vided by Wohl, 239-40, n. 3. Among the monographs putting the generational perspective 
to successful use are Wohl's own; Mary Gluck, Georg Lukâcs and His Generation, 1900-1918 
(Cambridge, MA, 1985); Jaff Schatz, The Generation: The Rise and Fall of the Generation of 
Jewish Communists in Poland (Lund, 1989); and Dan S. White, Lost Comrades: Socialists of the 
Front Generation, 1918-1945 (Cambridge, MA, 1992). 

17. Karl Mannheim, "The Problem of Generations", Paul Kecskeméti (ed.), Essays on the Sociol
ogy of Knowledge (New York, 1952), 276-321. 
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monly, a generation is marked by political changes, economic crises, military 
expeditions or social crises.18 

José Ortega y Gasset actually never wrote down his thoughts on generations, 
but his disciple Julian Marias took copious lecture notes, out of which he 
attempted to periodize the generational concept in order to provide an orienta
tion through the problem of contemporary-coetaneity, emphasizing that con
temporaries are not necessarily of the same age — within the same external, 
chronological timeframe, three different "vital" time periods exist. There is 
always a risk that schematizing makes the concept appear too rigid, but there are 
still benefits to be accrued by employing Marias' broad outlines. The three 
"vital" periods during which the individual is historically active in society are as 
follows. 

Youth (age 15-30): The individual is receptive to the impulses received from 
the world around him. He sees, listens, reads and is generally permeated by the 
already existing world in which he has had no part in creating. This is a period of 
eduation and relative passivity. 

Initiation (age 30-45): Now the individual begins to act, attempting to 
modify the world he has inherited, force upon it his own innovations. This is a 
period of preparation during which the individual battles the previous genera
tion and attempts to usurp its power. 

Dominance (age 45-60+^: The world the individual attempted to con
struct in previous years is now the one which actually exists. Men and women in 
this stage of life maintain power on each and every level of society. This is a 
period of control. At the same time, these individuals are prepared to defend 
their world from innovations suggested by the younger generation.20 

Of these three periods, Marias {pace Ortega y Gasset) considers there to be 
two phases of the greatest historical efficacy, preparation (30-45) and control (45-
60), during which time one lives in the world one has created while the younger 
generation has yet to have left its passive stage. These two generational periods 

18. David Knoke, "Conceptual and Measurement Aspects in the Study of Political Generations", 
Journal of Political and Military Sociology 1984:1, 192. 

19. Here the present author diverges from Marias' model, since it seems far too arbitrary to con
sider that an individual enters a phase of social or political dotage simply because he has 
arrived at retirement age. Marcus Ehrenpreis is a perfect example of an individual who retains 
all of the trappings of the power and authority of the period of dominance well into his sev
enties. Marias characterizes both the ages from birth to fifteen and sixty and upwards as ages 
when the individual stands "outside of life"; in the latter instance he describes the individual 
as a powerless survivor from a previous world lacking any contact with contemporary con
cerns (cf. Marias, 97). 

20. Ibid., 96-97. 
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overlap and contemplate the same themes and busy themselves with the same 
things. 

Normally, each generation makes certain adjustments to the reigning world-
view. However, occasionally there emerges a period of historical crisis which 
engenders an "historical" or decisive generation — or several in a row, u ntil the 
crisis is resolved in one way or another or a new one has replaced it. For Marias 
and Ortega y Gasset, a decisive generation is one which thinks new thoughts for 
the first time with total clarity and with a full awareness of its importance, a gen
eration which is neither a forerunner nor a product of the past. 1 Thus while a 
generation can exist in itself in all times, it does not become a politically and cul
turally meaningful actor until it becomes socially organized. 

We therewith touch on the significance generational consciousness has as 
the central concept in the formation of a generation, which binds the members 
of a particular age group together. Mannheim states that a generation is a group 
of men and women of the same age who have been formed by the shared experi
ence of having grown up in a certain type of society and within a particular time
frame. In various combinations institutional structures, social mores, trends and 
traumatic experiences in that sector of society can produce a generation for 
whom this category is just as real as class, gender, or ethnicity. Consciousness and 
generational belonging are characteristics possessed by all individuals, just as we 
all possess a national or class c onsciousness.^ Numerous such generations can 
exist contemporaneously and their interaction can influence the historical devel
opment of their age in a literally decisive manner. 

One critic of the generational concept is Anthony Esler, who states that the 
methods applied by researchers down through the years have "unnecessarily 
reduced our sense of the true breadth of generational consciousness". He detects 
more than a trace of elitism among generational theoreticians. He returns to 
Ortega y Gasset and Mannheim in order to acheive a broader understanding of 
the idea. 

José Ortega y Gasse t... urged the central role of the "world of collective 
beliefs" and the "world of convictions" which he called the generational 
vigencia. Even Karl Mannheim...stressed the "formative principles" and 
"collective integrating attitudes" which lead to the emergence of a "gener
ational style" in some historic groups of coevals.2^ 

21. Ibid., 99-102. 
22. Rimala, "Political Generations", International Encyclopedia of the Social Sciences (ed.) David 

L. Sills, ( New York, 1968), 6:92. 
23. Anthony Esler, "'The Truest Community': Social Generations as Collective Mentalities, 

Journal of Political and Military Sociology, 1984:1, 102. 
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According to Esler, Ortega y Gasset and Mannheim posited that a generation is 
most clearly characterized by "integrated" consciousness, the concepts and values 
which bind it together. And not just the intellectual elite, but rather the entire 
generation finding itself living in a situation of historical crisis. Mentality 
researchers attempt to shed light on "the mind of an age" by examining the 
major questions or problems such as they were understood by a given society or a 
given social group. A broader structuring of generational consciousness enables it 
to embrace 

the most powerfully felt concerns of a particular group, whether the 
response was positive or negative among different subdivisions of that 
cohort. The mentality of a particular social generation might include 
shared assumptions about the nature of things, as well as conceptual 
frameworks and basic attitudes toward that perceived reality.... The result 
might be truer to the admittedly subjective but nonetheless real sense that 
many people have that they share more with their own generation, even 
when they disagree with some of their coevals on specific matters, than 
they have in common with older or younger generations.2^ 

For Esler, generational consciousness is greater than the "insights of its gurus and 
mentors, suitably simplified for the less subtle intellects of the common man". It 
can be an expression of the deep structures of shared understanding sought by 
the historians of mentalities. As the intellectual common denominator for entire 
generations, this "core mentality" is something found in both the complex aca
demic presentations of ideologues and the slogans shouted on the streets by large 
sectors of the birth cohort. Esler's combinatory generational-mentality perspec
tive is an antidote to accusations hurled at the generational historian that he is 
merely concerned with the navel-gazing of an aloof elite. If one does not con
sider that the questions taken up by Jewish intellectuals reflect signficant matters 
for Jewry as a whole in its vexing confrontation with modernity, then it would 
indeed be easy to dismiss the relevance of the generational perspective. However, 
if like the present author one considers the writings of Ehrenpreis and his con
freres to belong to the generational dilemma of the entire Jewish people, then the 
reader can come to accept the broad relevance of the present study for the under
standing of a small but significant component of modern European history. 

Another factor decisive for choosing to examine the work of Marcus Ehren
preis from a generational perspective rather than concentrating on an "intellec

24. Ibid, 108. 
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tual environment (eg. "fin-de-siècle Vienna", "Weimar Germany", etc.) is the 
fact that his ideational configuration cannot be located to one single geographic 
space - it constituted neither a Gesällschafi nor a Gemeinschaft. The dialogue was 
kept alive through a network of contacts mediated via periodicals and confer
ences. A striking example of this might be the important debate on the concept 
of "authenticity" sparked by disagreement on the interpretation of Jewish histori
ography between two of Ehrenpreis' older contemporaries, Ahad Ha-am and the 
historian Simon Dubnow (see Chapter Six). This debate was conducted in essays 
and polemics written in Russian, Hebrew, Yiddish, Polish and French, continued 
unabated over a ten-year period, and left a permanent impression on its partici
pants and observers. ^ Even a gla nce at the list of contributors to Judisk Tidskrift 
over the years confirms this network relationship. The Swedish contributors 
shared its pages with writers working in Berlin, Paris, St. Petersburg, Lvov, 
Frankfurt, London, and Tel Aviv, nearly all of them members of the editor's gen
erational unit. While only a handful of Ehrenpreis' generational comrades 
(Thon, Braude, Martin Buber) came from the same place, the overwhelming 
majority of them were products of commonly shared experiences, perceptions 
and ideas and took on th e same problems in a manner characteristic for members of 
their generation. The "generation of emancipated Jews" comprises the unit from 
which the Swedish author Marcus Ehrenpreis must be understood and in whose 
abundance of ideas and proposals his own were formed, rejected and developed. 
In the present study, the author intends to refer repeatedly to this generation's 
formative years, whereby he hopes to achieve the most veracious interpretation 
of Ehrenpreis thoughts on a tenable Jewish identity in the modern world. Now 
that his generation has been located chronologically, it is time to offer a perspec
tive on its ideas ' internal relationship and the manner in which they were refined 
and conveyed. 

Thought Collective 

In his inspirational study Rédemption et Utopie, Michel Löwy offers the historian 
of Jewish ideas a method of comparing and understanding widely divergent cur
rents among Central European Jewish thinkers. His use of the concept of "elec-

25. Cf. Zipperstein, 74; and R. Selzer, "Ahad Ha-am and Dubnow: Friends and Adversaries", 
Kornberg (ed.), 60-72. Ehrenpreis' major work of historical interpretation, Israels möten med 
folken, culminates with a discussion of "authentic" Judaism and terms like ädel (noble), äkta 
(genuine) and autentisk (authenitic) recur constandy in his books and essays. 
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tive affinity" makes visible a very special type of dialectical relationship 
established between two social configurations which cannot be reduced to mere 
causal determinents or to "influence" in the traditional definition. In this man
ner, he has made it possible to reveal the internal relationship between two dif
ferent worldviews of Jewish intellectuals active in the early decades of the 20th 
century - "anarchistic religious Jews" like Franz Rosenzweig, Martin Buber and 
Gershom Scholem; and "libertarian atheistic/religious Jews" including Georg 
Lukacs and Ernst Bloch. In between the two poles he can insert singular individ
uals like Franz Kafka and Walter Benjamin, who while belonging to neither one 
group nor the other cannot be excluded from the ongoing conversation. Löwy 
finds that elective affinity is a movement of convergence, a mutual gravitational 
pull, an active interweaving, a combination which can eventually result in 
fusion. As an interdisciplinary tool, elective affinity allows us to enrich and 
nuance our analysis of economic, political, religious and cultural phenomena, 
thereby making both them and our analyses more dynamic.2^ 

Löwy's concept has had an influence on the present study insofar as it facil
itates making visible the relationship between the ideas influencing the "emanci
pated generation" to which Ehrenpreis belongs. However, certain problems 
occur when attempting to apply the elective affinity concept to Ehrenpreis and 
his contemporaries. In his intellectual sphere, a broad range of voices is heard, 
advocating everything from Jewish separatism to the total elimination of a dis
tinctive Jewish identity. Instead of seeking the internal dialectic between two 
seemingly divergent worlds of thought, Ehrenpreis' world is an amorphous 
mosaic of ideas which influence and are influenced by each other while being 
highly aware of the fact that they are engaged in dialogue. Without dismissing 
Löwy altogether, a more useful tool for plumbing the depths of this dialogue is 
the "thought collective" formulated in 1935 by Ludwik Fleck.27 

The Polish-Jewish epistemological sociologist Ludwik Fleck (1896-1961) 
was born and spent the majority of his professional life (aside from two years in 
Buchenwald during the war) in Marcus Ehrenpreis7 hometown of Lvov. Fleck 
took on the problem of the mediation of knowledge between individuals in his 

26. Michel Löwy, Rédemption et Utopie. Le Judaïsme libertaire en Europe centrale (Paris, 1988), 
35-37. 

27. The present author's attention was drawn to Fleck by Kjell Jonsson's "Mellan den sociala 
determinismens Scylla och den psykologiska reduktionismens Charybdis. Problem i den 
idéhistoriska biografins genre", Ronny Ambjörnsson (ed.), Liv och text. Sex fö reläsningar från 
ett symposium (Umeå, 1985). This text was later reworked, reprinted and rechristened "Frihet 
eller determinism: Principiella problem i den idéhistoriska biografins genre", Sune Åkerman, 
Ronny Ambjörnsson & Per Ringby (eds.), Att skriva människan. Essäer om biografin som 
livshistoria och vetenskaplig genre, (Stockholm, 1997). 
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research. Thought, according to Fleck, is n ot a product of a single individual's 
particular consciousness, but is rather a social activity. The individual has access 
to particular knowledge, belongs to a special cultural environment or extracts his 
ideas within a special style of thought and within a particular thought collective. 

It is the thought collective itself which is central and durable for Fleck, not 
the individual. " [A] thought collective [is] a community of persons mutually 
exchanging ideas or mai ntaining intellectual interaction,"28 Therewith are Fleck's 
ideas distinct from Löwy's, where ideas are formulated at roughly the same time 
but without any apparent contact with one another. Even if the thought collec
tive is comprised of individuals, its whole is not solely based on the sum of the 
individuals to which it belongs. Within the thought collective, the individual is 
in fact rarely aware of the reigning style of thought exercising an overwhelming 
influence on his or her thinking when he or she enters the collective. A style of 
thought like that is very difficult to liberate oneself from. Style of thought is a 
special, closed style, consistent from its own perspective - "the readiness for 
directed perception and appropriate assimilation of what has been perceived".2^ 
This reigning style of thought generates a particular thought collective. 

Fleck socializes epistemology from an anti-individualistic perspective; a new 
idea, a new thought, can never be traced back to an individual. Instead, it 
emerges out of the collective collaboration whose mediator is t he communica
tion of thought. In other words, thought does not belong to any single individ
ual. While thoughts do indeed pass through individuals, they constantly change 
so that by the end, we cannot know whose thought is actually in circulation. 
Thus all knowledge, according to Fleck, has a social character. A thought collec
tive is created as soon as two individuals exchange ideas. They pass from individ
ual to individual, each time slightly altered since each individual freights them 
with somewhat varying associations. The thoughts in circulation do not belong 
to any one individual but to the collective. 

What actually thinks within a person is not the individual himself but his 
social community. The source of his thinking is not within himself but is 
to be found in his social environment and in the very social atmosphere 
he 'breathes'. His mind is structured, and necessarily so, under the influ
ence of this ever-present social environment, and he cannot think in any 
other way?® 

28. Ludwik Fleck, Genesis and Development of a Scientific Fact (Chicago & London, 1979), 39. 
29. Ibid., 142. 
30. Ibid, 47. 
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Thus Fleck rejects the theory of individual genius and advocates a perspective 
rooted in the history of ideas. A thought collective consists of separate individu
als, but as a unit it is even more stable than the so-called individual, who is 
always composed of contradictory forces. Each individual belongs to many 
thought collectives simultaneously. Membership in differing thought collectives 
implies that each individual interprets a thought in different ways. Moreover, 
and significantly, "understanding one another includes misunderstanding one 
another in a certain sense".^ 

It is Ludwik Fleck's opinion that individuals can just as easily be examined 
from the perspective of thought collectives as collectives can be studied from the 
perspective of the individual. "The fruitfullness of the thought collective theory 
[is that] it can...be applied to the thinking of a whole nation, a class or any other 
group no matter how it is constituted" claims Fleck.^2 

For the reader, Fleck's observations on the thought collective may seem triv
ial, but they contribute to making visible the role of the "obvious" in history, the 
unexpressed but obvious precondition. Placing the individual in his intellectual 
context allows us to be more precise and provide a more just interpretation of an 
historical phenomenon like the European Jewish renaissance. 

The Three Generations of the Jewish Renaissance 

In order to understand the Jewish renaissance — Jewish intellectuals ' response to 
the challenges of European modernity — we must divide it into three stages 
which succeed one another by generation and wherein each subsequent genera
tion both builds on the previous generation's achievements and distances itself 
from some portion of its ideas and values as superannuated. In the following dis
cussion, the first generation will be known as "the emancipating generation", the 
second (to which Ehrenpreis belonged) "the emancipated generation", and the 
third "the messianic generation". An attempt will be made to chart the develop
ment of these three generations, hopefully showing how the political optimism 
of the Jews of the mid-eighteenth century was gradually replaced by a rejection 
of this belief in reason and a demand for a brand new world built on the ruins of 
the old one. 

31. Robert S. Cohen & Thomas Schnelle (eds.), Cognition and Fact: Materials on Ludwik Fleck 
(Dordrecht, Boston, Lancaster & Tokyo, 1986), xxi. 

32. Fleck, 51. 
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I. The Emancipating Generation 

When Marcus Ehrenpreis was born in 1869, the ideas of the Haskalah had 
begun to expose the cracks which had appeared in the social structure of the Jews 
with the advent of modernity. After its breakthrough in the West, the Jewish 
Enlightenment had made its first successful inroads in Eastern and Central 
Europe among the middle class in Galicia. However, most of the members of 
that generation had turned their backs on Jewish tradition, a miscalculated 
attempt to rid themselves of their specific identity and assume a strictly "Euro
pean" one according to the definition of the day, in their eagerness to embrace 
and show their people worthy of civic emancipation. Ehrenpreis himself charac
terizes this generation as the "emancipating" generation, a label which suggests 
that he saw it as the first emerging liberated generation of European Jews. 

The year before Ehrenpreis ' birth, the first generation of Galician maskilim 
established the group "Guardians of Israel" in order to disseminate enlighten
ment among the Jews of Lvov. At the very top of its agenda stood civic rights for 
the Jews, closely followed by the modernization of the Galician Jews, loyalty to 
the Habsburg dynasty and dedication to German culture. In order to deliver its 
message, the members of the Guardians of Israel, in accordance with the plan of 
the Berlin maskilim who succeeded Moses Mendelssohn, resurrected the ancient 
Hebrew language, something that was to have enormous significance for the 
generation which followed. Unfortunately, these well-meaning, progressive 
Jews lacked the necessary learning and dedication to Judaism to insure that their 
project would be able to retain its specific Jewish content; instead, it increasingly 
turned to German culture for inspiration. 

As indicated in the previous chapter, a microcosmos of this nascent conflict 
between fathers and sons (in the traditional world of the Ostjuden, mothers and 
daughters had not yet won entry into the forum for debate) could be found in 
Marcus Ehrenpreis ' own family. 

My father had already taken several steps away from my maternal grandfa-
ther's world toward the new things on the horizon; he had developed a 

33. Isaac Eisenstein-Barzilay, "The Background of the Berlin Haskalah", Joseph Blau (ed.), Essays 
in Jewish Thought and Life (New York, 1959); Isaac Eisenstein-Barzilay, "The Ideology of the 
Berlin Haskalah", Proceedings of the American Academy for Jewish Research, 1 956:25; Bartal, 
"'The Heavenly City of Germany"', Katz (ed.), Toward Modernity. A full-fledged analysis of 
the history of Haskalah in Eastern and Central Europe can be found in Mahler, Hasidism and 
the Jewish Enlightenment. 

34. Mendelsohn, "From Assimilation to Zionism in Lvov", 521. 
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taste for Haskalah literature, which grandfather and his colleagues consid
ered forbidden fruit.3 ^ 

Marcus Ehrenpris himself empathized with both his maternal grandfather's 
Hasidic-influenced piety and his father's maskilic efforts. However, he was also 
deeply troubled by the narrow-mindedness of the former and the rash assimila-
tionism associated with the latter. As far as the third element in this struggle, 
Orthodoxy, was concerned, he had often gone to attack in the Hebrew and Yid
dish press against traditional rabbinism, "that had shut us up in a narrow cage of 
laws and walls and decrees; that has been a barrier separating us from all that is 
majestic and mighty and lofty in life and in the world".^ He was no kinder 
when reflecting upon the entire Haskalah movement in 1920. 

The determining factor of [the era of the Haskalah] is not so much a 
thought as a tendency, the tendency to hasten the civic emancipation of 
the Jews through enlightenment. And it is in this tendencious character 
that we find the limitations of the entire period. The spirit of those times 
seems to us...like a mad flight from a collapsing building. Out of the 
ghetto! is the warcry of the Haskalah.... But hidden within that cry also 
lay an unarticulated tendency—away from ourselves, from our own kind 
and our historical connection.37 

His critique was not restricted to his fellow countrymen. Of the scholarly Jewish 
generation which proceeded his, teachers like Moritz Steinschneider at the 
Hochschule ftir Wissenschaft des Judentums in Berlin and colleagues like the 
Chief Rabbi of Denmark, David Simonsen, also gave Ehrenpreis the impression 
that they were more interested in dead than living Judaism. Steinscheider is 
famously alleged to say that the Wissenschaft des Judentums only wanted to give 
the remnants of Judaism a decent burial.^8 Ehrenpreis mocked their studies as a 
kind of "Egyptology". 

35. Ehrenpreis, Mitt liv, 23. 
36. Ibid., "Hashkafah Sifruti?, Ha-Shibach 1903:11, cited in Almog, 171. Almog mistakenly 

gives the source as the Jüdischer Almanac, the Yiddish-language yearbook of the Democratic 
Fraction. In fact, the latter is an analysis of the yearbook published in Ha-Shiloah. Cf. Ehud 
Luz, Parallel s Meet: Religion and Nationalism in the Early Zionist Movement (1882-1904) 
(Philadelphia, New York & Jerusalem, 1988), 171-72; and Anders Carlberg, Sionismen - full
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37. Ehrenpreis, "Den hebreiska litteraturen", Ehrenpreis & Jensen (edsì), Judarna, 183. 
38. Michael Brenner, The Renaissance of Jewish Culture, 30. 
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The generation governed by the illusion of civic emancipation engrossed 
itself in studies of Israel's past, strictly historical and philological research 
lacking any connection with the present and future day.39 

Ehrenpreis was not alone in his dissatisfaction with the response of the previous 
generation to the gauntlet hurled down before it by modernity. Many other sons 
of fathers who identified intellectually with emancipatory efforts sought a new 
way of reaching a solution, and early in his youth Ehrenpreis joined the van
guard of Zionism in eastern Galicia along with Osias Thon and Markus Braude. 
According to Ezra Mendelsohn, who in numerous books and articles has closely 
studied the rise of cultural Zionism in Lvov and the rest of Central Europe, "they 
retained a strong feeling of identity with Judaism... and were unwilling to accept 
the promises of an assimilationist movement which appeared to welcome the 
ultimate extinction of the Jewish people". Instead, they sought "an ideology 
which would enable them to maintain their love for Judaism and, at the same 
time, live in the modern world to which they had been exposed".^0 

Ehrenpreis and his cohorts allied themselves with Lvov's great Talmudic 
authority Solomon Buber (at once a famed Orthodox rabbi who wrote still-
authoritative critical editions of the midrashim [textural expositions on the Tal
mud] and a maskil with a fondness for the piety of the Hasidim, Buber was "the 
last great scholar of the Haskalah", a prosperous businessman on the board of the 
local chamber of commerce, and a leading member of the Galician Jewish com
munity^1) and those few members of the Guardians of Israel who felt betrayed 
by the diluted Jewishness of the society. Together they founded their own group, 
Mikre Kodesh, and offered the religious youth of the town the chance to pursue 
secular studies in a Jewish environment, in order to assure that it did not sever its 
ties with Jewry's rich past and potentially rich future. By the mid-1880s, the era 
of the emancipating generation of Jews had been played out. 

II. The Thought Collective of the Emancipated Generation 

There is very little written about the generation of Marcus Ehrenpreis; a few slim 
essays tucked away on the shelf in between hefty volumes on both the preceding 
(Haskalah) and subsequent (Messianic) generations. But the fact remains that it 

39. Ehrenpreis, Mitt liv, 139-40. 
40. Mendelsohn, "From Assimilation to Zionism in Lvov", 527. 
41. Maurice Friedman, Martin Buber's Life and Work: The Early Yea rs 1878-1923 (New York, 

1981), 11,38-39, 95. 
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was precisely during the decades in which his generation flouished — the 1890s 
and 1900s, when he went through what Marias would call his period of initia
tion — that the course of Jewish thought was changed, partly through contact 
with the philosophy of Friedrich Nietzsche and the creation of a realistic Hebrew 
literature inspired by the criticism of Georg Brande (see Chapter Five). Both of 
these factors would act as midwives in the creation of a synthesis of Jewish and 
European, the Jewish response to the challenge of modernity. 

If the culture of modernity can be described as syncretisticpluralism, the Jews 
as marginal figures in European society are culturally syncretistic by nature, pre
pared to be influenced by diverse cultural experiences - ideas, values, world-
views. In her study of the "Sunday Circle" revolving around Georg Lukacs in 
Budapest, Mary Gluck writes that they came to see their veryjewishness as 

the source of a new, more universal cultural identity: that of the marginal 
artist and intellectual who transcends all social groups and accepted con
ventions and is therefore freer and more critical than other, more 
anchored individuals.42 

As a member of a thought collective, one stands confronted by a plethora of 
these cultural experiences, which one interprets and misinterprets and among 
which one chooses. This particular generation was comprised of Jewish outsiders 
who acquired that status due to their dissatisfaction with the existing order and 
their queasy rootlessness, their feeling of alienation in the face of the Jewish 
world of their youth, and the new, enticing and yet foreign non-Jewish environ
ments in which they dwelt during their studies in the West. 

The epoch of the Jewish renaissance engendered various currents of 
thought, all of which were influenced by the fact that its members belonged to a 
generation living in a time of upheaval — "dynamic destabiliztion" in the termi
nology of Mannheim. It was a generation Marias and Ortega y Gasset would call 
"historic", insofar as it was cognizent of the fact that an era of crisis had com
menced and whose ideas were influenced by its attempts at formulating a world-
view which corresponded with the times and was intended to lay a solid 
foundation on which to build a Jewish future. The question which this period of 
unrest placed at the top of the agenda concerned Jewish identity and ideology in 
the wake of the Enlightenment and emancipation.^ While the assimilationists 
of Ehrenpreis ' father's generation had been considered radical in their day, when 
portrayed by Ehrenpreis ' own generation their ideas seemed naïve and doomed 
to extinction due to their narrow-minded concentration on Jewish civil rights. 

42. Gluck, 74. 
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The thoughts of Ehrenpreis' generation all revolved around Jewish culture -
what it consisted of, how it was to be expressed, its relationship to Zionism, to 
Palestine, to Europe. The assimilationist tendencies of the Haskalah, competi
tion from rival nationalisms emerging in Eastern and Central Europe - Czech, 
Polish, Ukrainian - and a general feeling of loss of identity led to a fixation on 
reconquering and reinterpreting Jewish tradition. The question on their minds 
concerned education and, by ideological extension, modern Hebrew culture and 
their relationship to religious tradition on the one hand and modernity on the 
other. 

While Jewish protonationalists in Western Europe perceived the East Euro
pean rabbinate as the most authentic representative of Jewry, Ehrenpreis' univer
sity-educated generation reviled such nostalgic kowtowing. A cultural revolution 
had taken place in the east, wherein the rabbinate exemplified a humiliating exile 
and a mismanagement of the Jewish heritage. And in fact, this "emotional anti-
clericism"^ was well founded in experience. The rabbis had lost contact with 
this generation, not the least because of their lack of formal education and multi-
linguism. In 1903, Ehrenpreis spoke for the entire generation by writing that 

We have liberated ourselves from the rabbinic culture... We are free m en 
in order to begin our culture anew, a culture that will be born from the 
synthesis of the Hebrew spirit and the European spirit....^ 

Up until this point in time, Jewish culture had been markedly religious in 
nature. Was the contrast between it and European culture so fundamental that 
one needed to choose? Or could one effect a synthesis? For this generation, the 
answer arrived in the form of a debate at the end of the 19th century between its 
mentor, Ahad Ha-am, and representatives of the Young Hebraists, including 
Marcus Ehrenpreis, Micha Josef Berdychewski and Osias Thon. 

Ahad Ha-am defined Jewish culture as the different fruits brought forth by 
the Jewish spirit - the Hebrew language, love of Eretz Yisroel (the Land of Israel), 
literature such as the Bible, history and fundamental national traditions (holi
days, ceremonies etc.). The problem confronting Ahad Ha-am was how to guar
antee the continuity of these traditions in a time of declining religious faith and 
observance. His answer was that a modern literature in Hebrew could play a pre

43. Exceptions must naturally be made for th e Orthodox group, which was more intent on pre
serving the old than clearing the way for the new. However, this group too was confronted by 
new currents and recognized their existence, even if its greatest wish was to shield its lifestyle 
from the winds of change. 

44. Luz, 143. 
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servative and mediating role. However, this literature would be one which only 
concerned itself with specific Jewish questions. 

In contrast, the Young Hebraists felt the need to open the Jewish world for 
new impulses and currents of thought in the hope of effecting a social revolution 
among the Jews. Armed with their diplomas from Western universities, they 
considered themselves a spiritual elite whose role was to show how one could 
modernize Judaism, create a new culture which would be a synthesis of the best 
of Jewish and European traditions. It hardly needs to be mentioned that it was 
its own crisis of identity this generation was attempting to resolve - in exile from 
the Talmudic study houses and Hasidic courts it remembered from its youth 
with a distaste paradoxically replete with nostalgia, it felt similarly disoriented by 
the heady confrontation with the West and worried about falling into the trap of 
radical assimilation at the cost of Jewish identity to which so many of its co-reli-
gionists in Germany had succumbed, and which had been imprinted on their 
minds by Ahad Ha-am's influential 1891 essay "Slavery in Freedom", attacking 
Western Jewry for denying its ethnic-cultural attachments for fear of being 
labelled unpatriotic.^ 

Under the influence of Nietzsche, Berdychewski, Ehrenpreis and the rest of 
his generational unit wanted to overhaul the Jewish value system from top to 
bottom, break it free of the chains of a rigidly religious mindset. Instead of fret
ting about "continuity", they focused on the individual - whatever the Jew does, 
thinks, creates, is Jewish. Their goal was to disinter the ancient Hebrew soul 
extant in every Jew but suffocating beneath two thousand years7 worth of rab
binical detritus. These young Nietzscheans insisted upon the existence of a "pri
mordial element" which could be reawakened by sorting through and choosing 
the right heroes and heroines from the Jewish past and using them as inspiration 
for the present; to create a new mythology for the people, which both Berdy
chewski and Ehrenpreis (along with numerous others of their generation) did by 
collecting and retelling Jewish national tales.^ The poet Chaim Nahman Bialik 
claimed that 

Legends are like beautiful little stones lapped by the sea for centuries and 
generations until they are cast up on the shore, polished and smooth. Leg

46. Ahad Ha-am, "Slavery in Freedom", Leon Simon (ed.), Selected Essays of Ahad Ha '-am (Phil
adelphia, 1922); see Zipperstein, 74-75. 
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ends pass from generation to generation. Everything superfluous falls 
away. What remains is the best, the most beautiful, and most worthy of 
keeping and remembering.48 

Even here, though distancing themselves from him, the transitional generation is 
under the spell of Ahad Ha-am, who personified Jewish national characteristics 
in his writings - Moses and the Prophets stood for uncompromising truth-seek-
ing and truth-telling, the Medieval Spanish philosopher Maimonides for strict 
rationality, and so forth.^ Berdyczewski employed uncompromising heroes 
from the era before the Second Temple (like the leaders of the Maccabean 
revolt), while Ehrenpreis chose to remain closer to Ahad Ha-am by selecting fig
ures from throughout the entire history of the Jews, from Moses to Herzl, while 
at the same time shying away from men of the sword. 

The ultimate goal was to completely overhaul the Jewish value system. In 
the long term, the harmony of this choir was transformed into a cacophony of 
voices singing for the same audience but from different sheet music - Berdycze
wski for example would develop a theory of Jewish identity beyond what he 
apprehended as the degradation of the Galut (exile), while in his Swedish author
ship, Ehrenpreis attempted to create a full-fledged synthesis of Jewish and Euro
pean values, most systematically expressed in his historical work Israels möten 
medfolken (Israel's encounters with the nations). This divergent evolution is not 
uncommon among members of a generational unit, but need not imply that 
they stopped listening to one another and being influenced by each other's 
standpoints, even subconsciously. 

However, it must be admitted that the programme of the emancipated gen
eration was never realized during its own lifetime, never won wider acceptance 
outside of its own circle. Its attempts at impressing its cultural ideas on the bur
geoning Zionist movement led to the quick rise and fall of the Democratic Frac
tion within the movement. While its revolutionary message indicated what 
needed to be done, it expressed itself far too vaguely and imprecisely as far as 
actual solutions were concerned. In the end, its ideas were adopted and modified 
by the Jewish workers' movement, but that was a path that the majority of these 
elitist sons of the middle-class, with its distaste for messianic currents, could not 
trod. The transitional generation had soon played out its role. However, after 
Ehrenpreis left organized Zionist activity in the first decade of the new century, 
he continued to pursue the ideas impressed upon him by his generational unit 
and the situational currents rippling through society. In particular, his pro

48. Cited Aberbach, Bialik, 8-9. 
49. See e.g. Ahad Ha-am, "Priest and Prophet", Simon (ed.). 
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gramme for Jewish renewal would be actualized in his confrontation with the 
small, extremely assimilated community he met upon arriving in Stockholm, 
expressing it in his last adopted language. 

III. The Messianic Generation and Beyond 

The Jews belonging to this generation, who also overlap with those Europeans 
Robert Wohl calls "the generation of 1914", have been characterized as a new (or 
perhaps reborn) Jewish type — the anti-rationalist or Jewish skeptic, a creation of 
the "post-assimilatory Renaissance" of Ehrenpreis' generation. And the majority 
of these new creatures sought a "non-Jewish Jewishness", to use Isaac Deut
scher's famed designation.^ Authors who have studied this phenomenon call it 
modern Jewish messianism, 

radical, uncompromising, and comprised of an esoteric intellectualism 
that is as uncomfortable with the Enlightenment as it is enamored of 
apocalyptic visions - whether revolutionary or purely redemptive in the 
spiritual sense?1 

The new culture, the new sensibility which spread among authors, intellectuals 
and artists emerged in the decades before the outbreak of the First World War -
in the writings of Brandes and Nietzsche, Strindberg and Ibsen and their less 
well-known acolytes and epigones, like Marcus Ehrenpreis and the Young 
Hebraists. These were the (at times reluctant) spiritual advisors of the messianic 
generation, and a brief introduction to their thoughts provides insight into the 
future dimension of Ehrenpreis' own. 

With the entry of antisemitism and anti-liberalism into the political and 
social arena, the optimistic, Bildung-based outlook of the preceding generation 
had been seriously challenged.^2 And yet the fact remains that this new genera
tion had been inspired by the previous one, and the cultural initiative had 
migrated westward. The ideas of Ehrenpreis' East and Central European col
leagues now nourished a younger group of West European Jewish intellectuals, 
primarily mediated through Martin Buber's epochal Drei reden ü ber das Juden-

50. Isaac Deutscher, "The Non-Jewish Jew", The Non-Jewish Jew and Other Essays (London, New 
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tum (1909-1911). In ringing Nietzschean terms, Buber demanded that the Jews 
undergo a transvaluation of values.-^ Young German-Jewish intellectuals like 
Walter Benjamin, Ernst Bloch and Gershom Scholem mused over this cri de 
cœur and noted how the Jews of their generation were now displaying pride in 
their roots and willingness to wrestle with Jewish intellectual problems the likes 
of which had never before been seen in the West. 

The decisive component in this new Jewish sensibility was devotion to a 
new strain of modern Jewishness now coloured by messianism. This new messi
anic stance rejects both ancient religiosity and the rational, secularized Judaism 
of the middle classes. It demanded complete negation of the world as it appeared 
and placed its hope in a future which could only be achieved through a disman
tling of the old order. At once apocalyptic, catastrophic, Utopian and pessimis
tic, the messianic impulse rears its head in many different guises among the 
members of this generation as a modern form of Jewish thought. As a result of its 
abandonment of the Enlightenment, this neo-messianism dedicated itself to the 
dual problem of addressing the crisis of European culture through a specifically 
Jewish radicalism while attempting to redefine Jewish intellect by displaying a 
new attitude toward Europe. 

This implied a rejection of the worldview of the previous generation. The 
new generation considers European civilization to be in the midst of a crisis 
whose magnitude Marcus Ehrenpreis' could never even have imagined. But then 
again, these young men had fought in a world war, something which Ehrenpreis ' 
generation was too old to be forced to participate in. Among the various facets of 
this Jewish intellectual messianism we find a restorative aspect, which rejects all 
ideas about gradual change or assiduous reform work; and an apocalyptic element 
which prefers "redemption" to historical processes like evolution, progress or 
development, and wherein that redemption will be a general public concern, in 
contrast to the Christian conception of redemption which is personal, private 
and strictly spiritual. Some of these young men became theological messianics, 
but the vast majority of them became radical Zionist or Socialist messianics, 
steeling themselves to construct the new world right here, right now, on the 
ruins of the old one. 

However, this messianism also betrays an ethical ambivalence, the result of 
the gaping chasm between the world as they experienced it on a daily basis and 
the expected messianic age, of the oscillation between destruction and hope. The 
final battle for the soul of the European Jew had been engaged, but within only a 

53. "Drei reden über das Judentum was reprinted in Swedish translation in Ehrenpreis' anthol
ogy Israels nutid och framtid, 204-41. 
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few short decades the whole foundation of this renaissance would be demolished 
for all time by a new and unforeseen apocalypse. 

The evolution of the Jewish renaissance arcs from optimism and the belief 
in rationality and the superiority of European culture, to a "willed movement of 
return to traditional roots in a world threatening to dissolve into incoherence",-^ 
what Stéphane Mosès has called its "internal journey of 'dissimilaton'".^ With 
its roots in the struggle of Western European Jews for civic rights, the ideas of the 
Enlightenment took on Jewish form and, in the form of the Haskalah, wandered 
eastward, where they were freighted with a more Jewish content by Marcus 
Ehrenpreis' "transitional" generation, before returning to the West in more a 
radical guise. Its apprehension of the "good Jewish European" proved far too dis
creet and bourgeois for the following generation of Jews, but still served as a 
source of ample inspiration for a new Jewish sensibility among its subversive 
members, without whose contributions the intellectual history of the early 20th 
century would look very different indeed. With their faith in Bildung and cul
ture, they used the pen as their chief medium for transvaluating the ancient, 
timeless religious values of Judaism and make them suitable to the Jewish social 
group in a time of waning observance. 

And yet a number of the members of this generational unit, with Ehrenpreis 
and Thon in the vanguard, were also rabbis, extremely modern ones who instead 
of abandoning their faith tried to find support in Jewish history for similarly 
metaphorical renewal within religion itself. Shmuel Almog is t hus far the only 
historian of modern Jewish culture to have correctly characterized Marcus 
Ehrenpreis as something more than merely a Nietzschean critic of the quietism 
of Ahad Ha-am. In his charting of the ideological standpoints of the members of 
the cohort of the 1860s and 1870s during its critical period between 1896 and 
1906, he creates a special category for Ehrenpreis, who "contended that Judaism 
was requisite to Zionism".^ 

In doing so, Ehrenpreis takes a further step away from Ahad Ha-am, who 
was agnostic, and the members of the Young Hebraists, who wished to replace 
religion with something else. In an age when "modern" and "religious" seemed 
mutually exclusive terms, Ehrenpreis propagated for a renewal of religion as one 
of the most necessary components in a Jewish identity which wished to survive 
the modern world, a transvaluation of religious values within the framework of 
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religion. What remains to be shown now is the content and significance of the 
transitional generation's worldview in the form of Marcus Ehrenpreis' Swedish-
language authorship. 
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4. Bildung, the "Sermon of the Future" 
and the Jewish Periodical: 

The Essence of Jewish Religion and the 
Mediation of Jewish Cultural Identity in 

Sweden 

In contrast to his unequivocal convictions about the nature and role of Jewish 
religion and culture—the fruits of many year's slogging in the intellectual 
trenches of Jewish cultural work in Europe before arriving in Sweden—Marcus 
Ehrenpreis' relationship with his own congregation in Stockholm is complicated 
and ambivalent, a situation which immediately manifested itself upon his ascen
sion to the chair of Chief Rabbi. Shortly after arriving in Sweden for good on 14 
September 1914, the local Zionist club was pleased to be able to invite him to a 
Chanukah party, the first it had succeeded in organizing in years, and one at 
which the younger generation of Zionists intended to welcome their new pre
sumed ally and display their Jewish consciousness. However, instead of attend
ing, Ehrenpreis disappointed the Zionist Association's leadership by wishing 
them well, but stating that he would be attending the annual Nobel Prize festivi
ties instead.1 

Distressingly, this anecdote seems characteristic of his daily, practical rela
tionship with his congregants, toward whom Ehrenpreis could exhibit a remark
able lack of sensitivity.2 For many—in particular the political Zionist fraction 
which had campaigned to install Ehrenpreis as rabbi—this was an unforgiveably 
arrogant rebuff, even symptomatic of assimilationism; Ehrenpreis was demon-

1. Carlberg, 105 . 
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strably turning his back on the rank and file of his own community in order to 
hobnob with the elite of Swedish and European letters. The chapter in his mem
oirs dedicated to his first years in Stockholm does nothing to belie this impres
sion of a nearly-unbridgeable gap between himself and his congregants, while 
simultaneously dwelling at length upon Karl Warburg's successful efforts to 
introduce him to the creme of Swedish cultural life.^ 

The label "assimilationist" was one fastened onto Ehrenpreis at an early 
stage in Sweden and seems to have stuck, from the disappointed rejection of him 
by the Swedish political Zionists to the dismissal of him by his latter-day succes
sor Morton Narrowe as "a man with a glorious Zionist past but not much of a 
Zionist present", albeit one with a singular talent for transmitting Jewish culture 
to his congregants.^ While from a generational standpoint it is understandable 
that the political Zionists should feel betrayed by Ehrenpreis—for whom, 
inclined to secular messianic political action, his course of gradual cultural 
enlightenment and reconquest of the Jewish tradition seemed feeble and passé— 
it is less c omprehensible that an objective latter-day analyst should continue to 
perpetuate this myth. 

In describing his first encounter with his new congregants and surround
ings, Ehrenpreis himself has altered the historical record to suit his own needs by 
characterizing the Jewish community en masse as o n the brink of being lost to 
Judaism for all time. He felt that he stood before a "bewildering alienation 
toward all that was Jewish, both inside and outside the walls".^ This is a rather 
cavalier attitude to take toward the Jewish cultural work which was already being 
pursued, albeit on a rather remedial level, by new immigrants from Lithuania 
and Poland, who had brought with them their own Yidishkeyt upon arrival in 
Sweden around the turn of the century—not to mention the newly-awakened 
identity-seeking being undertaken by young, academically-trained Zionists like 
historian Hugo Valentin and publicist Daniel Brick, or the total lack of any iden
tity crisis whatsoever among the Orthodox community, tiny though it was. 
However, Ehrenpreis denigrated any possible developments on their behalf for 
creating a more reflective Jewish community by stating, "I had the feeling that 
I...found myself in a vacuum. I considered my foremost duty to fill that void 
with oxygen".^ 

In his defense, Ehrenpreis had in fact correctly diagnosed the malignancy 
which had befallen the majority of the Jews in Sweden (and Scandinavia as a 
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whole, truth be told, which he once referred to as a "double galut"/ its problems 
compounded by its peripheral location on the map): assimilation, not as a pro
gramme, but as a reality due to negligence toward the Jewish cultural heritage**— 
a diagnosis which he shared with both Brick and Valentin, and representatives of 
Orthodoxy like Hirsch Nissalowitz, though their prescriptions differed radi
cally.^ In an interview written in Norwegian and published in the pan-Scandina
vian Jewish journal Israeliten (whose editorship Ehrenpreis was to briefly take 
over before it ceased publication and was succeeded byJudisk Tidskrift and Jtcdisk 
Krönika), Ehrenpreis succinctly described the dilemma of the modern Western 
Jew. 

The inner distress plaguing the Jews consists first and foremost of the fact 
that mankind has emancipated itself with its head, but not with its heart. 
It has emancipated itself in accordance with the message of the French 
Revolution to mankind, "freedom for all"; bu t the heart has remained a 
stranger. Therein lies the greatest danger faced by Jewry.10 

On the occasion of Passover in 1928 (the Jewish holiday commemorating the 
Exodus from Egypt), Ehrenpreis reiterated this dilemma more explicidy. 

For 150 years, Israel struggled for its external freedom, for civic equality. 
Now that this external emancipation has been achieved, we must achieve 
internal emancipation, freedom of the soul. We witness a spiritual awak
ening within Jewry, Israel is rediscovering the path to its sources, to itself. 
Once again, Israel goes out of Egypt.11 

According to Ehrenpreis, there are three ways of confronting the Enlighten
ment's offer of equality and civic liberty among which the modern Jew can 
choose. The first is to turn inward and pretend the offer was never made in the 
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11. Ehrenpreis, "Yttre och inre frihet. Pesach-tankar", JT 1928:2, 48. 
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first place, for fear that the challenge from without should prove lethal to Jewish 
tradition. Here, Ehrenpreis aims a blow at the Orthodoxy of East and Central 
Europe against which he had battled since joining the modern debate in the 
1890s. The second is the diametrical opposite—total and complete "surrender" 
to the host culture and a subsequent loss of Jewish identity. Historically, accord
ing to Ehrenpreis, such was the fate of the Hellenistic Jews, and today, of a large 
percentage of French, German and Swedish Jews. "We call this Jewry's sui-
cide."12 

The third alternative was the remedy he perceives as the one chosen by his 
own generation, 

namely, a connection between Jewish and European culture.... We have to 
adapt Jewish and European culture to one another, and find true har
mony, in order for this to succeed.1^ 

A synthesis of the best of both worlds, in other words. A culling of the best fruits 
of modernity and the eternal verities of the To rah and the Prophets, which also 
necessitated a weeding out of the less-universal and more timebound currents in 
both traditions. "For the ethnicist intelligentsia," Gideon Shimoni explains, the 
task was to "reviv[e] the secular dimensions of Jewish culture while incorporating 
only those elements of the religious heritage that were malleable and consonant 
with modernity".1^ 

Like many of his generation and experience, Ehrenpreis clung to the ideal of 
a "European-Jewish synthesis", long the goal of liberal Jewish intellectuals from 
the German cultural sphere, such as the founders of the discipline of Wissen
schaft des Judentums, and which had received its philosophical articulation in 
the works of the German-Jewish Kantian Hermann Cohen in the 1910s. In 
summarizing the hopes and dreams of the several generations of Jewish intellec
tuals raised in the German lands since emancipation, Cohen defined "German
ism" as the embodiment of "the progressive development of humanistic values 
from Plato through Maimonides to Kant, the French Revolution, and the social
ist movement", which around the turn of the last century had celebrated its 
greatest successes in Germany. Germany must, in other words, be understood in 
this context as "Europe" as a whole, since Germany was the nation considered to 

12. Mavin, 2. 
13. Ibid. This viewpoint was refined and restated in his article "Den personliga judefrågan", JT 

1932:8, 237. His analysis of the issues of correct and incorrect Jewish assimilation into Euro
pean society is explicated in full in his book, Israels möten medfolken, and shall be dealt with 
in depth in Chapter Six. 

14. Gideon Shimoni, The Zionist Ideology (Hanover & London, 1995), 270. 
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have best represented and developed the ideals of Enlightenment throughout the 
19th century. However, exaggerated patriotism led Cohen and other German-
Jewish intellectuals to take their cue from Kant's articulation of human develop
ment moving Toward a Perpetual Peace and see this Germanism as a Utopian 
goal, a "future Germany" under development, which will have been "raised to a 
moral, humanistic, cosmopolitan level on which all viable socio-historical entites 
will not so much merge into one as live peaceably and creatively with one 
another." Communal and statist values put forward by the Romantics would 
cede to social ones which would "transform the actual 'Machstaat' ('power 
state') into the ethically imperative 'Rechtstaat' ('legal/constitutional state')." ̂  
Ehrenpreis himself articulates similar ideals in several articles in Judisk Tidskrifi, 
though bereft of their German patriotic overtones. ̂  

This ideology of rationalist, universalist liberalism was already being chal
lenged by a new generation of Jewish political and cultural nationalists as the 
twenties progressed, while Ehrenpreis continued to champion it in Swedish. In 
1921, Ehrenpreis had featured a seminal essay of Cohen's in his anthology, 
Israels nutid och framtid. The designation "contemporary and future" in the sub
title indicates that Ehrenpreis in no wise considered Cohen's ideal as having lost 
its currency. But the question to be answered more fully below, is whether any 
real "German- or European-Jewish symbiosis" actually ever existed elsewhere 
than in the minds and dreams of the German-educated Jewish intellegentsia. ^ 

In what follows we shall consider the nature of this symbiosis or synthesis, 
both on a European and a Swedish level. While delineating the outlines of the 
"authentic" or "substantial" Jewishness that Ehrenpreis proposed, we shall also 
closely examine the media through which this idea was to be propagated—the 
rabbinical pulpit and the Jewish periodical. En route, we shall attempt to expli
cate Marcus Ehrenpreis' apprehension of Jewish culture as the form in which the 
ideas broached by religion are articulated, as well as his views on the very Ger
man idea of Bildung, and the likewise very Swedish one of folkbildning (adult 
popular education), as the means by which a harmonious, modern Jew could be 
fostered, in a dialectical relationship with European culture as a whole. The 

15. Steven S. Schwarzschild, '"Germanism and Judaism'—Hermann Cohen's Normative Para
digm of the German-Jewish Symbiosis", David Bronsen (ed.),/mtf and Germans 1860 to 
1933: The Problematic Symbiosis (Heidelberg, 1979), 144-45. 

16. Cf."Fredstanken i Judendomen", JT1928:1 ; "Endast med anden", JT 1937:5; "Bibelns fri
hetsbudskap" JT 1940:4. 

17. The first to point out the schizophrenic Catch-22 predicated on the concept of Deutschju
dentum was Gershom Scholem in his essay "Jüdische Jugendbewegung", Der Jude 1917:12, 
translated and reprinted in Gershom Scholem, On Jews and Judaism in Crisis: Selected Essays 
(New York, 1976). 
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actual constitution of his "synthetic Judaism" will be the subject of the subse
quent chapters of the present study. 

The "Sermon of the Future" 

Among Marcus Ehrenpreis' stated quests as a rabbi was to modernize the out
dated sermon form which oppressed him both aesthetically and intellectually 
during his youth in Galizia, and to utilize the pulpit as a forum for ideas. It 
should not be forgotten that the majority of men from his generation who came 
to the West from the East—Berdyczewski, Thon, Braude and himself, to name 
just the members of the vanguard—were all ordained rabbis. However, Ehren
preis' uniqueness lay in the fact that he was the first rabbi to have been raised 
and ordained in the East, while practicing his calling in the West. 

According to his memoirs, a visit with his friends to the Great Synagogue of 
Berlin—the heart of Reform Judaism in Europe—during his first few days in 
town provided Ehrenpreis with an object lesson in how not to sermonize. 

The preacher was a handsome man, possessing a resonant voice, but there 
was no substance in what he said. We were very unpleasantly affected by 
the uncalled-for unctuousness in his tone, the absence of all simplicity 
and naturalness in his speech.18 

Instead, he would find his inspiration at another modern Jewish institution 
located in Berlin, the Hochschule fur die Wissenschaft des Judentums. Looking 
back with the wisdom of fifty years, Ehrenpreis is critical of the course of study 
at the college, the first centre for Jewish scholarship teaching the historical devel
opment of Judaism. For Ehrenpreis, Thon and Braude, these studies "were all 
too biased toward the areas of history and philology", while failing to verify the 
givens of the heart of religious man.1^ Nevertheless, in his role as rabbi-educator, 
Ehrenpreis would often utilize the philological tools he had acquired there. 

Ehrenpreis honed his thoughts about the form of the sermon in a dialectic 
with the teacher there who made the greatest impression upon him, both as a 
source of inspiration and as an opponent. Sigmund Maybaum, in his day the 
most well-known preacher in the German-speaking lands and an untiring 
defender of the newly-won civic rights of the German Jews, was Ehrenpreis' 

18. Ehrenpreis, Mitt liv64. 
19. Ibid. ,67. 
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homiletics teacher.20 While Ehrenpreis feels that in his lectures and in his text
book on the subject, Maybaum placed a tad too much emphasis on rhetoric, he 
had to admit that "the training under his leadership proved extremely rewarding 
and we future preachers took away lasting impressions...."21 Maybaum's 
strengths as a preacher, as testified to by Ehrenpreis, included his astute insight 
into Jewish teachings and life, and the beauty and force of his delivery. 

Still, it is as a young challenger that Ehrenpreis develops his own ideas on 
the sermon, discussed in public for the first time in a lecture given at the Jewish 
student club he had helped found in Berlin and entitled "Inhalt und Form der 
Zukunftspredigt". The "sermon of the future", according to Ehrenpreis, would 
peel away all rhetorical acrobatics and formalism and reveal instead the substance 
of the message, would be more down-to-earth and less theological, more lecture, 
in fact, than sermon.22 

In the essay "Predikans uppgift" (The task of the sermon) published in Jud
isk Tidskrift in 1937, Ehrenpreis extrapolates on the form, its history and its 
function. He traces the tradition back to Moses, with every rabbi in his own time 
continuing his work—the idea of the "chain of tradition" first broached in the 
Pirke Abot (a volume of the Mishnah, itself a component part of the Talmud 
along with the Gemara), whose first link is Moses and to whom each subsequent 
rabbinical generation is c onnected.2^ According to the Bible, even Moses had 
fretted over his legitimacy as a conduit for the voice of the Almighty and His 
eternal truths, while also realizing and problematizing the fact that the religious 
speaker must be equipped with certain rhetorical talents. 

Thus the relationship between form and content was, according to Ehren
preis, problematic from the outset and has continued to be so down through the 
ages. Elsewhere, Ehrenpreis laments this situtation. 

20. Ironically, or perhaps not so, Maybaum was one of the "Protestrabbiner" in Germany who 
most vehemently opposed the convening of the first Zionist congress in Basel in 1897, where 
Ehrenpreis was to put his rhetorical skills to such powerful use in promoting the cause of cul
tural work. 

21. Ehrenpreis, "Möte med västjudendomen", JT 1944:2, 53. 
22. Ibid., Mitt liv, 68. 
23. Ibid, "Predikans uppgift" JT 1937:1, 2. On the rabbinical construction of the "chain of tra

dition" as a strategy undertaken by the rabbinate in order to legitimize its assumption of the 
role of leadership of the post-Exilic Jewish communities, see Fruitman, "Förbundets folk. 
Judarna, medborgarskap och Europa", Mohammad Fazlhashemi & Stephen Fruitman (eds.), 
Medborgarskap. Reflektioner kring ett problematiskt europeiskt begrepp (Stockholm, 1997), 50-
51. 
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There were enough words, as there have been throughout the ages; 
preachers and orators, men armed with manifestos, virtuosos of the word 
and rabble-rousers exist and have always existed in all ages, more than are 
needed.... It is usually said of a speaker, " He has power over the word". 
However, the true speaker is he of whom the opposite can be said: "The 
word has him in its power". 

The world has never suffered from a shortage of sophists and demagogues, while 
the honest preachers, purveyors of truth, have been few and far between. Ehren
preis naturally finds solace and inspiration in the prophets, the men and women 
of the Old Testament whom the spirit of God possessed and forced to speak, 
even against their own wishes. However, with the disappearance of the age of 
prophesy, the previous delegation of duties between the priesthood ("basic 
instruction in religious and ceremonial law") and the prophets ("the living word 
of God was to be proclaimed by the prophet") lost its meaning. Latter-day lead
ers and teachers in Israel had been charged with the difficult task "of combining 
the two, teaching and preaching, instructing and awakening". In his reformation 
of the religious service 500 years BCE, Ezra had introduced "the religious 
speech, the explanatory, interpretive supplement to the recitation of the written 
word as an organic component of the service (Nehemia 8:8)."2^ Elsewhere 
Ehrenpreis postulates that it "may well have been 'an act of providence that pro-
phetism was superceded by rabbinism'".2^ 

Ehrenpreis finds it symptomatic that modern Jewish scholarship ("the Jew
ish people's first act of coming to its senses after liberation from the ghetto") 
begins with a masterly description by Leopold Zunz in 1832 of the origins and 
development of the Jewish sermon, "as one of the most essential elements of our 
spiritual heritage". The vitality of the art of preaching reflects the vitality of the 
religion which is serves. In the ghetto, the sermon languished. 

The bond to the sources had weakened, isolation from the living cultural 
forces in the world rendered spiritual life narrow-minded and impover
ished. The mighty voice of the prophet, which had flung out the Eternal 
Word violently, elementarily, ruthlessly, had died away. Faded was also the 
Talmud teacher's mild, fatherly word, which instilled disconsolate genera
tions, groaning under the yoke of the Romans, with self-confidence and 
the power to resist.... More often than not the congregation was enter

24. Ehrenpreis, "Ordet som livsmakt", JT 1940:3, 72. 
25. Ehrenpreis, "Predikans uppgift", JT 1937:1, 4-5. 
26. Ibid., "Klatzkin som religionsforskare", JT 1941:1, 6. 
27. Ibid., "Predikans uppgift" JT 1937:1, 5. 
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tained by the sophistic etymologies and affected ritualistic speculations of 
whimsical rabbis. A time arrived when real l ife fled the darkness of the 
ghetto's study house.28 

In order to reverse this degeneration, the basis of the "sermon of the future" is to 
take the word of Israel to the congregants, and in the era of the flourishing of 
militant antisemitism, to take the word of Israel and its congregants (i.e. the 
truth about real, existing Judaism) out into the world, "where our life and our 
character, our teachings, our past, our place in the world, have been distorted 
and falsified".2^ 

Almost a decade later, Ehrenpreis reviewed and reiterated his theory of ser
monizing and concluded that his 

perceptions of the sermon have not changed in any significant way since I 
formulated my heretical thoughts on the "sermon of the future" during 
my years of study in Berlin.... The truly eloquent preacher is not he about 
whom one can say that he has the word in his power. That man is no 
more than a rhetorical virtuoso. What is crucial is that the word has the 
preacher in its power.30 

According to Ehrenpreis ' theory (clearly showing signs of the influence his phi
lology lessons a t the Hochschule), simplicity of speech and delivery and a con-
cretization of the abstract determine the form and content of the sermon. 
Nineteenth-century preachers were often in thrall to the text, out of which they 
would spin absurd homiletics. Since the sixteenth century, as D avid Sorkin has 
pointed out, the homily had taken such overwhelming precedence among ser
monizing rabbis that "little or no attempt was made to distinguish it from the 
meaning of the Bible". ̂  Ehrenpreis would attempt to take a different course. 

My guideline was the Biblical word: God's hand was inscribed (chorut) 
upon the tablets, which the teachers of the Talmud interpret not as chorut, 
"inscribed", but rather cherut, the "freedom" of the tablets. Instead of a 
text, wrenched from its context, the spirit of the Scriptures should hover 
freely over the sermon.32 

28. Ibid, 5,6. 
29. Ibid. J. 
30. Ibid, "På predikstol och kateder", JT1945:10,287. 
31. David Sorkin, Moses Mendelssohn and the Religious Enlightenment (Berkeley & Los Angeles, 

1996), 33. 
32. Ehrenpreis, "På predikstol och kateder", JT 1945:10, 287. 
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Practice apparently made perfect, and he considers himself to have achieved his 
early aim of transforming the modern sermon from rhetorical fireworks, etymo
logical hairsplitting and quaint ramblings into the type of lecture to which he 
aspired. Not arbitrary monologue but rather "a vital dialogue" whereby, when 
successful, "a seed can fall from the pulpit into a receptive soul, where it can 
grow and bear fruit". ̂  When "the true preacher and the true listener meet"^ 
(for "the listener too must desire something ), then the sermon can fulfill its pur
pose of combining spirituality and learning for the greater good.^ 

To this end, Ehrenpreis did not restrict himself to his home pulpit in Stock
holm, but rather embarked on a wide-ranging "lecture tour" during his decades 
as Chief Rabbi (especially after having made a name for himself as an author in 
the Swedish language by the mid-1920s), crossing the Scandinavian peninsula 
from Ystad to Trondheim, Gothenburg to Helsinki, speaking before audiences 
comprising Jews or Gentiles, or sometimes both, as in the remarkable services 
held throughout his rabbinate in the synagogue in Norrköping, more ecumeni
cal events than Jewish liturgical services.^ 

Despite the satisfaction with which Ehrenpreis looks back upon the applica
tion of his theory of the sermon of the future and the evidence of which we dis
cuss below as we delve into its pedagogical contents, he was perplexed by its 
ephemeral nature. "After a lifetime of experience, my illusions about the effect of 
the sermon gradually diminished," he reminisced. "Its effect is circumscribed by 
time and space...."^8 In order to transcend the inevitable limitations of time, 
space, and human memory, Ehrenpreis would immortalize many of his lectures 
between the covers of his seminal cultural journal, Judisk Tidskrift, as the pri
mary forum for his ambition to be an educator on the subject of Judaism for 
both Jews and Gentiles. "I was and remain convinced of the necessity of comple
menting the spoken word with the written one."^ Fittingly, many of his books 

33. Ibid, Mitt liv, 313. 
34. Ibid., "Ordet som livmakt", JT1940:3, 74. 
35. Ibid, "Predikans uppgift" JT 1937:1, 3. 
36. Although a great percentage of the articles he published in Judisk Tidskrift were indeed based 

on sermons and lectures delivered in various fora, Ehrenpreis also published a collection of 
sermons delivered from the pulpit of the Great Synagogue in Stockholm on the occasion of 
the "Days of Awe" (i.e., Rosh Hashonah and Yom Kippur, the Jewish High Holidays), which 
provides the reader with a purer form of his oral rhetoric. Cf. Från vakttornet. Sju prediknin
gar vid höstfesterna 5682 (Stockholm, 1921). 

37. See ibid., "Avsked från Norrköping", JT 1945:11. 
38. Ibid, "På predikstol och kateder", JT 1945:10, 288. 
39. Ibid, "Judisk Tidskrift tio år", JT 1937:12, 441. 
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and articles originated as lectures, first being "tested", so to speak, on a live audi
ence before being redraughted and going to press. The lasting effect of his anti-
Nazi sermon Malakis rop till tiden from 1933, for example, which had a signifi
cant effect upon contemporary Swedish society and can to this day move con
temporary readers with its ominous prescience and moral stringency, testifies to 
this.40 

Before leaving the sermon form to plumb the depths of Ehrenpreis ' pub
lished work, it is worth bearing in mind the influence of Ahad Ha-am upon 
Ehrenpreis' authorial craft. In his essay-writing, Ahad Ha-am also borrowed 
heavily from the Jewish homiletic tradition in which he was trained as a young
ster; beginning with a "difficult" verse from the Bible, the preacher was meant to 
slowly proceed from the remote to the familiar. Ahad Ha-am's essays were struc
tured so that he would begin with two opposing principles taken from Western 
dialogue, discussing them in a dialectical fashion before zeroing in on the "Jew
ish" aspect of the matter at hand, first by identifying the subject matter's parallel 
in Jewish history and then applying the whole appartus to the contemporary 
Jewish situation. Thus when Ahad Ha-am had finally arrived at his analysis of 
the Jewish world, "it was with the full weight of Western truth behind him".41 

This reversal—using the Western canon to confirm Jewish identity—earned him 
the awe and respect of his late-nineteenth and early-twentieth century audience, 
schooled by the Jewish Enlightenment to adulate the natural and human sci
ences of the West. Below, we shall see the extent to which Ehrenpreis ' essay-writ-
ing technique is faithful to the model of Ahad Ha-am, so admired by the writers 
of his generation. The orality of the sermon inspired the printed word of Ahad 
Ha-am as much as it did Marcus Ehrenpreis; and Ehrenpreis in turn exhibits the 
effect of Ahad Ha-am's pen on his rhetorical presentation. 

40. For a thoughtful reflection upon the impact of this work, see Mikael Enckell, "Ett ankarfäste 
i profetismi Marcus Ehrenpreis", Till saknadens lov (Ekenäs, 1988), 131-34. Further evidence 
of the dignity of this work can be found in the fact that the document collection edited by 
Ingvar Svanberg & Mattias Tydén, Sverige och Förintelsen. Debatt och dokument om Europas 
judar 1933-1945 (Stockholm 1997), begins with an excerpt from Ehrenpreis' sermon, 55-
56. 

41. Alan Mintz, "Ahad Ha-am and the Essay", Kornberg (ed.), 9. 
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The Jewish Periodical and its Role 
in Imagining a Modern Jewry 

We require a journal which disseminates knowledge about the life and 
teachings of Judaism, which arouses interest in the spiritual values of 
Israel.42 

With these words, displayed on the inside cover of the first issue of the sopho
more year of Judisk Tidskrifi 's publication, Marcus Ehrenpreis embarks on turn
ing the spoken word into print and disseminating his vision of modern Judaism 
to the Swedish-speaking world—not just to the Jewish community itself, but 
also the Gentile community among whom the Jews live and work and together 
with whom Ehrenpreis wishes to create a new, universal ethical modernity. ^ 

In contrast to Judisk Krönika, the Zionist journal to be launched three years 
later by the brothers Daniel and Simon Brick,^ Judisk Tidskrift was not 
intended to serve as a platform for any one particular current or movement 
within Jewry, but rather "Judaism itself Editor-in-chief Marcus Ehrenpreis 
assures his readership that its columns are open for "all competently written con
tributions on Jewish subjects".Undeniably, he succeeded in living up to his 
own standards. Contributors span the length and breadth of modern Jewish 
thought, criticism and journalism, both members of his own generational cohort 
and of those who came after—Martin Buber, Nahum Sokolow, Jacob Klatzkin, 

42. Judisk Tidskrift, 1929:1, inside front cover. 
43. Judisk Tidskrift was distributed without cost to the majority of Sweden's municipal public 

libraries as well as to numerous leading "Christian opinion-makers"; C. Vilh. Jacobowsky, 
"Judiska tidskrifter i Norden", JT1946:10, 314. Aside from Judisk Tidskrift and Judisk 
Krönika, Jacobowsky counts twenty-two other Swedish-Jewish journals published between 
1893 and 1946, the majority of which enjoyed very short lifespans. These ranged from 
Orthodox publications promoting the traditional lifestyle {Judisk kalender Luach, Judiska 
Hem) to a local anti-capitalist satirical bulletin in Malmö ( Vår väg), with a number of Zion
ist, congregational, youth group and sporting newsletters in between. 

44. C£ Fruitman, "Cultural Zioni sm in Sweden". Aspects of the periodical's nature in the 
decade following the war have been studied in Karin Sjögren,Judisk åminnelse som speglad i 
tidskriften Judisk krönika 1948-1958 (unpublished manuscript, 1998). Sjögren will continue 
to examine its contents during the post-war years in her forthcoming Ph.D dissertation, 
Judar i folkhemmet. Minne(n) och identitet(er) i Judisk krönika 1948-1958 (forthcoming). 

45. Though as late as 1947, Eli Hecksher publically accused the journal of having "allowed itself 
to be enrolled" in the Zionist cause rather than remaining as a non-partisan alternative to 
Judisk Krönika. See Eli E Heckscher & Ehrenpreis, "Brevväxling mellan professorerna Heck-
scher och Ehrenpreis, JT 1947:241-48. 

46. Judisk tidskrift, 1929:1, inside front cover. 
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Hugo Bergmann, Chaim Nachman Bialik, Stefan Zweig, Arthur Ruppin, Joseph 
Klausner, Henrietta Szold, Judah Magnes, Leo Baeck, Cecil Roth, Max Brod and 
a young Saul Bellow— and provided a forum in which the younger Swedish-
Jewish intelligentsia could publically grapple with its identity crisis—Ragnar 
Josephson, Bernhard Tarschys, Stig Bendixon, Ernst Klein, Hugo Valentin and 
German-Jewish academic refugees in Sweden like Ernst Cassirer, Walter Ber-
endsohn and Erwin Leiser. Christian Swedish thinkers and theologians like Tor
sten Ysander, Efraim Briem and Natanael Beskow also contributed, alongside 
other well-known Swedish intellectuals like Ellen Key, Alva Myrdal, Lydia Wahl
ström and Eli E Heckscher, himself a spokesman for Jewish assimilation. Forty 
or fifty major essays on Jewish culture were published annually, including almost 
unfailingly one by Ehrenpreis to lead off each issue. In common with its famed 
German-Jewish predecessor Ost und West (about which more below), a broad 
spectrum of Jewish life was presented, including new translations of Jewish fic
tion and poetry, travel articles and irregular essays on art (many of which were 
penned by Ehrenpreis' niece, Debora Vogel, who resided in his hometown of 
Lvov). The "back of the book" was speckled with reviews, notices from Sweden 
and abroad (the latter number of which was to swell as the war approached), 
documents both current and historical, and so on. 

From the mid-1890s well into the 1910s, Marcus Ehrenpreis was certainly 
the best-known critic to have emerged from Galicia among the readership of the 
Hebrew, Yiddish, and German-language Jewish press after Martin Buber.^ This 
reputation would serve h im well as he sought out qualified contributors to his 
Swedish-language journal and anthologies. The phenomenon of the Jewish peri
odical of the past one hundred years has thus far not been the subject of much 
reflection by modern Jewish cultural historians and media researchers. One rea
son for their enormous proliferation and central significance to modern Jewish 
literary history is "the critical factor of geographical dispersion and movement" 
among the Jews.^ 

Time and incessant waves of invaders had turned the small tribe of "Israel
ites" into multilingual "Jewry", beginning as early as the First Exile in Babylon. 
Despite this, religious faith constituted the common denominator for generation 
after generation of Jews well into the 1700s, geographical distance notwithstand
ing. However, for modern Jews, their dispersion was a disadvantage and the 

47. David A. Brenner, "Promoting East European Jewry: Ost und West, Ethnic Identity, and the 
German-Jewish Audience", Prooftexts, 1995:1, 74; Joseph Klausner, A History of Modern 
Hebrew Literature (1785-1930) (London, 1932), 137. 

48. Alan Mintz, "The Many Rather Than the One: On the Critical Study of Jewish Periodicals", 
Prooftexts, 1995:1, 2. 
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recent crumbling of traditional Jewish life without any universally-accepted 
replacement led to the fact that "it was only the periodical that could constitute 
an invisible community of fate to replace the real communities of origin that had 
so recently and rapidly disintegrated."^ 

The impermanent, provisional quality of the periodical perfectly suited the 
needs of modern Jewry in its moment of "extraordinary cultural discontinuity 
and breakage". The "fluid, combinable, and uncanonical makeup" of the 
monthly or quarterly publication puts it in the admirable position of being able 
to mediate the construction of new cultural constellations.^ It comprised the 
testing ground of new cultural strategies in which its readership could partake of 
a transcontinental discussion about matters of utmost importance, weigh the 
arguments of informed critics and apologists, and contribute to the creation of a 
modern Jewish alternative to the extreme poles of Orthodoxy or radical assimila-
tionism.^1 

The crucial question modern periodical researchers pose themselves is 
whether it is "possible to speak meaningfully of a periodical's worldview or mes
sage".^2 The discussion of Ehrenpreis' Judisk Tidskrift which follows will 
attempt to answer that question, and to display how his ideas about the modern 
sermon dovetail with his theoretical standpoint toward and practical usage of the 
periodical form as the quintessential modern (and perhaps, "Jewish") media in 
which to conduct his synthesizing work. 

Marcus Ehrenpreis has had a long and multifacetted relationship to the 
written word and the periodical medium in particular, as is borne out by his 
biography. However, the most significant and lasting impression upon his edito
rial skills must surely have been made by his close involvement with Ahad Ha-
am and his august Hebrew-language literary journal Ha-Shiloah, launched in 
October of 1896. Ehrenpreis was put in charge of the "Monthly Happenings" 
section, before several years later assuming responsibility for the literary review 
section, an invaluable experience for honing his editorial craft, forcing him 
according to his own account to read "everything" published in Hebrew and 
eventually transforming him into one of the foremost Hebrew critics of his gen
eration. 

49. Ibid. 
50. Ibid. 
51. Perhaps the most extreme, if ineffectual, example of the latter strategy to take place in Swe
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Formwise, the most obvious and direct source of inspiration for Judisk Tid
skrift was Der Jude, founded by Martin Buber, to which Ehrenpreis had contrib
uted numerous articles (many of which would later find their way into Judisk 
Tidskrift in a revised, Swedish form). Buber in turn had been inspired by his 
admiration for the first truly hybrid Jewish journal, Ost und West, a Berlin-based 
monthly published between 1901 and 1923 and featuring a staff of contributors 
largely consisting of Galicians who had moved West to further their education, 
thus offering a balanced view of Eastern traditional culture modified by Western 
intellectual stringency. "Ost und West was the first journal in Germany [and thus, 
in the West] with a genuinely 'pan-Jewish' nationalist perspective, seeking to 
unite Jews of all nations, sects, and political ideologies. Not surprisingly, 
Ehrenpreis had also contributed to this journal. 

The initial sketch for Der Jude was prepared by Buber in 1903, a symptom 
of the struggle then going on within the Zionist movement between the political 
and cultural factions, the latter of which was led by Buber and Chaim Weizmann 
and included Ehrenpreis among its firebrands. Buber envisioned a counter
weight to Theodor Herzl's strictly political-Zionist Die Welt, an organ indepen
dent of party politics which would be the main vehicle for the burgeoning Jewish 
renaissance. However, it took thirteen years and a Europe in the midst of a ravag
ing war before the first issue of Buber's Der Jude hit the newsstands.^ 

Despite the radically altered cultural climate, Buber's statement of purpose, 
appearing on the masthead of each issue from its inception in 1916 to its demise 
in 1924, clearly proves that the intervening years had not altered his intentions: 
"The monthly, Der Jude, is an independent organ for the knowledge and 
advancement of living Jewishness."^ Upon commencing publication of Ha-
Shiloah two decades earlier, Ahad Ha-am had prepared a long article outlining 
the more specific goal of providing his readers with "suitable spiritual nourish
ment and matters they needed to know in order to repair the breach and rebuild 
the ruins" of Judaic civilization. His point of departure was thus of a negative 
character, aiming at educating and refining the sensibilities of the Hebrew reader, 
dulled by a century of bad Hebrew literature (ie. the Haskalah)."^ Furthermore, 
he had made no bones about the fact that the purpose of Ha-Shiloah was "the 
clarification of ideas and issues central to Jewish concerns", with the expressed 
political intention of providing a forum for public debate which, aided by Rea
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son, would "lead to correct decisions in public policy", a direct reference to the 
burgeoning and, in his eyes, misdirected Zionist movement of Theodor Herzl.^ 

Compare Ehrenpreis' opening statement in Judisk Tidskrift, about serving 
"Judaism itself" rather than any one interpretation. In other words, and in the
ory at least, no single party or movement was favoured over any other. As with 
other successful European-Jewish periodicals, Judisk Tidskrifi was intent upon 
being multivocal, fragmentary and diffuse in order to present the full panorama 
of modern Jewish thought and creativity. However, in studying journals, one 
must keep in mind editorial authority and at least partly apprehend editorial 
control as some sort of "authorship", a guiding hand which approaches prospec
tive contributors, selects and rejects articles, decides which ones are to be left to 
stand on their own and which merit commentary or response.^8 The Jewish 
reader seeking community could turn to Judisk Tidskrift and find there a range of 
meanings, a fellowship under construction, an identity or range of identities and 
a textual homeland, a site for the modern reimagination of the Jewish nation. 
Following Benedict Anderson, the Jewish periodical was the place where dis
persed and deracinated Western Jewry could turn in order to "imagine commu-

• » nity . 
None of this would have been necessary without the perceived lack of a suit

able forum for Jewish debate in Sweden. Scandinavia had been sporadically 
served by a small number of unsuccessful journals during the first two decades of 
the century, among which Israeliten had had the greatest impact. Originally pub
lished in Kristiania (later Oslo) between 1914 and 1923, it spent a brief inter
lude in Copenhagen before moving on to spend three years in Stockholm until 
its demise in 1927, where editorial duties were shared by Ehrenpreis, Daniel 
Brick and Felix Saul. After shutting down Israeliten, Ehrenpreis immediately set 
to work on conceptualizing Judisk Tidskrifts which he would edit alone from 
1928 to 1948. The elderly Ehrenpreis shared editorial duties with Hugo Valen
tin beginning with the first issue of 1949 (at least on the masthead), shortly after 
which Valentin took over full command for a little more than a decade, before its 
final run, 1962-66"^ was overseen by Franz Arnheim and an anonymous edito
rial committee. 

As th e present author attempts to show throughout this study, for Marcus 
Ehrenpreis the text or, to use his expression, "the word", was considered the fore
most home of Jewish nationality. From the prophets and psalmists through the 
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Medieval Spanish poets down to the modern purveyors of Jewish philosophy, 
from pulpit to paper, and in a Babel of tongues, the word and the correct inter
pretation thereof was Marcus Ehrenpreis ' vehicle of thought, his obsession, his 
preferred homeland and (especially relevant in a time of persecution) the proper 
homeland of the Jews. 

The uniqueness of the Jews lay in their being "the People of the Book", and 
quite literally so. Ehrenpreis would find scholarly justification for the veracity of 
this claim in the work of Haim Steinthal, another teacher from Berlin. Steinthal 
was a German-Jewish champion of liberalism, for whom it was imperative to 
establish the psycho-social manifestations of each culture. Exaggerating some
what for rhetorical effect, Steinthal writes that among the "Semitic" cultures, 
only the Jews' civilization left no scientific discoveries, no architecture, no pic-
toral art behind; however, it did leave a large body of literature, whereof 

a single leaf of that literature contains more historical value to the world 
that all the works of Semirami and all the pyramids and obelisks of Eygpt 
combined. For while all these works have been created by the panting toil 
of slaves, the words of the Prophets are a breath of Divine freedom. And it 
is these words which long ago won over all the civilized peoples of the 
world. ̂  

One hundred years later a somewhat more sophisticated, non-territorialist defi
nition of Jewishness was formulated by the literary critic George Steiner. For 
him, the Davidic and Solomonic periods of political independence were merely 
parenthetical. 

Driven out of this land by subsequent conquerors, the Jew is, strictly 
speaking, merely restored to his nativity of dispersal, to his chosen for-
eignness...[This is] the open secret of the Jewish genius and of its survival. 
The text is home; each commentary a return.^2 
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Therewith insists Steiner on the primacy of the prophetic tradition for Israel's 
identity and political territorialism as a mistaken attempt at "immobilizing" the 
text and betraying the Jewish people's true nature. While according to David 
Williams, the early and Medieval Christian mind viewed the idea of exile (alle-
gorically adapted from the story of Cain) as punishment, the fate of "anyone 
whose behaviour appeared to be against society,... an enemy of social har
mony1Sidra DeKoven Ezrahi explains Steiner 's view of exile as "both the nec
essary condition and catalyst for that particular Jewish prerogative of being 
'unhoused' in the world and 'at home in the word"'.^ 

Ehrenpreis would be pleased by Steiner's definition of the Jewish home as 
being firmly built upon the foundations of the text. "I have always held an 
unshakeable belief—some might consider it a false belief—in the power of the 
printed word."^ The text of the Bible consists of " Ur-word? and its dissemina
tion and explication are the foremost moral imperatives with which Jewish cul
ture is charged. ̂  His Swedish journal should be perceived as the culmination of 
a lifelong residency in the text. 

In the final analysis, Judisk Tidskrift: should be seen as having fulfilled the 
ultimate identity-creating role of other successful West European Jewish journals 
like Ost und West and Der Jude. Unwilling to part with the Enlightenment ideal 
of the West while subjecting it to a constant critique, praising and illuminating 
the scholarly and creative traditions of the East while combatting "backward-
looking Orthodoxy", and refraining from joining the burgeoning Western "cult" 
around Hasidism which had begun around 1910,^ it confirmed the broad spec
trum offered by Jewish thought by serving up a nominally non-partisan range of 
viewpoints, genres and opinions. Its heterogeneous nature ought to have made 
the idea of Jewish ethnicity more plausible and more desirable to its readership, 
inundating it with a Jewishness it hardly knew had existed.^ If the "European-
Jewish symbiosis" was a indeed a myth (see below), then periodicals like Ost und 
West, Der Jude and Judisk Tidskrift did at least promote an "East-West Jewish 
symbiosis" where none had previously existed. In this way, Swedish readers were 
particularly fortunate to have such a journal at their disposal when other, simi
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larly ambitious projects had disappeared or would finally be sucked into the vor
tex created by the Nazis and the Second World War.^ 

Bildung and Symbiosis? 

In the 191 Os and 1920s, Ehrenpreis ' faith in the power of Bildung as classically 
defined still hadn't waned, but in common with many other Jewish intellectuals, 
it would take on a more pessimistic sheen as the 1930s progressed. As Nazi anti-
semtism took on an increasingly virulent mien in Germany, its basic concepts 
and ideals also penetrated the highest echelons of Swedish society, with sympa
thy being expressed by significantly-sized groups of individuals enjoying elevated 
status in society, including "college and university professors and teachers, law
yers, priests, doctors, bureaucrats, officers and business leaders".^0 

The concept of culture as being that which denotes the particular intellec
tual and material qualities of different peoples and societies is another distinctly 
"modern" idea. The term came into fashion around the turn of the eighteenth 
century and has since then been a major force in the self-apprehension of mod
ern man. The definition and discussion resulting from it was two-fold: in the 
eighteenth century, Herder presented us with an "anthropological" definition, 
portraying the world as being populated with a "vast panorama of cultures, each 
with its 'singular and wonderful7 spirit." Each culture can only be understood 
on its own terms and no hierarchy of cultures exists. "The history of mankind", 
writes Frank E. Manuel in his introduction to Herder ' s Reflections on the Philoso
phy of the History of Mankind, 

was conceived [by him] as a development not only of the human 
mind,...but also of the multicolored expressions of human nature...every 
culture that had ever been or would be fashioned,...became part of one 
world symphony with an ever grander orchestra/1 
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These thoughts were the first utterances of ideas of pluralism and relativism, in 
the proper sense of the words. 

Herder's neutralizing pluralism was at odds with the "progressive" appre
hension of culture, a tendency to see culture as an historical process leading 
toward a universal, "high" culture. The most consistent defender of this notion 
was Hegel, who saw world history as essent ially the unfolding of the European 
(more specifically, the Germanic) "spirit". Cultures burgeon, add something to 
the process of civilization, reach their peak, and then cede into the background 
to wither, while the great body of European culture, having absorbed all t hat is 
good from the culture in question and having rejected its "primitive" or specific 
trappings, moves inexorably onward and upward in its quest for absolute realiza
tion. In this context, Judaism for Hegel was "a withering leaf" as early as the time 
of Jesus/2 

These two concepts of culture (the pluralist and the specific) played havoc 
with the self-understanding of Jews aspiring to find a place for themselves and 
their inherited culture in the modern world. Bildung implies the nurturing of 
the spirit rather than the social being and as s uch is s upranational. Historical 
roots played no part in Wilhelm von Humboldt's founding conception of Bil
dung, a process of self-cultivation based upon classical learning and the develop
ment of aesthetic sensibilities/^ The self-education and character formation 
upon which Bildung was predicated, together with the refinement of manner 
and morals—Sittlichkeit, or respectability^—were seen as the crucial compo
nents in the embourgeoisement of the Jews in order to escape the stereotypes 
surrounding them (the unproductive ghetto Jew, the rootless cosmopolitan, 
racial inferiority based on endogamy) and gain full entry into European soci
ety/^ Jewish commitment to the humanistic ideal of Bildung was based on the 
correct perception that only through transcending the specific pasts of the Euro
pean culture in which they lived, could Jew and European meet on equal terms. 
As Paul Mendes-Flohr points out, "the terms of their political emancipation were 
often perceived as requiring their acquisition of 'high' culture.... In conjunction 
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with Bildung, education—the cultivation of reason and aesthetic sensibility— 
'culture7 would make it possible for the Jews to 'embrace Europe"'/^ As the 
twenties became the thirties, Ehrenpreis in common with numerous other Jew
ish intellectuals of his generation would attempt to guide the Jewish reader 
toward resolution of this conflict by abandoning the ideal of individually-under-
taken Bildung in favour of lecturing and publishing activities that much more 
resembled Swedish folkbildning, i.e. a collective effort at popularizing knowledge 
of Jewish culture and thereby improving society as a whole. It would also be 
overtaken by aggressive spiritual resistence to social trends on behalf of Ehren
preis, as opposed to the passive acceptance of what was predetermined to be 
majority "high" culture. 

In 1819, a small circle of Jewish students at the University of Berlin estab
lished a society aimed at the pursuit and dissemination of the scholarly study of 
Jews and Judaism (which society would in turn eventually establish the Hochs
chule fur die Wissenschaft des Judentums attended by Ehrenpreis). Three years 
later, one of the founders of the society, Immanuel Wolf, summarized the defini
tion of "Jewish culture" in the first issue of the society's official journal as "the 
essence of all the circumstances, characteristics, and achievements of the Jews in 
relation to religion, philosophy, history, law, literature in general, civil life, and 
all the affairs of man". ̂  The Jew was thus called upon to increase his awareness 
of his own cultural heritage, while the European in turn was encouraged to 
finally acclaim Judaism as a part of his own culture, and not merely see it as an 
Hegelian stepping-stone on the way toward the perfection that was Christianity. 
This is the first attempt at seeing Jewish culture not as a hindrance to full-
fledged membership in the European community of culture, but rather an 
intrinsic part of one's European identity, both qua Jew and qua European. 

However, the modern world is a complex place, and in Europe its evolution 
confronted the Jews with two undeniable obstacles: on the one hand, the general 
ignorance of and subsequent disinterest in Jewish culture among the broader 
population, and on the other, the syncretistic and pluralistic nature of high cul
ture in Europe. The modern individual participates in a culture wide-open to the 
onrush and influence of diverse cultural experiences. Modern man—Jewish or 
otherwise—thus belongs to a multitude of communities simultaneously (profes
sional, recreational, ideological, scholarly) which may even "contradict" each 
another in any other context than that of the individual himself (cf. Ludwik 
Fleck on thought collectives, above). 
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Modernity is thus by definition pluralistic. The maintenance of a Jewish 
hue in this kaleidescope of identities by the deracinated Jews of Western (and 
parts of Central) Europe whose "Jewish literacy" was in sharp decline, led to the 
widely-recognized fact that there was hardly any definition of Jewish culture that 
could be satisfactorily agreed upon by all parties. Shared conceptions and struc
tures no longer existed universally among the Jews, who instead took on the 
challenge of modernity in a multitude of ways, ranging from Neo-Orthodoxy 
(the embrace of modern science as a confirmation of the truths of the Torah) to 
Reform's denationalization and confessionalization of Judaism to meet the patri
otic demands of the Jews' fellow countrymen. All of these Judaisms, regardless of 
their intentions, are arbitrary. In such a situation, the result could easily degener
ate into an apprehension of Judaism as mere folklore, a collection of undemand
ing, quaint national traits which provided anxiety-ridden modern Jews with the 
reassurance of cultural continuity with an ancient tradition. Thus, it is a solely 
backward-looking phenomenon, consigning Judaism to the Hegelian graveyard 
of moribund cultures. Ehrenpreis had met such scholars himself in Berlin, like 
Steinschneider, "ardently interested in dead Judaism, but not the living vari
ant".^ As mentioned, he referred to this method of conducting research in Jew
ish studies "a kind of Jewish Egyptology".^ 

Marcus Ehrenpreis was well aware of the pitfalls facing modern Jewry. How
ever, he was simultaneously committed to the Enlightenment ideal which, after 
having been subjected to a thorough-going critique and adjustment by his own 
generation, he saw as the only route to a future for Jewish culture in Europe: to 
effect a symbiosis of the best of European culture and the best of Jewish culture, 
to be recognized and embraced by both sides. This was the object of his entire 
Swedish authorship, reaching both inwards to give the assimilated or politically-
Zionist Swedish Jews a deeper insight into the possibilities of modern Jewish cul
ture, and outwards, to explain the details of this synthesis and the benefits which 
would accrue to the non-Jewish surroundings. 

However, the question has been posed, both by Ehrenpreis7 contemporaries 
(like Gershom Scholem and subsequently, Martin Buber) and by modern cul
tural historians like Peter Gay, as to whether this vaunted "German-Jewish sym
biosis", this one hundred and fifty year long conversation between Jewish and 
German culture (from the time of Moses Mendelssohn to the time of Adolf Hit
ler), ever actually took place. Mendes-Flohr points out that in the shadow of the 
Holocaust, it has become almost fashionable among historians of ideas to deny 
the existence of any such mutual symbiosis between Jewish and non-Jewish Ger
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mans and that this attitude ignores the nuances of German-Jewish history. Be 
that as it may, there is still a great deal of evidence suggesting that the project of 
effecting a symbiosis was tragically something of a one-way street.80 

As Enzo Traverso reminds us, the term "symbiosis" is botanical, and means 
"the durable and mutually beneficial association of two living organisms". Even 
if Ehrenpreis rarely used the term "symbiosis" in his Swedish writings, prefering 
his own concept of "synthesis", there is still an overtone of dialectic and mutual
ity present. In his study of this phenomenon,Traverso concurs with Scholem in 
stating that this so-called dialogue "died at its very start and never took place"; 
that the Jews were "practically the sole adherents of the Aufelärung , while the 
German intelligentsia became "increasingly polarized around the myth of the 
German Volk" having abandoned Enlightenment ideals in favour of the Roman
tic reaction. Germans never seriously considered the idea of a synthesis of the 
"European" and the "Jewish". 

Instead of inaugurating a dialogue between Jews and Germans, assimila
tion led immediately to a Jewish monologue, which took place in the Ger
manic world, was expressed in the German language, and was nourished 
by the German cultural legacy, but which, in fact, was carried on in a 
void. True symbiosis presupposed a pluralistic society, capable of acknowl
edging the Jewish tradition as well as Jewish otherness. The Aufklärung and 
emancipation, however, had prepared Germany only to assimilate the 
Jews, not to welcome their tradition and incorporate their culture, in all 
its specificity.81 

Few Germans (the numerous authors of antisemitic literature aside) had actually 
ever showed any interest in investigating Jewish culture, with the exceptions of 
Max Weber and Thomas Mann. The "Judeo-German symbiosis" was really a 
gigantic explosion of Jewish creativity—the millennial traditon undergoing secu
larization—which nonetheless never penetrated the heart of the German Geist. 
The Jews had never attempted to acculturate themselves to any Volk; rather, they 
had assimilated "into a certain layer of it, the newly emerged middle class", as 
Jacob Katz famously put it in 193 5.82 Despite the legacy it has left the modern 
world (the Jews assimilating themselves into the future, again), its apotheosis, the 
culture created in Vienna around the turn of the century and during the Weimar 
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Republic from 1919 to 1933, was "the creation of outsiders"8^ who continued to 
exist on the margins of a society which eventually sent them into exile.8^ 

Hindsight is always 20/20, but even Marcus Ehrenpreis back in the 1920s 
would agree that emancipation had not reached into the hearts and minds of 
Europeans. As sta ted above in the early, Norwegian-language interview, "man
kind has emancipated itself with its head, but not with its heart. It has emanci
pated itself in accordance with the message of the French Revolution to 
mankind, "freedom for all"; but the heart has remained a stranger."8'* Political 
emancipation was only a step along the way toward the full-fledged blossoming 
of a socio-ethical emancipation of both Jews and Europeans. Yet h e would not 
give up until he was nearing his dotage and all hopes of a successful European-
Jewish integration had been dashed by the Holocaust. 

And yet even on the brink of genocide, a climate existed in Sweden which 
must also be discouraging to those pursuing a Jewish-European dialogue. If, as 
Traverso writes, "True symbiosis presupposed a pluralistic society, capable of 
acknowledging the Jewish tradition as well as Jewish otherness', then a pluralistic 
society existed no more in Sweden than it did in Germany. How otherwise are 
we to interpret the famous sermon in defense of the Jews given by Natanael 
Beskow in 1939 and available in print form the same year as Judafolket och den 
kristna menigheten (The Jewish people and the Christian congregation)? Three 
months after Kristallnacht and a full six years after Ehrenpreis' acclaimed 
Malakis rop till tiden, Beskow—renowned ethical pacifist and champion of equal 
rights, even a contributor to Judisk Tidskrift on one occasion—can attach a 
caveat to his support for the Jews. 

There is much in the religious world of the Old Testament which contra
venes the spirit of Jesus, first and foremost the arrogant and intolerant 
nationalism, which has been Israel's misfortune.8^ 
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How well acquainted could Beskow have been with contemporary Swedish 
Jewry without acknowledging the fact that already during the rabbinate of Gott
lieb Klein, Swedish Jews had cleansed their rituals of worship of all nationalistic 
trappings, following the German Reform movement's guidelines to the letter? 
Casting doubts on the patriotic loyalty of the congregation was exactly what the 
Swedish Jews believed they had avoided by so whole-heartedly undertaking these 
measures. And apparently successfully, if we are to believe the judgement of Mar
cus Ehrenpreis with which this chapter begins. 

Beskow does however find five points which summarize "the finest merits of 
the Jewish religious heritage" qualifying the Jews for cultural survival. 

[M]onotheism; the moral demands crystallized in the laws of the Ten 
Commandments and which constitute the ethical foundations of Western 
civlization; the individualistic piety best expressed in the Psalms; the 
description of a just society and a brotherhood of man which we encoun
ter both in certain noteworthy social laws and in the struggle of the 
prophets against social iniquity and in their splendid visions of the reign 
of justice and peace which is to come; and finally and foremost: It is out of 
this religious milieu that Jesus and the Gospels come to us—an historical fact, 
which cannot be done away with by any racial theories concerning the 
origins of Jesus.87 [My italics] 

Thus the Jews are to be saved for the sake of Christianity, for what they had 
achieved some two thousand years ago. Though certainly with the best of inten
tions, Judaism is perceived by Beskow as a civilization whose creative moment 
has come and gone and which is not doomed to disappearance, pace Hegel, but 
rather to the sufferance of the majority society in whose midst it lives, in thanks 
for giving the world Jesus. The Jews of old, especially their prophets, brought the 
world to the threshold of Christianity, after which Christianity took over the eth
ical imperative and the Jews' work was done. Like a Moses, they could lead the 
world to the Promised Land, but were incapable of entering it. In other words, 
the Jews are to be respected and supported, but because of what they have done 
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for us, on our own terms, and not for their own specific existence in and of itself. 
Here there is no question of being capable of acknowledging post-Biblical Jewish 
tradition and Jewish otherness. The Beskovian interpretation of Judaism is a 
strictly Christological one, entirely ignorant of 2,000 years of Jewish intellectual 
and social evolution. 

Was then the "Jewish-European synthesis" striven for by Marcus Ehrenpreis 
a monologue, or at the very best, a dialogue conducted among Jews themselves? 
For indeed, since immediately before the turn of the century, a number of Jews 
were thinking about their identity and engaging in a conversation amongst 
themselves about the state of Jewish culture in Sweden and finding it lacking. ^ 

Judisk Tidskrifi is the artefact of an attempt not to cater to the tastes and 
leanings of its readership but rather a concerted effort to address its identity crisis 
and inform it of a variety of alternatives. On the role of the Jewish periodical in 
the creation of modern Jewry, David A. Brenner has written that such periodicals 
"indicate the range of meanings that were acceptable to an ethnic group". ^ The 
matter at hand is not so much the actual demographic or reading habits of the 
readership. Instead, what stands at the centre of this study of Judisk Tidskrift is 
the form in which Marcus Ehrenpreis chose to present the contents of Jewish 
culture to the inhabitants of Sweden. He was marketing a cultural identity. If 
modernity had shattered Jewish public culture, then the Jewish periodical in its 
transcendence of one, single, fixed context was the most suitable site for the 
"imagining" of modern Jewish identity, community, and nationality whether 
cultural or political. In the tenth century, the Jewish philosopher Saadia Gaon 
had addressed the fact of the Diaspora and characterized Jewish peoplehood as 
being dependent upon submission to the Torah. Cast out from the sacralized 

88. On the vacillations of the Swedish Church in the face of German Nazism in general, see 
Gunnar Richardson, Beundran och fruktan. Sverige infor Tyskland 1940 -42 (Stockholm, 
1996), 209-19. 

89. In 1898, the anonymous author of a satirical sketch performed before the members of a Jew
ish youth organization in Stockholm allowed a portrait of Aron Isak to suddenly come to life 
in order to denounce Swedish Jewry's betrayal of Judaism. The script is included as an 
appendix to Hugo Valentin, Israelitiska Ynglingaförening. En historik till 100-årsdagen (Stock
holm, 1919). In 1925, Olof Valentin sparked a debate in the pages of Israeliten by asking the 
question, "Ar jag jude?" (Am I a Jew?, Israeliten, 1925:8), demanding a Jewish educational 
system and literature for the young which displayed the religion's and culture's relevance to 
modern man. Among the replies was a forty-page pamphlet addressing unsatisfactory state of 
affairs within Sweden's Jewish congregations by the Orthodox Jew Hirsch Nissalowitz, 
appearing as a supplement to Israeliten, 1925:9, generally taking the reformers to task for 
only thinking of their own material interests and betraying "the true Jew", the Orthodox (8, 
10-11). 

90. David A. Brenner, 83. 
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world, modern Jewry was on a voyage of rediscovery and recovery of itself, aided 
by the texts of the Torah and its commentaries, indeed, but also by new Jewish 
texts—fiction, poetry, folklore, ethnography and history. Mark Baker calls the 
modern Jewish periodical "a desacralized version of the Talmud".^* An apt 
description of Marcus Ehrenpreis' contributions to Judisk Tidskrifts where 
among other things, he applied his exegetic theories to the Jewish textual tradi
tion and methodically and thematically worked his way through the tradition in 
order to provide his readership with an ethical guideline as to what aspects of the 
tradition were still germane to the modern Jew and modern European, while 
simultaneously conducting a thorough-going critique of the Western intellectual 
canon. 

Jewish Culture as the Expression 
of Jewish Religion in Concrete Terms 

In order to understand the essense of Ehrenpreis' viewpoints in the context of 
Bildung and the mediation of Jewish tradition to the modern world, it is neces
sary to first examine his respective definitions of religion and culture, the actual 
content of which needed to be taught in order to achieve "substantial" Juda
ism—i.e. a true understanding of what Judaism and Jewish culture was and was 
not and its relevance to contemporary, modern life. For Ehrenpreis, "Jewry" was 
inseparable from "religiosity"; however, he neither means that Jewish culture 
solely consists of religious observance, nor that observance itself is the goal of 
Jewish culture and becoming "Jewishly literate". Rather, that culture is the form 
in which religion expresses itse lf as its rules for living evolve a nd are put into 
practice. 

His definitive statement on the nature and role of culture is that it is "t he 
internalization and intensification of external spiritual and religious values. The 
task of culture is to reproduce our spiritual heritage from the routine to the inti
mately personal...".^12 In refining the hundred-year-old definition of Jewish cul
ture proffered by Immanuel Wolf, Ehrenpreis states 

What we mean to convey with the word "culture" is the multifacetted 
spiritual heritage which we, since the destruction of the Second Tem ple, 
have carried with us to all the nations of the Diaspora, which we have held 

91. Baker, 26. 
92. Ehrenpreis, "Det judiska kulturarvet", JT1949:9, 238. 
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sacred and preserved with affection. This common cultural heritage is, 
alongside the religious tradition, the tie that bound together a scattered 
Jewry, despite differences in language, education and social status.93 [My 
italics] 

Thus religion and culture are two separate entities, the former engendering the 
latter. Though a rabbi and thus obviously a man of faith, Ehrenpreis is not satis
fied that religious observance alone can guarantee the persistence and develop
ment of living Jewish culture. 

Traditional domestic life, daily prayers, etc., have become increasingly 
petrified in ancient forms, living a mechanical existence, so to speak, 
rarely having an effect on the spirit and the mind. It is not my intention 
to belittle the import of religious tradition, but neither ought it be over
rated.94 

What then is religion and its function and how is it translated into "culture"? 
Almost half a century before Abraham Joshua Hescheld magisterial work 

on the function of religion in our time, God in Search of Man, Marcus Ehren
preis poetically summarizes religion as the quest of God and man to find one 
another, in a sermon delivered on the occasion of the Jewish New Year in 1924 
and published in Israeliten. The question for the Jewish people to address in 
modern times is not 

Israel 's external status in the world and the attitudes of our surroundings 
toward us. The question at hand concerns Israel's internal riddle, our 
inner, religious and spiritual status, our vitality and will to live, a question 
that is perhaps most succinctly expressed in the words of the Scripture: 
"Hajesch adonoj bekirbenu, im ojin?"—"Is the Lord among us, or not?" 
(Exodus 17:7).... Does our Judaism still have something to say to us in 
our time of searching and distress and, through us, to all mankind?9^ 

Instead, in order to achieve individual self-fulfillment and social acceptance and 
integration, the Jews in Ehrenpreis ' analysis must recognize the essence of their 
life's context. 

93. Ibid., "Judiska världskongressens kulturuppgift", JT 1948:6, 161. 
94. Ibid., "Det judiska kulturarvet", JT 1949:9, 238. 
95. Ibid, "Israels fråga. Ur andra rosch-haschonodagens predikan ", Israeliten 1924:1-2 , 1. 
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We are a religious nation.... All attempts to tear oneself loose from solidar
ity with Judaism are reprehensible and doomed to failure. The results of 
such attempts are always negative: anxiety and turmoil within, distrust 
and a lack of respect from without.^6 

Ehrenpreis states that as far back as the Middle Ages, Jewish thinkers had formu
lated thoughts on the nature of Jewry as comprising "a religious nation, a nation 
whose essence does not lie in the fact that it constitutes a political unit in a given 
territory but rather, a nation instilled with a religious import and a religious pur
pose". In surveying Jewish culture ancient and modern, Ehrenpreis reports 
that he can barely find any proof of its secularization, i.e. in the form of rejecting 
the Jewish religious ideals of the eternal verities of life. 

The most characteristic element of Biblical poetry is an unshakeable faith 
in God, in an invisible force within our lives. That which furthermore 
characterizes this poetry is what modern poets—I believe Heinrich Heine 
was the first—called Weltschmerz,, the profound sense of pain felt at the 
degradation of human life. As religious people, we are filled with pride in 
the loftiness of human life, in that which is capable of raising mankind 
above all that is ba se, brutish, and mean. However, that feeling can turn 
into Weltschmerz., when we witness the degradation of human life in every 
moment of every day. There is a phenomenon called Khable-Maschiach in 
Hebrew, "Messiah anguish", associated with Weltschmerz. It is the messian-
ism implanted in our breasts since the time of Moses and the Prophets, 
and which has been particularly emphatic in the writings of all the Jewish 
optimists who have filled the pages of history with plans to redeem the 
world. The Jewishness of these "redeemers" is their messianic pathos, their 
belief in the coming of a day of perpetual light and perpetual bliss. This 
"Messiah anguish" constitutes an organic aspect of our religiosity.^8 

While also indicating that he might indeed have an understanding of the moti
vations of the messianic generation which followed his own, Ehrenpreis ' salient 
point here is that religion cannot be erased from the historical character of Israel, 
even among those who abandon actual observance. Some sort of relationship to 
this state of affairs is the first sign of commitment to Jewish culture—"A Jew, 
who as a result of research and deep conviction arrives at a negative atttitude 
toward religion, is still closer to the essense of Judaism than he who is in differ

96. Ibid., "Den personliga judefrågan", JT1932:8, 240. 
97. Ibid, "Jehuda Halevi. Den förste religiösa zionisten", JT 1936:4, 115. 
98. Ibid, 115-16. 
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ent".^ For this Jew has at least acted in the spirit of Judaism, pursuing a system
atic spiritual and cultural investigation of his heritage before deciding to define 
himself in contrast to it. A dialogue can be conducted with such an individual; 
not however, with one who refuses to even engage the question. The areligious 
individual is more insidious than the anti-religious one, in his opinion. 

"Jewry is inseparable from religion",100 but religion is not to be narrowly 
understood as ritual observance and regular synagogue attendance. In contrast to 
Christianity, Judaism is in Ehrenpreis ' estimation a this-worldly religion, whose 
"commandments rest more on a realistic outlook on life than on abstract articles 
of faith".101 

The character of Judaism as a religion of temperament and kind deeds is 
summarized in three Hebrew words, whose actual meaning we must 
understand clearly. In Swedish, "Torah" is translated as "law"; in fact, 
Torah means "teaching , not law, lessons for life. The corresponding verb 
means "show"; th e Torah shows mankind the right road to take in life. 
Another word is "Chok", which is also translated as "law". "Chok" means 
both natural law and moral law.102 

Within this teaching, mankind is to exercise its free will and in fact influence the 
interpretatation of these laws. 

"Mitzvah" means a deed performed of free will that pleases God. Man has 
been given the ability to choose, an ability the ocean has not been given. 
Through this opportunity to choose, we transform "Chok", blind natural 
law, to "Mitzvah", to a voluntary act. There is as little "yoke", as litde 
"enslavement", in that Torah as there is in God's command to the sea, 
"Hither and no further".103 

The manner in which this exercise of free will is expressed is best represented by 
the Talmud. As the ages came and went "[l]ife", he states, proved "stronger than 
the norms" expressed in the Bible; "life demanded new forms for new situations. 
Thus the Talmud came to be written".10^ Its dual purpose was, 

99. Ibid., "Till Skandinaviens judiska ungdom", JT1931:8, 275. 
100. Ibid., "Den personliga judefrågan", TT 1932:8, 237. 
101. Ibid, Judisk religion i vår tid (Stockholm, 1950), 4. 
102. Ibid., "Judendom och kristendom",/?" 1933:9, 301. 
103. Ibid, 301-02. 
104. Ibid, Judisk religion i vårtid, 7. 
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while retaining the eternal, steadfast relationship between the people of 
Israel and its Holy Scripture, to find possibilities to alter that which 
needed to be altered, add what was missing and eliminate that which was 
no longer relevant.10'* 

Analyzing Ehrenpreis' theology and ontology closely, "free will" seems to reside 
in that most amorphous and disputed attributes of mankind—in the soul. The 
reason why the Jewish people in particular and Western civilization as a whole 
were experiencing a crisis was not because of the attacks upon religion launched 
by the Enlightenment, but rather because of an inner, psychological crisis of 
mankind. 

The reason for the current crisis of religion does not lie within the field of 
theology; it is not a crisis of doctrine, it is not the revolt of modern man 
against antiquated dogma, nor is it a question of specific texts, forms and 
traditions. In the very fibre of its being, it is a c risis of the soul. The soul 
has become unreceptive.106 

Religion has two essential tasks to perform in the life of man: to tend to the soul 
of the individual and to empower him or her with a sense of continuity and con
text. It is "the soul's defence against danger",^ the foundation upon which civ
ilized intercourse between members of a society rests. For in a time of mass man, 
Ehrenpreis consistently defends the thesis that the good society has always been 
based upon the freedom of the individual, an apprehension he insists is charac
teristic of ancient Jewish thought. However, "even here, behind the self-assertion 
of the individual, the power of the collective looms". Two thousand years ago, 
the teacher Hillel aphoristically formulated the Jewish religion's position on the 
apparently irreconcilable antithesis "individual-collective". 

Hillel upholds the sovreignty of the individual, while at the same time 
drawing the line where this sovreignty ends and moral obligation to the 
collective begins. His aphorism states, "If I am not for myself who will b e 
for me? But if I am only for myself who am I then?'108 

105. Ibid., "Talmuds sanna ansikte", JT1936:11, 387. 
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The Jews of Sweden who seek answers to the questions "Am I a Jew?" and "What 
is Judaism?", are upbraided by Ehrenpreis for concentrating on founding new 
clubs and printing new magazines while their actual Jewish literacy has not 
increased by one iota; instead, one must "personally strive for a relationship with 
the spiritual values of Judaism".10^ "Go and read instead!" he cries, for it is in the 
traditional texts in which the Jews have "our deepest roots, the source of our 
faith in God, our ethics, our outlook on life, our Jewish humanity", the keys to 
cooperation and progress among peoples.110 "You cannot create a culture out of 
your misfortune; you cannot create a religion out of your disillusionment."111 In 
order to properly and systematically address the question "Am I a Jew?", he 
encouraged the establishment of an institute for Jewish education in 1932.112 

In outlining the method according to which these studies should be pur
sued, he states categorically that 

the Bible must be read systematically, arranged by topic: Religion, the 
treatment of existential questions divided up according to the problem at 
hand, the historical sections, as well as the poetic ones....11^ 

In order to facilitate this thematic investigation of the primary source material, 
he provided the readers of Judisk Tidskrift with seven articles applying this prin
ciple to the Bible during 1939 and 1940, touching on topics such as the cur
rency of the Bible, its teachings on mankind, the treatment of strangers, and 
liberty. 

In a debate with Jakob Klatzkin in the pages of Judisk Tidskrift on the role of 
the Jewish religion in preserving Jewry throughout the centuries, Ehrenpreis 
wonders aloud whether it "may well have been 'an act of providence that pro-
phetism was superceded by rabbinism'",11^ thereby placing the responsibility for 
keeping tradition alive and vital in the hands of ordinary men instead of God-
possessed prophets, and forcing them to reflect over their heritage and develop it 
according to the demands of the day, while all the time maintaining their ethical 
orientation by heeding the eternal verities broached therein. Thus from the 
beginning of the rabbinic era, a theory of individual and societal responsibility 
has been a central component in Jewish religious thought. "The continuity of 
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spiritual principles" is a decisive factor in the historical development of mankind. 
How has this heritage reached modern man? 

In addition to ways of life and material possessions, each generation 
bequeaths to the next a spiritual legacy, which binds together the genera
tions and leaves its mark on the evolution of the human race....[E]ach 
generation performs the dual function of receiving its inheritance from 
the preceding one and turning it over to its successor.115 

The vehicle for mediating this ultimately religious inheritance from generation 
to generation is culture. 

Jewish Culture 

What we mean by "culture" is the internalization and intensification of 
external spiritual and religious values. The task of culture is to reproduce 
our spiritual heritage from the routine to the intimately personal , to 
something that can serve as an inner force, which can transform us, and 
our youngsters in particular, into living Jews with an intrinsic relationship 
to our spiritual heritage. In its versatile and comprehensive purport, Jew
ish culture is both more and something other than what people in general 
understand as "Judaic stu dies". It is not only religious history, not only 
linguistic research or any of the other problems constituting the science of 
Judaism.... Over the course of time the concept has become richer and 
more multifacetted, as Jewry came into increasingly intimate contact with 
the world and with world culture.11^ 

Published with the subtitle "the musings of an eighty-year-old", "Det judiska 
kulturarvet" (The Jewish cultural legacy)—Ehrenpreis' second-last article ever in 
Judisk Tidskrifi—summarizes a lifetime of commitment to effecting a renaissance 
of a modern Jewish culture created in an informed dialogue with Western cul
tural heritage. This renaissance began with the reincarnation of the Hebrew lan
guage as a vehicle for modern thought, disseminating to the perplexed Jews of 
the post-Enlightenment world common denominators by which to orient them
selves. 

115. Ibid., "Tidens oro och längtan", JT1947:11, 339-40. 
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The political emancipation of the Jews after the French Revolution initiated 
a modern Jewish culture, which in its secularized form still retained the nature of 
exploring "the abstruse riddles and eternal questions of existence" and identify
ing them as "universal". 

Since the very outset of the renaissance of emancipated Jewry, the promo
tion of culture was seen as one of the most essential tasks of the new era.... 
This spiritual renascence, this desire to tear down the walls of the ghetto 
and open the way to a healthy synthesis between Jewish and universal cul
ture left an impression on our evolution during the most recent genera
tions and remains to this day the road that lies before us.... In a felicitous 
phrase coined by Ahad Ha-am, [self-emancipation] is emancipation from 
the unpleasant side of emanciption itself. One must emancipate oneself 
from the negative aspects of emancipation, free oneself from an unhealthy 
state of mind, from an undignified bearing, which Ahad Ha-am, not 
without reason, branded as Avdut b 'toch cherut—"slavery in freedom".1 ^ 

In an oration honouring the members of Habima, the world's first Hebrew the
atre, recently relocated from Moscow to Palestine and visiting Scandinavia for 
the first time, Ehrenpreis states that when at its best, modern Jewish fiction, 
poetry and drama "connects with...the weighty writings of the Old Testament", 
exhibiting "a messianic streak [of] authentic optimism, which is a distinctive fea
ture of the religious message of Israel"118 The best cultural products of the mod
ern Jewish imagination are those which preach this universal message to 
mankind, Jew and Gentile alike. In a debate with Hugo Valentin over the nature 
of contemporary Judaism, Ehrenpreis states that from the very beginning, he 
"rejected the missionary teachings of [certain] Jewish theologians, that Judaism 
still had a duty to spread the belief in God throughout the world". Rather, 

the rich heritage for which we are responsible, which gives us the right to 
live and which it is our task to preserve, is not merely religious in nature. 
While religion is central to Judaism, it is the entirety of multifarious Jew
ish substance which makes Jews of us and which we are bound to uphold 
and impress upon our kinsmen, regardless of their relationship to religious 
matters. Even if one maintains a negative attitude toward ritual regula
tions, one does not cease being a Jew.11^ 
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It is the duty of every Jew, observant or otherwise, to "dedicate himself to or be 
otherwise imbued with the cultural values created by our people, which in sum 
make us a people.... Included among these are our contributions to human eth
ics, which began with Moses. This is the very basis of our existence."12^ Betray
ing the influence that Stein thai's and Lazarus' Völkerpsychologie may have had 
on his thoughts about culture, Ehrenpreis also reiterates that Judaism, in contrast 
to Christianity, is not to be apprehended as con fessionalism alone, underlining 
the fact that 

it is a singular phenomenon of world history, whose origins lie in the reli-
gio-ethical word that went out from Sinai, a word which over the course 
of the millennia has become one of formative forces of mankind. As a 
result of external and internal upheavals, wanderings and persecutions, it 
has also become the bearer of a unique culture, resting on an unshakeable 
foundation of faith and exercising a decisive influence on the many and 
varied aspects of human life.121 

What is necessary for Judaism to remain a viable philosophy of life is not obedi
ent Jews regularly attending synagogue out of a feeling of obligation, but rather 
"conscious Jews" who perceive tradition as "a richly variegated cultural inherit
ance"*^ achieved through a dialectical engagement with the other cultures 
within which it has evolved. In common with later Jewish thinkers, he locates 
the essential moment in the creation of Jewish culture at Sinai, where Moses 
received the Law. The modern Orthodox philosopher David Hartman states that 
Judaism today is 

a modern expression of the eternal covenant that has shaped Jewish con
sciousness throughout the millenia.... Sinai requires of the Jew that he 
believe in the possibility of integrating the moral seriousness of the 
prophet with the realism and political judgement of the statesman.... Sinai 
prohibits the Jewish people from ever abandoning the effort of creating a 
shared moral language with the nations of the world.123 

The cultural task entrusted the Jews by their religion is to create awareness of this 
shared moral language by applying the fundamental message of Sinai to their 
daily converse with the non-Jewish world. 

120. Ibid,, 167-68. 
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In the intellectual and emotional world of Judaism, "man" [människan] 
develops into "fellow man" [medmänniskan], his humanity lying in his 
connection, empathy, and coexistence with other human beings. It is 
insufficient to say of an individual that he lives. He lives with.... From the 
moment of his birth, he is incorporated into a larger context and can live 
only within that context.... Belief in the unity of God leads logically to 
belief in the unity of mankind: One God has created one human race.... 
The inherent unity of mankind rises above all the differences and all the 
discord between tribes, nations, religions and classes.... The teachings of 
the Bible take the consequences of their perception of the divine origins of 
mankind and, for the first time in the history of religions, preach the 
commandment of love for one's fellow man: We-ohavto le-reacho komo-
cho—love thy neighbour as thyself.12^ 

Ehrenpreis dedicates six full pages in the above-quoted article to a detailed philo
logical analysis of the Biblical command to "love thy neighbour" (replete with 
references to Moritz Lazarus' Die ethik des Judentums) in order to plumb the 
depths of its implications, philosophical significance and historical application 
within Jewish tradition. This is a sort of object lesson in how to understand tra
dition as anything but dessicated and parochial. Rejecting the ancient writings 
out of hand today, Ehrenpreis posits, is t he result of problems the layman con
stantly comes up against when attempting to engage the Biblical texts—that the 
Old Testament, "like the New Testament and other religious documents", con
tains sections bound to a certain time and place, germane only for the time and 
place in which they were written down. "We often find such passages incompre
hensible or incompatible with our civilization and current ethical thinking." 
However, this is precise ly the interpretive effort the modern, emancipated indi
vidual, with access to all the cultural treasures of other nations, is equipped to 
undertake—to critically engage the text in order to seek out the values of an eter
nal, universal nature, e.g. "in the Pentateuch's tales of the patriarchs and Joseph 
and his brothers, in the examples of human suffering, yearning and ambition, 
that we find in Job, Ruth and elsewhere". He proceeds further to show how 
within the ancient tradition itself lie inchoate ideas of universal import, the logi
cal result of strong faith, such as t he notion of peace between nations preached 
by the prophets (on which more below in Chapter Seven). 

As stated above, by the mid-1950s, Jewish intellectuals previously commit
ted to the European-Jewish symbiosis or dialogue had become pessimistic. The 
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Nazi takeover in Germany was the cruelest blow of course, proving to Ehrenpreis 
in particular that the process of Bildung and the idea of human progress would 
remain chimerical if not based on a firm, human foundation—religion as the 
source of modern ethics. 

It proves that despite several thousand years of civilization, we have failed 
to gain any appreciable ground in terms of our humanity. We have not 
become better, nobler, more humane. All cultural progress, all the victo
ries of technology and the gains of science have but scratched the surface 
of life. They have not been capable of turning hearts of stone into hearts 
of flesh. We turn our gaze to religion—at this moment, religion appar
ently does not possess the power to tame the animal within man. The 
spiritual authorities stand helplessly before unbridled bestiality. Art and 
science, culture and education yield to the wild shouts of the street, retreat 
before the blind masses inflamed by demagogues. In the end, we stand in 
the same place: that which happened fifteen hundred years before our 
common era in Egypt can also happen and is happening before our very 
eyes in the year 1933, in almost the same form, with the same purpose, 
for the same reason. Our humanity has not progressed at the same pace as 
our technology.12^ 

Beyond Bildung 

In considering the legacy of the Bildung ideal among early twentieth-century 
Jewish intellectuals working in the German cultural sphere, Rober Alter identi
fies a specific lecture as indicative of a rebellion against its controlling cultural 
concept. Recall paranthetically that Bildung, according to George Mosse, can be 
defined as "moral-aesthetic education by gradual steps in response to the 
demands of social discipline always oriented toward the future, toward the 
achieved self that the educated person has the potential to become."12^ However, 
by April 1937, when Martin Buber delivered a lecture in Frankfurt on "Bildung 
und Weltanschauung y the liberal ideal of Bildung and its concomitant notion of 
German-Jewish symbiosis lay in ruins. 

Buber, himself a long time champion of symbiosis, now voiced reserva
tions about the fixation on the future implicit in bildung and wondered 
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whether the point of departure might not be as important as the point of 
arrival.... This intellectual line...followed the immanent structure of Jew
ish tradition. Everything originates in the incandescence of revelation, 
which is sustained through time in the myriad mirrorings and refractions 
of exegisis. The whole system is imaginatively focused on the great 
moment of its origination, however bold and surprising the 'spontaneity' 
of later interpreters.128 

Compare the somber reflections published in Judisk Tidskrift'm 1939 by "a sev-
enty-year-old". 

The world which smiled upon me in my youth is as good as obliterated. 
Humanism has ceased to be a force in our lives. Civic emancipation lies in 
tatters. Great numbers of Israel have been beaten to the ground—a ship
wrecked people whom no one chooses to save. The road covered by a gen
eration is past recall, like a natural phenomenon. It is paved with the 
stones of errors and disappointments, victories and defeats. And yet, his
tory has its own higher logic which may seem irrational to us. We sense 
destruction in this fateful hour, but that is our own, subjective frame of 
mind, not historical reality. Perhaps history knows nothing at all of 
destruction. That which we experience as destruction may instead be 
labour pains, Messiah anguish, forboding a new epoch. Beyond the 
appalling sights which block our view, beyond our world which has fallen 
upon ruin, looms transformation, renewal, rebirth.12^ 

This reorientation toward the past is diss imilar to the Greek myth of a Golden 
Age, insofar as it is has nothing to do with a longing back to static, Elysian pasto-
ralism but rather "the dynamic event of revelation that makes relentless demands 
on all subsequent generations, compelling them to construe and absorb its 
meaning by engaging in a process of continuous interpretation." This new per
spective—"the willed movement of return to traditional roots in a world threat
ening to dissolve into incoherence"—is characteristic of the German-Jewish 
modernists, according to Alter. ̂  

The failure of Bildung lay in the "partial emancipation" granted the Jews by 
the Enlightenment. The Jews' programme of assimilating itself into a future 
Utopian Europe was stymied from the beginning by the twin enemies of Euro

128. Alter, Necessary Angels, 99-100. 
129. Ehrenpreis, "Min livsväg", JT 1939:6, 187-88. 
130. Alter, Necessary Angels, 100. 
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pean and Jewish disinterest in investigating Jewish culture. Wishfully, Ehrenpreis 
pens a call to continue in pursuit of its ideals, but more wisely and meaningfully. 

For 150 years, Israel struggled for its external freedom, for civic equality. 
Now that this external emancipation has been achieved, we must achieve 
internal emancipation, freedom of the soul. We witness a spiritual awak
ening within Jewry, Israel is rediscovering the path to its sources, to 
itself.131 

The Exodus story to which Ehrenpreis alludes in this particular essay, originally a 
Passover sermon delivered in 1928, becomes meaningless if it is n ot constantly 
relived and reconquered through the committed development of Jewish cul
ture—"What would Israel be, if it did not dare fulfill itself?"1^2 This is the 
expression of an age-old problematic for the Jews, which by the 1930s took on a 
much more serious bent with the rise of xenophobic patriotism in Europe. 

The fateful tension between our own heritage and the culture of our sur
roundings.... the seemingly insurmountable problem: citizen or Jew. Must 
one deny one's Jewishness in order to become a loyal citizen? Must one 
fail in one's civic duties in order to become a faithful Jew? 

When first broached, in Psalm 137, the question was posed as, "How can we 
sing God's song in a strange land?". To which, according to Ehrenpreis, the 
prophet Jeremiah answered, "We can and we must. It is our lot in life and our 
historical duty to live as Jews among the nations of the world, to sing God's song 
in strange lands". For Ehrenpreis, this is the classic Diaspora dilemma, confront
ing a nation whose fate and good fortune it is t o live dispersed throughout the 
world and whose true homeland resides in the text: "[0]nly he who is t rue to 
himself and his heritage can show true loyalty to his new surroundings." And in 
fact, this symbiotic relationship with other nations has been used to teach Israel 
lessons, lessons it could only learn by comparing its culture with that of other 
nations. "Jeremiah sets up that heathen race as a model of faith, as a beneficial 
antithesis to the faithlessness of Israel.However, the symbiotic nature of this 
relationship is based on mutual trust and willingness to engage in dialogue, 
which has been sorely lacking in Europe since the time of the French Revolution. 

Instead, rampant assimilation among young Jews had occurred. In the late 
nineteenth and early twentieth centuries, as many as several hundred thousand 

131. Ehrenpreis, "Yttre och inre frihet",//' 1928:2, 48. 
132. Ibid., 45f. 
133. Ibid., "Trohetens fest (Ur ett tal i synagogan)", JT 1930:8, 255-59. 
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young Jewish men and women in^ 1 1 1 T 1 a radical 

(not surprisingly, Galician Jews in Berlin, Vienna and Prague were much less 
prone to the temptations of conversion, though they were subject to the same 
effects of massive cultural dislocation shared by young Jewish intellectuals from 
both the East and the West), this is pure inauthenticity, "like a spiritual beggar, 
living off the crumbs falling from the tables of others".^ Not only is it inau-
thentic, it is a sign of ill health. 

Physicians speak of a pathological condition in certain patients, who have 
the sensation of feeling individual bodily organs and who begin to distin
guish between their various life functions.... This is always a sign of bur
geoning illness. A healthy individual feels himself to be an undivided 
whole. He feels his collective vitality, not their separate functions.13^ 

The prescription for curing this state of degeneration—among the Jews them
selves, and in a society which, in line with what Buber and the others of his gen
eration meant above about the state of Europe—is a reorientation away from 
Bildung's preoccupation with the future to an historical study of the past, the 
"moment of origin" which must be digested, interpreted and reinterpreted—as it 
always has been and always must be. 

We must assume the yoke of our heritage in order to be able to sustain the 
yoke of today, in the midst of the chaos which grows increasingly cata-

Having once achieved this realization, it was merely a matter of getting down to 
the brass tacks of Jewish education in Sweden. "Judaism", Ehrenpreis muses, is a 
small word with an enormous, almost incomparable content. How to achieve an 
overview of this enormous canon? In similar historical instances of crisis in Jew
ish society, attempts have been made to convey in concentrated form everything 
an educated Jew ought to know about his religion, history, culture, ethics, and so 
forth. Taking his cue from Ahad Ha-am, Ehrenpreis names the Talmud and the 
Mishneh Torah of Maimonides. 

134. Todd M. Endelman, "The Social and Political Context of Conversion in Germany and 
England, 1870-1914", Jewish Apostacy in the Modern World (ed.) Todd M. Endelman (New 
York & London, 1987), 83-85. 

135. Ehrenpreis, "Israels fråga", Israeliten 1924: 1-2, 2. 
136. Ibid., "Trohetens fest", JT 1930:8, 255-59. 
137. Ibid., "Försoningen med arvet", JT 1941:10, 285. 

attempt to assimilate themselves into society.1^4 For Ehrenpreis from Galicia 

strophic all about us.137 
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He saw one of the most effective spiritual remedies in what he called 
kinus—collections of the scattered and forgotten spiritual treasures 
bequeathed us by a hundred Jewish generations.138 

Ahad Ha-am himself had begun work on but characteristically never completed 
a "Jewish Treasury" that was intended to serve this function. However, numerous 
of his erstwhile apprentices did succeed where he had failed—Bialik, Berdycze-
wski and Buber (with his numerous collected retellings of Hasidic lore) had all 
created volumes of kinus in Hebrew or German. ̂  As far as Sweden was con
cerned, in 1932 Ehrenpreis deplored the fact that "there is n o Jewish literature 
worth the name in the Swedish language and no systematic lecturing activ-
ity".140 

Previously, h e had begun creating a Jewish literature in Swedish with the 
establishment of Judisk Tidskrift and, several years earlier, the Jewish Literary 
Society. In 1929 he produced the first volume in his De som byggt Israel trilogy, 
which is the most direct counterpart to the kinus proposed by Ahad Ha-am. 
Finally, he encouraged any and all systematic educational efforts, from the pul
pit, in study circles or in print. The twofold goal of Jewish education was to 
combat both Jewish and Gentile ignorance of Jewishness. "[E]ven in the most 
favourably disposed circles of Christendom, there exist deep-seated prejudices 
against Judaism", the result of thousands of years of misinterpretation (cf. 
Beskow above) or blatant misrepresentation of the Jewish teachings. This had led 
to a widespread misapprehension about "the inferiority of the Jewish religion", 
which among other things led to the mass conversions of young Jewish intellec
tuals around the turn of the century, and to a situation where almost all Jewish 
educational activities had taken on the veneer of apologetics. Apologetics, how
ever, implies defense and "we have done nothing to necessitate this defensive 
position. They know us not...."1^1 

In a lecture held in Tel Aviv in 1935, after twenty years of cultural work in 
Stockholm, Ehrenpreis could report that 

138. Ibid., "Achad Haam", JT 1947:6, 176. 
139. Cf. Aberbach, Bialik , 31; Samuel Z. Fishman, "M.Y. Berdichevsky On the Meaning of His

tory", Judaism 1972:21, 109; and Friedman, lOlf. 
140. Ehrenpreis, "Judiska bildningsinstitutet",//' 1932:7, 197. 
141. Ibid., "Judiska bildning. Anförande vid Jud. bi ldningsinstitutets diskussionsmöte" JT 

1932:4, 100-01. 
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Today it is possible for anyone in Sweden to familiarize themselves to a 
certain degree with the essence and spiritual values of Judaism. A door has 
opened upon a hidden world. 

Education, in the final analysis, is the answer, if not the remedy, to ignorance 
and mendacity, ambivalence and brutality. Bildung was to still be pursued, but 
not for the enrichment of the individual in splendid isolation, but in initiated 
public converse with his surroundings and for the good of his community as a 
whole. The sum of Marcus Ehrenpreis' Swedish authorship as it appeared in 
Judisk Tidskrift and the twenty-odd books he published during his rabbinate 
comprises the syllabus of Jewish education Marcus Ehrenpreis offered inquisitive 
Swedish readers. In three following chapters, we shall trace its most salient 
points. 

142. Ibid., "Hur jag blev svensk författare", JT1935:7, 210-11. 
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5. The Role of Literature in the 
Transvaluation of Jewish Values 

Poetry... was the "mother tongue" of Israel from its very beginnings.1 

The role of literature in the development of a modern Jewish cultural identity 
was central to the thinking of Marcus Ehrenpreis. Seeing as how he quite literally 
apprehends the Jews as the "People of the Book", this comes as no surprise. 
Much of his most impassioned Swedish language authorship was dedicated to 
the twin task of presenting an overview of the entire history of Jewish literature, 
from its Biblical beginnings to his own day and in both Hebrew and the lan
guages of the Diaspora; and explicating and analyzing of the evolution of mod
ern Hebrew literature as a manner of tracing the development of Jewish culture 
in the modern era and its role in the essential task of transvaluating values, i.e. 
plumbing the depths of the literature of the Jews in order to discover and retain 
that which was of relevence to modern man. The former effort was part of his 
project of shedding light on the Jewish cultural heritage for the benefit of his 
Swedish congregants, far removed from the mainstream of the Jewish renaissance 
in continental Europe, while the latter also served the purpose of displaying for 
both Jews and non-Jews alike the fact that a vital, modern Jewish culture was 
indeed thriving, entitling the Jews to stake a claim to peoplehood among the 
nations. 

Almost as an afterthought in his late essay "Den nya hebreiska litteraturen" 
(Modern Hebrew literature), Marcus Ehrenpreis utters a statement that might 
well stand as his credo as a literary critic. 

1. Ehrenpreis, "Den hebreiska litteraturen (Några huvuddrag}", Ehrenpreis & Jensen (eds.), 
Judarna (Stockholm, 1920), 161. 
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Literary history is not a strict science to the same extent as history in gen
eral. Its task is to analyze aesthetic value, which is not the same thing as 
objective fact. A true historian of literature is something of a creative artist 
himself, who with imagination and empathy reconstructs the atmosphere 
of the times and poetic personalities.2 

As David Patterson has pointed out, the early Hebrew novel in Europe was "ten
tative, groping and experimental" in its first decades.^ Composing a history of 
modern Jewish literature such as Ehrenpreis did is much more than an act of 
scholarship or redaction. It is "an account of the inner process of transformation 
of Jewry", in particular among the Jews of Eastern Europe in the eventful cen
tury stretching from Moses Mendelssohn to the first pogroms in Russia in the 
early 1880s. The significance of this era's Jewish literature is that 

through this movement, the unworldly, pious literature of the Medieval 
rabbis is succeeded by a modern Hebrew literature which becomes part of 
world literature. It s ignifies nothing more and nothing less than Israel's 
inner emancipation, a counterpart and a complement to its external 
emancipation.^ 

The flowering of belles-lettres during the same era might also be more deeply 
understood as a subjacent response to the obstruction of the Jews' political 
progress, particularly in the East where the strivings of the Haskalah were 
quickly offset by pogroms and xenophobic and monocultural nationalist tenden
cies in populist, governmental and intellectual circles alike. In the face of such 
political powerlessness, Jewish intellectuals increasingly turned to each other, 
canalizing their frustrations into their magazines and writings and constructing a 
network or thought collective voicing the concerns of the generation. The early 
Jewish novel, written exclusively in Hebrew, featured characters who were not 
well-rounded as plausible human beings but rather represented different aspects 
of the overarching theme common for them all, the social and ideological strug
gles o f the day in Eastern Europe.^ Its very purpose was to act as a vehicle of 
social reform. 

2. Ibid., "Den nyhebreiska litteraturen'\yT 1947:3, 65. 
3. David Patterson, The Hebrew Novel in Czarist Russia (Edinburgh, 1964), 37. 
4. Ehrenpreis, "Den nyhebreiska litteraturen",/!^ 1947:3, 69-70. 
5. Mintz, "Banished From Their Father 's Table": Loss of Faith and Hebrew Autobiography 

(Bloomington, IN. & Indianapolis, 1989), 5. 
6. Patterson, 74. 
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Literary criticism lacking a social and historical dimension is d ismissed by 
Ehrenpreis as worthless, art for art's sake. Literary research has a more important 
task—to transvaluate all values, to renew and breathe life into that which is of 
lasting value in a culture, to transvaluate that which is capable of being so trans-
valuated, and to extirpate that which is timebound and obsolete. He detects the 
pitfalls of not using literary criticism to these ends in the work of his contempo
rary, the respected historian of religion and literature, Jakob Klatzkin. 

As a dialectic thinker, not completely free from Talmudic casuistry, Klatz
kin lets his arguments march into position like soldiers at the front and 
inspects their valiant feats with delight, not caring about historical and 
current realities/ 

What he execretes in Klatzkin's method is the same thing he rebelled against in 
the yeshivas o f his youth and named numerous times in his writings: petrified 
casuistry pursued by hidebound rabbis, the five hundred-year-old prison in 
which the Jewish imagination had been locked away and from which Ehrenpreis 
had been attempting to escape since his teen years, with a terminology and ideas 
borrowed from Friedrich Nietzsche. 

We have liberated ourselves from the shackles of a sickly, rotten, and 
dying tradition! A tradition that cannot live and does not want to die; a 
tradition that manacled our hands, blinded our eyes, and confounded our 
hearts, that darkened our heavens and banished light and beauty and ten
derness and pleasantness from our lives, that turned our youth into old 
men and our elders into shadows. We have liberated ourselves from the 
excessive spirituality of the Exile.... We have liberated ourselves from the 
rabbinic culture, which confined us in a cage of laws and restrictions.8 

Garnering impulses from European culture, Ehrenpreis set out to now emanci
pate the Jewish word from the shackles of what he perceived as the ail-too intro
spective rabbinical tradition and freight it with meaning for modern man. 

7. Ehrenpreis, "Klatzkin som religionsforskare", JT\941:1, 4. 
8. Cited in Noah Ephron, "Trembling with Fear: How Secular Israelis See the Ultra-Orthodox, 

and Why", Tikkun 1991:5,89. 
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Transvaluating9 

In the 1890s, a Europewide, anti-positivist, post-orthodox shift in sensibilities 
commenced. For it was during this decade that the work of Friedrich Nietzsche 
became more widely known, and its impact shaped the cultural debate in Europe 
for many years hence, a response to the perceived crisis of the scientific world-
view, a revolt of the individual as a self-sustaining entity against determinism and 
metaphysical sanction. His ideas naturally quickly penetrated Ehrenpreis' own 
thought collective (Nietzsche was the first name he mentioned in a recollection 
of the prophets of modernity who had inspired him) and suffused his generation 
with new confidence and new concepts with which to challenge the old order 
and effect a synthesis of its Jewish tradition and Western thought.10 

By modernizing Jewish literature—which as shall be shown below, in his 
mature years Ehrenpreis was convinced his generation had single-handedly suc
ceeded in doing—the ethical foundations of Jewish culture would be mediated 
to future generations, while also giving proof of its viability by being capable of 
meeting the challenges of the modern world. From the very outset of his public 
career, Ehrenpreis advocated 

a transvaluation of life's values of the kind that the fin-de-siècle genera
tion attempted to attain and whose most representative advocate was 
Friedrich Nietzsche. Back then the goal was to replace obviously decrepit 
and superannuated values with new, young ones, though just as universal 
and idealistic as the old.11 

The modernization process of the Jewish people, which had been underway 
since the days of Moses Mendelssohn and which had only recently reached its 
apogee (and which now, when the author wrote much of which is quoted here, 
was threatened with destruction at the hands of the Nazis), was seen by Ehren-

9. Various authors translate this Nietzschean concept in various manners, each giving a detailed 
explanation for why they prefer either "transvaluation", "transfiguration" or "revaluation". 
For the purposes of consistency with the primary sources of the present dissertation, transval
uation has been chosen (in all cases excepting direct quotations) since it is consistent with the 
translation of choice in the era when this issue first appeared on the Jewish cultural agenda 
around the turn of the century. For a survey of possible definitions of the meaning of "trans
valuation of all values", see Thomas H. Brobjer, Nietzsche's Ethics ofCharacter: A Study of 
Nietzsche's Ethics and its Place in the History of Moral Thinking (Uppsala, 1995), 6f., 298, 
310-17. 

10. Ehrenpreis, "Mellan ghettot och världen. Minnen från 90-talet", JT 1944:3, 86. 
11. Ibid, "Bibelns aktualitet", JT\939:1,1. 
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preis as a necessary process o f transvaluation. The Jews were "an ancient people" 
who, through this transvaluation, "had regained its youth."12 

While still very young himself, Marcus Ehrenpreis had pledged his all-
egience to the "Pan-European" or internationalist currents introduced to Eastern 
Europe by the Danish critic Georg Brandes' writings, which in turn had pro
vided a window into Nietzschean thought—a fact which reveals itself clearl y in 
the language used by his generation. Ehrenpreis characterized his "transforma
tional generation" as the one which 

stood on the springboard between the ghetto and Europe, between Medi
eval rabbinism and an Enlightenment drunk on emancipation.... In our 
provincial borderland between Austria and Russia (which has unfairly 
been given the nickname " Halb-Asien), we had found the sythesis 
between Jew and citizen earlier than other Jewish groups—and without 
suffering their disappointments.13 

In order to be able to effect the necessary synthesis, in order to convince its audi
ence of the need for both familiarity with European ideas and the preservation of 
Jewish identity, a philosophical tool was needed, which Ehrenpreis' generation 
found in Nietzsche's concept of a "transvaluation of all values". Henrik Berggren 
rightly points out in his study of youth movements that for them, Nietzsche's 
Thus Spoke Zarathustra was a "generational Bible"; it flew in the face of Hegel's 
historical determinism and taught them that neither a culture, a nation nor a sin
gle individual is an historically-formed product but that it rather has the ability 
"to grow, to reconceptualize the past and to replace that which has been 
lost...".1^ 

The effect of Nietzsche's powerful cultural pronouncements on the Jews 
gleaning their modernist ideas primarily through the German language and liv
ing in the German cultural sphere (the cultural sphere to which Ehrenpreis' gen
eration belonged) was enormous and liberating. Kurt Tucholsky had satirized the 
way in which myriad groups claimed Nietzsche as their own by quipping, "Tell 
me what you need and I will supply you with a Nietzsche citation". However, 
there remains no doubt that Nietzsche had a unique appeal for this generation of 
Jewish modernizers bent on collective regeneration and personal authenticity 

12. Ibid., "Judendomens kris", /71939:2, 46. 
13. Ibid., "Min livsväg", JTl939:6, 186. 
14. Henrik Berggren, Seklet s ungdom. Retorik, poli tik och modernitet 1900-1939 (Stockholm, 
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who were, to an extent no longer as urgent in the West, still engaged in freeing 
themselves from the weight of traditional society. "The identity crisis experi
enced by these individuals," writes Nietzsche scholar Jacob Golomb, "was the 
main factor precipitating their passionate interest in Nietzsche."1^ Both the mar-
ginality felt by these Jews—caught between tradition and modernity, unaccept
able to both —and Nietzsche's congeniality to the need for personal authenticity 
struck an immediate chord with them, for while analyzing their state of sus
pended identity, he also perscribed a means for relieving it. 

Nietzsche offered the solution of "personal authenticity of the 'free spirit' 
amid the 'good European' cultural framework". Without explicitly using the 
term "authenticity", Nietzsche shifts the individual's attention to the work of 
creating one's own "genuine" self, the purpose of which is 

to attain maturity, authenticity and power.... One endowed with a will to 
power of higher quality and greater vitality will manifest the "master 
morality" and authentic life patterns, in contrast to the "slave morality" 
typical of those possessing lesser power.... The death of dogmas does not 
lead to disintegration of the self, but rather liberates the individual's cre
ative resources.1'7 

In Golomb's opinion, the marginal Jews of Europe regarded Nietzsche's philos
ophy as he himself had regarded it: as a means, "'a mere instrument', to entice 
them into forming their authenticity.... Nietzsche's basic idea of the 'transfigu
ration of all values' does not call for radical abolition of all inauthentic life pat
terns, but a gradual approximation of authenticity." Through this blueprint for 
transvaluating inherited values and the self, Nietzsche appeared to be the first to 
offer them "a harmonious synthesis between Berlin and Jerusalem".1** It is also 
not insignificant that in all of Europe there existed no philosopher more compli
mentary to the Jews and more scathing in his critique of their enemies, a fact 
which became obscured by the subsequent Nazi misappropriation of 
Nietzsche.1^ For his own part, Marcus Ehrenpreis was appalled at how the inspi
rational poet-philosopher of his Galician youth had been cynically turned into a 
spokesman for the Aryan ideals of Nazism, whose thoughts were now "taken as a 
pretext for a ravenous appetite for freedom which knows no bounds",20 and 

16. Jacob Golomb, "Nietzsche and the Marginal Jews", Nietzsche and Jewish Culture (ed.) Jacob 
Golomb (London & New York, 1997), 158. 

17. Ibid., 164-66. 
18. Ibid,, 166, 175. 
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throughout the war he reiterated the latter7s "fundamental repudiation of anti
semitism"21 and championing of individual liberty and mutual respect. 

We all know how far we have drifted away from the Biblical attitude to 
life. We find ourselves in the midst of a process of transvaluating all val
ues. Not in the sense that Nietzsche advocated, the rise of a superior type 
of man, the superman, by replacing obsolete life values, which he per
ceived as decrepit and emasculated, with young, vigorous values—but, 
nota bene, even these positive, humane, idealistic life values. The transval-
uation in the midst of which our generation finds itself is of a totally dif
ferent nature. The spokesmen of the new age have no right to take 
Nietzsche as their prophet. What is happening right now is rather a deval
uation of our fundamental, proven life values, a relapse into barbaric 
primitiveness, into the pagan worship of brute strength and cruelty.22 

Ehrenpreis7 own reading of Nietzsche's concept seems to be intent on having 
old (Jewish tradition) and new (Western European Enlightenment) ideas engage 
one another in a dialectic struggle under the terms of the current state of world 
affairs. Tradition in and of itself has no value, according to Ehrenpreis, unless it 
speaks to contemporary mankind and helps it to understand the contemporary 
world. In a longer extract from 1940, we see how Ehrenpreis characterizes this 
idea in his own terms, via an interpretation of Moses7 farewell speech to the Isra
elites (Deuteronomy 32). In it, Ehrenpreis means that Moses speaks about 

the power to remember and the power to forget. "Remember the days of old, 
consider the years of many generations". Further down it is written, 
"[Thou] didst forget God that bore thee".... The power to remember is 
identical with historical continuity, is the ability to preserve the connec-

19. The first half of the anthology Nietzsche and Jewish Culture analyzes Nietzsche's attitudes 
towards the Jews and Judaism and how after his death he was transformed from an outspo
ken anti-antisemite, indeed in some readers' eyes a philosemite, into a proto-Nazi, pardy 
through the efforts of his sister, a member of the Party; and pardy due t o his own writing 
style which, relying heavily on irony, was easily misunderstood by the vulgar or cursory 
reader lacking depth of insight. Though, as Yirmiyahu Yovel points out in his contribution to 
the volume, there is an inherent ambivalence in Nietzsche's attitudes toward the Jews - he 
admired the Jews of the Old Testament as well as those of his own time, while execreting the 
priesthood of the Second Temple period as being responsible for creating a "slave mentality" 
which falsified all natural values. See Yovel's essay, "Nietzsche and the Jews: The Structure of 
an Ambivalence", ibid., 117-34. 

20. Ehrenpreis, "Bibelns frihetsbudskap", JT 1940:4, 105. 
21. Spectator [Ehrenpreis], "Tidens tecken ", JT 1942:6, 157. 
22. Ehrenpreis, "Hjärtats vishet", JT 1939:4, 112-13. 
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tion with the past, to bring to life the legacy of bygone generations. The 
power to forget is identical with renewal, progress, evolution, is the ability 
to liberate oneself from outdated values and forms of life. Historical con
tinuity does not imply stagnancy and petrification, it goes hand in hand 
with constantly renewed development, it is the source, the very root, of all 
progress. A renewal that glosses over all that has preceded it, that rejects 
the heritage of generations, that nurtures the childish ambition to begin 
everything anew—such a renewal hangs rootless in the vacuum. Forget 
that which no longer is viable, but remember that which is strong, vital 
and eternal, the indisposable foundations of existence, which bygone gen
erations have bequeathed us.23 

Why is this so central to Ehrenpreis' thinking about Jewish cultural identity? 
Why should a modernist attach such importance to memory work? Because 
according to Ehrenpreis, "normal nations" live in their own historical lands and 
are thus surrounded by this "living memory of the past" in the form of monu
ments, architecture, archeological findings and the very landscape itself. Circum
stance has led to Israel being a people who since thousands of years back in time 
has lived in dispersion; thus more than any other nation, the Jews have had to 
resort to maintaining their collective historical memory without any other mne
monic tools than language and ideas—the stuff of literature.2^ 

Moreover, Ehrenpreis states that the Jewish tradition of learning has under
stood and taught the importance of constantly reevaluating religious and ethical 
values through the study of the Talmud. The Jewish exegetic tradition, whose 
origins he traces to Ezra (the first to read from theTorah outside of the precincts 
of the Temple), "is neither linguistic nor literary (like for example an interpreta
tion of Homer or Dante), but rather... the internal conversion of a religious norm 

/jr 
which is no longer viable into one that is". According to the historian of Jewish 
philosophy Julius Guttmann, a latter-day teacher at the Hochschule in Berlin 
attended by Ehrenpreis, the strength of the Talmud as a model and source of 
inspiration for a new critical revaluation of Jewish culture lies in the fact that it 

nowhere systematically attempts to fix the contents of the Jewish faith; 
hence the impossibility of establishing with any precision the boundary 
between a generally valid doctrine and a teacher's individual opinion.... 
The flexible form in which the faith of Judaism was cast allowed the reli
gious thought of later generations a great deal of freedom.... 

23. Ibid., "Att minnas och att glömma", JTì940:10,281 -82. 
24. Ibid, 285. 
25. Ibid, "Talmuds sanna ansikte", JT\936:11, 388. 
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Therewith, religion establishes ethical norms in the words of the written tradi
tion, the Bible, while freedom takes the form of the oral tradition, the "freedom 

ic to interpret this truth, which by its very nature was valid for everybody." This 
characterization of the non-dogmatic nature of Jewish thought and its liberating 
interpretive flexibility dovetails perfectly with Ehrenpreis' own differentiation 
between "religion" and "culture", described in the previous chapter. 

Similarly for Ehrenpreis, the Book upon which Jewish culture is based is not 
a "lifeless legacy"; it "lives and give life, it is in a state of constant flux, becoming, 
and growth, like everything that lives.... The transformaton of socio-religious life 
was intended to occur in concert with the words of the Scripture, new branches 
were to be engrafted upon the old tree" through a Talmudic dialogue between 
texts and times.2^ The purpose of the Talmud was twofold. 

To retain sanctity and authority, which no one wished to abuse. No one 
wanted to cover over the well of life out of which the people scooped their 
vitality, sunder continuity, the connection with the past. However, the 
problem was this: While maintaining the eternal and unshakeable con
nection between the people of Israel and its Holy Scripture also find 
opportunities to change what needed to be changed, to add what did not 
exist and to eliminate that which no longer could be used.28 

In other words, whereas the secularized young Jews and non-Jews of Germany 
and other Western nations could accept the Nietzschean message of an empow
ering search for the authentic individual, Ehrenpreis the East European, mod
ernist rabbi evidently discerns the peculiar compatibility of Nietzscheanism and 
the Jewish collective\ As shall be seen below, Ehrenpreis7 erstwhile mentor Ahad 
Ha-am did not share his opinion of the complementary nature of the two cur
rents of thought and it was this disagreement that led to the divergence of their 
intellectual paths. Before discussing that break, however, it is necessary to briefly 
examine the impact which the literary criticism of Georg Brandes had on Marcus 
Ehrenpreis. 

26. Julius Guttmann, Philosophies of Judaism: The History of Jewish Philosophy From Biblical 
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Between Georg Brandes and Ahad Ha-am: 
The Form and Function of Modern Literature 

Marcus Ehrenpreis considers the Danish critic Georg Brandes (1842-1927), the 
figurehead of the "modern breakthrough" in Scandinavia, to be his major model 
of literary criticism. In his memoirs, Ehrenpreis dedicates a lengthy section to his 
first meeting with Brandes in Copenhagen a few months after the turn of the 
century, when Ehrenpreis was returning from an unsuccessful bid to become 
Chief Rabbi in Gothenburg. To Brandes he explained the signficance Hoved-
stwmninger i det 19de aarhundrededes litteratur (Main currents in 19th century 
literature, 1872-87) had had for his generation of Hebrew authors in Eastern 
Europe; the six-volume work was rapidly translated into German, the edition 
Ehrenpreis and his comrades pored over.2^ "For us Young Hebraists in Eastern 
Europe, Brandes was more than a name", Ehrenpreis recalls. 

It was a concept, an ideology. Brandesianism was identical with Europe-
anism, which constituted the core of the agenda of the Young Hebraists.... 
He opened the gates of Europe for the Danish people. We wished to do 
the same for the Jews. 0̂ 

Through their reading of Brandes, Marcus Ehrenpreis' generation learned to 
apprehend their new Hebrew literature as b oth unique and modern. Unique in 
its combination of Oriental fervour and "modern European sophistication, rich
ness of expression, and depth". Modern in that it mirrored the "crisis of the spirit 
[of modern man], impregnated with all the pallor, nervous agitation, and value-
lessness that characterizes the present day", all the while preserving something 
"venerable, lofty, and monumental... and something of the introversion and per
fection of times long past".^1 

In Hovedstr0mninger, Brandes conducts a comparative study of German, 
French and English fiction written during the first half of the 19th century, from 
the perspective of the basic assumptions of European liberalism. Its central 
theme is the struggle against and ultimate victory over the Romantic reaction to 
the enlightened advances of the late 18th century. One of the subtexts the reader 
can perceive in his survey is Brandes' merciless critique of his own country and 
his own people, whom he accuses of having neglected to participate in this strug
gle for the soul of Europe and merely continued to wallow in reaction. Ehren-
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preis wished to do for the Jews what Brandes had done for the Danes—direct 
their gaze toward Europe. In his overview of modern literary criticism, Rene 
Welleck states that Georg Brandes judges literature by asking whether it 

"puts problems to debate", whether it contributes to progress, to political 
liberalization, to religious free thought and to sympathy for modern sci
ence and its deterministic and evolutionary doctrines. Brandes is perfectly 
sure of his standards of judgement: literature must be judged by its "Ten
denz", which is the "spirit of the century", which in its turn is "the life-
blood of genuine poetry".32 

In other words, Brandes treated literature as an expression of the society in which 
it was written. A great author must by definition be imbued with the spirit of his 
age, must be representative. Literature should live in the present tense and should 
debate and discuss current problems.^ The men of the modern breakthrough in 
Scandinavia—Ibsen, Strindberg, Björnsen—were all inspired by Brandes' 
agenda and in their literary works closely scrutinized the accepted norms of mid
dle-class society concerning marriage, religion, private property and so forth. 

The aesthetic literary genre through which a true image of transvaluated 
European Jewish life was t o be mediated was naturalism. In this, Ehrenpreis of 
course takes the lead from Brandes, the early champion of naturalism on the 
continent. By naturalism is broadly meant a refusal to idealize experience and the 
conviction that the everyday lives of the contemporary middle and lower classes 
were worthy subjects of serious literary treatment. These were to be rendered 
without artificiality of plot and with scrupulous attention to accuracy of detail 
and authenticity. In this way, t he novel is in vested with the value of social his
tory. At the same time, Ehrenpreis was not wholly immune to the lure of neo-
Romanticism, as is evident in his lifelong support for the emotive works Micha 
Josef Berdyczewski and the pastoralism of Saul Tschernikowsky, his generational 
contemporaries. Moreover, as a true if at times reluctant disciple of Ahad Ha-am, 
he saw the essay—the mediation of academic knowledge in popular form—as an 
irreplaceable literary tool. But as far as fiction was concerned, it was still natural
ism which dominated, as a survey of his critical works shows. While certain 
authors gained inspiration from the ethical imperative of the Biblical prophets 
and others from the realism and flexibility of the Talmud, all were working 
toward the same goal: To extract Jewish culture from what they apprehended as 
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the morass of barren, legalistic casuistry into which it had fallen, to examine Jew
ish daily life in its most minute details, and to drag it and the Jews into the mod
ern era. 

It is essential to understand that this generation of Jewish modernists were 
not the counterparts of the Western European modernist movement in anything 
other than stylistic inspiration. While the modernists of the West were bent on 
shedding the dead weight of national tradition by racing toward one form or 
another of immediate universalism, the Easterners belong to the emerging or 
newly-emergent ethnicities, artists seeking to emancipate their respective peoples 
from colonial, political or cultural hegemony and recover a "natural authentic
ity", which often meant inventing "imagined communities" by reworking past 
history. Before joining the mainstream working toward universalism, these 
small-nation nationalisms first needed to create and shore up their own identi
ties. They were all typically products of fin-de-siècle Central Europe responding 
to the crisis of the scientific worldview, a Nietzschean revolt of the individual as a 
self-sustaining entity against determinism and metaphysical sanction. They were 
also most often comprised solely of young, innovative literati. 

Moreover, it is evident from his literary thought that Ehrenpreis understood 
that the general character of the models upon which modern Jewish literature 
had based itself were unusually well-suited to effecting a critique of contempo
rary Jewish culture and mediating new cultural values, due to its essence as a lit
erature which speaks for and to the nation as a whole. The poetry of the Bible 
and other early Jewish literature—the preferred model of the modernists—is 
according to Ehrenpreis "never or at least to an insignificant degree individualis
tic". In line with Brandes' criteria, these writers emote as spokesmen "for Israel's 
exultation and anxiety, joy or distress. Historical occurrences give rise to a partic
ular sentiment in a generation", all the while never counteracting the universality 
which he contends generally characterizes this work.^ Marshall Berman calls 
this the Jewish "culture of narration". 

In Jewish stories, starting with the Bible, family relationships are intensely 
dramatized, fraught with tension and crisis, animated by transgression 
and betrayal, driven by some inner momentum toward resolution, which 
is typically a change in the nature of the family. The typical subject of the 
Christian story, the solitary soul confronting (or seeking) God, is rare in 
Jewish culture.^ 

34. Ehrenpreis, "Den bibliska poesin", JT1938:7, 211. 
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Ehrenpreis would support this characterization of the typical Christian story: 
"The mood of Biblical poetry is the diametrical opposite. The individual is never 
alone", but rather, hand in hand with due respect for the sovereignty of the indi
vidual, remains the demand for "sanctification of the bonds of community: If I 
am only for myself who am I then?' 

The era of naturalism in European literature begins in the same decade as 
Ehrenpreis' birth, the 1860s, superceding Romanticism. In the 1880s a great 
change would occur in this literature, in that it now would become instilled with 
the nationalism of the day. However, while this latter development proved an 
inspiration to many, Ehrenpreis was in thrall to the authors who, like himself, 
were grappling with their own relationship to tradition. He could never embrace 
the nationalist revival wholeheartedly (i.e. including its political programme), 
due to the fact that there existed strong anti-modernist sentiments at the very 
centre of the movement, particularly in the person of Max Nordau, Theodor 
Herzl's closest collaborator, whose internationally famous works on the "degen
eration" of Western culture rejected any notion of allying itself with European 
modernism.^7 

Instead, Ehrenpreis' intellectual affinity lay much closer to cultural Zion
ism, despite his deep involvement with the early political movement. In Hebrew 
letters, it was the spiritual father of this alternative movement, Ahad Ha-am, 
who made the first real, serious, and in-depth attempt at synthesis, which would 
serve Ehrenpreis and his generation as both a positive and negative example. 
From the outset, Ahad Ha-am had meant to synthesize the "eternally human" 
with the "absolutely spiritual" element in Judaism, the latter a conception which 
owed much to the idealistic philosophy of Jewish history broached by Nachman 
Krochmal. ̂  Unfortunately, as is evident in the polemic between Ahad Ha-am 
and his erstwhile disciples presented below, he tipped the scales in favour of 
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Judaism arbitrarily and at will, leaving these disciples with a legacy with which to 
contend and wrestle and eventually, from which to liberate themselves. 

In Ehrenpreis' own final estimation, Ahad Ha-am appears as something of a 
Jeremiah, emerging from Czarist Russia and crying to the emergent Jewish cul
tural and national movements in its hour of need, "Lo seh ha derech—This is not 
the way!"^ Like Abraham Mapu, the progenitor of Hebrew fiction with the 
publication of its first novel in the mid-19th century, the figure of Ahad Ha-am 
served as a turning point in the development of modern Jewish culture, whose 
refinement of Hebrew literary style affected the modernists of Ehrenpreis ' gener
ation profoundly and whose periodicalHa-Shiloah gave them a fulcrum upon 
which to turn, but whose cultural ambitions fell far short of the mark at which 
they aimed. Still, the very last words Marcus Ehrenpreis published on his old 
mentor placed him squarely in the modern Jewish pantheon: "Three creative 
personalities [emerge] during this generation, giving new direction to the evolu
tion of Jewry in our age: Ahad Ha-am, Herzl and Bialik."^0 While this view of 
Ahad Ha-am may have be influenced by the nostalgia engendered by old age, his 
evaluation of the revolt of the Jewish Nietzscheans against Ahad Ha-am, to 
which we shall shortly turn, is probably more accurate. 

Our joint offensive thrust was not in vain. It left vivid traces in the devel
opment of the Hebrew literature of the last three decades. Our demands 
have not disappeared from the agenda. All that is sound and robust in 
what has been created in Hebrew since then—first and foremost the 
flourishing modern Hebrew poetry—has one way or another been done 
in the spirit of our literary "revolution".^1 

Thus aside from purveying critical perspectives, Brandes' "Europeanism" served 
Ehrenpreis as a sort of countweight to Ahad Ha-am's all-too introverted 
thought. Through its exposure to Brandes ' Hovedstromninger; Ehrenpreis ' gener
ation, languishing in the geographic borderlands between Austria and Russia and 
the intellectual borderlands between Hellas and Jerusalem had, earlier than other 
Jewish groups, discovered the salient "synthesis between Jew and citizen".^ But 
Brandes was also responsible for introducing the ideas of Friedrich Nietzsche to 
the generation of Jewish modernists to which Ehrenpreis belonged. Brandes was 
the first popularizer of Nietzsche's ideas in Europe, with his famous series of lec-
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tures delivered in Copenhagen in 1888, published in German two years later. 
Coupled with the literary criteria of Brandes, the philosophical tools they bor
rowed from Nietzsche would complete the arsenal of weapons Ehrenpreis' tran
sitional generation needed to effect a revolution in Jewish literature. 

The Great Literary Debate of the 1890s 

In a new foreword to one of his most passionate essays of literary criticism, Mar
cus Ehrenpreis reflects upon the revolutionary mood which permeated the major 
literary debate of the 1890s among Jewish authors, between the Young Hebraists 
(their youth forever captured by latter-day Jewish historians in a single historical 
moment like an insect trapped in amber) and their mentor, Ahad Ha-am. As far 
as international studies of Zionism both cultural and political are concerned, this 
is Ehrenpreis' (and indeed, the entire generations') sole claim to fame: as dogged 
and uncompromising young intellectuals determined to place cultural and spiri
tual matters at the fore of the Jewish nationalist movement, both in print (via 
this debate) and from the speaker's podium at the first Zionist conferences. After 
which moment, all but Martin Buber and Chaim Weizmann fade or retreat from 
the Zionist mainstream. For though the Young Hebraists succeeded on the one 
hand in exposing the weak logic of Ahad Ha-am's cultural arguments, they were 
soundly trounced in their attempts to influence the direction of the organized 
Zionist movement, other than in suggesting the foundation of a Hebrew Univer
sity in Jerusalem^ (which was eventually realized in 1925 and whose inaugura
tion Ehrenpreis attended), in order to "elevate the level of Jewish scholarship to 
European standards".^ But building a house for the spirit of modern Judaism 
was not the ultimate goal; the reformulation of "Jewishness" through language, 
thought and literature was. 

East European Jewish youth at that time was dominated by the somewhat 
one-sided tendency to liberate itself from the all-engrossing spirituality of 
the ghetto and make contact with the values of Western civilization which 
the ghetto had completely ignored. This tendency no longer dominates 
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Jewish life in our day. Hebrew literature has embarked upon the road to 
self-insight....4 5 

It would appear that a somewhat complacent Ehrenpreis considers the battle to 
have been decided in favour of himself and his cohorts, even if he admits to the 
youthful indiscretion of exaggeration. For indeed, Ehrenpreis sees himself as the 
instigator of the revolt which took place within Hebrew and Jewish literature in 
Europe. Together with his colleague Berdyczewski and under the heady spell of 
Brandes and Nietzsche,^ in 1896-97 Ehrenpreis suspected that despite all the 
signs apparently indicating increasing progress within the Jewish cultural move
ment described above, the time was ripe for revolution: "[T]he historical hour 
for Israel's spiritual renewal by spiritual means had arrived."^ Perhaps the 
"softly flowing river" characterizing Ahad Ha-am's methods coursed too slowly, 
and Ehrenpreis and Berdyczewski saw in the appearance of the mercurial The
odor Herzl the chance to gain access to a new, more direct forum in which their 
voices would be heard. 

1897 was the year of the first International Zionist Congress, and despite 
Ehrenpreis' distant residence in the Slavonic village of Djakovär, he was heavily 
involved in its organization in his role as Herzl's contact man in Eastern Europe. 
However, at the same time he and his generational colleague Berdyczewski— 
"two young, newly-fledged Ph.Ds from the University of Berlin, ex-yeshivah stu
dents and 'maskilim'"—were hard at work preparing a "spiritual revolution" 
within Hebrew literature which would clash on decisive points with Herzl's 
plans.... and Ahad Ha-am's.^8 

In the midst of a debate with Hugo Valentin which took place in Stockholm 
nearly fifty years after this duel between generations and worldviews on the con
tinent, Ehrenpreis singled out Berdyczewski as the foremost ideologue among 
the "heretics" who challenged both the Jewish status quo and the Jewish status 
quo's first worthy (but in their opinion too quietistic) opponent Ahad Ha-am; 
as a man who (surely too radically for Ehrenpreis ' tastes in the long run) wanted 
to "sunder the Zionist present from the Jewish past"^ and whose esssentially 
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erotic message demanded a restoration of the life of the senses and release of the 
instinctual powers of the individual within Jewish life.^ Fifty years on, Ehren
preis claimed that he was still completely in agreement with Berdyczewski in 
wanting to reject every attempt 

at defining Judaism as a fixed way of thinking with fixed spiritual con
tents. "We are Jews," [Berdychewski] explained, "only because we are 
human beings who belong to the Jewish people. Our humanity is our 
Jewishness".^1 

The debate between the foremost ideologue of cultural Zionism and his rebel
lious disciples and collaborators begins with that categorical, Nietzschean defini
tion of Jewish culture proffered by Berdyczewski, to which Ehrenpreis also 
whole-heartedly subscribed. Briefly, the debate concerned the demand by the 
writers of Ehrenpreis ' generation for more European Bildung to be offered read
ers in the renewal and dissemination of Jewish culture, a greater willingness to 
incorporate the advances secured by the Enlightenment and the new frontiers 
offered by writers like Nietzsche and Brandes and the naturalistic turn in litera
ture, which also influenced Hebrew writers and which took place during the 
youth period of this generation. While causing difficult stylistic problems for 
Hebrew authors,^ it aroused enormous enthusiasm among the Young Hebraists. 
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Hebrew could now become "a living and all-embracing popular literature, to sat
isfy the requirements of its readers as cultured human beings, and not merely 
their requirements as Jews," wrote one of their number."^ In the manifesto of the 
Young Hebraists, Ehrenpreis employed Nietzschean rhetoric to encourage 
Hebrew writers to seek their motifs from beyond the world of Jewish life and 
Jewish thought. 

We know nothing of a dogmatic Judaism which, like an historical abstrac
tion, stonily stares into the present out of the pages of lifeless folios. We 
know only living Jewish individuals, who create values and destroy val
ues.^4 

While the entire oeuvre of Ahad Ha-am is permeated by the severe p ragmatism 
and positivism culled from his autodidactic studies of European philosophy and 
natural science, he was far too much of an ingrained cultural pessimist to be able 
to embrace European culture to the extent demanded by his younger disciples. 
In another debate (concerning the political future of the Jewish people between 
Ahad Ha-am and the historian Simon Dubnow, summarized in the following 
chapter), it becomes apparent that while the latter sees resurgent antisemitism as 
a temporary phenomenon, the former apprehends European culture as a whole 
as being eternally compromised by the antisemitism which is endemic to it.^ Of 
Berdyczewski, Dan Miron writes that his "literary thinking differs fundamentally 
from that of Ahad Ha'am not only in his cultural realism, his acceptance of the 
actual, but also in his understanding of authentic literature as an expression of an 
emotional need' [my italics] The same words could be used to describe the 
entire circle, though none of its members were more vehement and consistent in 
the pursuit of the Nietzschean quest than he. In time, Berdyczewski w ould 
believe that he had found a solution to this need in Hasidism, taking it as a 
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model which could achieve "a true synthesis of the spiritual demands of tradi
tional Jews and the assimilationist Jews' demand for nature and life".~^ 

Both parties set out from the same general assumption: Belief in God was 
no longer a vital force in Jewish life and the various substitutes suggested 
(including Socialism and practical [colonizing efforts] and political [diplomatic 
ones] Zionism) for its rejuvenation were hardly adequate. But whereas Ahad Ha-
am would claim in a somewhat authoritarian manner that this lost vitality could 
be regained through the "inherent will" of the Jewish people to survive in his
tory, a constant in Jewish history, Ehrenpreis7 generation was busy rejecting all 
talk about absolute historical authority as paralyzing. 

Ehrenpreis, Berdyzewski and the others launched their critique of Ahad Ha-
am's inwardness in strictly Nietzschean terms, refusing to acknowledge any pre
ordained "authority" over the Jewish imagination and instead calling attention to 
the liberating force of contemporary European authors of naturalist fiction. 
Whereas, in his celebrated attack on "our Nietzscheans" in 1898 in the essay 
"The Transvaluation of Values", a clearly perturbed Ahad Ha-am made an ulti
mately feeble attempt to defuse their argument by stating that Jewish culture 
could already boast of its own "Supermen", the Prophets with Moses at the lead, 
Berdyczewski cogently replied that there had never been an authoritative strain 
in Jewish history, nor was there one now. No Jew was required to submit to the 
moral dictates of any particular branch or ideology of Judaism, but rather was 
free to choose according to his own reason and inclination. Again, this would 
seem to echo the inherent flexibility of the interpretive system of ancient Jewish 
theology as much as it does the message of Friedrich Nietzsche. 

Ahad Ha-am had founded Ha-Shiloah with the express purpose of dedicat
ing it to the clarification of issues and ideas central to Jewish concerns. He 
believed that correct public policy could be formulated on the basis of clear, 
sober, well-informed thinking. Ever the pragmatist, he sincerely believed that a 
properly phrased public debate would result in the right decisions being made. 
The younger generation felt that Ha-Shiloah should not restrict itself to ideolog
ical essays, as Ahad Ha-am wanted, but rather should include stories, poems and 
literary criticism not necessarily restricted to the Jewish experience because, as 
Arnold J. Brand summarizes the Young Writers' point of view, these were "liter
ary genres that dealt with the inner life of the individual, and were capable of 
effecting some change in the nature of the individual Jew".^ 
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Berdyczewski fired the opening salvo in the letters column of the very first 
issue of Ha-Shiloach, indicating that the debate about Hebrew literature was 
both long-standing and serious enough to warrant publication in the maiden 
issue of a new journal meant to be the focal point of the Jewish Renaissance. In 
"An Open Letter to Ahad Ha-am", he protested against the "narrow" limitation 
set on the scope of literature in the journal; Berdyczewski wanted European cul
ture to be made available to the Hebrew reader, and by banishing it from the 
pages of what was intended to become the foremost forum for Hebrew literature 
and ideas, Ahad Ha-am risked conveying a schizophrenic message and creating a 
schizophrenic audience. 

By dividing life into two territories, ours and what belongs to our neigh
bours, we are widening the innermost division in the hearts of our young 
generation.... You yourself are ca using a separation between nationalism 
and humanity by building our literature on a Jewish basis while leaving 
the human aspect of culture to other literatures.60 

After describing Ahad Ha-am as a thinker who denigrates the importance of 
poetry, of emotion, in the life of mankind, Berdyczewski concludes by s tating 
that the men and women of his generation want to effect a sea-change in 
Hebrew literature so that it could meet their needs "to be human beings and Jews 
simultaneously and in the same breath, and fed from one source".^1 

Osias Thon, Ehrenpreis' schoolmate from Lvov, was qu ick to reiterate the 
young generation's views in what Ehrenpries characterizes as his "offensive 
thrust 'Sifrut lëumitalso published by Ahad Ha-am in Ha-Shiloah^ Thon's 
"National Literature" of 1897 criticized belles-lettres as unsuitable for dealing 
with the actual life of the Jews, very much in keeping with Ahad Ha-am; how
ever, his real purpose was to attack the ban on any "non-Jewish" aspect of litera
ture imposed by the editor of HaShiloah. He supported Berdyczewski's call for 
broadening the scope of literature. 

In my opinion, this periodical which was established for "science, litera
ture and current events" lacks a whole section of literature. What Ahad 
Ha-'Am wants to give us is only a small part of literature.63 

60. Cited in Attia, 56-57. 
61. Ibid, 57. 
62. Ehrenpreis, "Samtal med Berdyczewski", JT1931:8, 300. 
63. Cited in Attia, 59. 
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Shortly thereafter followed the publication of Marcus Ehrenpreis' programmatic 
"Lean ' (Whither?), claimed by he himself to be the "most important Hebrew 
article I have ever written".^ In it, Ehrenpreis conducts a critical survey of the 
development of different trends in Jewish literature since the days of Men
delssohn, and then contrasts the attitudes toward Hebrew language and litera
ture harboured by Ahad Ha-am and the Young Hebraists, respectively. W hile 
Ahad Ha-am distilled only the Jewish essence from all his sources, the Young 
Hebraists ' policy was to allow their own emotions and predilections determine 
what to exclude and what to include. 

We are c ompletely European in our feelings and in our thoughts.... We 
want to bring the spiritual values of new Europe into the arena of our 
national culture [and] because this aspiration is essential now for our 
inner life, it must also be essential for any literary work. ̂  

"[0]ur revolt was incited by the splitting of life into a Jewish side and a universal 
one...we wanted synthesis, universal Jewish man", Ehrenpreis would later reiter
ate.*^ Here he actually differs slightly from Berdyczewski and Thon in placing 
the onus upon adopting European culture to the Jewish character and effecting a 
synthesis of the two. Shortly thereafter he followed up with an article published 
in Herzl's weekly Die Welt under the name "Die junghebräische Litteratur" just 
six weeks before the first Zionist conference in Basel.^ Here, Ehrenpreis sum
marized the Young Hebraists' common programme. 

There are Y oung Hebraists. In the last little while they have repeatedly 
raised their voices, even announced a literary revolution, and if they have 
up until now cropped up scattered and isolated, their words exude an air 
of that which they all share: A new spirit and a new faith. They are the 
first, full-blooded Europeans in Hebrew literature.... They are all dissatis 
fied and they are all hungry. The downtrodden soul of mankind rose 
within these latter-day children of the ghetto and yearned for liberation. 

However, as Ehrenpreis continued, their Jewishness was not in danger of being 
abandoned in favour of any one nation's European national colours. It was in 
the very combination of Jewish and European learning that their future lay.^ 

64. Ehrenpreis, Mitt liv, 123; c£ Attia, 59, n. 64. 
65. Ibid^Gò. 
66. Ehrenpreis, "Samtal med Berdyczewski", JT1931:8, 301. 
67. Ibid., "Die junghebräische Litteratur", Die Welt 1897:7. 
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Although Ehrenpreis claims that he, Berdyczewski and Thon had few allies 
and many enemies—they had been sharply rebuked by Simon Bernfeld, a gener
ational comrade of Ahad Ha-am's—and that Ahad Ha-am "treated us with 
benevolence, though he could not take us seriously",the fact remains that the 
demands of the Young Hebraists had as great an impact on the subsequent devel
opment of the content of Hebrew literature as Ahad Ha-am had had on its style. 
Neither Ehrenpreis nor Berdyczewski ever composed a truly systematic state
ment, but their call succeeded in gathering still more assenting voices to the 
work of introducing "European" ideas and belles-lettres into the mainstream of 
Jewish debate, evident in the network of magazines constituting their genera
tional group. 

Although he responded to nearly every contribution to this debate with 
short notices in his journal, Ahad Ha-am's fullest, most considered and ulti
mately, final summarization and assessment of the debate appeared in the form 
of the essay "The Transvaluation of Values" in 1898, addressed to Nietzsche's 
"Jewish pupils", i.e. Berdyczewski, Ehrenpreis, Thon and their supporters, "the 
younger men, ever on the alert, ever receptive to new ideas", condemning their 
vexatious aspirations as illogical, anti-natural. 

These modernest of modern writers, who consider themselves the writers 
of the future, ought to know that you cannot manufacture a new moral 
code for a nation, any more than you can manufacture a new language. 

Since laws of morality as such grow forth from "national character", 

No man has the power to pull them down and build them up according 
to his desire and taste: They change constandy of their own accord, 
reflecting the changes in the nation's circumstances, character and 
needs/0 

Credit is due Ahad Ha-am for allowing this debate to be conducted in the pages 
of his very own brainchild, Ha-Shiloah, especially since it called into question the 
very foundations of the venture itself. Though the debate was indeed "colour-

68. The Die Welt article was cited in Ehrenpreis, "Den historiska sommaren. Ett 35-årsminne. 
(Tredje artikeln)", JT 1932:7, 207, without any changes in meaning from the original in the 
course of its translation from German into Swedish. 

69. Ibid. At the end of his life, Ehrenpreis also recalled how "the tolerant Ahad Ha-am...gave us 
the 'good advice' to work, to show what we could do, to make a revolution instead of pro
claiming it". Ibid. , "Achad Haam", JT 1947:6, 174. 

70. Ahad Ha-am, "The Transvaluation of Values", Selected Essays, Simon (ed.), 237. 
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ful", as the intellectual historian Stanley Nash characterizes it/1 the respect he 
showed his interlocutors—in a letter written during this period, Ahad Ha-am 
calls Ehrenpreis "one of his opponents" but one employing "the language of a 
gentleman —and the deference they showed toward him—even many decades 
later and in Swedish, Ehrenpreis is constantly asking forgiveness for the strident 
tone in which some of his sentences may have been uttered—showed if nothing 
else that in part, Ahad Ha-am was right all along; that Ha-Shiloah would be a 
forum in which ideas could be discussed and out of which, the informed reader
ship could draw its own conclusions after reflecting on the thoughts submitted 
therein. However, when the waves of debated ebbed at the turn of the century, 
Ahad Ha-am would lose his credibility as a radical mentor to the new genera
tion. The poet Bialik would sigh that "the Shekhinah [divine presence] had 
abandoned him"7^ Osias Thon, who according to his daughter's memoir con
sidered Ahad Ha-am mainly as an artist of style, would also reject his ideology 
while acknowledging his influence: "Ahad Haam created the pupils but not a 
school. Ahad Haam is our teacher, but we shall not follow his road." ^ By the 
time Josef Klausner had assumed the editorial reins of Ha-Shiloah in 1903, his 
very first change of policy was to allow the journal to display "a greater breadth 
of concern", i.e. a larger portion of fiction and poetry and an interest for ideas in 
general, whatever their pedigree/'* 

The History of Jewish Literature and Emergence of Modern 
Hebrew Literature as Characterized by Marcus Ehrenpreis 

While it is one thing to crave emancipation from rigid, East European rab-
binism, it is quite another to abandon Jewish cultural values altogether. If there is 
one message Marcus Ehrenpreis wished to get across, this is i t. While both the 
form and content of Judaism were indeed being scrutinized, the form was to be 
abandoned as passé, while the content was to be re-evaluated, not rejected; an 
"internal act of the will" was necessary/^ Dissatisfaction with the traditional 
leadership of the Halakhic rabbis was widespread among younger Jews in Russia, 
Poland and Galicia during the 1880s and 1890s. The crisis which occurred 

71. Stanley Nash, "Ahad Ha-am and Ahad Ha-amism: The Onset of Crisis", Kornberg (ed.), 76. 
72. Simon (ed.), Essays, Letters, Memoirs. Ahad H a-am (London, 1946), 274. 
73. Aberbach, Bialik , 54. 
74. Hollander, 21. 
75. Nash, In Search of Hebraism: Shai H urwitz and his Polemics in the Hebrew Press (Leiden, 

1980), 132. 
76. Ehrenpreis, Mitt liv, 120. 
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within Judaism in its confrontation with modernity led to a gradual abandon
ment of this leadership, which was replaced by Zionism, Socialism or a more 
general search for new cultural foundations upon which to build. To varying 
degrees and through different means, Ehrenpreis' generation attempted to trans
form Jewish tradition into a vital teaching which rather than flee from the open 
air of contemporary debate and challenge in order to preserve it unchanged, 
boldly struck out in pursuit of it in order to revive it. 

Ehrenpreis himself located the opportunity for creating a new Jewish ethics 
in the poetry of contemporary Jewish authors, at the heart of which new art 
form he could discern 

an echo from the Biblical writings, Ruth, and the Song of Songs, in which 
the theologically-hued Hebrew language emerged from suspended anima
tion to once again became down-to-earth, natural, and human, all too 
human.77 

After having spent far too much time concentrating on minor details and subtle 
commentaries in the dark classrooms of the yeshiva, Ehrenpreis and numerous 
other authors and critics of the generation born around 1870 intended to refocus 
the gaze of Jewish culture on the original documents of the Jewish textual tradi
tion—to wit, the Pentateuch and the Prophets. The "rediscovery" of prophetic 
Judaism in particular was one of the most characteristic accomplishments of this 
generation; it became a source of inestimable inspiration to them. As we shall 
investigate in more depth in Chapter Seven, it is here that Ehrenpreis finds the 
most "authentic" or genuine expression of Jewishness, and it is here he finds the 
ethical values which he considers worthy of transvaluation—among them, the 
idea of eternal peace between nations, social justice, and minority rights. These 
works—created in an environment in which spiritual liberty reigned, according 
to the new generation—were the ones with which Ehrenpreis and his colleagues 
chose to identify "true Judaism", and with which they meant to replace the intro
verted commentaries on which they spent their earliest youth with their novels, 
poetry and literary essays. 

Simultaneously, Ehrenpreis is c areful to make a distinction between trans-
valuation and devaluation (as discussed in the section on Nietzsche's influence, 
above). This is an important distinction, according to him, since there are many 
among his generation who have quite misunderstood the concepts. As early as 
1902, he was taken aback by the Hebrew lyricist Saul Tchernikowsky's contro

77. Ehrenpreis, "Saul Tjernichovsky 1875-1943", JTi943:11, 345. Originally published as part 
of "Junghebräische Dichtung. Bialik und Tschexmchovfs)à", Jüdische Almanach 5663 (1902). 
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versial poem "Before the Statue of Apollo", in which Judaism is accused by the 
poet of having attempted to crush thc joie de vivre of Hellenism. 

None of us seriously entertain the notion of returning to pagan Hellenism 
and become worshippers of Apollo. We are Jewish to the very core of our 
beings. You cannot change cultures like you change shirts. That would no 
longer be transvaluation but rather Evaluation of our national culture; it 
would be cultural suicide, the end of Judaism as an independent cultural 
factor. We have no need to bend our knee before the statue of Apollo in 
order to rediscover beauty and power. All we need do is reconnect with 
the unadulterated life values of primordial Judaism in order to build the 
culture of tomorrow on our own foundations/8 

Here again resounds the voice of Ahad Ha-am, who in his somewhat misdirected 
battle against increment Nietzscheanism among Jewish writers insisted that Jew
ish tradition could boast of its own Ubermenschen—the Prophets—and therefore 
had no cause to seek new cultural values among the works of Western civiliza
tion. However, despite the similarities, Ehrenpreis could never agree with his 
mentor on this point, contending that it was the very cross-pollination of Jewish 
and European culture itself which would reveal, rescue and revitalize that which 
was worth preserving in the inherited tradition. 

Ever since the outset of his career, Marcus Ehrenpreis apprehended litera
ture as the most authentic expression of Jewish culture. He betrays a proprietory 
air when discussing modern Jewish literature, as though he views himself as the 
modern Jewish breakthrough's Georg Brandes, whose programme was under
stood by the most intellectually-curious of the new writers to be the most reflec
tive of the Zeitgeist and who thus embraced it and turned it into poetry. And his 
contemporaries indeed considered him to be one of the foremost critics of 
Hebrew literature around the turn of the century, after having been appointed to 
the coveted task of running the review section of Ha-Shiloah. Joseph Klausner, 
who wrote the first complete history of modern Hebrew literature, called him "a 
talented critic and stylist" and confirms the overarching significance of his essay 
"Whither?" for the subsequent development of modern Hebrew letters/^ 

That Ehrenpreis considered literature to be the modern bearer of Jewish cul
ture is evident in his first major project in Sweden—a survey of Jewish literature 
through the ages i n Swedish. First, he inititated the Jewish Literary Society, an 

78. Ibid., 342. 
79. Klausner, 137. Narrowe also notes that while Ehrenpreis achieved what might be called "tem

porary fame" for his Hebrew criticism, "he was at the time internationally known". Narrowe, 
Zionism in Sweden, 57. 
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idea he broached during a sermon held after theYom Kippur services of 1917 in 
the Great Synagogue of Stockholm. Immediately following services, he received 
a number of smaller and larger donations. "In my personal preaching experience, 
this was the first time a sermon had an immediate and palpable effect", he later 
wittily recalled. ̂  Whereupon he drafted an editorial committee and set about 
publishing a series of books whose goal was to provide the Jews of Sweden with a 
number of basic texts which treat Jewish culture using modern interpretive 
methods, thereby facilitating self-comprehension through private and group 
study. The series would eventually tally ten works published between 1920 and 
1932,81 stretching from fiction and poetry to historical studies and anthologies 
of the history of Jewish ideas. It is significant in this context to note that one of 
the volumes was a Swedish translation of the Yiddish-language memoirs of the 
first Swedish Jew, Aron Isak—a part of the pedagogical effort to instill Swedish 
Jewry with a sense of continuity with an historical tradition of its own in which 
the Jewish identity was a self-evident component. 

In 1920, the series was characteristically inaugurated with the anthology 
Nyhebreisk lyrik 1870-1920, selected poetry translated into Swedish by Ehren
preis and Ragnar Josephson and outfitted with a long introduction written by 
the former. In his essay, Ehrenpreis states that the anthology is aimed at present
ing the most important currents and tendencies in contemporary Hebrew 
poetry, which required that the poems be chosen "not with regard to their artistic 
value but for other reasons", i.e. to provide the most representative image of this 
poetry.82 Here we are given an indication of a guiding principle in the literary 
criticism of Marcus Ehrenpreis: not aesthetics alone but rather representativity 
was of the essence, that which the poem, short story or novel said about its own 
time. This is the legacy of Georg Brandes and naturalism. It is also worth noting 
that this was possibly the first translation of modern Hebrew poetry into any 
language. 

80. Ehrenpreis, "Judisk Tidskrift 10 år", JT1937:12, 443-44. According to another retrospective 
article, the Society was not actually convened until 1919. Ibid., "Stockholmskrönika",/?" 
1932:3, 60. 

81. Marcus Ehrenpreis & Ragnar Josephson (eds.), Nyhebreisk lyrik 1870-19 20-, Marcus Ehren
preis (ed.), Israels nutid och framtid. Valda essayer av samtida judiska tänkare; Martin Buber, 
Israel Baalschems legender, J. Ellenbogen, Judarnas historia från den judiska statens undergång 
till våra dagar, Hugo Valentin, Judarnas historia i Sverige, Hugo Valentin (ed.), Urkunder till 
judarnas historia; S.Y. Agnon, Vad krokot är skall rakt varda jämte andra noveller, Gamla jud
iska begravningsplatser i Stockholm; Ernst Klein, Judiska sagor, and Hugo Valentin & Abraham 
Brody (eds.), Aaron Isaacs minnen. En judisk kulturbildfrån Gustaviansk tid. 

82. Ehrenpreis & Josephson, v. 
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Nyhebreisk lyrik can be seen as a sequel and complement to Ehrenpreis' 
longer essay "Den judiska litteraturen', published some months earlier in 
Judarna, one of a series of national historical anthologies about East European 
peoples he edited together with Alfred Jensen for the short-lived series "Nation
ernas bibliotek" published by Bonniers. The essay was almost simultaneously 
published as a separate pamphlet as "Den hebreiska litteraturen \ In it, Ehrenpreis 
accounts for the entirety of the Jewish people's literary history, and by examin
ing it, we can further engross ourselves in his literary criteria. 

Before proceeding with an investigation into how Marcus Ehrenpreis con
cerned himself with a transvaluation of Jewish values via literary texts in the 
wake of his unencumbering himself from the sway of Ahad Ha-am's heavy ideo
logical prescence, it is necessary to parenthetically attempt to answer the ques
tion, "What is Jewish poetry?" For it is neither the ethnic origins of the author 
nor the language in which he or she writes which is the decisive factor; after hav
ing served as midwife in the rebirth of Hebrew literature, Ehrenpreis began to 
advocate a Jewish literature in all the languages of the Diaspora. Neither was the 
choice of subject matter—e.g. Old Testament themes—the criterion by which to 
discern what constituted Jewish literature; anyone could choose to reinterpret 
this material. 

The fabric of Jewish literature is woven from the warp of style and the woof 
of Jewish cultural values, in Ehrenpreis' definition. As an example, he often 
turned to Jehuda Halevi and his contemporaries in Moorish Spain as the creators 
of Jewish literature par excellence. The poetry of the Andalusian Renaissance to 
which Halevi contributed distinguishes itself, according to Ehrenpreis, by the 
same features which distinguish Biblical literature and which "earns this poetry a 
unique place in world literature". 

One generally separates secular from spiritual or religious poetry. No such 
distinction can be made in Judaism; even the worldly has a religious aspect, 
has an airy a spark of religion. [My italics] 

With a self-assurance worthy of Brandes himself, he maintains that within the 
Jewish cultural sphere there hardly exists 

anything that is secular, i.e. wholly averted from the Divine, from the reli
gious, from the eternal verities of life.83 

83. Ehrenpreis, "Jdiiida Halevi", JT 1936:4, 116. 
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Latter-day literary historians have discussed the same unfeasibility of separating 
the sacred from the profane in modern Jewish literature, at least up to the period 
before the outbreak of the Second World War. While received knowledge has 
always maintained that the Jews had always b een a religion or religious civiliza
tion which was "disturbed" by modernity and secularization, one can also state, 
as Robert Alter does, that 

the secular and the religious were intimately intertwined...instead of being 
opposing categories, the religious was often a pliable framework within 
which the secular could be given quiet or at times flamboyant expres-

84 sion. 

To say that the Jewish literature of Ehrenpreis' generation unilaterally rejected or 
abandoned religion, thereby signifying the debilitation of tradition, is to present 
a far-too superficial analysis of its legacy. H owever much they attacked the old, 
traditional forms of religious observance, these authors and critics almost to a 
man dedicated their work to some form of continuation of the Jewish tradition, 
to some quintessentially Jewish identity and culture.8^ 

Pace Ehrenpreis, we discover that it is precisely in Medieval Spain that the 
walls separating the secular and the religious begin to crumble. It is there we find 
Hebrew poets who wrote pastoral lyrics, erotic verse, drinking songs, panegyrics 
and deadly satire (in both Hebrew and Arabic8^) while at the same time produc
ing moving litugical pieces and more introspective, spiritual poetry. Further
more, the Andalusian Renaissance was more than just a quickly flaring creative 
fire which eventually subsided, according to the poet and critic Dan Pagis, after 
which Hebrew poetry was once again consigned to the synagogue. Instead, Pagis 
means that it is the first link in a chain which stretched into the 19th century. 

84. Alter, "Secularity and the Tradition of Hebrew Verse", Hebrew and Modernity (Bloomington 
& Indianapolis, 1994), 25. 

85. Aber bach, "Blowing Out the Candles: Hebrew Literature and the Decline of Observance, 
1881-1939", The Jewish Quarterly 1995:4,40. 

86. Here it is of the utmost importance to note the weight to which Ehrenpreis attaches the 
meeting of Jewish authors and Arabic poetry. The Arabic poetry of the Middle Ages was infi
nitely more refined than any other in the Mediterranean world at that time, as far as both 
form and content is concerned. In encountering Arabic verse, rhyme and meter, Jewish 
poetry in Spain was transformed almost "overnight" and continued for hundreds of years to 
seek inspiration there. A perfect example of the kind of synthesis that both renews Jewish cul
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The Penguin Book of Hebrew Verse (Harmondsworth, 1981), 25f. 
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Chronologically, it constituted an unbroken tradition that ran o n to the 
eighteenth century, where it overlapped with the Hebrew Enlightenment, 
which began in Germany as a much more self-conscious and ideological 
movement of secularization emulating Central European literary mod
els.87 

Ehrenpreis too discerned this continuity in Jewish literary history. And he identi
fies several basic elements characterizing Biblical—and thus, by logical exten
sion, Jewish poetry as a whole—as distinct from other literatures. Most 
fundamental is "an unshakeable faith in God, in an invisible force within our 
lives". However, that which furthermore characterizes this poetry "is what mod
ern poets...called Weltschmerz, the profound sense of pain felt at the degradation 
of human life". Cited in the previous chapter, this quotation bears repeating in 
the context of the present discussion. 

As religious people, we are filled with pride in the loftiness of human life, 
in that which is capable of raising mankind above all that is base, brutish, 
and mean. However, that feeling can turn into Weltschmerz, when we wit
ness the degradation of human life in every moment of every day. There is 
a phenomenon called Khable-Maschiach in Hebrew, "Messiah anguish", 
associated with Weltschmerz. It is the messianism implanted in our breasts 
since the time of Moses and the Prophets, and which has been particularly 
emphatic in the writings of all the Jewish optimists who have filled the 
pages of history with plans to redeem the world. The Jewishness of these 
"redeemers" is their messianic pathos, their belief in the coming of a day 
of perpetual light and perpetual bliss. This "Messiah anguish" constitutes 
an organic aspect of our religiosity.88 

Thus, in answer to the question "What is Jewish literature?", three fundamental 
elements emerge in Ehrenpreis' analysis: A relationship to the Jewish God; the 
dialectic of the knowledge of the dignity of mankind and the awareness of its 
degradation; and finally, an irrepressible urge to perform tikkun ha-Olam—to 
heal and improve the world or, as Ehrenpreis puts it more succinctly, to achieve 
"the perfection of mankind's shared existence".8^ As evidenced by his alliance 
with Nietzscheanism, nominally Jewish subject matter plays no essential role, 
since Old Testament topics or even life in the shtetl (the Eastern European Jewish 
village) can be described just as well by Gentile writers. Nor, as we shall see fur

87. Cited in Alter, "Secularity and the Tradition of Hebrew Verse", 32. 
88. Ehrenpreis, "Jehuda Halevi", JT 1936:4, 115-16. 
89. Ibid., Talmud, 112. 
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ther below, does the language in which it is written determine which literature is 
Jewish and which is not. 

In "Den judiska litteraturen", Marcus Ehrenpreis divides the history of Jew
ish literature into five distinctive epochs.^0 The chronological boundaries of 
these epochs are determined and characterized by the current trends in literary 
style—different eras employ their own methods and conventions of expression 
with which to describe themselves. Elsewhere, Ehrenpreis would characterize 
these five eras each according to its style of expression. 

[The] loftiness and fervent pathos of Biblical language, the businesslike 
concretization of the language of the Mishnah, the rich variety and keen 
dialectic of the Talmud, the theological realism of the Middle Ages, and 
the increasingly modernized Hebrew of the current day,^1 

and proceeds along these stylistic lines to limn the most representative texts and 
authors of each period. There exists a certain discrepancy between Hebrew litera
ture and Jewish literature in Ehrenpreis' estimation. While the development of 
Hebrew literature is characterized by internal stylistic turns which reflect histori
cal occurrences, Jewish literature embraces both the Hebrew language and the 
languages of the Diaspora, the latter of which developed parallel to Hebrew and 
which development was determined to a greater degree by contact with its non-
Jewish surroundings.^2 However, since he considers language as constituting 
"the most durable bond between men",^ we shall begin with Ehrenpreis' survey 
of the most common of common denominators of the Jewish people according 
to this hypothesis—Hebrew literature. 

The history of Hebrew literature naturally begins in the Biblical period, 
which stretches from the time of David's reign (circa 1100 BCE) to 200 BCE, 
by which time modern Bible scholars consider the final version of the Torah to 
have achieved its present form. The literary works to which Ehrenpreis refers 
here include the Torah itself as well as the apocryphal and pseudopigraphal liter
ature, i.e. the contemporary works which ended up being excluded from the 
canonical writings. 

Shordy thereafter follows xheTalmudic epoch (200 BCE-800 CE), during 
which time the 6,000 folio leaves of the Babylonian Talmud were compiled and 

90. Ibid., "Den hebreiska litteraturen", Ehrenpreis & Jensen (ed s), Judarna, 161-233. 
91. Ibid, "Jakob Klatzkin in m emori um", JTì 948:4, 95. 
92. Ibid, "Hur jag blev svensk författare", /TI935:7, 201-11. 
93. Ibid, "Sefardim", JT 1941:5, 130. 
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edited and the Midrashic literature, consisting of post-Talmudic Biblical com
mentaries, took form. 

The half-a-millennium long New Hebraic or Arabic-Spanish epoch (800-
1300) coincides with the so-called "Andalusian Renaissance" to which Ehren
preis, ever the synthesizer, dedicated a series of essays an d an entire book;^ a 
period in which the cultures of the Jews, Catholics and Muslims converged dur
ing the rule of the latter on the Iberian peninsula. Aside from major authorial 
personages such as Solomon ibn Gabirol, Jehuda Hal evi, and Moses Mai-
monides, this period exhibits a renewal of both the Hebrew language itself and 
theology, philosophy and liturgical poetry. The key text of the Kabbalistic tradi
tion, the Zohar—on which Ehrenpreis wrote his Ph.D dissertation in Ger
many^—was also written during the final stages of this epoch, and its turn away 
from rationalistic philosophy in favour of mystical speculation concerning a 
"hidden wisdom" can be seen as an indication of a crisis within a Spanish-Jewish 
society heading inexorably toward its extinction with the advent of the Catholic 
Reconqutsta. 

The rabbinical epoch (1300-1800), which Ehrenpreis generally characterizes 
as a period of decline or at least stagnation in Jewish literature, comprises the 
preliminary stage between the Andalusian Renaissance and the modern Jewish 
renaissance in Eastern Europe. Ehrenpreis might not be at all averse to calling 
this era the "Jewish Middle Ages", charging the term with the same negative tone 
with which the Italian Renaissance labelled the time between Antiquity and its 
own day. The sole flashes of light shine forth from the Biblical analyses of the 
French exegete Rashi and the Shulkhan Arukh, the legal compendium compiled 
by Joseph Caro of Safed, texts which are still highly germane to religious Jews 
and scholars today. 

The modern epoch originates in post-emancipatory Europe and continues 
into Ehrenpreis ' own time. It in turn is comprised of four distinct phases which 
succeed one another and move toward its culmination—which rather unsurpris
ingly Ehrenpreis considers his own generation of authors from Galicia, Volhynia 

94. The book is Landet mellan öster och väster,; and is among Ehrenpreis' most acclaimed and 
translated works. Other articles dealing with Andalusia printed in Jtidisk Tidskrift include 
"Mina möten med Maimonides" 1928:3; "I Gabirols födelsestad" 1928:4-5; "Jehuda Halevi 
hyllar Bialik" 1933:1; "Maimonides. Mannen och hans livsöde" 1935:3; "Jehuda Halevi. 
Den första religiösa zionisten" 1936:4; "Gabirol. En medeltida Job" 1936:8; "Tempelvign-
ingsfesti Oporto" 1938:2; "Gabirol som judeödets sångare" 1941:3; "När Jehuda Halevi 
upptäcktes" 1943:9; and "Sefardim och Spanien" 1946:11. As the titles indicate, these arti
cles often concerned the poet-philosophers Halevi and Gabirol, which indicate the connec
tion Ehrenpreis places between cultural and literary upswing. 

95. Ibid, Die Entwickelung der Emanationslehre in der Kabbala des XIII Jahrhunderts. 
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and Lithuania to be. These four stages begin with the "breakthrough" which pre
dates the tolerance efforts of certain Western European intellectuals and is per
sonified by figures such as Moses Chaim Luzzatto, Italian poet and "discoverer" 
of Jehuda Halevi (whose work had gone lost for many centuries), and the three 
advocates of what would eventually become the three most central religious cur
rents in modern Judaism: the Vilna Gaon, the guardian of tradition but also a 
rationalist with an open mind as far as modern scholarship (especially in the nat
ural sciences) was concerned; Israel Baal Shem Tov, the Carpathian founder of 
Hasidism, a mystical and popularized outgrowth of Kabbalism; and the German 
philosopher Moses Mendelssohn, who has come to be acknowledged as the pre
cipitator of the Jewish Enlightenment with his philosophical treatise Jerusalem 
(1783), wherein he stated that Judaism was not a revealed religion b ut revealed 
law and therefore compatible with reason,^ and whose disciples eventually cre
ated Reform Judaism, an attempt to provide Western Jews with a "denational
ized" form of religious observance. 

After his demise, Mendelssohn's self-imposed, lifelong task of effecting a 
seamless unity of European enlightenment and Jewish cultural regeneration was 
pursued by a number of his young followers. Their goal was to combine "the 
Jew" and "the Man" or, expressed differently, "tradition" and "European Bil
dung". It was also during this stage, the mid-19th century, that the first novel 
written in Hebrew was published, Abraham Mapu's Ahavat Zion (Love ofZion), 
a rcLzàXoQXzTendenzroman which despite its faults pointed the way to new, cre
ative possibilities in Ehrenpreis' analysis. While Mapu's greatness depended pri
marily on the whims of chronological fate, he still managed to disguise most of 
his didactic purpose better than the majority of his epigones, despite the two-
dimensionality of his characters.^ All things considered, the publication of the 
first novel written in Hebrew constitutes a decisive moment in the history of 
modern Jewish culture. Suddenly, a new route to self-comprehension was laid 
bare for Jewish intellectuals, an alternative to Talmud studies and rabbinical 
careers. For indeed, the first secularized Jewish authors following in Mapu's 
wake were almost exclusively former yeshivah students and lapsed rabbis. 

96. "To say it in one sentence: I believe that Judaism knows nothing of a revealed religion in the 
sense in which Christians understand the term. The Israelites possess a divine legislation -
laws, commandments, ordinances, rules of life, instruction in the will of God as to how they 
should conduct themselves in order to attain temporal and eternal felicity. What was revealed 
to them through Moses were rules and precepts of this kind, not doctrines, saving truths, or 
universally valid propositions of reason. These the Eternal One reveals to us and all other 
men at all times thr ough the nature of things...." Cited in Alexander Altmann, Moses Men
delssohn: A Biographical Study (Philadelphia, 1973), 534-35. 

97. Patterson, 68-69. 
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For Marcus Ehrenpreis, the emergence of Jewish cultural nationalism con
stituted the decisive moment in the development of modern Hebrew and, by 
extension, modern Jewish literature. The various currents flowing from the reve
lation of Mapu's authorship as delineated by Ehrenpreis—Palestinian national
ism in the person of author and publicist Peretz Smolenskin; the Yiddish-
language Europeanism advocated by the novelist I.L. Peretz; the stylistic perfec
tion of Mendele Mocher S for im—would merge into the synthesis that was the 
final phase in the modern epoch of Jewish literature, and whose instigator was 
Ahad Ha-am. His ideas would be further extrapolated and refined by the circle 
of young authors gravitating toward Ahad Ha-am and his journal Ha-Shiloah 
and finally, in his own estimation, by Ehrenpreis himself. By the time the mod
ernists of Ehrenpreis' generation published their works and reached an ever
growing, increasingly responsive audience, rather than didactic novels-with-a-
purpose, readers of Jewish literature were being offered, in the words of Joseph 
Klausner, 

pure works of art, which seek to give an actual picture of the human being 
that is inside the Jew and to embody the psychological process which, 
though they have a Jewish setting, are common to humanity.^8 

Jewish literature had come of age, in the opinion of more than one critic. In his 
impressive output of Swedish language books and articles, it is strikingly appar
ent that Ehrenpreis' literary criticism has a tendency to be retrospective and gen-
eration-bound. Aside from his yeoman efforts to provide Sweden with a 
thorough-going introduction to Hebrew and Jewish literature over four millen
nia, he otherwise generally restricts himself to the authors belonging to his own 
thought collective. 

Delving more deeply now into more recent times, we may begin with a 
paraphrase of the question posed at the beginning of this section: "What is mod
ern Jewish literature" according to Marcus Ehrenpreis? First of all, it is in itially 
(but not permanently, as we shall see) written in Hebrew, in order to bring the 
ghettoized Jew closer to the classical cultural sources of Judaism—the Torah, the 
Prophets —"which had sunk into oblivion, repressed by an essentially narrow-
minded, so-called 'literature of piety'"; in other words, the introversion of the 
rabbinical period. Its other and equally important role was 

98. Klausner, 134. 
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to bring the ghetto Jew into closer contact with universal culture through 
translations from foreign languages and an objective treatment of cultural 
and ethical subjects....99 

By the time this process was completed (during his own lifetime according to 
Ehrenpreis), the Jews of Europe had gained a literature which was now "a part of 
world literature"; as far as "aesthetics and force of expression" were concerned, 
modern Hebrew poetry compared favourably with the best lyrical poetry of the 
contemporary age. As s tated by Ehrenpreis in Nietzschean terms, this is proof 
positive that the Jews had finally achieved "internal [spiritual] emancipation, a 
counterpart and complement to external [political] emancipation".100 

The very fibre of this new literature is its synthesis of old and new spiri
tual values. It is on the one hand a continuation and renewal of the eternal 
verities of the Bible [and], on the other, the product of an internal 
upheaval in the soul of the Eastern European Jew, an upheaval character
ized by the awakening of the Jewish individual...to inner oneness and 
authenticity.101 

Essential to understanding Ehrenpreis is the fact that his literary criticism is 
aimed at making the contemporary reader conversant with contemporary litera
ture. The Haskalah and Wissenschaft movements both betrayed an attitude 
toward modern Jewish literature which had always vexed and confounded his 
generation. As Ehrenpreis caustically remarks, "a book had to be seven or eight 
hundred years old in order to be worthy of being honoured with an academic 
dissertation...". None of the previous early-modern generations had paid the 
least attention to contemporary literature and in fact, as in the case of his teacher 
Moritz Steinschneider, displayed a "haughty indifference to that which lay near 
in time". They had come to perform an autopsy on and bury Jewish literature, 
not revive it. This was a criminal oversight because according to Ehrenpreis, the 
literature that began to crystalize in the 1880s (i.e. when his generation began to 
come of age and make its oppositional voice heard) is of an immortal, lasting 
nature, the study of which is in fact "a description of the inner transformation of 
Jewry" still taking place.102 In various contexts, a personal pantheon of Jewish 
modernists is assembled by Marcus Ehrenpreis: essayist par excelle nce Ahad Ha-
am, the poet laureate of modern Hebrew Chaim Nahman Bialik; the pastoralist 

99. Ehrenpreis, "Den nyhebreiska literaturen", JT 1947:3, 68. 
100. Ibid., 70; "Hebreiska språkets pånyttfödelse", JT 1948:12, 344. 
101. Ibid., "Några inledningsord", Nyhebreisk lyrik, Ehrenpreis & Josephson (eds.), ix. 
102. Ibid, "Den nyhebreiska litteraturen",/?" 1947:3, 69. 
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Saul Tchernikowsky; Yiddish novelists Zalman Schnëur and David Frischmann; 
and future Nobel laureate (and fellow Galician) S.J. Agnon.10^ 

Ehrenpreis is not merely full of bluster about the splendid quality of his own 
generation's literary programme—the reinvention of Jewish collective iden
tity—and its legacy to posterity. Robert Alter, the preeminent current scholar of 
Hebrew literature, states that "an artistically mature body of fiction, free of 
didactic insistence and stylistically adequate to its subjects, does not begin to 
emerge [in Jewish literature] until the 1880s". These novels' "generic project of 
comprehensive realism" set them off from earlier genres and attempts and cre
ated fully-formed a world which did not yet exist in the real world, but which 
the Jewish modernists intended to bring into existence through sheer imagina
tive will and mastery of form .Tellingly, the major act of literary imagination per
formed by Ehrenpreis' generation was to "enter deeply into the mind-set of 
European culture...; it was to invent a new secular Hebrew cultural identity as 
though it were somehow, uncannily, native to the European sphere".10^ Which it 
of course was not; Jews had not spoken Hebrew on a daily basis since Biblical 
times. A remarkable act of "imagined realism" in a political era increasingly pres
surizing its citizens to swear fealty to the mononational, monocultural, monolin
gual state. 

Alter concludes that this "strange episode in literary history" is rich in impli
cations for the relationship between language and national consciousness and 
language and the representation of reality, respectively. By positing an "as-if" 
Jewish world on European soil in fiction, both the language and Jewish reality 
were transformed into something timeless, authoritative, and distinctive for the 
collective. This being so, it could become "the solid basis of a new collective 
existence, of a cogent cultural nationalism, before Zionism was conceived".10^ 

"How I Became a Swedish Author": 
The Affirmation of the Diaspora 

After having acted as midwife in the rebirth of Hebrew literature, Marcus Ehren
preis was to turn his back on it in favour of Swedish by the 1920s. While this lin
guistic turn raised no eyebrows in Sweden, where partisans of the Hebrew 
language were few, the proper language with which to pursue Jewish moderniza
tion had always been a source of controversy within the Jewish renaissance move-

103. Ibid., 69; "Achad Haam", JT 1947:6,171; "S J. Agnon", JT 1948:9, 254. 
104. Alter, "Inventing Hebrew Prose", Hebrew and Modernity, 43. 
105. Ibid, 60. 
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ment at large, and Ehrenpreis7 treason bewildered those who had fought by his 
side and demanded a resuscitation of Hebrew as the Jewish national language. 
His articulation of the necessity for Jews living outside of the new Jewish home
land in Palestine to express themselves in the languages native to the regions in 
which they lived indicated on the one hand, that according to him the work of 
the Hebrew Renaissance, as far as reviving the Hebrew language was concerned, 
was done. And on the other, that Marcus Ehrenpreis was indeed a true cultural 
Zionist who far from insisting that all Jews abandon Europe for national 
sovreignty in the Middle East, they instead continue to conduct a dialogue about 
the past, present and future with their non-Jewish surroundings, as they had 
done throughout the millennia, in order to counteract isolation and bring Gen
tiles in touch with Jewish culture and Jews with European culture, while at the 
same time deriving impulses from the new centre of Jewish life in Palestine. Bear 
also in mind the fact that in Sweden, Ehrenpreis had for the first time in his long 
career found a receptive non-]ewish audience for whom to write. 

In his memoirs, he claims that this turn to Swedish was no radical abandon
ment of the cause, but rather a logical continuation of his life's work in litera
ture. 

As soon as I could express my thoughts in Swedish, I felt the need to 
speak to both Jews and non-Jews in the country about the religious and 
literary problems which I had been preoccupied with throughout my 
entire life. It was a continuation, not a new beginning. I moved along the 
same authorial lines, only in a new language.106 

Finally, during a tour of Palestine in 1935, and in response to the gentle pressure 
to which he was exposed to explain this about-face, he articulated his switch to 
Swedish in a lecture held in Hebrew before, ironically, the "Friends of Hebrew 
University"1^7 in Tel Aviv a nd immediately reprinted in the Palestinian daily 
Haaretz and later in French and German periodicals. Upon returning to Stock
holm, it was naturally featured prominently in Judisk Tidskrifi as well. At this 
time, as Europe was beginning to learn to live with Hitler in Germany, his 
defense of Jewish literature in European languages was as much a personal pro
fession of multiculturalism and a belief in the continued existence of the 

106. Ibid., Mitt liv, 352. 
107. Ironically, of course, since as we have seen above, he was one of the earliest advocates of a 

Hebrew-language university in Palestine, even reporting from its opening ceremonies for 
Swedish newspaper readers in a series of articles beginning with "Universitet som blickar mot 
Salamos tempelberg", Dagens Nyheter , 15 March 1925. 
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Diaspora, as it was a broadside against any notions of the "purity", racial, linguis
tic or otherwise, of any one nation. 

To the essay itself we shall return shortly, but first a brief summary of the 
language controversy within European Jewish cultural circles. That choice of lan
guage should be a source of debate at all seems perplexing to the contemporary 
reader, but at this time of burgeoning small nationalisms in Eastern and Central 
Europe and elsewhere, it was actually a matter of utmost sensitivity—choice of 
literary language was also a choice of where to place ones loyalties and an indica
tion of both backward- and forward-looking thinking. As Klausner puts it, 
"exactly as in the case of modern Greece and emancipated Norway, the problem 
of extending and modernising the language became a national problem and a 
crucial test of progress or retrogression...." ^ However, the Jews of Europe had 
not one, but two Jewish languages to deal with (and in truth, a third for the 
frankly peripheral Sephardic Jews of southeastern Europe and Turkey, Judeo-
Spanish). And in the decades around the turn of the century, both became 
charged with ideological significance. 

After centuries of being used simply as an everyday language of commerce 
and communication outside of liturgical contexts (where Hebrew was still exclu
sively used), by the mid-nineteenth century, Jewish writers and intellectuals 
employed Yiddish as a modern, literary language for the first time in order to 
disseminate the ideology of the Haskalah to as wide an audience as possible. 
Detested by them as a mongrel language, a mere "jargon", it was still an expedi
ent means to a worthy end—raising up the Jewish masses to a higher, European 
cultural standard, after which it would be discarded. Paradoxically, instead it 
sowed the seeds for the development of a modern Yiddish literature (one even
tual fruit of which was the Nobel Prize awarded to Isaac Bashevis Singer in 1978; 
the creation of modern Hebrew literature had already been recognized with the 
same prize to Agnon in 1966), and introduced the concept of publishing Jewish 
literature for a mass Jewish audience, for whom Yiddish was its first language. As 
more and more Jews turned to different brands of socialism and nationalism, 
Yiddish was the obvious language in which to popularize these ideas, and it 
began to be recognized as a language unto itself bearing the unique stamp of the 
Jewish people. By 1908, a conference proclaiming Yiddish to be a modern lan
guage with a developing high culture was convened in Czernowitz, Bukovina, 
attracting some seventy delegates. ̂  

108. Klauner, 107. 
109. Emanuel Goldsmith, Modern Yiddish Culture: The Story of the Yiddish Language Movement 

(New York, 1997). 
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Simultaneously however, Hebraism was developing a following among the 
young Jewish intelligentsia of the same lands, choosing Hebrew over Yiddish 
because of the fact that 

a whole set of values was associated with Hebrew, as the classical language 
of Jewish culture, that Yiddish, even when it was felt by writers to have 
the intimate appeal of a native language rich in colloquial nuance, could 
not offer.110 

According to the partisans of Hebrew, if the Jews were to create a culture like all 
others, free of clericism and not exclusively defined in religious terms, then the 
great historical model had been cast in ancient Palestine in the Hebrew language, 
in the sublime poetry and striking narratives of the Biblical texts. In other words, 
Hebrew quite simply had a finer pedigree than Yiddish. 

There was moreover a clear social aspect to the preference for one language 
or the other. Robert Alter is the first in pointing out that "the one social class 
underrepresented among Hebrew writers was the new Jewish urban proletariat" 
that had formed in the industrializing cities of Central and Eastern Europe by 
the latter half of the 19th century. Drawn more naturally to Socialism than high-
falutin ideals of cultural renewal, when they thought about collective matters, it 
was typically in the language of the Jewish masses, Yiddish. Alter finds the pref
erence for Hebrew among the cultural elite in the same marginalization that 
Jacob Golomb contends drew them to Nietzsche. A palpably large proportion of 
the Hebrew writers were born and raised outside the large cities, including Ahad 
Ha-am, Klausner, Berdyczewski and Bialik. Eventually though, they ended up in 
cities like Odessa, Vienna and Berlin, 

where they sought modern culture, freedom from the restrictions of 
Orthodox society, and a sustaining coterie of like-minded secularist 
Hebrew littérateurs. Their writing, however, often concentrated on their 
native shtetl world or, alternatively, on the deracination of the Jewish 
intellectual displaced from the shtetl and struggling to find himself in the 
anonymity of the modern city.111 

Coming as he did from the multilingual, medium-sized city of Lvov, perhaps this 
was not as sensitive an issue for Ehrenpreis as it was for the other members of his 
generation. His youth was not spent in a shtetl, and his peregrinations from East 

110. Alter, "Inventing Hebrew Prose", 50. 
1 1 1 .  Ibid.AS. 
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to West, from Croatia and Bulgaria to Germany and Sweden, had perhaps recon
ciled him to the fact that no one language would suffice in modern Europe. Fur
thermore, by the time he was called to defend his abandonment of Hebrew as a 
literary language, the renascence of Hebrew was^already well underway, with the 
entire Jewish population of Palestine already speaking it on a daily basis and with 
a healthy literature to serve as the vehicle for its perpetuation and refinement. 

What's more, as he stated in his Tel Aviv addr ess, there is an aspect to his 
choosing Swedish which went beyond mere personal taste and had a more theo
retical aspect, concerning "whether a Jewish literature outside the Hebrew lan
guage is justif ied, indeed necessary".1^ 

Ehrenpreis asks if writers previously known for their Hebrew authorship but 
who remain living in the Diaspora are not "entitled, perhaps even obligated" to 
write about the life and teachings Judaism in the language of their countries in 
order to reach the majority Jewish and non-Jewish readership, unable to read 
Hebrew. In his typically pedagogical style, Ehrenpreis first presents the case for 
the defense with a thorough-going reflection on the history of Jewish literature 
in the Diaspora. 

"We regard an interesting phenomenon in literary—and linguistic—history, 
which can be considered a special case in world literature." In lands where Jews 
have enjoyed relative freedom throughout history, they have "grown together" 
with the language of the country, using it in their daily lives, in their literature, 
even in their houses of worship. Ehrenpreis presents five historical instances 
where "foreign" languages have metamorphosed into "Jewish" ones: Aramaic, 
Greek, Arabic, Judeo-Spanish and Yiddish. These have been adopted by the Jew
ish masses, hebraicized by being written with Hebrew letters, and transformed 
into Jewish literary languages, wherein the Jewish content expressed in them "left 
the mark of the Jewish cultural spirit on the original, foreign language". 

The men who created this Jewish literature in other languages never lost 
contact with their own heritage.... They combined their congenital Jewish 
cultural heritage with the language and spirituality of their new home
lands in a healthy, viable, positive synthesis... a more or less conscious 
expression of the cultural dualism inititated by Philo of Alexandria and 
which to this day remains the solid ground upon which Jewish life in the 
Diaspora is possible. 

112. Ehrenpreis, "Hur jag blev svensk författare", yT 1935:7,201-11. Unless otherwise indicated, 
all quotes here are taken from this article. 
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Aramaic's status within classic Jewish literature is almost equal to that of 
Hebrew. All that was written and intended for the consumption of the broad 
masses of the time, including the Gemara, the Midrashim, the Zohar, were writ
ten in Aramaic, "not to subvert, but rather to uphol d our cultural heritage '. With 
the establishment of a large Jewish community in Alexandria and an increment 
loss of Hebrew language skills, the Septuagint (translation of the Bible into 
Greek) was created in an "earnest and responsible attempt to save Alexandrian 
Jewry from disintegration". This was the genesis of a broad Jewish literature in 
Greek with the double intention of bringing the Hellenic Jews back in contact 
with their spiritual roots and disseminate the fundamental religious and ethical 
concepts of the Torah to the Hellenistic world, "to open a window between Sinai 
and the Acropolis". 

The interplay between Arabic and Hebrew and the rise and usage of Yiddish 
have been dealt with above, and are treated in a similar fashion by Ehrenpreis in 
this essay. As far as Judeo-Spanish is concerned, Ehrenpreis recalls that the 
Sephardim comprising his Bulgarian congregation so clearly identify it as the 
Jewish language that, when he finally held a sermon in Judeo-Spanish for the 
first time in Sofia, the congregants began exclaiming, "El rabbino albo gjudesmo, 
el rabbino es gjudio!" (The rabbi is speaking Jewish, the rabbi is a Jew!)*^ 

Thus the bilingualism of the Jews in the Diaspora has in Ehrenpreis7 analy
sis always acted as a unifying factor and has always evolved as a result of internal 
need within the community and without the exercise of external pressure. 
Reflecting on his own personage, which he rightly contends is far from unique, 
Ehrenpreis confesses that he has "sinned" in many languages; Swedish is but the 
latest of those literary languages he has been forced to turn to in his public work 
in order to conduct a dialogue with his immediate surroundings, and which 
include Hebrew, Yiddish and Polish essays in Lvov, German articles and schol
arly papers in Berlin, and Judeo-Spanish and Bulgarian in Sofia. 

Upon arrival in Sweden he discovered an "insular seclusion" from the Jewish 
mainstream on the continent and characterized the condition as one of "detach
ment... not assimilation as programme , but as fact . He had encounted the same 
isolationist tendencies in Sofia, and acted thereupon. 

I felt it my duty to break this isolation...to build bridges, to bring together 
the divided—which is in fact the very purpose of all Jewish literature outside 
of Hebrew. [My italics] 

113. Ibid, Mitt liv, 160. 
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Discovering similar tendencies in Stockholm, he set about becoming a Swedish 
author. 

Though there existed a number of "significant, exceedingly meritorious" 
academic works in Swedish about Jewish ritual and theology, there was hardly 
any "popular" Jewish literature in Swedish "from which society at large could 
derive religious and spiritual nourishment". Whereupon he set about on the Jew
ish literary program described above, by creating the above-mentioned Judiska 
li tteratu rsamfu ndet, founding Judisk Tidskrift and writing a shelf-full of books. As 
a result, he proudly announced to his Palestinian audience that "everyone in 
Sweden could now familiarize themselcves with the essence and spiritual values 
of Judaism". 

Thus a Jewish literature written in Diaspora languages in not only justified 
by history, but a necessity, according to Marcus Ehrenpreis, of existence. Lan
guage is the chief means of restoring a sense of pride and dignity about their eth
nicity to the Jews of the Diaspora for whom Hebrew is and shall remain a foreign 
language, while simultaneously offering their non-Jewish neighbours an oppor
tunity to learn about the actual contents of their culture, thereby enabling a 
fruitful dialogue to take place. Ehrenpreis' lifelong engagement with language 
and literature is a very concrete metaphor for his ideal of creating syntheses of 
ideas between cultures for the greater good. 

As one minor result of the Nietzschean ferment of the 1890s, a vital new 
Jewish literature composed in Hebrew emerged in Europe. In the estimation of 
one of its foremost exponents, it had become so well established by the first 
decades of the twentieth century that it could now be abandoned by Jewish writ
ers in the Diaspora in order to free them to mediate their transvaluation of Jew
ish values to their own communities in their own, respective languages. 
Ehrenpreis had stated that the task of the good literary critic was to be half an 
artist, to "[reconstruct] the atmosphere of the times and poetic personalities". ^ 
By the time of his speech in Tel Aviv, he had long turned his hand to applying 
this artistry to explicating Jewish history for his fellow Swedes, observing the Tal-
mudic imperative of reevaluating Jewish ethics in the light of the age. The result 
was his major Swedish work, De som byggt Israel, a unique trilogy of historical 
imagination and transvaluation through literature, presenting the development 
of Jewish ethics in the form of some twenty personalities who, while representa
tive of the eternal verities broached by Jewish culture were, in common with the 
Jewish people, constantly in flux and adapting to the times. We shall turn to this 
and his other works of history in the next chapter. 

114. Ibid., "Den nyhebreiska litteraturen", JT 1947:3, 65. 
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6 .  NOT A CULTURE OF MISFORTUNE: 
A MODERN JEWISH HISTORY 

And he said: "This will be the manner of the king that shall reign over 
you: he will take your sons, and appoint them unto him, for his chariots, 
and to be his horsemen; and they shall run before his chariots. 

And he will appoint them unto him for captains of thousands, 
and captains of fifties; and to plow his ground, and to reap his harvest, 
and to make his instruments of war, and the instruments of his chariots. 

And he will take your daughters to be perfumers, and to be cooks, 
and to be bakers. 

And he will take your fields, and your vineyards, and your olive-
yards, even the best o f them, and give them to his servants. 

And he will take th e tenth of your seed, and of your vineyards, 
and give to his officers, and to his servants. 

And he will take your men-servants, and your maid-servants, and 
your goodliest young men, and your asses, and put them to his work. 

He will take the tenth of your flocks; and ye shall be his servants. 
And ye shall cry out in that day because o f your king whom ye 

shall have chosen you; and HaShem will not answer you in that day. 
1 Samuel 8:11-18 

In this chapter, we shall concentrate on the overtly historical writings of Marcus 
Ehrenpreis,1 in an attempt to understand his apprehension of Jewish historical 
writing and its role in the establishment of identity, thereby hopefully shedding 

1. The works primarily dealt with include Israels möten med folken; De som byggt Israel . Visioner 
från tre årtusenden; De som byggt Isra el, Skalder och siare som byggt Israel; as well as numerous 
artides appearing in Judisk Tidskrifi and elsewhere, where appropriate. 
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some light on the present author's perception of Ehrenpreis as a grand synthesizer 
of the ideas which shaped him in his youth and apprenticeship in Europe and 
which came to full flower during his decades in Sweden. 

Ehrenpreis was one of the earliest thinkers to give printed expression to the 
polar concept of centripedal and centrifugal forces acting on Jewish experience, 
i.e. forces of equal strength within the group of inward retention of traditional 
life and outward assimilation into surrounding society. Recognizing these contra
dictory forces, he found it necessary to shape the ideas received from his mentors 
into a synthetic tool with which to build bridges over the chasm exposed by Jew
ish emancipation and the unsatisfactory solutions to this problematic which he 
felt had been broached by others. His philosophical superstructure was con
structed on the fact that he considered the scarlet thread of Jewish history to 
consist of the interwoven strands of ethical individualism and prophetism and its 
ideal of liberty. The recounting of Jewish history, in his role as a mediator of Jew
ish culture to a small, isolated Jewish community, was thus an ethical imperative 
for Ehrenpreis, aimed at preserving the dignity of Jewish existence while encour
aging the continued presence in the Diaspora by large segments of the Jewish 
populace, based on historical precedents. Rather than being a political Zionist 
(like Theodor Herzl or his latter-day Swedish disciple, the historian Hugo Valen
tin) or a Diaspora nationalist (like the Russian historian Simon Dubnow), in his 
own interpretation of Jewish history, Ehrenpreis the optimistic synthesizer could 
reconcile both the return to Zion of a certain needy or ideologically-motivated 
portion of the world Jewish population with continued existence in the Diaspora 
by those who wished to do so, as long as the latter built up a self-reflective under
standing of what it meant to be Jewish in the modern world In common with other 
members of his generation and thought collective, his perception of history was 
thus also very much a survival strategy formulated in the face of modernity and 
its challenges. 

As Michael A. Meyer states in the opening lines of his seminal anthology 
Ideas of Jewish History; "For modern Jews, a conception of their past is no mere 
academic matter. It is vital to their self-definition." Even as a faith, Judaism rests 
not on revelation to a lone prophet, but on the collective, continuing response of 
an entire people to Divine will. But this collective experience also features a 
unique characteristic: The enormously variegated nature of the Jewish past, run
ning through and being touched by all phases of Western civilization—the 
ancient Middle East, the Graeco-Roman era, Medieval Christianity and Islam, 
modern Europe and America. The Jews have been characterized by themselves 
and others at various times as a semi-nomadic tribe, a people chosen by God, a 

2. Meyer (ed.), xi. 
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corporative religious community, a race, a nationality, an ethnic group. ̂  T hey 
were in fact a "conundrum to themselves".^ Individual Jews have been free to 
choose particular strands of this experience as paradigmatic, even normative for 
the definition of the "Jewish experience" or Jewish history. Whether considered 
liberating or arbitrary, it raises a basic problem for the Jewish historian. As Ben 
Halpern puts it, whoever wished to describe the Jewish past as 

a coherent narrative needed more than fragments selected as relevant to 
other histories. Particular developments that brought Jewish history into 
critical, but transient connection with general history did not make up a 
continuous, intelligible sequence of events. As for the apologetic cata
logues of Jewish contributions to various nation-states, the mere collec
tion of such records could still less be credited as constituting a coherent 
history. Indeed, what was memorable and made sense to Jews as their his
torical tradition was what could be abstracted from the special experience 
of each part of the Dispersion and communicated to Jews in other parts, 
sustaining their common identity.'* 

Not surprisingly, the question of history became actualized at the end of the 
nineteenth century with the emergence of the Jewish nationalist movement. 
There is a clear link between nationalism and history, as becomes evident 
through even the most cursory glance at modern European historiography, 
where national ideals have driven historians to give substance to national claims. 
The Zionist view was that the Jews were held together by an ancient bond stron
ger than any other allegience they might choose to profess. Thus, "Jewish history 
endowed the new nascent movement with both a pedigree and a frame of refer
ence," writes Shmuel Almog, who has studied the debate on Jewish history 
among Ehrenpreis and his contemporaries in the years around the turn of the 
century.^ Almost to a man, the participants in the debate felt driven by the need 
to prove a direct lineage between modern Jewry and the ancient Hebrews of the 
Biblical world, much as the modern Greeks claimed to be the heirs of classical 
Athens or the Italians justified their modern nationalism with their roots in the 

3. Above and beyond the Jewish perspective, the definition of just what comprises a commu
nity, a nation, an ethnic group, and so forth, is still far from clear. Cf. Walker Connor, "A 
Nation is a Nation, is a State, is an Ethnic Group, is a...", Ethnic and Racial Studies 1978:4. 
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Roman Empire. However, this issue was even more important to the Jews than 
to the modern Greek or Italians, partly because some aspects of Christian theol
ogy had attempted to negate the connection between the Jews and the ancient 
Israelites; and partly because modern Jews, living scattered among the nations, 
lacked the most elementary conditions for self-determination. The criteria justi
fying a people's claim to nationhood, according to E.J. Hobsbawm, were 
three—"historic association with a current state or one with a fairly lengthy and 
recent past", "the existence of a long-established cultural elite, possessing a writ
ten national literary and administrative vernacular", and finally "a proven capac
ity for conquest". None of these were distinctive features of the fragmented, 
multilingual Jewry of the turn of the century. 

Furthermore, despite the onus all of these thinkers placed on the centrality 
of history to modern Jewish self-apprehension, few of them intended to embrace 
the entirety of Jewish history, but rather used history selectively, in order to cull 
from it those aspects that were relevant to their personal perception of the nature 
of the Jewish spirit and the model upon which a modern nation should be based. 

While many praised the political autonomy of ancient Israel and Judea or 
the doomed yet heroic struggles to retain it, in his historical writings Ehrenpreis 
lifted forth the supranational nature of Jewry, even during its time of political 
independence. Unlike classical theologians, he does not see this dispersion as 
Divine punishment but rather as a unique opportunity for the Jews as a cultural 
nation. The ancient historical figures he presents as ideal Jewish types were 
prophets railing against the short-sightedness of kings and priests (he referred 
often to the pronoucement of Samuel, which appears as the epigraph to this 
chapter8), or welcoming the loss of statehood as a chance for the true nature of 
the Jewish people to come to the fore. As shall be seen, Ehrenpreis solves the 
problem of national identity by deeming the Jews to be a people sui generis, to 
whom the normal categories for substantiating claims to peoplehood were not 
applicable. 

Moreover, this debate divided numerous thinkers on the issue of the place 
of the Diaspora or Galut in Jewish history. Some of them, most notably Micha 
Josef Berdychewski, wished to skip the entire period of Jewish residence in the 
Diaspora, claiming that the "true" Jewish spirit neither existed nor continued to 
develop once national autonomy was lost. Others discerned the contradiction 

7. E J. Hobsbawm, Nations and Nationalism Since 1780: Programme, Myth, Reality (Cambridge, 
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inherent in leaping over an entire era of history while at the same time desiring 
to establish historical integrity. While Marcus Ehrenpreis indeed elevated the 
Biblical era to a position of singular importance for the development of the Jew
ish national character in the form of its cultural and ethical utterances, he also 
delved deeply into the history of the Diaspora in order to both find further evi
dence of the evolution of a particular Jewish genius, and in order to substantiate 
claims of Jewish national continuity throughout the millenia. 

The Development of Jewish History 

The history of Jewish historical writing begins in the time when the Bible was 
compiled, where historical occurrences appear as illustrations of religious truths; 
in other words, experience was lent a moral aspect. With the advent of Greek 
civiliztion, causality is drawn from the religious sphere into the human one. The 
Greeks' chaotic religious world prompted no ambition to understand history 
morally from either Plato or Aristotle. Instead, a close "secular" investigation of 
the motivations of the protagonists of historical occurrences was the goal. The 
impact of Graeco-Roman history-writing influenced the first genuine Jewish his
torian, Flavius Josephus, in whose writings on the Jewish Wars he stated that he 
was interested in historical truth for its own sake. However, this pretense to his
torical truth reveals the problematic of impartiality and ulterior motives in the 
scribing of history, a problem with relevance down to our own day. 

With the advent of Christianity and the influential pronouncements of St. 
Augustine, the eternal verities rather than temporal occurrences are focused 
upon. For Jewish historians living in this Mediterranean world, this implied that 
no external impetus to studying non-Biblical Jewish history existed. Further
more, the Jews were now in exile after the Roman conquest, which was univer
sally interpreted to mean that God had meted out punishment to his people for 
past misdeeds. Thus current events were no longer of interest and commentaries 
on the Bible became the norm, focusing on a closed period of history constantly 
experienced anew in order to understand the current religious predicament. As 
Michael Morgan points out, the Jew of faith "recalls a past that is powerfully 
immediate, assimilated to the world of memory, imaginatively current". This tra
dition of collective memory would be subsequently challenged by modern schol
arship beginning in the nineteenth century, for the historian "studies and indeed 
shapes a past that is remote, distant, and isolated.... To one the past is treated as 
past, to the other as presenf ? It was the lot of Marcus Ehrenpreis' nationalist 
generation to attempt to solve this dilemma. 
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Ashkenazic historical writing begins at the end of the eleventh century, but 
then as a response to a major communal trauma—the slaying of thousands of 
Jews by the crusaders beginning in 1096. These are chronicles describing the 
attacks upon the Jewish communities of the Rhein Valley, attempts at escape and 
self-defense, and martyrology. However, this one-time occurrence established no 
tradition. Neither did the onset of Sephardic historical writing, which was 
caused by the cataclysm suffered by the Jews of the Iberian Peninsula—their 
expulsion from Spain in 1492. Past, post-Biblical Jewish history was now delved 
into in order to find comparable events in order to assuage the pain felt by the 
banished community, a prime example being the Consolations for the Tribulations 
of Israel by the Portugese writer Samuel Usque (1553). 

However, while the above examples of historical writing constitute some
thing of a false start, the Renaissance (concurrent with the expulsion from Spain) 
provided Jewish writers with new impetus to describe and understand history for 
its own sake, interpreting it secularly, as Machiavelli had done for his Florence. 
Jewish writers began not only to chronicle their own people's post-Biblical his
tory, but also to write histories of other peoples, partly in order to understand 
Jewish history within a wider context. 

Despite the fact that these "histories" have been written and thought about 
during the length of Jewish experience, it is only in the last hundred and fifty-
odd years that the attempts at compiling comprehensive and integrated histories 
of the Jews and the scientific study and writing of Jewish history developed in 
earnest. In modern times, the evolution of the writing of history has been depen
dent upon the uses to which the new nation-state and nationalist movements 
wished to put it. In his admirable meditation on the history of Jewish historiog
raphy, Yosef Hayim Yerushalmi succinctly summarizes the situation as the gener
ation of Marcus Ehrenpreis enters the scene. 

Those Jews in the early nineteenth century who first felt an imperative to 
examine Judaism historically did so because they were no longer sure of 
what Judaism was, or whether, whatever it was, it could still be viable for 
them.... The modern effort to reconstruct the Jewish past begins at a time 
that witnesses a sharp break in the continuity of Jewish living and hence 
also an ever-growing decay of Jewish group memory. In this sense, if for 
no other, history becomes what it had never been before—the faith of 
fallen Jews. For the first time history, not a sacred text, becomes the arbi
ter of Judaism. Virtually all nineteenth-century Jewish ideologies, from 
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Reform to Zionism, would feel a need to appeal to history for validation. 
Predictably, "history" yielded the most varied conclusions to the appel
lants.10 

In a more recent study, David G. Roskies reiterates this struggle for historical val
idation in the great nineteenth-century Kulturkampf not only between academic 
historians, but also various sectors of the Jewish community, in particular the 
Orthodox traditionalists and mystical Hasidim on the one hand and the Enlight-
eners on the other, "where the Talmudic past was delegitimated, the arcane cus
toms of the Ashkenazic present were burlesqued, and the future belonged to 
German high culture."11 Before more closely examining his contributions to this 
struggle, at the tail-end of which Marcus Ehrenpreis enters, it is necessary to pro
vide a brief summary of the development of modern Jewish historical writing. 

Modern Jewish History From Wissenschaft des Judentums 
to the Ahad Ha-am—Dubnow Controversy 

While some early modern Jewish historians, influenced by the Enlightenment 
and pessimistic about continued Jewish national existence, had conducted their 
historical studies only in order to give Judaism a decent burial, in general the 
onset of early 19th-century Wissenschaft des Judentums meant that "the preoc
cupation with the Jewish past was transformed into a new tradition that would 
preserve Jewish distinctiveness in the future".12 It is therefore hardly bombast 
that motivates Ismar Schorsch, in an important article about the development of 
the discipline, to point out that it "served as the arbiter of what is authentic Juda
ism and the source for new and diverse self-perceptions". The academic study of 
Judaism, in his words, "lies at the very heart of nineteenth-century Jewish intel
lectual history".1^ 

These liberal, newly-emancipated historians are the earlist modern teachers 
of Jewish history with whom Ehrenpreis was confronted. In his writings, we find 
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the unshakeable belief that the key factors in creating a Jewish identity in 
response to modernity was historical consciousness. Jewish historical conscious
ness was a matter of the heart; religious feeling, awareness of Jewish historical 
uniqueness, recognition of Ahad Ha-am's thesis of Judaism as an ethical impera
tive, coloured by Rabbi Ehrenpreis' religious outlook, constitute the vibrant 
heart of a Judaism which pumps the lifeblood of group identity to all the distant 
extremities of the Diaspora's great body. Recall that in an interview given in 
Norway in 1923, Ehrenpreis stated, 

The inner distress plaguing the Jews consists first and foremost of the fact 
that mankind has emancipated itself with its head, but not with its heart. 
It h as emancipated itself in accordance with the message of the French 
Revolution to mankind, "freedom for all"; but the heart has remained a 
stranger. Therein lies the greatest danger faced by Jewry. ̂  

Ehrenpreis' historical method is a concoction of ideas which later research in 
Jewish history has given a number of names. American historian Ivan G. Marcus 
has criticized his predecessors for their dependence on the "Sephardic mystique", 
i.e. that Jewish history is characterized by eras of great creativity—especially the 
Middle Ages in Andalusia—and others of great trauma.1'* Furthermore, the 
attraction in painting such a rosy picture of the Jews' integration into the local 
populace of Moorish Spain was often motivated by the desire of German-Jewish 
historians wishing to be granted the same civic rights said to have been enjoyed 
by their Iberian forebears. Here, Ehrenpreis is s urely guilty as charged, for he 
wrote numerous paeans to Jewish Spain, including one entire book, Landet mel
lan öster och väst er, a large section in his chapter in the anthology Judarna, two 
monographs in Skalder och siare som byggt Israel and a dozen or so articles in Jud
isk Tidskrifi. He had inherited this historical bias from the men of the early nine
teenth century Wissenschaft school, who in turn had been influenced by the 
German tradition of Hegel. 

While receiving strong impulses from his metaphysical model, this first gen
eration of modern Jewish historians saw as pe rhaps their foremost task to belie 
Hegel's contention that Judaism was but a step on the ladder of the world's 
striving toward "absolute spirit", thus forever consigning Judaism to the dust-
heap of the past after its succession by Christianity. The earliest Jewish exponent 
of this historically-grounded metaphysical idealism was Leopold Zunz, but after 
the founding of the Wissenschaft school in Berlin in 1819, it became generally 
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accepted, almost axiomatic. Immanuel Wolf wrote that Jewish history was in fact 
the development of a single, unique religious idea: monotheism. To secure its 
existence Israel entered into a struggle to develop this idea and secure its univer
sal acceptance. The Jewish people's historical justification was, contra Hegel, 
decided by its role as the bearer of this idea.1^ Isaac Marcus Jost after him also 
found Jewish continuity, independent of the Jews' place of residence or forms of 
communal existence, to lie in the Jewish religious doctrine.1'7 

Nahman Krochmal, one of the initiators of what Ehrenpreis terms the Gali-
1 8 cian Enlightenment in the mid-nineteenth century, elucidated the structure 

and dynamic of Jewish history within the context of a general theory of historical 
development, wherein all nations go through three stages of development: 
growth, blossoming, and decay. Whereas, in agreement with Hegel, all nations 
play their part in contributing to the "absolute spirit", then fade away, Krochmal 
insisted that Israel persisted, insofar as it was a fieli manifestation of the abso
lute—Israel's God is identical with the absolute, and thus Israel partakes of the 
eternity of the absolute. When Israel goes through its three-stage period, it 
always subsequently rises again, and on ever-higher planes.1^ 

It was however in the writings of Heinrich Graetz that nineteenth-century 
Jewish historiography reached its apotheosis, primarily in his programmatic essay 
"The Construction of Jewish History" (1846) and subsequent eleven-volume 
History of the Jews (published between 1853 and 1876). His version of history 
was considered the last word on the subject up until the time of Simon Dubnow, 
and continued to be read well into the twentieth century; before the likes of 
Martin Buber revitalized the Jewish cultural scene, it served to awaken an inter
est in Jewish history among young, deracinated Jews around the turn of the cen
tury. In a diary entry from 1911, Franz Kafka credited Graetz with rousing his 
curiosity about his Jewish heritage. 

Graetz succeeded where his predecessors had failed in creating a model for 
understanding Jewry's breadth independent of time and place. This could be 
achieved by studying its development, he stated, for an idea only becomes 
known by following its influence in history of a long period of time. "Turning 
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points"—often traumatic ones, such as the destruction of the Second Temple or 
the expulsion from Spain in 1492—become especially valuable for this model. 
Thus for Graetz, as for Wolf, Jost and Krochmal, Jewish history is the reflection 
of an idea. But, when the Jewish people assimilated this idea into its own exist
ence, a unique Volksseele crystallized in order to better carry that idea through the 
ages. Graetz therefore integrated the idea and the people; his history is focused 
on the people, but as the bearer of an idea. Graetz perceived the survival of the 
Jews as an expression of their duty to be holy, by living in accordance with the 
high moral demands of their religious idea. This consciousness made them 
stronger, held them together, and preserved the nation even under the most diffi
cult of circumstances. Powerful leaders also play a large role in the preservation 
of the Jews, and he assigns their influence greater significance than he does 
impersonal forces like economics. Furthermore, Jewish history is characterized 
by passive suffering and. active spiritual creativity,\ according to Graetz. One cannot 
ignore the former, but it is in fact the latter which is the Jewish historian's actual 
subject.21 

Heinrich Graetz7 majestic presence loomed large over all historical thoughts 
about the Jews until the emergence of Simon Dubnow (1860-1941), the Russian 
historian of the Jews who is credited with moving Jewish historiography into the 
twentieth century with his so-called "sociological method", which is much less 
theoretically refined than it sounds. It simply implies that instead of concentrat
ing on great men, spiritual treasures and traumatic experiences, Dubnow delin
eated Jewish history by charting the history of Jewish communities as a whole, 
dedicating careful efforts to describing the economic and social conditions of 
various Jewish communities and comparing them with both each other and their 
non-Jewish surroundings. 

As if foreshadowing a later debate to take place on Swedish soil between 
Hugo Valentin and Marcus Ehrenpreis, a major dispute erupted between the 
academic historian Dubnow and the autodidactic essayist Ahad Ha-am concern
ing the nature and interpretation of Jewish history. Their respective views of Jew
ish history would have a profound influence on Ehrenpreis' own. Stretching 
over the decades before and after the turn of the century, these two exponents of 
Diaspora nationalism and spiritual Zionism, respectively, discussed the essense of 
Jewish historical consciousness with an eye to its uses for the Jewish future. Both 
had been affected by Darwinian concepts of historical elucidation in which an 
unconscious collective will was responsible for a nation's adaptation to the chal
lenge posed by its social environment.22 However, whereas Dubnow considered 
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historical consciousness sufficient for sustaining the nation, Ahad Ha-am pro
tested that a concrete vision of a viable national future was also necessary to com
plement and give meaning to the memory of a national past. Dubnow had 
already expounded his view that Jewish nationalism was a spiritual matter, not 
requiring a state of its own (in constrast to Ahad Ha-am, who insisted that while 
a Diaspora would indeed continue to exist, a national centre in Palestine was 
essential to its survival). Dubnow insisted that the Jews were at all times 

preeminently a spiritual nation, and a spiritual nation it continues to be 
in our own days, too.... Jewry... cannot suffer annihilation. The body, the 
mold, may be destroyed; the spirit is immortal. Bereft of country and dis
persed as it is, the Jewish nation lives, and will go on living, because a cre
ative principle permeates it, a principle that is the root of its being and an 
indigenous product of its history.23 

For Dubnow, the granting of autonomy to regions in Europe with a majority 
Jewish population would suffice for keeping the Jewish spirit alive, a point with 
which Ahad Ha-am took great exception, advocating a subjective rejection of the 
Diaspora condition in every individual as a prerequiste to rejuvenating Jewish 
spiritual community. Jewry required a spiritual centre in its own homeland, Pal
estine. Dubnow himself had always agreed with the importance of a "centre" to 
Jewry worldwide, but suggested that this had nothing to do with Eretz Israel. His 
reading of Jewish history had led him to believe that "the various periods in 
Diaspora existence were each dominated by a particular Jewish community 
which because of its central importance exercised hegemony over other areas of 
Jewish settlement".2^ These centres always coincided with the areas of greatest 
Jewish population density—thus Babylon after the First Exile, Spain in the Mid
dle Ages, Poland and Lithuania in modern times. And thus for its survival, Jewry 
must depend on the spiritual weapons it forged over thousands of years, chiefly 
communal autonomy. ^ Dubnow's conclusion is firmly anchored in his positive 
assessment of the Europeanization of the modern Jew, i.e. that the primary goal 
should be that the Jew strive to participate in the secular, universal modernity 
created by the Enlightenment, as the citizen of the constitutional, multiethnic 
national state. 
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For Ahad Ha-am, the advent of modernity was unavoidable and indeed aus
picious, but also threatening, due to the very malleability of Judaism which he 
termed "the Jewish genius for assimilation", engendered by centuries of exposure 
to other cultures. He feared that left unchecked, "the very integrity of the Jewish 
national character, rooted in enduring commitments such as the absolute pri
macy of justice, was now in question".2^ In other words, literally without solid 
ground to stand on, this genius for assimilation might lead to the Jews assimilat
ing themselves right out of existence. For him, not communal autonomy but 
rather a recapitulating of the accumulated spiritual heritage of Judaism as 
embodied by the pinnacles attained by the prophets, sages and men devoted to 
reason was the central imperative, in order to create a living, spontaneous and 
harmonious Jewry worthy of its heritage. In other words, Ahad Ha-am wished to 
restore Jewish creativity to its Biblical roots, a Judaism which had received count
less altering blows during its unnatural exile from its ancestral home, which had 
estranged it from its roots in the Biblical past. 

The Jews were unique for Ahad Ha-am insofar as their national cohesion 
was inseparably bound up with the specifically Jewish values and ideals which 
found their purest expression in the utterances of the Hebrew prophets. It was 
unthinkable that the problem of the Jewish future and the historical manifesta
tions of the characteristic Jewish attitude to life should be treated as separate and 
unrelated subjects. According to Ahad Ha-am, the Hebrew spirit is essentially 
religious and moral, expressed in the search for God and in the attempt to build 
a social order based, not on empire-building, proselytism, technology or art, but 
on God's will. It follows thus that the typical products of this spirit are not con-
querers or inventors or artists, but prophets, men whose special gift was to see 
into the heart of things and enunciate moral laws ba sed on the spiritual truths 
which are revealed to their superior insight. The writings they left behind are the 
supreme literary expression of the Jewish outlook on life. The prophet, according 
to Ahad Ha-am, is the man of truth—because truth-telling is the special charac
teristic of his genius—and an extremist who cannot accept compromise on 
moral issues; his ideal is perfect justice. The prophets maintained a universal out
look, but it remained national as it was the particular function of the Hebrews to 
work out that ideal in their own national life and thus secure its universal accep
tance through example. 

In summarizing the debate between Dubnow and Ahad Ha-am, closely 
monitored by the members of Ehrenpreis' generation, the former comes off as 
the more radical, breaking as he does with any ideas of the Jewish people as bear
ers of any particular idea; for him, the Jews survive en masse out of the sheer will 
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to do so, and given favourable political terms, will continue to do so and to 
flourish once granted status as fu ll-fledged European citizens. Ahad Ha-am on 
the other hand appears to continue the Wissenschaft tradition that predicates 
Jewish national existence on its commitment to certain immutable and unique 
characteristics. As shall become apparent, Ehrenpreis borrows liberally from both 
men's perceptions of the meaning and uses of Jewish history. 

Ehrenpreis on the Meaning of Jewish History 

Ehrenpreis is certainly Graetzian in much of his approach to history; he too sees 
it in terms of high points and adaptions, while at the same time not being espe
cially obsessed with Jewry's traumas; his religious view of history (as opposed to 
those other historians' historical view of religion), helps him to avoid being one 
of the purveyors of what the American historian Salo W. Baron has famously 
termed the "lachrymose conception of Jewish history".2^ In reviewing Hugo Val
entin's 1944 book Det judiska folkets öde (The fate of the Jewish people), Ehren
preis takes Valentin to task for writing primarily "the history of Jewish 
catastrophes", and claims that it seems as if Valentin viewed Jewish history "from 
without rather than from within", a failing he shared with Theodor Herzl. They 
were both men who "were not capable of becoming one...with the millennial 
heritage of Israel, with its language, its teachings and spirit".28 As he had stated 
elsewhere, "One cannot create a culture of one's misfortune; one cannot make a 
religion of one's disappointment".2^ 

Both Herzl and Valentin were also manifestations of another, troubling 
aspect of the new historiography which was developed by members of Ehren
preis ' generation, reducing Diaspora history to "an ignominious tradition of pas
sivity and persecution", in the words of historian David Myers. "This stark 
historical, or more accurately ahistorical, vision rested on a view of diaspora Jews 
as passive objects incapable of producing their own history.This led numer
ous historical thinkers who had concluded that indeed, one cannot create a cul
ture out of one's misfortune, to be drawn toward a Zionism whose goal would 
be to transcend Judaism by restoring Jewry to its natural habitat in the land of 
Israel and negate the significance of two thousand years of Diaspora history. 
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Ehrenpreis would engage representatives of what he called the "idée maîtresse, 
which goes under the name 'negation of the Galut"',^1 in a series of debates in 
Judisk Tidskrift and, ultimately, in the act of writing Israels möten med folken. For 
Ehrenpreis, denying the validity of Diaspora history was to deny Jewry an essen
tial component in its national character—its ongoing dialogue with all the cul
tures of the world with which it came in close contact, an opportunity not 
offered any other ethnic group en masse. 

Marcus Ehrenpreis engaged in several major debates with his European and 
Swedish contemporaries in the pages of Judisk Tidskrift, all of which revolved 
around the historical interpretation of Jewish life and culture and take exception 
to the new Zionist variation which denigrated Jewish existence in other lands 
than Palestine, both now and in the future. His debate with Jakob Klatzkin 
seems to have emerged as a result of the image of Judaism in a series of articles 
Ehrenpreis commissioned from the former and which he could not leave uncom-
mented. To Ehrenpreis, Klatzkin had developed "his thoughts on the irrevers
ible dissolution of Diaspora Jewry with growing intensity and a well-nigh 
inexhaustible supply of arguments His message, as Ehrenpreis perceives it, is 
that 

Jewish individuals or small groups, detached from the context of the his
torical past and the fullness of community, could continue to live among 
the nations. But Jewry as a whole, as a national fellowship characterized 
by its thousand-year-old historical uniqueness, can live and thrive only 
within its own linguistic and cultural region, on its own soil in Pales-

33 tine. 

It is to Ehrenpreis' credit that he lived up to his statement of intent upon under
taking the publication of Judisk Tidskrift, encouraging a broad spectrum of ideas 
about Jewish culture and life to appear its pages. It was he himself who commis
sioned and accepted or rejected these articles. Not unlike Ahad Ha-am, he would 
occasionally engage his contributors in debates. The advantage of being editor, 
of course, is that one has full control over the publication and, if one wishes, the 
last word in any argument. In the early thirties, for instance, Ehrenpreis and his 
fellow literary critic Joseph Klausner debated whether or not Judaism had a "mis

31. Ehrenpreis, "Klatzkin som religionsforskare", JT1941:1, 3. 
32. Cf. Jakob Klatzkin, "Frihet och bundenhet i den judiska religionen", JT 1940:8; "I vilken 

mening är judendomen ,lagreligion,?",/T 1940:10; "Den judiska religionens gemenskaps
bildande kraft", JT 1940:12; Ehrenpreis, "Klatzkin som religionsforskare", JT 1941:1; and 
Klatzkin, "Har diaspora-judendomen en framtid",/7" 1941:3. 

33. Ehrenpreis, "Klatzkin som religionsforskare",/?" 1941:1, 2, 3. 
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sion" to perform in the world.^ But the chasm between Ehrenpreis and his 
Zionist contemporaries, who almost to a man expressed some form of the "nega
tion of the Galut" idea, emerges most clearly in a debate waged in the pages of 
Judisk Tidskrift after the publication of Hugo Valentin's book Det judiska folkets 
öde in 1944.^ 

Hugo Valentin (1888-1963) was the foremost historian of the Jewish people 
in Sweden. He was without a doubt the most well-known and prolific Swedish-
born Zionist of his generation. His history of the Jews in Sweden, published in 
1924 as t he fifth volume of the Judiska Litteratursamfunds series, is still unsur
passed. Right up until his death he published a steady stream of works dealing 
with antisemitism, Zionism, colonization efforts in Palestine and just about any
thing germane to the contemporary predicament of the Jews in Europe and 
abroad.^ At the same time he contributed hundreds of articles to Judisk Tidskrift 
and especially Judisk Krönika, as well as being an untiring contributor to the gen
eral Swedish press, particularly during the war years, reporting on Nazi atrocities. 
His articles were one of the prime sources of news about the treatment of the 
Jews during the war for the Swedish public.As mentioned previously, he took 
over as editor of Judisk Tidskrift shortly before Marcus Ehrenpreis' death. 

The debate between Ehrenpreis and Valentin initiated by the former's 
scathing commentary of Valentin's book exposes both the chasm between a cul
tural Zionist bent on preserving life in the Diaspora and a political Zionist con
vinced that antisemitism was endemic to Europe and that the establishment of a 
nation-state for the Jews was the only answer; and the generation gap between 
Ehrenpreis' transitional generation and Valentin's messianic one. It also pro-

34. Klausner & Ehrenpreis, "Har judendomen en 'mission'V\JT 1931:3, 81-87. 
35. Valentin, Det judiska folkets öde. Forntid, nutid , framtid (Stockholm, 1944). The artides con

cerning the book's contents are Ehrenpreis, "'Sekulariserad' historieuppfattning. Randan
teckningar till Hugo Valentins bokn,JT 1945:1; and Ehrenpreis & Valentin, "Palestina och 
diaspora", JT 1945:6. 

36. Among Valentin's major works we find Judarnas historia i Sverige (Stockholm, 1924); 
Urkunder till judarnas historia i Sverige (Stockholm, 1924); Kampen om Palestina (Stockholm, 
1940); and Zionism som dröm och verklighet (Stockholm, 1949). An abridged and updated 
version of his history of the Swedish Jews appeared shordy after his death as Judarna i Sverige 
(Stockholm, 1964). 

37. On his reporting about the deportations and death camps and role as an opinion-maker in 
Sweden during the war, see Svanberg & Tydén (eds.), esp. 112-22. Remarkably, no one has 
yet embarked on a full-scale study of Valentin's work, either his academic writing or publi-
cistic activities on behalf of Zionism. However, a basic understanding of his stark engage
ment as a political Zionist can be found in Fruitman, "Cultural Zionism in Sweden; and 
Gzegorz Flakierski, "Rötter. D en judiska frågan i brevväxlingen mellan Hu go Valentin och 
Eli Heckscher", Historisk Tidskrift 1982:2. 
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vides further support for the present author's apprehension of Ehrenpreis as a 
thinker for whom a Jewish identity disassociated from the fundament of Jewish 
religion was impossible to maintain. 

What lends Jewry its unique character in world history lies in the very fact 
that it is neither a nation in the political sense, like the French or English, 
nor a church like Catholicism or Protestantism. It is rather a synthesis of 
both, a religious nation or a national religion—a spiritual fellowship with 
a religious attitude toward life.38 

Ehrenpreis' primary objection to Valentin's book was based on his view of Jew
ish history. Despite praise for Valentin's laudable dedication to Jewish questions, 
he maintains that like Herzl, he has failed to grasp the inner dynamic of the 
Jews, which has formed them into peoplehood. Instead, Valentin sees the many 
catastrophes which have befallen them as being the ultimate force that unites 
them. In Ehrenpreis' words, he finds the raison d'être of Jewish life outside the 
walls rather than inside, forces which the Jews can do nothing about and which 
they can only react to, rather than acting and creating their nation themselves. 
Again referring to the prophet Samuel, Ehrenpreis claims 

The tension between prophets and kings is in essence nothing less than 
Judaism's self-assertion as a spiritual force as opposed to a kingdom, 
which reduces Judaism to a political and militarized state. 39 

In wishing to see the Jews politicized and militarized, Valentin exposes himself as 
a partisan of the "negation of the Diaspora" camp among modern Jewish think
ers, in alliance with Klatzkin and many others. In Ehrenpreis' words, this theory 

amounts to stating that Jewish life in the Diaspora cannot endure in the 
long run, that Diaspora Jewry finds intself in a state of advanced internal 
disintegration which must invariably lead to its extinction in the near 
future. 0 

For Ehrenpreis, this not only reeks of defeatism, but is also a logical somersault 
which posits the justification of settling Palestine as predicated on the disappear
ance of the Diaspora, doing Zionism a disservice as a viable ideology. As previ
ously in history (and as he claims to have shown in his book on the Jews as a 

38. Ehrenpreis, "'Sekulariserad' historieuppfattning", JT 1945:1, 2. 
39. Ibid., 3. 
40. Ibid. 
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Diasporic nation, Israels möten med folken), Palestine will indeed prove to be a 
new centre for Jewish life and creativity. However, a centre is logically dependent 
upon the existence of a periphery—the Jews choosing to remain in the Diaspora. 

Shortly after the appearance of Ehrenpreis' critique, a public debate was 
arranged between the two opponents, held 14 March 1945 at the Zionist Club 
in Stockholm, the substance of which was published in Judisk Tidskrift. Hugo 
Valentin defends his book by stating that its main hypothesis is that the catastro
phes which have stricken the Jews 

are an u navoidable result of their homelessness as a people, and that there 
is no other means to avoid them in the future than by doing away with 
that homelessness. Since these catastrophes have stricken the Jews from 
without, from the non-Jewish surroundings, my account has naturally 
dealt with the Jews' relationship to them. In my opinion, it would have 
been a grave methodological mistake if, in that context, I should have 
treated aspects of Jewish history which lack connection with the topic.... 
When I sought to relate the gist of the Jewish catastrophes of the last mil
lennia..., it never for a moment occurred to me that this description could 
be taken as an attempt to relate the content of Jewish history as a whole/*1 

In other words, the author has intended his book to be an exposition of the long 
history of persecution of the Jews in the Diaspora, of which the Nazi genocide 
was only the latest though hitherto most grisly incarnation. Valentin is however 
quick to admit that the intention of the book is also political. The future of the 
Jews, as the war has just proven to him, is not to be sought in remaining in 
Europe (where he states the Jews who choose to stay will live "in material mis
ery"), but in living securely in their own state. 

Valentin displays his colours as a member of the messianic generation in his 
characterization of the cultural Zionism of Ahad Ha-am, to which Ehrenpreis 
has been faithful for some half century, as "hopelessly obsolete", unreasonable 
and dangerous. 

A new age has arrived, with new perils and, last but not least, new possi
bilities for the demoralization of our people. This alone demands an 
entirely new form of existence. Add to this the imperious pressure of 
assimilation in all the non-antisemitic countries, about which I have writ
ten in my book—the atomization of Jewry and absorption into its sur
roundings which no one can arrest, if not the surrounding world itself. 
We can regret i t, rail against it, greive over it, but we cannot change this 

41. Ehrenpreis & Valentin, "Palestina och diaspora",/T 1945:6, 164. 
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literally natural evolution. The "insubstantial" Judaism to which Professor 
Ehrenpreis has often objected, is a result thereof. It cannot be arrested by 
eloquent and passionate words, since its causes l ie in evolution itself.[My 
italics] 

In his rebuttle, Ehrenpreis concentrates on what he perceives as the weakness in 
Valentin's and, by extension, all political Zionists' apprehension of Jewish life in 
the Diaspora: That antisemitism and assimilation will lead to the eventual disap
pearance of the Jews. Ehrenpreis insists that Valentin is thereby conducting him
self in a very unhistorical manner—the threat of antisemitism and the attraction 
of assimilation have always existed, and yet the Jews remain as a n identifiable 
people. The dynamic forming and preserving Jewry does not emanate from 
without, but rather is constituted by the common traditions and values which 
define the Jews as a group. Continued Jewish existence will depend upon the 
ability of the people to engage themselves in these traditions and values. 

The rich heritage for which we are responsible, which gives us the right to 
live and which it is our duty to preserve, is not only religious in nature. 
Religion is central to Judaism, but beyond that it is the multifacetted Jew
ish substance which makes Jews of us and which it is our duty to maintain 
and impress upon our kinsmen, regardless of their relationship to the reli
gious problematic. Even if one has a negative attitude toward ritual com
mandments, one does not cease being a Jew. This I say despite being a 
rabbi. Both those faithful to the tradition and those who are not must 
dedicate themselves to or be made aware of the cultural values which our 
people have created and which taken together make a national fellowship 
of us.43 

Reducing the Jews to "a nation like any other" is an impossible goal. For Ehren
preis, it seems that Valentin blames the Jews themselves for the existence of anti
semitism. 

We must ponder our history from a unique perspective, that we are a 
nation though we are not a nation in the normal sense. Herzl's words 
must be reformulated: We are n ot a nation because we have a common 
enemy; we have enemies because we are not a nation like all others.44 

42. Ibid, 165. 
43. Ibid, 167. 
44. Ibid, 168. 
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Ehrenpreis concludes by reassuring his audience that he is no opponent of the 
settlement in Palestine (he refers to himself, Valentin and his audience as "we 
Zionists"), but that he sees it as having an entirely different function than Valen
tin does and furthermore, sees what we might almost anachronistically call a 
"post-Zionist" task of greater urgency at hand. And yet it is the same task which 
he had been preaching since he began his public life. 

While we exert all possible energy on trying to build up Palestine we must 
not neglect those Jews who live in the Galut and who will continue living 
in the Galut. We suffer from double homelessness: Territorial h omeless-
ness, whose cure is Palestine; and spiritual homelessness.... In other words, 
I w ant us to cultivate our spiritual heritage, which is home to all of us, 
while we construct a territorial home in Palestine.^ 

The debate between Ehrenpreis and Valentin is illustrative of the tension 
between thinkers who have no trouble identifying themselves as Jewish national
ists, but whose visions of the substance and needs of world Jewry are diametri
cally opposed. It is interesting to note that Valentin has the same theory of 
antisemitism as endemic to Europe as Ahad Ha-am, despite otherwise distancing 
himself from what he feels are the latter's impractical solutions. Ehrenpreis on 
the other hand has a more sanguine view of the future of the Jews among the 
nations, similar to Dubnow's, yet while he continues to be intent upon combat
ting antisemitism with education, enlightenment and dialogue, he is just as cer
tain that a new Jewish centre in Palestine is of equal importance and inevitability. 

While certainly not shying away from more general theorizing about Jewish 
historical conditions, Ehrenpreis prefers to retell the development of Jewish his
tory by tracing the careers of "great men" or rather, like Graetz before him, their 
grand creations (their ideas and their books), quite ignoring the contemporary 
"sociological" method popularized by Dubnow—tracing the development of 
Jewish communal life and patterns. However, he differs significantly from Graetz 
when Graetz claims that the significance of the various centres of Jewish cultural 
history does not depend on their being located in the areas of the greatest Jewish 
population density. According to this method, Western European Jewry in the 
modern era of liberalism and Enlightenment emerges in Graetz' eyes as more 
significant than the numerically superior east. In adhering to the Dubnovian 
"hegemony" theory, Ehrenpreis scorns Graetz' claim: the cultural hegemony of 
Jewish centres throughout history most certainly concurred with the largest set
tlements. "Conclusive significance must be ascribed to the quantitative factor; 

45. Ibid All. 
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the innate life force grows in proportion to the size of the population", he 
states.^ Moreover, Ehrenpreis rejects the German metaphysical, idealistic histo
riography propounded by Krochmal, whereby the Jews' development moves in 
stages, to higher and higher levels. "Our spiritual development has moved in an 
inverse direction in comparison with other nations'; we began with the pinnacle 
[Moses] and since then we have not attained a higher level, we have not attained 
those heights."^7 

Instead, Ehrenpreis considers the current Jewish national malaise sorely in 
need of treatment in a form suggested by Ahad Ha-am—the spiritual peculiari
ties of the Jewish heritage must be collected and transmitted to the current Jew
ish generation in order to give it a solid foundation upon which a future can be 
built. As mentioned previously, in characterizing the various participants in the 
history debate of the turn of the century Shmuel Almog places Ehrenpreis in a 
category of his own, insofar as Ehrenpreis "contended that Judaism was requisite 
to Zionism".As such, Ehrenpreis would concentrate his efforts on two aspects 
specific to Jewish history—the idea borne down through the centuries by its 
prophets and teachers of the Jews' being "a holy people" (i.e. a people with a 
moral idea as its foremost unifying element) and the unique circumstances under 
which the Jews have lived, bringing them in contact with so many and diverse 
historical cultures throughout the Diaspora. Ehrenpreis' understanding and 
application of Jewish history as a tool for Jewish national feeling (or what in cur
rent terminology might be referred to as "identity politics") is best expressed in 
his De som byggt Israel trilogy, his book Israels möten med folken, diverse articles 
published in Judisk Tidskrifi and occasionally in other periodicals, and in his 
voluminous writings about Jewish literature. We have dealt with his literary crit
icism in the previous chapter and now may turn to his two major historical 
works. 

The Trilogy as an Act of Historical Recapitulation 

Shortly after its publication, Ehrenpreis explained that he had decided to begin 
writing De som byggt Israel after returning from his first journey to Palestine in 
1925. He intended to use the opportunity to combat am-haarazot, ignorance of 
Jewish matters, which in his estimation had reached alarming proportions 

46. Ehrenpreis, Israels möten medfolken, 15. 
47. Ibid., "Varför jag skrivit De som byggt Is rael\JT 1945:2, 37. 
48. Almog, 308. 
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among the assimilated Jewish populace of Sweden. He chose the monograph 
form—the books retell Jewish history by recounting the stories of nineteen 
major Jewish figures down through the ages, f rom Moses to the poet Bialik— 
partly for its uniqueness of form but mainly in order to create a literary work 
which would "bring the creative figures in Jewry to life". He states that this trea
sury form was a typical Jewish literary product often recurring in history. 

Each time the people of Israel was afflicted by persecution, chased from 
home and hearth, driven into exile and dispersed to the four winds, lead
ing men sought to salvage its spiritual heritage from oblivion and extinc
tion by providing the wanderers with a summary of the treasures o f the 
Jewish spirit.49 

He exemplifies this with Ezra's transcribing the Pentateuch, Rabbi Judah the 
Prince's compilation of the Mishnah, and Maimonides' work Mishneh Torah> 
and states that in his own day, "after the Russian pogroms and other catastro
phes", men such as Ahad Ha-am, Berdyczewski, Bialik and Buber have consid
ered the compiling of this sort of spiritual treasury, taking in the most diverse 
elements of Jewish literature (folklore, rabbinic law, midrash, Hasidic legends as 
so forth) to be the most important task of the day?® The times were now ripe for 
such a work in Swedish, and Ehrenpreis, giving freer reign than usual to his liter
ary bent, created a series of "visions"^1, based on available source material—the 
Pentateuch, the books of the Prophets in the case of the ancient figures, and 
more modern scholarship as concerns the five men dealt with in the last book of 
the triology, covering the near-millennium from 1000 to 1900. His plan from 
the outset was to compose a work that would provide its readers with "an ade
quate overview of the life and teachings of Judaism, through which they can 
obtain the essentials about Israel with which every educated Jew or non-Jew 
ought to be familiar". 

While at first glance, it might seem inappropriate to discuss a product 
which is very much a work of the imagination in the context of history, the 
present author has chosen to include the trilogy in this section insofar as Ehren
preis himself conceived of it as a treasury in which deracinated and persecuted 
Jews (as well as curious non-Jews) could find historical examples of what the 
essence of Judaism was and how these ideas were still vital to the modern world. 

49. Ehrenpreis, "Varför jag skrivit De som byggt Isrœî\JT 1945:2, 34-35. 
50. Cf. Chapter Three, note 47 and Chapter Four, note 138. 
51. Ehrenpreis, De som byggt Israel. Andra serien, 247. 
52. Ibid., "Varför jag skrivit De som byggt Isra el', JT1945:2, 35. 
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Since the lack of reliable sources ruled out writing a strictly scholarly work, he 
allowed himself to be inspired by the centuries-old Jewish tradition of writing 
commentaries. But, instead of writing commentaries on other books, which is 
the norm, "My efforts amounted to writing commentaries on people. I needed 
therefore to forgo the strictly scholarly form and avail myself of the liteary one 
instead". 

In the three volumes of De som byggt Israel, each personage represents or 
affirms a certain aspect of Jewish history or thought. Thus in the first volume, 
for example, Moses embodies the absolute foundation of the Hebrew spirit;^ 
the prophet Isaiah represents the ideal of peaceful coexistence;"^ Jeremiah Jewish 
citizenship under post-statehood conditionsEzekial the vision of man fulfill
ing God's will on earth and the birth of the ideas of free will and individual
ism.^ He claims that the restrictions of time forced him to exclude 
Maimonides^8 and the founder of Chasidism, Israel Baal Shem Tov, from the 
final volume, but curiously, also missing is Ahad Ha-am, whereas Theodor Herzl 
is given sympathetic treatment over nigh onto one hundred pages.^ On the 
other hand, he had written extensively on both Maimonides and Ahad Ha-am 
elsewhere, primarily in Judisk Tidskrift. It must also be remembered that by the 
time the third volume in the trilogy, Skalder och siare som bygg t Israel, was pub
lished, Ehrenpreis and the rest of the world had just weathered the storm of the 
Second World War, and furthermore, Ehrenpreis was now a seventy-six-year-old 
man, soon to be weakened by poor eyesight and determined to finish his mem
oirs (published in 1946) before his strength was depleted. Stylist differences 
between the first two volumes, published in 1929 and 1931, respectively, and the 
final volume, from 1943, are also evident; in Skalder och siare, the consistently 
poetic quality of the the first two books is succeeded by a more fragmentary 
style, mixing monologue, third-person narrative and essayistic exposition.^0 

53. Ibid, 36. 
54. Compare Ehrenpreis' chapter on Moses in De som byggt Israel. Visioner från tre årtusenden, 5-

32, with Ahad Ha-am's essay "Moses", Simon (ed.), Selected Essays of Ahad Ha-am, 306-29. 
55. Ibid., 55-78. 
56. Ibid, 81-121. 
57. Ibid, 125-59. 
58. Whom he had already treated in the slim volume Mina möten med Maimonides (Stockholm, 

1920). 
59. Ibid., Skalder och siare som byggt Israel, 171-259. 
60. The entire roster of figures dealt with in the trilogy is Moses, Amos, Isaiah, Jeremiah, 

Hesekial, Deutero-Isaiah and Ezra (volume I); Judah Maccabee, Hillel, Gamaliel, Jochanan 
Ben Zakkai, Akiba, Simon Bar-Kokhba and Simon Ben Jochai (volume II); and Solomon 
Ibn Gabirol, Judah Halevi, Moses Mendelssohn, Theodor Herzl and Chaim Bialik (volume 
III). 
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The warp and woof of Ehrenpreis ' historiography, the twin, complementary 
leitmotifs discernable in all his historical writing, are the idea of the Jews as a holy 
people ("And ye shall be unto Me a kingdom of priests, and a holy nation" [Exo
dus 19:6])^ and the Jewish national spirit as being based on ethical individual
ism (a notion first broached by the prophet Ezekial and traced by Ehrenpreis 
throughout Jewish history up until the day of men like Ahad Ha-am and Bia-
lik^2). The modern expression of this attitude to life is the notion of "noble 
assimilation" (see be low), i.e. Jewish existence in the world in intimate contact 
with other peoples but qua Jews, Jews aware of their historical and ethical heri
tage. 

The Jewish problem is not merely a political question mark, it is a lso a 
religious and cultural matter. Preserving Judaism implies preserving its 
teachings, the spiritual and cultural values it has created.^3 

The ideal of a "holy people" is clearly an enunciation of Ahad Ha-am's ideas, 
which in turn were common currency during the late nineteenth century, popu
larized by Graetz—the Jewish people, even today, were the subject of Jewish his
tory, as the bearers of the very idea of Judaism itself. However, Ehrenpreis may 
have made even earlier contact with this point of view while still a student in 
Berlin, where one of his teachers was the eminent linguist Haim Steinthal who, 
together with Moritz Lazarus founded the discipline of Volkerpsychologie in an 
effort to discover common, spiritual roots in the lives o f the nations through 
philological research.^ In his book Über Juden und Judentum (a selection from 
which Ehrenpreis included in his anthology Israels nutid och Jramtid in 1921), 
Steinthal writes 

The Israelites had nothing but their monotheism.... A single element of 
liberty distinguishes... Israel fr om all other Asiatic peoples, Semitic and 
Indo-Germanic alike: prophesy. 

The literature produced by the ancient Israelites is of a great historical signifi
cance unlike that of the works of other Semitic peoples, like the pyramids of 
Egypt, because "the word of the prophets is a breath of the air of Divine free-

61. Cf. De som byggt Israel. Andra serien, 234; Skalder och siare som byggt Is rael, 86, and several 
other instances. 
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64. Ibid, Mitt liv, 69ff. 
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dom. And it is this word which long ago won over all civilized peoples".6^ 
Steinthal reiterates that the Jews have heard and obeyed the priniciple,"Ye shall 
be holy, for holy am I thy God". Ahad Ha-am, according to historian of nation
alism Hans Kohn, "considered survival desirable and even practicable only if the 
Jews lived in the prophetic tradition and did not surrender their own unique 
identity".66 

Ehrenpreis repeats this idea as the epicentre of Jewish life throughout his 
writings, though perhaps never more eloquently and succinctly than in his 
"vision" of Jeremiah: "Religion is a spring full of life, renewed every day, never 
stagnant."6** And some four years later, mere months after Hitler's coming to 
power in Germany in the Passover sermon published under the rubric MaUkis 
rop till tiden, Ehrenpreis, in the words of essayist Mikael Enckell, "faithful to the 
dialectic pattern of the Mosaic tradition, reaches back to that which has been a 
refuge in times of degradation in the history of mankind and Jewry for 3,500 
years: the prophetic ideals, true guides for the perplexed".6^ 

The finest characterization Ehrenpreis can grant a thinker is that of 
"prophet", as he does his contemporaries Ahad Ha-am and Bialik. Perhaps 
Ehrenpreis sees himself as the latest in this long and glorious line, as evidenced 
by his reminiscence of his "discovery" of the poetic talents of Bialik in the final 
pages of his trilogy. 

One day, in a Polish ghetto, a small group of young Hebraists discuss the 
riddle called Bialik.... A lone voice, daring to praise the young scald as 
"the future poet laureate of the Jewish people", meets with little response. 
Only those with keen ears divine that a seer with a message to an inquisi
tive generation has emerged in Israel/0 

The "lone voice" belongs of course to Ehrenpreis himself. He wrote the first 
appreciation of Bialik's poetry in the Jewish press in 1902, five years before Bia
lik had published his first collection. 

The poet, the prophet, the seer—these were one and the same for Ehren
preis, and summarized the best of the Jewish spirit. The man who sees clearer 
than all others and thus, in his actions, acts in truth (an appraisal of the pro

65. Steinthal, Ehrenpreis, (ed.), Israels nutid och framtid, 60, 61. 
66. Hans Kohn (ed.), Nationalism and the Jewish Ethic: Basic Writings of Ahad Ha 'am (New York, 
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phetic ideal-type derived from Ahad Ha-am). The idea of discovering the essence 
of a nation in the best fruits of its cultural utterances has its roots in Herder and 
is a way of "inventing tradition" as has been described by E.J. Hobsbawm/1 

While the songs and peasant poetry of Germanic peoples became the natural 
basis for constructing their unifying identity, the Jewish thinkers inspiring 
Ehrenpreis, themselves sons of the same German tradition, held that their "pop
ular poetry" was written by prophets and men of God. 

His second leitmotif, that of ethical individualism and the search for liberty, 
has its roots in Ezekial, in Ehrenpreis ' reading. 

"I shall", Ezekial says to himself, "free th e individual from the chains of 
family and society. I sh all reduce the deadly superstition of family curses 
to ashes—the belief that crime engenders crime, that the sins of the 
fathers are visited upon their children.... Where is the freedom to act, the 
power to decide, the opportunity to choose between good and evil, if I am 
not me, if I a m but my grandfather's grandson, the passive slave of my 
own blood, fruit of the crimes of past generations, in everything immuta
bly and inexorably predestined!... Our soul is stronger than our blood. We 
exist to master fate. We have been granted a vestige of the power of God, 
and we should be able to choose. Each day, each hour, we stand at the 
crossroads, and it is given us to choose between good and evil.... We are 
men of free will and self-determination. I shall restore to my brothers the 
lost power to choose. I shall infuse their hearts with renewed faith in 
themselves."72 

This tradition of individualism and free will in concert with national concerns is 
carried further by Hillel, before being taken up again in Ehrenpreis' trilogy by 
the Spanish rabbi, philosopher and poet Solomon ibn Gabirol (1021-52). 

Gabirol is the first personality in post-Biblical Hebrew poetry... His verse is 
egocentric through and through.... His poetry is the cohesive history of a 
soul....[He has] made contact with a greater ego, the popular, the human 
ego.73 

71. Hobsbawm, "Mass-producing Traditions: Europe, 1870-1914", Hobsbawm & Terence 
Ranger (eds.), The Invention of Tradition (Cambridge, 1983). 

72. Ehrenpreis, De som byggt Israel. Visioner från tre årtusenden, 143-44. 
73. Ibid, Skalder och siare som byggt Israel, 12-13. 
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In the modern era, among the most creative poets in the new Jewish renaissance, 
as stated by Ehrenpreis in the early 1920s, we find the individual finally bursting 
onto the Jewish scene full-fledged, after emancipation. 

[However, it is] not that the old values have disappeared from the new 
poetry. They have been synthetically united with the new ones. The col
lective, the religious, the intellectual seeks a connection with the individ
ual, both secular and spiritual. Even egocentric poetry remains national, 
the poet experiences himself as a part of all Israel, insofar as the experi
ences of the people are refracted through the prisma of his personality... 
Even secular verse returns to religion in a roundabout way...; individual 
experience, whether erotic or pastoral, is elevated to cosmic propor-

74 tions.... 

Ehrenpreis' reflection on the values of the collective being expressed in the wak
ening individual soul has certain parallels in Benedict Anderson's thoughts 
about the seemingly paradoxical relationship between the rise of the individual 
and the establishment of modern nationalism/^ And for Ehrenpreis, this indi-
vidual-as-voice-of-the-nation is the essence of the quandry of the Diaspora. 
When the Psalmist asks how he can possibly sing Zion's song in a strange land; 
when Judah Halevi despairs that "My heart is in the East and I am at the edge of 
the West"; when Oscar Levertin asserts that "I myself am Orient and Occident", 
they are all expressing their Jewish nationality, in Ehrenpreis' diagnosis, which 
despite huge variations in ages and distances and host cultures, has been pre
served. It is their clinging to the prophetic heritage, the message of ethical indi
vidualism transmitted down through the millennia, which Ehrenpreis insists 
stands as a guarantee against a negatory assimilation. 

For while the word "assimilation" was generally anathema to this genera
tion, the combatting of which was the foremost impetus to Jewish cultural and 
nationalist work (after outright persecution, of course), Ehrenpreis saw the term 
in a more nuanced manner. Broaching a solution to the modern Jewish problem 
that neither implied total assimilation into the host nation nor wholesale transfer 
of the entire Jewish population to Palestine, he described the positive benefits the 
Jewish people had accrued from statelessness, which he deems to be of similar 
importance as the prophetic tradition. As he would attempt to show, rather than 
stunting the development of Jewish culture, Diaspora existence was a status for 
which the prophets and teachers had prepared the Jews since the days of Sam

74. Ehrenpreis & Josephson (eds.), ix. 
75. Anderson, 5f. 
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uel—who railed against the demands of his contemporaries to be appointed a 
king and live "like all the nations", thereby abandoning its calling as a spiritual 
force and reducing Judaism to a political, militarized state—and of the prophet 
Jeremiah, who reconciled Exilic Jewry with the historic necessity of becoming 
good citizens of the land in which they dwelt while maintaining a strong Jewish 
identity. Israel thereby became a "religious nation" who, freed from having to 
deal with the petty dealings of running a state, was granted the opportunity to 
perform its moral task in the world. 

Noble Assimation: 
History as an Antidote to Jewish Obliteration 

Ehrenpreis7 definitive thoughts on the subject of assimilation^ are most clearly 
presented in his book Israels möten med folken, published in the year following 
the promulgation of the Nuremburg Laws in Germany, revoking the basic rights 
of citizenship of the Jews. In it, he presents his plan for continued Jewish exist
ence in both Palestine and the Diaspora. This is t he major work of theoretical 
history of Ehrenpreis the synthesist—since there exists n o panacea for such an 
anomalous nation's problems, Ehrenpreis synthesizes his conception of Jewish 
history with the fact of the Jewish present and the hope of a Jewish future, and 
presents them between the covers of this two-hundred page book. For his theo
retical view on assimilation, he is indebted to Ahad Ha-am's essay "Slavery in 
Freedom", an attack on the "moral and intellectual slavery" of the emancipated 
but assimilated modern Jews of France/^ However, Ehrenpreis' final conclu
sions would probably not have been entirely to his mentor's liking, nor would 
they have pleased Herzl, Nordau, Valentin, Dubnow, Berdychewski and all of 
the other Jewish nationalist intellectuals of various stripes contemporaneous to 

76. Demographers and sociologists employ a plethora of terms roughly synonymous with "assim-
ilaiton" when discussing migrant populations and group relations, including acculturation, 
transculturation, alienation, accomodation, amalgamation, integration, disintegration, con
formity, absorption, convergence, adjustment, adaption, secularization, modernization and 
desegregation. Regardless of the choice of terminology, each term "refers specifically to the 
economic, social, political, cultural, psychological, or residential aspects or any other aspect 
of a broader transformation taking place in a given individual or set of individuals.... a pro
cess leading to the decreasing distinctiveness of a given individual or group as compared with 
other individuals or groups". Cf. Sergio DellaPergola, "Quantitative Aspects of Jewish Assim
ilation", Vago (ed.), 185-86. 

77. Cf. Simon (ed.), Selected Essays of Ahad Ha- 'am, esp. 182ff. 
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his generation. Still, Ehrenpreis indeed remains a Zionist in the sense of the term 
as it is defined for this study: An individual with a positive apprehension of his 
Jewish heritage and committed to the active pursuit of its preservation and devel
opment. 

According to the author of Israels möten med folken, "The particularism of 
Jewry was paired with universalism. Its feelings for the nation are not nationalis
tic. Its universalism never diverges from its historical heritage".78 Jewish history 
is thus characterized by a "dual aspect, internal and external... active and passive. 
One moment we are the subject of our history, the next we suffer because of 
it".79 Apparent contradictions are once again the decisive elements in Ehren
preis ' view of history. In his characterization of the evolution of modern Hebrew 
poetry, he postulated the contradictory concepts collective/personal, religious/ 
secular, intellect/emotion, revolutionary/conservative, and reflected that this 
image of Jewry's psyche and its ability to synthesize opposites might well be the 
single outstanding characteristic of this poetry.80 Below, we shall see Ehrenpreis 
broach what he considers perhaps the single most important influence on mod
ern Jewish life, the contradictory concepts of the centripedal and centrifugal 
forces affecting it—and his resolution. 

Ehrenpreis postulates several personal insights into Jewish history which are 
axiomatic for him. The Jewish people is an anomaly—its essence cannot be 
understood clearly as either "religion", "nation" or "state", and it cannot be com
pared to other peoples'. "If one wishes to judge the Jewish people fairly, then it 
must be judged according to its particular collective historical and psychological 
conditions, which deviate from the norm."81 While this can appear exclusionary, 
it is also in full agreement with the position taken by his teacher Steinthal and 
with many of the non-Zionist historians who preceded and succeeded him. 

Israel's anomalous character is further evidenced by the conditions of its 
existence—4,000 years o ld, it has existed as an integrated state within its own 
borders for only six short centuries, from the time of the immigration to Canaan 
up until the Babylonian Captivity. Since then it has lived as a vassal state or scat
tered throughout the Diaspora, with communities of greater and lesser size in the 
Middle East, Northern Africa, Europe, North and South America and even tiny 
enclaves in India and China. The worldwide Jewish Diaspora can, according to 
Ehrenpreis, be envisioned in the form of a circle, with a shifting centre and 
periphery.8^ Betimes a strong centre emerges and exercises hegemony over its 

78. Ehrenpreis, Israels möten med folken, 10. 
79. Ibid., 12; see also "Yttre och inre frihet", JT\928:2, 45-48. 
80. Ehrenpreis & Josephson (eds.), ix. 
81. Ehrenpreis, Israels möten medfolken, 13. 
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hinterland, only to eventually fade and be replaced by another. And in agree
ment with Simon Dubnow but contrary to Heinrich Graetz, population density 
is the decisive factor. Such spiritual hegemonic centres include first-century Alex
andria, Babylon, medieval Spain, the Sephardic Orient (Salonika, Smyrna, Con
stantinople), Ashkenazic Europe (Cracow, Lvov, Vilna) and at the time 
Ehrenpreis wrote this book in 1934, America. 

Ancient Israel, the author restates, was a spiritual nation, led by prophets 
and kings. When the political nation was defeated, it was men of the spirit, such 
as Jochanen ben Zakkai (who established his school in Jabneh in order to create a 
Judaism independent of territory) and Rabbi Akiba (who initiated the transcrip
tion of the Oral Law in the form of the Talmud), not generals and warriors who 
rescued the people from extinction.*^ 

Our Talmud teachers have shown no greater interest in the struggle of the 
Maccabees.... Thus warlike figures of an episodic nature like Judah Mac-
cabee and Simon Bar-Kokhba have not played a dominant role in Jewish 
national emotions.84 

It is worth noting that while telling his story Ehrenpreis portrays Simon Bar-
Kokhba, who led the final, fatal resistance to Roman rule ending in the mass sui
cide of the last zealots in the fortress at Masada, as a tragic figure, and his follow
ers and philosophy to be (as Ahad Ha-am too would have it) as "Sadducean", i.e. 
offering a political or military alternative to Israel without the requisite Jewish 
content. Ironically, it was Ehrenpreis' colleague Berdyczewski who was one of 
the first Jews since the historian Josephus to resurrect the image of Masada and 
claim it as a definitive moment in Jewish national history. ^ In the trilogy, 
Ehrenpreis allows the spiritual leader Rabbi Elazar to act as his mouthpiece. 

I believe not in heroes and I despise the sword. Simon Bar-Kokhba is not 
our redeemer. When the Scriptures say, "Let us choose men", i t does not 
mean men such as he. The Scriptures mean, "Let us choose men who fear 
sin, men of implicit faith, men filled with God, who are capable of lifting 
their soul to God, and within whose breasts the Divine spark burns". Such 
are the heroes of Israel, not Simon Bar-Kokhba.8<^ 

82. As did Dubnow; cf. "The Sociological View of Jewish History", Meyer (ed.), 264. 
83. Ehrenpreis, Israels möten med folken, 19-24. 
84. Ibid., Judisk religion i vår tid 53. 
85. Anita Shapira, "Herzl, Ahad Ha-'Am, and Berdichevsky: Comments on Their Nationalist 

Concepts", Jewish History, 1990:2, 65-66. 
86. Ehrenpreis, De som byggt Israel. Andra serien, 196. 
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As such, Ehrenpreis allies himself with a long tradition of rabbinical interpreta
tion of the Masada story. As Bernard Lewis states, 

When the Jewish collective memory forgot Masada and instead chose as 
its symbol Rabbi Yochanan ben Zakkai escaping from Jerusalem and seek
ing the permission of the Roman conquerors to open a rabbinical semi
nary, its showed a sound instinct. Masada was a dead end in Jewish 
history.87 

In modern terms, this translates into an explanation as to why Ehrenpreis is 
drawn toward Ahad Ha-am and Bialik and cannot accept the strictly political 
solutions of Herzl and Valentin. 

The Jews' encounters with other nations both "steeled our resolve" and 
"exposed our weaknesses". In a positive light, Israel's spiritual evolution was 
enriched by this dynamic dialogue with other nations. 

[Israel] accepted everything that could meld with its particular character. 
At times (as in the case of Alexandria and in more recent days in the West) 
it even accepted things foreign to its nature, which could not be incorpo
rated. This many-sided cross-breeding with foreign civilizations became a 
decisive factor in the life of the Diaspora. It fostered contemporary Jewry 
and made it what it is.88 

Here Ehrenpreis introduces another pair of opposites: The Jewish question is not 
just an external matter, but an internal one, too. To live as religiously separate 
and yet among others is a problem that each individual must confront. "There 
hardly exists a universal solution, an answer that would satisfy everyone. Thus 
his contention that the matter is a problem which each individual must resolve 
himself. Thus the prophet Jeremiah's reply to the Psalmist, who despairs of sing
ing Zion's song by the banks of a foreign river: "Build ye houses and live in 
them"; thus Judah Halevi's desperately setting sail for the Holy Land, leaving 

87. Bernard Lewis: History: Remembered \ Recovered, Invented (Prin ceton, NJ, 1975), 102. How
ever, in the new State of Israel, both the Bar-Kokhba revolt and the siege of Masada would be 
put to ideological use as "countermetaphors" to the Holocaust and the "submissive, exilic 
Jew". Cf. Yael Zerubavel, Recovered R oots: Collective Memory and the Making of Israeli 
National Tradition (Chicago & London, 1995), 48-76. A full account of the foundation of 
the academy at Yavneh is provided by Neusner, 114f. 

88. Ehrenpreis, Israels möten medfolken, 28. 
89. Ibid, 30. 
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behind the comforts of sophisticated Andalusia; thus Levertin's remaining, quite 
reconciled, in Stockholm. "He does not say 'no' to symbiosis."^0 Ehrenpreis 
compares Levertin to other modern Jewish intellectuals who succeeded in living 
harmonious lives while straddling two worlds—Spinoza, Disraeli, Heine, the 
Danish writer Meïr Goldschmidt, the German author Jakob Wassermann. 

When Jeremiah addresses Jewry on the eve of its confrontation with the 
Babylonian juggernaut, he sets the tone for the Diaspora's subsequent develop
ment. He is not recommending assimilation (that which Ehrenpreis calls merely 
a euphemism for "collective suicide"). Jeremiah "believe in a Jewishness in con
cert with civic duty. Faithfullness to one's heritage in no wise excludes feeling at 
home in the new country". The Diaspora is an utterance of God's will in his
tory—not a punishment, but rather a "way of life". ^ 

Unfortunately, the Diaspora and antisemitism were born twins. Haman, 
advisor to the Persian king who had conquered the Babylonians and now found 
himself with hundreds of thousands of Jews underfoot, is the father of antisemit
ism, according to Ehrenpreis and, as related in the Book of Esther, expresses an 
"'anti'-instinct...the antipathy of the majority toward a distinct minority".^2 

The "anti"-instinct of Jew-hatred would continue to run parallel to the Jews' 
attempts to live according to the prophetic ideals throughout their history. 
This is a point on which he criticizes Hugo Valentin so harshly, who sees anti
semitism as such an insurmountable enemy that the Jews have no recourse but to 
abandon Europe. "But the very fact that antisemitism is a constant factor in Jew
ish history refutes your theory", Ehrenpreis retorts. "[A]ntisemitism exists, anti
semitism is dangerous, but it cannot destroy Jewry. Therefore I cannot agree that 
the existence of antisemitism is a reason to relinquish the opportunities available 
to us in the Diaspora. 

The period which actualizes assimilation for the first t ime is the classical era 
of Hellas and Rome, roughly 300 BCE to 200 CE. The symbolic (and wholly 
legendary) meeting of Alexander the Great and the head priest Simon the Just is 
for Ehrenpreis "the moment at which Western civilization is born".^ Ehrenpreis 
defines assimilation as "the tendency of a minority to draw near to the country's 
majority, to intertwine with it as closely as possible". However, it is the degree of 

90. Ibid ,41. 
91. Ibid, 44. 
92. Ibid i AG. 
93. Cf. ibid, "Judarnas läge i världen", JT\935:2, 33-47; "Frågetecknet Israel",/?" 1943:4, 1 Ol

li. 
94. Ehrenpreis & Valentin, "Palestina och diaspora",/?" 1945:6, 170. 
95. Ehrenpreis, Israels möten medfolken, 52. 
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intensity which is the significant factor. "This can occur in the form of adapta
tion (accomodation), or amalgamation (assimilation), or finally transformation 
(mimicry)." While Ehrenpreis claims to have formulated these categories himself 
during the long process of ruminating over Jewish assimilation, he admits to 
have being influenced, or perhaps affirmed in the correctness of his analysis, by a 
Ph.D dissertation written by one Isaac B. Berkson, entitled Theories of American
ization. A Critical Study with Special Reference to the Jewish Group . Published in 
New York in 1920, Ehrenpreis claims to have first seen the dissertation while his 
own book was already in manuscript form.^ 

The first category, "adaptation", is understandable, natural, unavoidable. 
"Because of their historical nature, minorities are predisposed to belonging to 
two cultural spheres at once: The historically inherited one and the surrounding 
one (cultural dualism)." "Amalgamation" is the desire of a weak minority to 
assimilate "civicly, socially, cu lturally" with the reigning society. This can be a 
negative phenomenon if one abandons one's own culture; it is positive—or 
"ädeF (noble) to use Ehrenpreis7 term—"when a people does not assimilate 
itself, but rather assimilates with itself", in other words, retains faithfulness to its 
roots, cultivates its own spiritual and cultural values for the common weal and 
remains open to what is sound, good, and noble in the host culture, assimilating 
it into its own spirituality. This Ehrenpreis calls "synthetic assim ilation The 
very incarnation of noble assimilation is, for Ehrenpreis, Philo of Alexandria, 
who remained a Jewish philosopher but who, under the influence of Hellenism 
and Neo-Platonism reconciled and presented to his fellow citizens, Greek and 
Jewish alike, his Jewish philosophical system.The final alternative, "transfor
mation", i.e. the outright abandonment of one's particular ethnic identity, is 
quite simply "evil which breeds evil".^ 

This "tendency toward adaptation" recurs periodically among Diaspora 
Jewry. "It is t he chronic tension between self-preservation and self-destruction, 
between centripetal and centrifugal forces, even between particularism and uni-
versalism, which...governs Jewish evolution [and] lends our history its unparal
leled dynamic." This has transformed Israel into "the most adaptive people in 
history, while at the same time remaining the most exclusive".^ 

The Jews' Hellenization outside of Palestine was a "pénétration pacifique", 
states Ehrenpreis. 

96. Ibid, 55-56. 
97. Ibid. ,57-58. 
98. Ibid ,74. 
99. Ibid, 59. 
100. Ibid,61. 
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This foreign culture does not assume the mantle of the religious heritage. 
It merges with Judaism in an innate whole. Hellenism goes hand-in-hand 
with pronounced Jewish piety and historical consciousness.... During the 
Hellenistic epoch religion becomes a preservative, a corrective to disinte
grative cultural assimilation.101 

The ultimate cultural product of this meeting is the Septuagint, the Greek trans
lation of the Hebrew Bible. Here, the Jews for the second time (Aramaic being 
the first) in their history develop a new language in the Diaspora to complement 
Hebrew—a marriage of "the congenital Jewish cultural heritage with the lan
guages and spirituality of the new countries in a sound, vital, positive synthesis". 
This phenomenon repeats itself throughout history, in the form of "Arabic, 
Greek, the Spanish-Castillian language (Judeo-Spanish or Ladino) and finally 
Judeo-German (Yiddish)".102 It receives its impetus from the desire to translate, 
disseminate and explain Jewish ideas, along with preserving the "Jewishness" of 
these Diaspora communities.10^ When Hebrew was in danger of being lost, a 
new language, adopted from the immediate surroundings but written with 
Hebrew characters and featuring numerous words borrowed from Hebrew, was 
created by the people. Multilingualism was the foremost expession of Jewish cul
tural dualism. 

Hellenic-Jewish cultural dualism was an earnest Jewish attempt by a minor
ity doing its best among the majority to contribute to the common good. "The 
synthetic assimilation of Philo appears in no wise as a strategic compromise 
aimed at accruing political favours."10^ A conflict in this arena arrives somewhat 
earlier in the same milieu, when Paul spreads Jewish philosophy in the form of 
monotheistic religion after rejecting 

"the Law and the Prophets" and preaching "faith without the Law" 
instead.... Mosaic legislation had a distinct social character. Society stood 
at the centre of Mosaism. Social justice constituted the greatest passion of 
prophetism. 

Thus the theological-philosophical synthesis of Judaism and Hellenism prepared 
by Philo becomes in Paul's hands an antithesis, in Ehrenpreis7 judgement.1 ^ 

101. Ibid., 65-66. 
102. Ibid., "Hur jag blev svensk författare", JT, 203. Cf. also "Judarnas språk"//' 1949:7, 144-45. 
103. This was apparently also the impulse for writing his Swedish book Talmud. See also "Tal

muds sanna ansikte", JT 1936:11, 381-93. 
104. Ibid., Israels möten med folken, 78. 
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The next period of active creativity, of fruitful cross-pollination of cultures, 
occurs in Moorish Spain in the Middle Ages. "Israel's encounter with Islam 
beneath the smiling heavens of Andalusia constitutes the brightest page in the 
spiritual development of the Jewish Diaspora."10^ The benevolent, open recep
tion of the Jews by the rulers of Muslim Spain resulted in a blossoming of Jewish 
science, philosophy and literature. "Here the Jewish soul once again speaks its 
original tongue; a spark of the sense of the God of the Psalmists has leapt from 
the banks of the Jordan to the banks of Guadalquiver...."1^ Ideal types of "noble 
assimilation" during this era include Hasdai Chaprut in Cordoba, Samuel Ha-
Nagid in Granada, Samuel Levi in Toledo—politicians, generals and poets, pious 
men of proven patriotism and responsible citizenship. In Cordoba, the Hellenis
tic-Jewish cross-fertilization begun by Philo reaches its apotheosis, when Aristo
tle was transmitted to Jewish theological thought via the Muslim philosopher 
Averroës' influence on Maimonides. Here one cannot avoid relating Ehrenpreis' 
standpoint with that of the liberal thinkers of the earlier, Wissenschaft genera
tion, who extolled the virtues of Medieval Spain in order to plead for Jewish civic 
rights in their own day. 

The breaching of the ghetto walls in the nineteenth century began the third 
great encounter with other cultures, an encounter still ongoing and unresolved 
in Ehrenpreis' day—Jewry's definitive meeting with Western European culture. 
And again, in Ehrenpreis' estimation, an example of Jewry's "singular fate: A 
synthetic adaptation".^ After centuries spent cut off from their surroundings, 
sunken into Jewish learning in their yeshivot, the Jews were now eager to see 
what had been going on outside the walls. 

However, the walls had fallen too fast, there had been no transition period. 
Jews, especially the young, gladly swallowed all that was offered by European civ
ilization, fulfilling Jeremiah's command to "promote the welfare of the coun
try".10^ But the Jews had been freed by an act of law, of the head, as Ehrenpreis 
has often characterized it, not of the heart. Emancipation was not full—it con
cerned the individual Jew, not the Jews qua nation. 

105. Ibid., 102-04. Ehrenpreis has grappled extensively with the problem of Paul and Judaism in 
various writings, including Talmud, 121-51; "Gamaliel och Paulus. Fragment ur en mono
log", Vintergatan. Sveriges författareförenings litteraturkalender (Stockholm, 1931), 16-23; and 
"Rabban Gamaliel. Fördragsamhetens furste", De som byggt Israe l. Andra serien, 79-118. 

106. Ibid., Israels möten medfolken, 120. 
107. Ibid., 116. 
108. Ibid, 154. 
109. Ibid, 157. 
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The liberation of the Jews was in no wise the messianic fraternity between 
the strong and the weak of which Isaiah prophesied. The wolf came unto 
the lamb and said, "We have decided to emancipate thee. Henceforth 
shall thee be free and equal. Thou shalt live with us and work with us in 
peace and concord. Yet one thing must thee understand: Henceforth shall 
thee cease to be lambs. Become wolves like us!"110 

An era of great confusion was born. This qualified freedom elicts numerous, 
often contradictory responses on behalf of Jews eager to join society, eager to 
show their appreciation for being granted civil rights. Among other things it 
leads to an enormous wave of conversions to Protestantism due to its outward 
similarities to Reform Judaism. It also leads to the expression of bittersweet nos
talgia for the nation-preserving function performed by the ghetto. Like Jewish 
law, it was both an imposition and a safeguard. 

The revolt against "the shady side of emancipation" resulted in, among 
other things, the development of Wissenschaft des Judentums in Germany men
tioned above, which 

does not confine itself to rights, [it] demands right. The emancipated Jew 
is to be granted the elementary right to which all human beings aspire: the 
right to be himself.111 

The motivating force in Jewish scholarly research of the 19th century "consisted 
in the adoption of a stand on the question of Jewish survival, or in the desire to 
find satisfaction in such survival," wrote one analyst. "These people saw how tra
ditional Judaism was d isintegrating and they were convinced that a clear view 
and a theoretical interpretation of Judaism would provide the modern, cultivated 
Jew with the potential to carry on as a Jew."112 

At this point in his historical analysis of Jewish cultural survival strategies, 
Ehrenpreis arrives where this chapter began: Grappling with the question of par
ticularism and universalism. His analysis of assimilation is ultimately similar to 
Ahad Ha-am's, with one major revision. Ahad Ha-am, states Ehrenpreis, was 
wrong to characterize European emancipation as "freedom" in his essay "Slavery 
in Freedom"; instead, it was "unfreedom. It was the compliancy of the powerless 
in the face of a superior force, which liberated and enslaved at one and the same 
time".11^ In the following chapter, we shall examine the overarching contribu

110. Ibid, 164-65. 
111. Ibid,184. 
112. Max Wiener, "The Ideology of the Founders of Jewish Scientific Research", YIVO Annual of 

Jewish Social Science (1950), 187-88. 
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tions to Western civilization made by Jewish culture and why, according to Mar
cus Ehrenpreis, they indicate that a transvaluated cultural understanding of 
Jewish ethics, mediated by a truthful apprehension of its history, proves that 
Judaism and Europeanism, rather than being divergent forces, have a solid foun
dation of universal commonalities upon which to build for future symbiosis 
between the two. With Europe marching toward war in the 1930s, preaching 
this symbiosis had become an even more pressing ethical imperative for Ehren
preis. 

113. Ehrenpreis, Israels möten med folken^ 192. 
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7. Prophetism and Authenticity; 
Hie Renegotiation of Jewish Identity 

Not by might nor by power, but by my Spirit , says the Lord Almighty. 
Zee har iah 4:6 

Certain periods of crisis in Western society, most notably war and severe e co
nomic recession, can be characterized as times of intensified ethnic invention 
among its minorities. As the demands for loyalty and conformity to the norms of 
society increase, ethnic groups tend to reply by demonstrating their own ethnic 
culture's concordance with national ideals. Immigrant and ethnic groups, feeling 
particularly vulnerable, respond by asserting and demonstrating the compatibil
ity of their ethnocultures with national ideals. In such periods of identity crisis 
(which involves a crisis for the larger society as well as the constituent ethnic 
group), the renegotiation of ethnicity becomes a matter of the utmost urgency.1 

In the end, it is an attempt to bridge and explain the polarity between particular 
and universal, between the ethnic minority and the majority population. 

Throughout Jewish history, many such instances have played themselves 
out—in Alexandria during the first century CE, when the first large-scale Jewish 
Diaspora found itself being drawn increasingly closer to Hellenic culture, at the 
same time as its unfamiliar rites and traditions provoked a certain amount of 
mistrust among the majority population; after the exile from Spain, when the 
hitherto most successful Jewish minority the Diaspora had ever witnessed sud
denly found itself without a homeland and proceeded to redefine its teachings in 
order to cope with the situation; and during the 17th century, when pogroms 

1. Kathleen Neils Conzen, David A. Gerber, Ewa Morawska, George E. Pozzetta & Rudolph J. 
Vecoli, "The Invention of Ethnicity: A Perspective from the USA , Altreitalie 1990:3, 43. 
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swept over the Ukraine and a false Messiah, Sabbatai Zevi, emerged from Turkey 
only to ultimately betray the hopes of world Jewry, which ultimately led to a dis
trust of its leadership and a splintering of Jewish religious observance which still 
characterizes it today. 

In Sweden, from the time that Hitler assumed power in Germany, through
out the Second World War, and into the postwar years, Marcus Ehrenpreis' Jew
ish culture project was a textbook example of a renegotiation of an ethnic 
minority's identity. As we have seen, he had eagerly partaken in the discussion 
concerning the place of Jewish culture in Europe and the "Jewish ancestry" of 
European culture as early as the last decades of the nineteenth century. During 
the war, in an "atmosphere of demoralition, barbarity and brutality", he intensi
fied and concentrated his efforts at saving Europe and her children, both Jewish 
and Gentile, from "an atavistic worship of physical strength and courage and 
deeds of valour".2 

Ehrenpreis was quick to recognize the gravity of the war for the Jews in par
ticular, both those in Germany, formerly the most comfortably assimilated Jew
ish minority Europe had witnessed since the Andalusian era, and for those 
vulnerable minority enclaves spread throughout the rest of Europe, East as well 
as West. As early as late 1939 he accused the Nazis of waging a "war of annihila
tion" (förintelsekamp) on the Jews, but while greiving the turn of events, he also 
maintained a nearly prophetic optimism in his interpretation of what history 
might have in store when the war is over. While Nazi violence against the Jews 
would appear at first glance to "exceed all that has occurred in past", Ehrenpreis 
maintains that that is an ahistorical analysis. 

These revolutionary interludes, known as cataclysms, run an almost typical 
course. At certain intervals the world gets trapped in a cul-de-sac, due to 
the wickedness of mankind.... Each time the "end of the world arrives, a 
few select individuals or groups emerge, pure, pious and upright men and 
women, who survive the extinction of their world to build a new one.... 
Their first task is to create the solid ethical ground upon which the new 
generation can set it foot.^ 

This is indeed a shocking statement insofar as it can be interpreted as meaning 
that there is a reason for the death of masses of innocent human beings and that 
the ultimate survival and renewal of society will depend upon the spiritual purity 
of certain groups and individuals. However, he is a ttempting to instill hope in 

2. Ehrenpreis, "Vad kunna vi rädda?", /71940:12, 352-53. 
3. Ibid, "Gud i historien",/T 1939:11,335-37. 
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his readers by associating the current crisis with similar stories from the Bible 
(Noah and the Flood, Sodom and Gommorah) and drawing attention to the fact 
that society has embarked upon a doomed course, one which will ultimately 
founder and which will leave in its wake the opportunity to reassess and transval-
uate its values. At this point in histoiy, and after a lifetime of optimistically pro
moting the synthesis of Jewish and European culture as a way of modernizing 
Jewry, Ehrenpreis redoubled his efforts and emphasized even more stridently the 
necessity for such a synthesis for both parties, if they were to survive the cata
clysm. While notes of pessimism do indeed invade his writing during this last 
phase of his career, overall his work is characterized by activism—his wartime 
writings can be seen as a willed act of spiritual resistance to Nazism. 

In the very midst of the war, Ehrenpreis portrayed the times as an "uninter
rupted succession...of horror-filled days". 

We believed in the firmness of our ethical foundations, in the invincible 
power of technology expansion and social progress, in the security of our 
social order. Now none of this remains standing.... We live in an impover
ished and naked time, a disclaimed time without a vital connection with 
the past, without contact with the ethical and spiritual values we com
monly refer to as "humanity".^ 

According to Ehrenpreis, the salvation of the Jewish people in this hour of crisis 
consisted in rescuing the Jewish cultural heritage, which for him assumed a cen
tral position within the general humanistic cultural tradition. Attempting to 
assimilate into the surrounding culture has proven not only to be an instance of 
the "mimicry" he decried in Israels möten med folken, but as Nazi racial policies 
have proven, even physically impossible. Instead of shedding their Jewish identi
ties in an act of self-denial, Ehrenpreis insists that in order to serve European 
society, the Jews must retain and cultivate them. 

We mean more to our surroundings if we remain loyal to ourselves, a 
fidelity which in no way whatsoever stands in opposition to our loyalty to 
King and Country and our surroundings.^ 

However, perhaps it was too late. Learning of the extermination of Polish Jewry, 
he could but resignedly mourn that "the Jewish book in Europe is dead". While 
the "mighty spiritual renaissance" of the interwar period had been in the process 

4. Ibid., "Att finna sig själv", JT 1942:9, 240, 242. 
5. Ibid., 243. 
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of spreading from the East to the assimilated Jews ofWestern Europe, the People 
of the Book were now threatened with becoming "a people without books''.^ 

In this chapter, we shall undertake a close reading of his texts, particularly 
the wartime ones, in order to delineate Marcus Ehrenpreis' own struggle to stave 
off this book's impending doom by presenting a contrasting picture of a possible 
and indeed necessary relationship to the spiritual heritage of Jewish culture in 
the shadow of what he perceived as the devaluation of all cultural values cur
rently plaguing Europe. Setting the tone for his own form of spiritual resistance, 
and echoing his previously-stated views on the ultimate inadequacy of military 
might, he concludes that "spiritual resistance is the only form of resistance we 
have at our disposal"/ 

Taken as a whole, Ehrenpreis ' cultural agenda had a triple purpose, aimed 
both inward toward the Jewish population of Sweden in order to show this 
highly-assimilated group that a treasure trove of Jewish cultural values, which 
had lately been neglected inWestern Europe, did indeed exist and still contained 
the power to meet the challenges of the modern world; and outward toward the 
surrounding, general European culture as a reminder of the essential contribu
tions Jewish culture had made to its own, modern world. While these efforts 
could be said to characterize his entire written production during his time in 
Sweden, his third purpose was first actualized during the 1930s, when fascist and 
antisemitic currents of thought penetrated European society and demanded 
gainsaying. 

[F]rom without you perceive the increasingly vehement, increasingly 
assertive theory of mankind's division into races, of superior and inferior 
races, of races which are worthy of living and others which should be 
swept from the face of the earth.8 

The overall implication of this false doctrine was to elimate the sovreign individ
ual from society. 

The might of the masses in all its varieties draws itself up over our heads 
like an all-consuming Moloch to swallow us whole. This anonymous mass 
fetters us with iron shackles, enslaves our bodies and our souls. We are 
incapable of being ourselves, not even for a minute. The newly-formed 
state which calls itself the "totalitarian state (the very word as barbaric as 
the concept itself) is no longer satisfied by requiring us to fulfill our civic 

6. Ibid. "När människan och Gud söka varandra", JT 1942:10, 275. 
7. Ibid,, 27 G. 
8. Ibid., "Endast med anden", JT 1937:5, 158 
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duties, by prescribing laws and norms for public and social life; it 
demands our souls and our minds. It dictates what we should think and 
feel, what we should love and hate, worship or despise, indeed, even what 
we should believe. It inflicts an aesthetic ideal on us from above, a state-
sanctioned conception of beauty: Which works of art we should admire, 
which books we should read, which poetry should move us. It has forced 
science into a straight-jacket, inflicting its own rules and methods upon it 
and raising a wall around the flight of human thought.^ 

The call for the ultimate elimination of the Jews had the widest possible societal 
implications in its logical development. 

Away with the Jews, away with the churches, away with the preachers of 
liberty, away with science, with the sovreignty of scholarship and 
thought....10 

In the face of the totalitarian demand for the obedience of the masses and purity 
of the race, Marcus Ehrenpreis was determined to testify for the democractic tra
dition of Judaism in order to save both Jewry and the humanistic tradition of 
European civilization. 

Universalism and. Identity 

In recapitulating the context in which modern Jewry emerged, it was of course 
the process of its emancipation, undertaken in the wake of the French Revolu
tion, which opened many a hitherto locked door to Jewish intellectuals at the 
same time as i t confronted them with many difficult existential decisions. The 
Enlightenment had offered the Jews the freedom to participate in the main
stream of European culture as full-fledged citizens, but asked in return that the 
Jews abandon all claims to a national identity, that special feeling of community 
which all Jews had unreflectively shared up until the onset of the modern era. 
The individual Jew would now have the opportunity to participate in the fulfill
ment of the universal ideals of the Enlightenment as a sovreign individual. 

Directly on the heels of the Enlightenment, however, followed the Roman
tic reaction, which posed the opposite demand of "identity" as the foundation 
for authentic life. Herder had imposed Rousseau's thoughts about the authentic 

9. Ibid., "Individens kris", JT1937:10, 356. 
10. Ibid., "Svärdet och anden", JT 1943:12, 374. 
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individual on the collective cultural entity, on the people as a whole, as a new 
moral ideal. Each individual nation possessed a particular collective spirit and 
unique national character which it was destined to fulfill. If a people could not 
prove itself unique and vital, then according to historical development it was 
doomed to extinction. As far as the Jews were concerned, philosophers like 
Herder, Kant and Hegel had all come to the conclusion that Jewry as a civiliza
tion had fulfilled its mission in world history by presenting it with the concept of 
monotheism and preparing the way for Christianity. The evolution of time and 
the feebleness of the Jewish collective spirit had rendered Jewish peoplehood 
superfluous.11 

The Jewish modernists belonging to Marcus Ehrenpreis' generational unit, 
born around 1870, raised in Orthodox Jewish environments in Eastern Europe 
but also the first to receive an education at West European universities, had been 
the first generation of emancipated Jews to attempt to reconcile the demands of 
modernity without abandoning its Jewishness.1 The efforts of Ehrenpreis to 
bridge the gap between universalism and identity took the form of a life-long 
attempt to create a synthesis of the two apparently irreconcilable demands made 
upon the Jews by their fellow Europeans. 

The goal was to create a modern Jewish culture on its own terms and based 
on its own historical sources, while simultaneously revealing to Europe its own 
Jewish roots, i.e. show how closely Jewish culture actually ran to the mainstream 
of Western civilization and the decisive import the Jewish tradition had had in 
determining its course. The project embarked upon by Ehrenpreis and his gener
ation was a clarion call to the Jews to reject pronouncements which committed 
their culture to oblivion. It demanded a broader and deeper understanding of 
Judaism in order that modern Jews could revolt against those who would deny 
them their continued legitimacy as a people. 

Thus the main purpose of the publicistic and educational efforts of Marcus 
Ehrenpreis was to help the Jews rescue a threatened culture during a time when 
the waves of assimilation beat high. During the late nineteenth and early twenti
eth centuries, several hundred thousand Jews in Western Europe had left Juda
ism and converted to Christianity, since it seemed to be the way of life 
corresponding to the higher culture in which they wished to participate fully. 
This phenomenon Ehrenpreis dismissed as the result of intolerance and "traffick-

11. Frank E. Manuel, The Broken Staffi Judaism Through Christian Eyes (Cambridge, MA. & 
London, 1992), 263f. 

12. Cf. Fruitman, "Den judiska renässansens generationer , Från moderna helgonkulter till själv
mord. Föredrag från idé- och ve tenskapshistorisk konferens 1995, (ed.) Thomas Kaiserfeld 
(Stockholm, 1995), 24-27. 
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ing in the heavenly for materialistic purposes",1^ brought on by a European soci
ety which, despite its assurances of a high level of tolerance, still esteemed a 
certain form of religious observance as normative and superior. "Comparing reli
gions, establishing a scale of merit between superior and inferior beliefs, is in 
itself a manifestation of intolerance. It is like comparing and assessing different 
native languages," Ehrenpreis bitterly remarked.1^ 

In the vast majority of cases, this conversion was only nominal, the result of 
younger Jews, having been given the opportunity to receive a Western education 
and en route to acculturation to European values and perceptions, also internal
izing prejudices against Judaism which led them to despise their own heritage of 
Biblical commandments and rabbinical exegeses as parochial, dessicated and 
anachronistic. Conversion was the most palpable way of pledging allegience to 
the supposed universalism of the Enlightenment and society at large. However, 
universalism also implies conformity and, as a logical result, a lack of tolerance 
toward those who refuse to submit to its hegemony. "What was lacking in that 
emancipation", in Ehrenpreis' analysis, 

in order for it to have been a true liberation, was tolerance, the overcom
ing of the "anti -emotion.... The Jewish citizen should be allowed differ 
from the majority in certain respects without his civic duties and rights 
being challenged.15 

Well into the twentieth century, the concept of pluralism was not a self-evident 
component of the idea of tolerance. 

As we have seen, Marcus Ehrenpreis was one of those Jewish cultural 
nationalists who always ha d a difficult time whole-heartedly allying themselves 
with the goals and methods of political Zionism. The elitist, cultural Zionists 
did not see the creation of a Jewish national home in Palestine as a worthy end in 
itself, but rather wanted to use the state as a means to realize the particular genius 
of the Jewish national character. Here we clearly see the influence exerted on 
them by the German Romantics. A state and political rights would allow the 
Jews, like all other peoples, to cultivate their own national spirit undisturbed and 
fulfill it s mission. The cultural Zionists considered the Jews as being in posses
sion of a unique talent, which consisted in their role as bearers of a moral vision 
with universal application. Through the particular (being recognized as a people 
in possession of its own unique and vital spirit), the Jews would achieve the uni-

13. Ehrenpreis, "Frågetecknet Israel",TT 1943:4, 110. 
14. Ibid, j "Samtal med Moder Tolerantia",yT 1946:2, 34, 35. 
15. Ibid, "Frågetecknet Israel", JT1943:4, 105. 
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versai, an ethical vision which was in concordance with the spirit of the Enlight
enment and would benefit all mankind. In the words of Marcus Ehrenpreis, "As 
a group we not only have the right to live, we also have something to live for, we 
have something to achieve. Our historic task has not yet been accomplished". 

As we have learned above, this apprehension of the Jewish national character 
was given form by Ahad Ha-am, who during his lifetime attempted to reformu
late the religious heritage of the Jews in secularized terms, whereupon the Jews 
would not be seen as "a nation like all others" (the slogan of the political Zion
ists) but rather as a unique people who possessed a special, inherited talent as far 
as ethical and moral matters were concerned. This tradition has its origins in the 
story of the acceptance of the commandments at Sinai and was a fundamental 
assumption shared by all those members of Ehrenpreis ' generation who received 
their early inspiration from Ahad Ha-am. However, in his preaching of this mor
alism as the particular genius of the Jews, Ahad Ha-am ran into a fundamental 
problem. As an agnostic, he denied the Divine origins of the commandments. 
On the other hand, there existed cultural Zionists like Ehrenpreis and Martin 
Buber who retained their belief in God and thereby avoided the difficulties 
encountered by Ahad Ha-am in confirming ethical duty as the touchstone of the 
Jewish spirit. Referring to Ezra's speech to the Jews of Babylon in 444 BCE, 
prior to their repatriation to the Land of Israel, Ehrenpreis underlines the prece
dence Jewish ideas take over Jewish statehood. 

Was not Moses before David? Was not Sinai before Jerusalem? He wanted 
to bring his people to back to the sources; he wanted to give his people the 
invulnerable Torah instead of the vulnerable Jerusalem.1^ 

For Ehrenpreis, belief in God is the starting point for justifying the Jews' 
remaining loyal to their own culture, a culture with roots deeper than those 
planted in the territorial state. As we have seen in the previous chapter, for him 
there exists no such thing as "secular Judaism"; the raison d'etre of the Jews rests 
on religious grounds. He attempts to illustrate this by referring in numerous 
texts to an instance in the prophetic writings dealing with worldly and divine 
power and which for him was a decisive moment in the formation of the Jews' 
worldview. 

16. Ibid., "World Jewish Congress", JT1944:11, 376. 
17. Ibid., "När Esra grundade judendomen. Ur ett större arbete , JT 1929:1,2; Cf. De som byggt 

Israel. Visioner från tre årtusenden, 215. 
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At the very outset of Israel's national existence a serious conflict arose 
between the tribes, wishing to become "like all other nations and calling 
for a king, and Samuel, who in his soul understands that Israel is not a 
nation like others but rather a nation sui generis. The tribes aspire to secu
larization.... At the coronation itself, held against the prophet's will, Sam
uel cannot resist branding this revolution as apostasy.... The tension 
between prophets and kings is in essence nothing less than Judaism's self-
assertion as a spiritual force as opposed to a kingdom, which reduces 
Judaism to a political and militarized state.18 

In his explication of Jewish identity Ehrenpreis, like most of the members of his 
generation, returned to the original documents of Jewish life—to theTanakh, the 
collective Hebrew term for that which the Christian tradition calls the Old Tes
tament: The Five Books of Moses, or Torah, the Prophets and the Writings. This 
corresponds to the notion of Romanticism that language and literature are 
equated with national identity (see Chapter Five). Ehrenpreis and his generation 
preferred to deemphasize the two-thousand-year-old exegetical tradition repre
sented by the Talmud and later commentaries in favour of the " Ur-words of 
the Tanakh, interpreting these anew with an eye firmly fixed on modern life in 
Europe. Though more conciliatory than many of his contemporaries, Ehrenpreis 
adjudged that theTalmudic tradition, due to its introspective nature, had degen
erated into the "petrified rabbinism" which had come to dominate normative 
Judaism. Judaism was in danger of losing organic touch with its own actual cul
tural roots. Referring directly to the sources implied that one could more effec
tively come to grips with authentic Jewish culture. 

The Substance of the Jewish Cultural Heritage 

Marcus Ehrenpreis was influenced by the reigning intellectual conviction of his 
day that just as in the case of other nations, one could identify an authentic Jew
ish national culture in history, a culture that would bring the Jews to their senses 
and entice them away from assimilation and back to historical Jewry, without 
necessarily being forced to submit to the ritual demands of the religion, which he 
perceived as but one of many different forms in which the Jewish spirit expressed 
itself.20 Historical continuity based on that elusive entity "authenticity" would 

18. Ibtd., "'Sekulariserad7 historieuppfattning", JT 1945:1, 3. Cf. "Klatzkin som religionsfor
skare", /T 1941: 1,7. 

19. Ibid, " Ordet som livsmakt" ,JT 1940:3, 70 .  
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replace the religious context which had disappeared forever together with the 
walls of the ghetto. 

As we have seen in Chapter Four, with his point of departure in a universal-
istic perspective, Ehrenpreis defines culture as "the internalization and intensifi
cation of external spiritual and religious values. The task of culture is to 
reproduce our spiritual heritage from the routine to the intimately personal, to 
something that can become an innate force" and which can transform assimi
lated individualists into Jews with a living relationship to their cultural and spir
itual heritage, as bearers of what he calls "Jewish substance". 

The will to Jewishness should not be confused with living Jewish knowl
edge. It is not identical with Jewish substance.... Both the Prophets and 
the Tannaim [rabbis and scholars in the first two centuries C.E.] reject a 
Jewishness which circles around the periphery.... What these men sought 
and what we must now seek is J ewish consciousness informed by knowl
edge,21 

Recall that Ehrenpreis does not equate the concepts of "culture" and "spiritual 
values" with one another; rather, he defines the former as an expression and 
mediator of the latter. Jewish culture is the expression of Jewish civilization, 
bearer of the authentically Jewish as it has been formed throughout history and 
which thereupon "in the course of time became increasingly richer and multifac-
etted as Jewry achieved increasingly intimate contact with the world and its cul
ture". Judaism is not solely a religion like Christianity, it is a unique 
phenomenon in world history whose basis is the ethical and religious message 
which emanated from Sinai, a message which over the millennia has, in his eyes, 
become one of mankind's formative forces. At the same time, through external 
and internal upheavals, wanderings and persecution, it has been transformed 
into the bearer of a particular culture resting on the unshakeable foundation of 
religious faith and with a decisive effect on numerous aspects of human life.^ 

Thus in Ehrenpreis7 view, the authentic expression of Judaism has far from 
played itself out, as the above-mentioned trio of Herder, Hegel and Kant would 
have it, but rather has constantly renewed and re-created itself in interplay with 
the times and contact with other cultures. The interplay between Jewish ideas as 
they are expressed in religious observance and their tenability in the face of the 

20. Ibid,y "Religion och lag" JT 1937:3, 77-78; "Det judiska kulturarvet", JT 1949:9,238. 
21. Ibid., "Judisk substans", JT 1939:12, 368, 369. 
22. Ibid., "Samtal mellan synagogan och kyrkan. Andra artikeln , JT 1942:2, 238-39. 
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demands and challenges of society at large is t he very phenomenon which has 
kept the cultural legacy of J udaism thriving. 

From the very outset of Jewish history, tension has existed between the striv
ing for "normality" and the struggle to preserve a unique status among the 
nations. The prophet Samuel made himself very unpopular among both the peo
ple and its leadership by execreting the Jews ' reversion to the worship of power 
and statehood. Through numerous references to Samuel and in his apprehension 
of Judaism as a spiritual entity, Ehrenpreis once again underlines his own ambiv
alence toward the political Zionists7 aim of creating a state in Palestine as an end 
in and of itself rather than a means to realizing the final goal of the Jewish cul
tural renaissance—preserving and developing the spiritual values inherent to 
Jewish peoplehood. In the light of the flames of Kristallnacht, it appears even 
more clearly to Ehrenpreis that these ethical values would benefit both a Jewish 
people on the verge of catastrophe and a world which stands before a "a growing, 
avalanche-like crisis of the soul which threatens to engulf the whole of European 
mankind" He thus concentrates a great deal of energy during the wartime era 
to conducting his own form of spiritual resistance to Nazism through a thorough 
explication of the prophetic tradition and its applicability to modern times. 

Prophetism as Divine Humanism 

The reconquest of the prophetic tradition by Jewish leftists, integrationists, and 
modernists like Marcus Ehrenpreis, is one of the most remarkable elements in 
the history of ideas around the turn of the century, and became the inspirational 
s o u r c e  o f  Z i o n i s m  a s  t h e  s e c u l a r  s a v i o u r  o f  t h e  J e w i s h  e t h i c  o f  s o c i a l  j u s t i c e . I n  
Ehrenpreis ' view, it was a logical necessity. Prophetism runs like 

a scarlet thread throughout our historical existence.... One could even go 
so far as to describe the prophet Ezekial as the "first cultural Zionist"....2^ 

As in previous chapters of Jewish history, the reason for this rediscovery lies in 
the quest for identity brought about by that earlier era of crisis, when antisemit
ism became a political factor in Europe, the Dreyfus trial took place in France, 
assimilation was at its zenith, and a series of major pogroms erupted in the 

23. Ibid., "Brinnande synagoger", JT 1938:11, 339. 
24. Mendelsohn, On Modern Jewish Politics, 99, 110. 
25. Ehrenpreis, "Judiska världskongressens kulturuppgift ,JT 1948:6, 162. 
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East—the search for an authentic expression of the Jewish spirit which the sur
rounding world seemed to demand of a people in order that it be recognized as 
viable. 

Old Testament prophetism was seen as something essentiallyjewish, created 
in a Palestinian context from the precepts of the Jewish national character. "The 
prophetism of the Israeli tes... is among the most profound products of the Jewish 
spirit," Marcus Ehrenpreis wrote.2(^ Once again, we see the difference between 
culture and the spiritual values it expressed being invoked. 

The reason why these ideas are particularly suitable as a foundation for an 
authentic, modern Jewish ethic and national is 

prophetism's absolute demand on mankind..., which takes no account of 
mankind's shortcomings and weaknesses. The prophets no nothing of 
compromise, their demands are unconditional. The prophet asks not 
what mankind can do, he tells him what it must do.2^ 

Prophetism defines the theological grounds for ethics, an assumption that God is 
emotionally involved in history. The prophets are the spiritual radicals of ancient 
Israel, according to Edward K. Kaplan, "who challenge today's cynical expecta
tions.... [T] he prophet derives his power from God's involvement with human
kind, and his utterances sound exaggerated to us only because our moral outrage 
is so feeble".28 Here the respective perceptions of the nature of the divinity con
strued by Athens and Jerusalem part ways forever in the history of ideas, which 
Fritz A. Rothschild summarized neatly: "The God of Israel is n ot the Unmoved 
Mover of the philosophers, but the Most Moved Mover of the prophets," stand
ing in a dynamic and mutual relationship with creation.2^1 

Through the prophets, the basic assumption of the Jewish worldview of 
God's presence in history is confirmed and facilitates a continuation of the 
unbroken connection linking contemporary Jews and the Jews at Sinai. It also 
places the power to interpret God's word in the hands of the mankind, further 
shoring up the demand for individual liberty. Abraham Joshua Heschel, the 
twentieth century's foremost interpreter of the prophetic tradition, sums up this 
historical continuity. 

26. Ibid., "Bibelns profeter och tidens", JT 1947:2, 33. 
27. Ibid, "Judendom och kristendom", JT 1933:9, 296. 
28. Edward K. Kaplan, Holiness in Words : Abraham Joshua Heschel's Poetics of Piety (Albany, NY, 

1996), 101. 
29. Fritz A. Rothschild, "Varieties of Heschelian Thought , Abraham Joshua Heschel: Exploring 

His Life and Thought (ed.) John C. Merkle (New York & London, 1985), 89. 
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The word is the word of God, and its understanding He gave unto man. 
The source of the authority is not the word as given in the text but Israel's 
understanding of the text. At Sinai we received both the word and the 
spirit to understand the word.^0 

The prophet never approaches problems directly, as in the Greek philosoph
ical tradition via a straight line between subject and object, but rather in triangu
lar form: from the prophet through God to the object.^1 

And his favoured tool of expression is not the logical syllogism but the 
poetic word. "The bond of the word must be broken asunder in order to experi
ence the nearly ineffable [content] emerging from these brief, abstruse, muted 
texts", wrote Ehrenpreis.^2 The "object" in question, according to Jewish tradi
tion, is mankind as a whole, without differentiation. In his zeal to show the uni
versal in the particular which according to Ehrenpreis is the essential aspect of 
Jewish thought, in numerous instances he states that the "most glorious com
mandment" in the Torah is the one that stresses that mankind, all of mankind, 
has been created in God's image. This is the touchstone for a "divine humanism" 
which demands reverence for mankind as literally created in God's image. 
"[T]he distinctive nature of prophetism lies in the centrality of spiritual life val
ues to its worldview."^ 

For Ehrenpreis, the unique content of the prophetic message is four-fold. Its 
first aspect is the visionary character of the word of the prophets, their ability to 
see "the eternal in the transient, the lasting in that which rushes by". Secondly, 
and despite the downright antipolitical standpoint of the prophets, the idea of 
peace assumes an elevated status in their message: "They based their teachings on 
one single word, shalomi peace." In order for this ideal be realized, the idea of tol
erance is necessary, the striving for "the perfection of society" through a personal 
assumption of responsibility, as well as Jewish theology's notion of a personal 
God who sees the individual as "the centre of creation". In the opinion of Ehren
preis, the manner in which the prophets perceived the idea of tolerance, in con
trast to that of the Enlightenment, embraces entire communities despite the fact 
that it is also based on the individual. 

The final element in the uniqueness of the prophets is that aspect which is 
the basic prerequisite for their creative activities: The inherent ability of man

30. Abraham Joshua Heschel, God in Search of Man: A Philosophy of Judaism (New York & Phila
delphia, 1955), 274. 

31. Heschel, The Prophets (Philadelphia, 1962), 24. 
32. Ehrenpreis, De som byggt Israel. Profeter och gudsmän, 75. 
33. Ibid., "Judiska världskongressens kulturuppgift ,JT 1948:6, 162. 
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kind to evolve. The prophets "did not consider mankind's evolution as ha ving 
been completed; rather they saw it as a continuous historical process which grad
ually leads the individual [and therewith society as a whole] from primitiveness 
and barbarity to a superior and purer form of life". ̂  This evolutionary idea and 
the prophetic optimism regarding the perfectability of man and society allow 
Ehrenpreis and his generational comrades to relate their ideas about the continu
ous cultural development of the Jews to current ideas about evolution in general 
and the thought of Kant in particular. 

In the 1930s, it becomes all the more apparent to Ehrenpreis (and many 
with him) that progress in Western society has ground to a halt. In his renowned 
sermon held in Stockholm shortly after the Nazi assumption of power in Ger
many. he employs the words of Malachi, the last of the line of Hebrew prophets, 
to rail against exclusionary nationalist thought. The advance of the Fascists has 
proven 

that despite several thousand years o f civilization, we have failed to gain 
any appreciable ground in terms of our humanity. We have not become 
better, nobler, more humane.... Art and science, culture and education 
yield to the wild shouts of the street, retreat before the blind masses 
inflamed by demagogues.... Our humanity has not progressed at the same 
pace as our technology.3^ 

By placing the words of the prophet—"Have we not all one Father? Did not one 
God create us? Why do we profane the covenant of our fathers by breaking faith 
with one another?" (Malachi 2:10)—in a contemporary context, Ehrenpreis 
forges a direct, immediate link with the ancient past. His listeners and readers are 
not allowed to calmly ruminate over the racist injustice of byegone days; instead, 
they are cast directly down among the racist injustice of the day and commanded 
to do something about it.^ 

Totalitarian racism has transformed the world forever, Ehrenpreis insists; 
nothing will be as it was before and now is the time to reject the old values which 
no longer suffice and charge those which are eternal with new life and new 
meaning, the transvaluation of all values which Nietzsche had inspired in him. 
The new role of the Jews is to remind Europe of the prophetic roots of its own 
ideals before it is too late—-both for Europe and her Jews. 
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In order to prepare for this task, Ehrenpreis urges a methodic, thematic 
reading of the Tanakh, indeed the entire Jewish text tradition, in order to be able 
to distinguish the outdated from the eternal, the particular without universal 
application from the particular which is based on that very universal applica
tion.^ He even provides a starting point with a course of seven articles plumb
ing the depths of these works, presented in the pages of Judisk Tidskrift in 1939 
and 1940.38 The composite and complex nature of European society requires 
that it embrace this universal message for the sake of its own survival. Far from 
being unworldly dreamers, the prophets were men who, confronted with tragic 
or radically transformed situations, dealt with the" realpolitik of mankind.3^ 

In order to explicate the nature and place of prophetism in the modern 
world, Heschel has written that "the prophets remind us of the moral state of a 
people: Few are guilty, but all are responsible".^ The prophet is obsessed with 
integrity and his view of mankind as created in the very image of God has uni
versal currency. Heschers biographer Kaplan underlines its contemporary signif
icance: "Sacred ethics requires us to exercise our democratic responsibility by 
defending truth.Divine humanism makes the particular, Jewish conscious
ness a universal matter; it confirms the unique spirit of the Jewish people and the 
role that has been staked out for it in world development. 

Thus prophetism is seen by Ehrenpreis as the authentically Jewish expres
sion of a universalist view of the conditions of mankind as the changes of time 
demand. He envisions a "worldwide revolution", warning that the new world 
"will be different from the old one, and there is no point in blinded men and 
women continuing to cling to deep-seated programmes and prejudices, when 
everything around us is changing". 2 In the Tanakh Ehrenpreis finds those val
ues which in an era of Evaluation of values can be transvaluated in order to assist 
in shoring up the democratic foundations of Western civilization. A transvalua-
tion of Jewish values would both meet the demands for a change of course made 
by this time of crisis, foster a new Jewish identity, and contribute to an increased 
awareness and understanding of the Jewish contribution to Western civilization. 
On a very concrete level throughout the war years, he concentrates on three par
ticular aspects of the prophetic tradition which helped form European culture 
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and which must be resuscitated in modern times in order to assure its continued 
survival and evolution—social justice, minority rights and perpetual peace. 

Democracy, a Jewish Tradition 

After centuries of neglect, research in the humanities, especially during the past 
two decades, has increasingly identified Jewish elements in the Western history 
of ideas. This "third culture", alongside the Greek and the Latin, "once an orna
ment of the trilingual gentleman-scholar, deserves a more prominent place in the 
history of western thought than has been accorded to it," according to Frank E. 
Manuel.^ Michael Walzer7s book on the significance of the Exodus story for 
revolutionary thought and the structuralist text interpretation whose roots 
Emmanuel Lévinas and Jacques Derrida, among others, find in the Talmud are 
but two examples of a réévaluation of ancient Jewish traditions which time have 
made current again.^ In Sweden, Per Molander has recently written about the 
quest for equality in society with specific reference to Jewish history and tradi
tion.^^ Marcus Ehrenpreis' experience of the crisis of European culture made it 
more pertinent for him to examine the legal tradition within Judaism and its sig
nificance for the democratic tradition in Europe. 

According to Ehrenpreis, in the Tanakh we find the first expressions of a 
democratic idea which to a greater degree than the Greek tradition has left its 
impression on society. Together with the messianic ideal, the democratic world-
view comprises the "forgotten" aspect of the Jewish contribution to Western his
tory. It has had great meaning both for peasant uprisings in Medieval and pre-
modern Europe and socialist and reformist thinking in modern times. 

Richard Landes has distinguished four pillars of democratic thought in the 
Jewish tradition, which he finds in Genesis and Exodus, Judges and the pro
phetic writings, and which he states have played a more decisive role for the 
development in Europe than the tradition of Periclean Athens. These four 
aspects are equality before the law; the demand for universal literacy; the right to 
protest against the lack of equality in society; and the positive value placed on 
physical labour.^ 
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For his part, Marcus Ehrenpreis emphasizes the democratic tradition within 
Judaism, which he means is f reighted with new currency in a time of political 
totalitarianism and contempt for individual rights in Europe. For Ehrenpreis, 
social justice, minority rights and the idea of perpetual peace emerge as three impor
tant elements of the Jewish tradition which Jewry has attempted to interpret and 
live in accordance with throughout the ages. He describes these elements in his 
texts in order to give these originally Jewish ideas their rightful place among the 
universal ideals shared by all peoples. At the same time, he wants to instill the 
vulnerable Jewish people with the knowledge that they themselves are in posses
sion of an invaluable culture capital. 

Moses, the founder of our religion, was the first to preach the eternal 
commandments and the idea of universal solidarity, the very foundation 
of our earthly existence. Our prophets engraved the eternal demands for 
justice, for truthfulness, for love of one's fellow man, for perpetual peace 
between nations, in letters of fire which no man can extinguish.... Two 
world religions have emerged from the womb of Israel, which have 
brought the legacy of Sinai to the pagan world....[This constitutes] the 
foundation of the spiritual world we call "Western civilization".^7 

The potentially revolutionary and universal resiliancy of these ideas lies in their 
roots in an actually existing social order—ancient Israel which has since its 
demise been succeeded by the autonomous Jewish communities extant through
out the Medieval and pre-modern periods in Europe. The Biblical prophets kept 
these ideas alive during the period preceeding exile, while the very fact that 
power was not allowed to be inherited, could not be institutionalized, could 
always be challenged, led the Jewish congregations of Europe to conduct an 
ongoing dialogue with these ideals, a never-ending interpretative process in order 
to keep its social order functioning. 

Furthermore, the Jews of the Diaspora retained this pro to-democratic legal 
system within their congregations. By negotiating with local authorities on their 
respective judicial powers, the congregations succeeded in maintaining their own 
school systems and traditional courts. 8 A European counterpart to this continu
ous democratic tradition during the pre-modern era is impossible to discover. It 
is here that Ehrenpreis finds the historical continuity, practical application and 
ability to adapt which characterizes Jewish culture and which preserves living, 
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vital values. That which some Christian theologians have characterized as p ure 
casuistic legalism was actually a guarantee for justice and a pattern for a society 
based on covenantal thinking, "on free will, on mutuality, not on force or slavish 
submission" such as the New Order emerging in Europe now demanded.^ 

Marcus Ehrenpreis considers the idea of social justice, all individals' equal 
rights before the law, to be a thought which first saw the light of day in the civi
lization of the Israelites. For him it is a logical outgrowth of the Biblical teaching 
of the individual as made in the image of God and the individual's responsibili
ties toward His creation. In the intellectual and emotional world of Jewry, "man" 
evolved into 

"fellow man", his humanity lying in his connection, empathy, and coexist
ence with other human beings. It is insufficient to say of an individual 
that he lives. He lives with.50 

Man is a social being incorporated into a greater context and who can only sur
vive within that context. The Bible's demand for belief in a single Deity as nor
mative leads logically to the belief in all mankind's unity. 

One God has created one human race.... The inherent unity of mankind 
rises above all the differences and all the discord between tribes, nations, 
religions and classes....^1 

The sovreignty of the individual is always expressed in a context where he or 
she comprises a reflective subject within his or her society. Ehrenpreis' exposi
tion on "fellow man" is the basis for his perception of the Jewish teaching of 
social justice as one of the most important legacies Europe has received from 
Jewish tradition, mediated through the Christian religion's adoption of the Old 
Testament. 

Among the "glorious commandments" of the law he finds "the dual message 
of love in the Torah—'thou shalt love the Lord thy God' (Deuteronomy 6:5) 
and 'thou shalt love thy neighbour' (Leviticus 19:18)". When the Scriptures, in 
connection with the act of creation, add"/« our image, after our likeness", then the 
status of the human species, its rank and its duty, has been established unequivo
cally and irrevocably. 
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This clause contains mankind's charter of nobility, all of mankind, all 
races, all class es. This is the Magna Carta of humanism, which emerges in 
prehistoric times and which shall survive all trends and ideologies to the 
end of time. 

Our common origin as formed in the image of a single God—all mankind's 
equal rights before the law, which is God's law and therewith universal—united 
mankind over all ethnic, social or national privileges. In its theory of man the 
Holy Scriptures, according to Ehrenpreis (with a nod once again to Nietzsche), 
has broached a "superior type of man, which to a certain degree is related to the 
superman considered by the philosopher of the new age to be the ultimate goal 
of evolution...". The term "man" is the foundation for all "piety, ethics and 
humanity". The seven commandments given Noah, which in the To rah precede 
the Ten Commandments and are to be observed by all mankind, pagan and 
monotheist alike, place respect for human life at the very centre of interhuman 
action. 

The Bible's teachings on man lead logically to the theory offellow man, a 
concept created by the Jewish faith. The connection between man and 
God necessarily engenders the connection between man and man. The 
Divine is not only made manifest within the human individual, but 
between individual men.... Divinity dwells not only in my breast; the 
space between individuals, between peoples, between races, is the place 
where the Divine dwells and where it is made manifest.*'2 

This "space between individuals" in which the Divine will is realized is experi
enced as an apparent polarity between the concepts "individual" and "collective". 
However, the confluence of contradictory elements actually preserves both indi
vidual and group identity and has universal application. Introversion and com
munity cannot be rendered asunder.-^ It was Hillel who, a generation before 
Jesus, according to Ehrenpreis formulated the Jewish religion's position on the 
apparently irreconcilable antithesis "individual-collective". 

Hillel upholds the sovreignty of the individual, while at the same time 
drawing the line where this sovreignty ends and moral obligation to the 
collective begins. His aphorism states, "IfI am not for myself who will be 
for me? But if I am only for myself who am I then?\ 
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Judaism's definition of individualism as "respect for the sovreignty of the indi
vidual soul goes hand in hand with the demand for respect for the bonds of the 
community....""^ And "community" is a term which Ehrenpreis interprets as 
embracing all mankind. 

As the teachers of the Talmud observed, no Biblical precept has been 
repeated and emphasized as persistently as the commandments regarding 
the treatment of strangers, which occur no less than thirty-six times in the 
Pentateuch. Scarcely any other Biblical commandment is so clearly char
acterized by exclusively humanitarian motives....^ 

Ehrenpreis maintains that these laws were unprecedented in not being formu
lated "as is otherwise the norm, on religious or judicial grounds, nor to meet 
social or practical demands". The law on the stranger is built on "psychological, 
sentimental, emotional" foundations." "And a stranger shalt thou not wrong, 
neither shalt thou oppress him; for ye were strangers in the land of Egypt." (Exo
dus 22:20) 

"Never has a law appealed to the emotions like that!", cries Ehrenpreis dra
matically. In other words, "the multiple Mosaic commandments which deal with 
the relationship to the stranger" came into being on purely humanitarian 
grounds. In the Biblical commandments dealing with obligatory sabbath rest, 
social welfare and poor relief, the stranger is also included. 

Ehrenpreis contrasts Biblical Judaism's view of the stranger with the new 
ideal of man as cultivated during the years leading up to the Second Wo rid War, 
"intended to be the Supreme Being of tomorrow, the crown of the new Cre
ation—anti-man The boom of mass society has lead to the crisis of the indi
vidual; politics has twisted itself unrecognizably out of shape. "The state exists 
for the sake of the human individual, not the individual for the state...." A just 
society can never base itself on demagogic manipulations of mass man. Under 
totalitarian rule the individual has but one right and one duty: to obey and to 
remain silent. This view of society is, i n Ehrenpreis' estimation, "diametrically 
opposed to Judaism. For as a teaching, Judaism is essentially humanism based on 
a religious tradition". Freedom is 

the highest value mankind has cultivated over the millennia, which the 
most noble peoples of the earth have defended in all times against viola-
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tion and injustice as its holiest possession; freedom of thought, freedom of 
worship, the inviolable sovreignty of our spiritual life, which no govern
ment and no police authority has the right to attack.8 

And the freedom to protest against injustice is the Tanakh's most vital political 
impulse—the freedom to stigmatize the abuse of power among those who pos
sess it originates in the virulent denunciations made by the prophets of the rich 
and the powerful.^ 

The "stranger" among the people finds himself at a disadvantage, he repre
sents the minority among the majority. The ideal of tolerance as broached by 
Hillel and his son and disciple Gamaliel is but a confirmation of the words of the 
prophets Amos, Isaiah and Micah. And this view of the vulnerable individual, 
when coupled to the apprehension of the individual as an inherent component 
of the community, leads the minds of the Hebrew prophets to the idea of minor
ity rights. The image of the lamb lying down next to the wolf in Isaiah (11:6) is 
according to Ehrenpreis the earliest expression of "the modern idea of minority 
rights, of the right of the weak to live his own life alongside the strong...."^0 

The idea of minority rights first emerged in Israel circa 750-700 BCE, a 
dark time for the nation when its very existence was threatened. The prophets 
Amos and Isaiah are products of a generation in the midst of far-reaching Jewish 
upheaval, which they met by quite drastically suggesting the intensified ethnic 
invention mentioned in the first paragraph of the present chapter. Marshall Ber-
man holds that the prophets made a "great creative leap, and invent a new mean
ing for Israel", a meaning which still today is a significant component in the 
definition of the concept "Jewish identity". 1 At that moment in history when it 
becomes clear that Israel has failed as a regional power, Israel shall instead 
become a spiritual power which sees be yond power politics. Ehrenpreis formu
lates the same idea thusly. 

Israel was a minority group from its very beginnings.... Therefore, it could 
never rely upon its physical superiority. Its maxim of historical survival 
has always been, "Not by might, nor by power, but by My spirit, saith the 
Lord of hosts" (Zechariah 4:6).62 
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The political vision of the prophets takes the form of a permanent, worldwide 
peace which will not dissolve national existence—as the pacification campaigns 
of the multinational empires of the day always tried to do—but rather allow it to 
live in a world of nations who all recognize each others ' right to existé 

This prophetic move marked a watershed in world culture. "Israel was on 
the verge of fading away—just as dozens, maybe hundreds of other peoples in 
the ancient Middle East would fade away." But at the very moment when there 
did not seem to be a place left for Israel in the world, Israel enriched the world 
with a new idea on the nation. Through its prophets Israel offered the entire 
world a vision based on the solution of conflicts between peoples. In this man
ner, a small people could extend its life and expand its being, as Berman puts it, 
by "thinking big".^ 

Here too, the sovreignty of the individual stretches beyond itself. The twin 
concepts individual-community are invested with broader validity concerning 
the relationship between nations. While a general tendency within Europe has 
been to demand conformity as the price for political tolerance and individual 
liberation, the Biblical teaching contains a plea for minority rights and plural
ism. 

In a speech delivered at a meeting sponsored by the International Women's 
Association for Peace and Liberty in 1943, Ehrenpreis diagnoses the tolerance 
idea of the Enlightenment as "afflicted with a congenital handicap"*^ insofar as it 
only concerned the individual, not entire communities. Freedom for the individ
ual precluded tolerance toward a plurality of communities. The Enlightenment 
and the cult of Bildung, Paul Mendes-Flohr points out, contained a fatal flaw in 
not recognizing that "differences may in fact nurture our humanity, that our 
humanity may also be expressed in and through our different religious commu
nities and distinctive cultures".In contrast, Ehrenpreis maintains that the 
prophets of Israel had preached total emancipation. "The prophet Micah... advo
cates religious tolerance as the basis for peaceful coexistence between men." 

Civic emancipation had nothing of the messianic pathos of the proph
ets.... The result was that the emancipated Jew did not have the same feel
ing of innate freedom enjoyed by the outcast ghetto Jew; that civic liberty 
was paid for at the price of breaking up or even dissolving the religio-his-
torical bonds which had united him with his people.... Ahad Ha-am char
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acterizes this condition thusly: The ghetto meant freedom in slavery, 
while emancipation bred (inner) slavery in freedom.1^ 

The emancipation of the Jews was carried out without insight into the nature of 
mankind, "not for humanitarian reasons, but because for doctrinaire ones".^ 
For Ehrenpreis, freeing the individual "as though he were an abstraction, 
detached from his religious and historical context", is inadequate. This is a lesson 
the Enlightenment had refused to learn, and it would take the Balkan Wars and 
First World War before "the demand for international minority protection" was 
to be considered an essential legal and political task.^ 

"The plurality of human existence is o ne of the innermost secrets of ere-
70 ation, constitutes the richness of the universe", he writes. Again his thoughts 

proceed from Jewish particularism to universal application. The preservation of 
the plurality of this world has been a concern of the Jewish people ever since the 
idea of the dignity of the stranger first saw the light of day in the Tanakh and was 
radically developed in the speeches of the prophets on a role for the small nations 
in the world. This idea's historical continuity runs like a scarlet thread through 
the written Jewish tradition—prophets, teachers and rabbis throughout the ages 
have set the demand for "extensive forebearance toward pagans and the burgeon
ing Judeo-Christian congregation at the centre of their teachings". Ehrenpreis 
exemplifies with Moses (Exodus 19:36); the prophets Micah (4:5) and Malachi 
(2:10); Hillel and Gamaliel; and Medieval Jewish philosophers like Judah Halevi 
and Maimonides, the latter two of whom "without the slightest reservation rec
ognized the greatness of Jesus and Mohammad as founders of religions".^1 

The thought of perpetual peace has lain at the centre of Judaism's life and 
teachings from time immemorial. It is also an essential component in the 
regeneration of Judaism witnessed by our generation. The words of Kant, 
which state that the thought of perpetual peace is not an idea but a duty, 
best characterize the status of the notion of peace within Judaism/2 

These are the very first lines written by Marcus Ehrenpreis in his Judisk Tidskrift. 
For him, Isaiah emerges as "the first and the greatest" of the advocates of perpet
ual peace: "Once the prophet of a small tribe in distant Judea, now the seer of the 
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entire human race."^ The idea of peace is a topic to which Ehrenpreis, for obvi
ous reasons, would return constantly during the 1930s and 1940s. For a people 
which then as now observed the world from its vulnerable position as a stateless 
minority and for whom the preservation of its ethnicity had been a guiding fac
tor, it is hardly surprising that, as Ehrenpreis implies, its dreams might also con
cern the reign of eternal peace in the world. 

If social justice and minority rights are theoretical possibilities which can be 
realized here and now by human beings, then at first glance the notion of ever
lasting peace might appear visionary and otherworldly. It stems from the idea of 
the perfectability of the individual and society, but seems to have been placed in 
a distant, messianic time by the prophets. If such is the case then it can appear 
impossible to formulate laws and undertake concrete measures for the fulfillment 
of the reign of peace, such as had been done for the above-mentioned ideals. 
However, Ehrenpreis maintains that the prophets envision the evolution of a 
permanent peace from the "absolute demands" made on mankind's ability for 
improvement, his ability to create "a new heart" by himself, which originates in 
the very same demands made on the responsibility of the individual toward the 
collective and the collective's responsibility for the vulnerable minorities with 
whom it comes in contact. These commandments were expanded upon to con
stitute an idealistic vision of the end of all war. This is the messianic idea in its 
active, personal, daily-realized interpretation. According to tradition, observance 
of the 613 positive and negative commandments in the Torah bring the world 
ever closer to the reign of the Messiah. Ehrenpreis insists that instead of longing 
passively for the Messiah, the prophets advocate an active re-creation of mankind 
in daily life—a thought closely related to the prophets' belief in evolution and its 
role in realizing the reign of peace here on earth. 

The history of European ideas broaches two traditional definitions of peace: 
the realistic and the idealistic. While the realistic definition perceives war as a nat
ural, commonly recurring phenomenon and peace as more or less preliminary to 
new wars, the idealistic tradition is based on the conviction that the world can be 
changed, that evolution is possible, that war can be banished from the face of the 
earth. Ehrenpreis wishes to expand upon the idealistic tradition, which within 
the European history of ideas is identified with Immanel Kant's thoughts on a 
slumbering moral predisposition within man, by showing how thoughts on per
petual peace have been expressed by the Hebrew prophets. 

As Alf W. Johansson writes, "the notion that the definitive victory of peace 
requires an innate social transformation which clears away all obstacles for the 
peaceful fellowship of nations" has grown from the evolutionary optimism of the 
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idealists/^ When Ehrenpreis sets out to explain the basis for the vision of peace 
of the prophets, the evolutionary idea is the foremost prerequisite. The visionary 
force of the prophets would be ineffectual without their conviction that man
kind and society are constandy striving toward a realizable goal. Their eschatol-
ogy is shared by Ehrenpreis in his view of history and man: Justice is possible, 
mankind can become better, "the full realization of the notion of peace will con
stitute a pinnacle, a terminus in the history of mankind". 

The commandment "Thou shalt not kill" signals a progression in human 
development which Ehrenpreis interprets as the step from power to justice as the 
decisive factor in interhuman disputes. But "stern, hard justice" alone cannot 
build up this world nor can it hold together the family of man. "At some point I 
must learn to relinquish my rights and extend a hand to my brother in love." 
Therewith Judaism continues with "natural and historical necessity" to gradually 
evolve "from justice to the love of one's fellow man". 

Thus for Ehrenpreis the teaching of love for one's fellow man takes a central 
place in Jewish moral law. To "love thy neighbour" takes the step from rights to 
love and "not only has individual connotations but collective ones as well", 

concerning the neighbouring nations, the neighbouring social classes, the 
neighbouring religious congregations—all mankind's coexistence shall 
rest upon mutual love, upon brotherliness. 

The prophet Micah emerges in Ehrenpreis' writings as the second great peace
maker through his lyrical metaphors mediating an image of social and confes
sional peace: "All the nations may walk in the name of their gods..." (Micah 4:5). 
"The absolute truths of religion" are the same for everyone, only "traditions, cul-
tic practices, festivities are different, depending on the particularity of each peo
ple, their memories, their historical experiences". The cultural expressions 
diverge, but the spiritual values are identical/^ 

"Since the beginning of time", Ehrenpreis reasons, "there has existed 
between us an agreement inherent in the essence of things to show mutual 
respect toward one another's freedom (one is reminded of Rousseau's (' Contrat 
Social).Or one can recall Kant's conviction that mankind possessed a moral 
predisposition which facilitates cultural evolution/^ The optimistic message of 

74. Alf W Johansson, "Fredstanken i Europa", his introduction to Immanuel Kant, Om. den eviga 
freden (Stockholm, 1996), 8. 

75. Ehrenpreis, "Fredstanken inom judendomen ,JT 1928:1, 1-5. 
76. Ibid, "Bibelns frihetsbudskap", JT 1940:4, 106. 
77. Johansson, 35. 
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universal, perpetual peace delivered by the prophets "is the clearest proof of the 
breakthrough of universalism in the religion of Israel". 

Herewith, a universal demand was placed at the centre of religious 
thought. The notion of world peace is not a Canaanite idea, prompted by 
Israel's vested interests.... The perception of the dignity and divineness of 
mankind constitutes the unshakeable foundation of our piety, our ethics 
and our idealism.... Israel's notion of peace is deeply entrenched in this 
fundamental apprehension of mankind's dignity/8 

The idea of perpetual peace proves that the prophetic writings in no wise 
restricted themselves to ethics, according to Ehrenpreis. Their visions of a future 
eternal peace are based on "their certain faith in God's guiding hand in history", 
on a normative moral force within man which directs the human race toward its 
final destination. The intimation about a league of nations or religions which 
Ehrenpreis discerns in the prophetic texts^ is still u ltimately based on the cove
nant between God and man and, by logical extension, between man and man. 
Eternal peace can only be achieved "from below...it is the individual and his will 
to peace that leads to peace, a peaceful disposition in the heart of man".80 

The prophets lay the responsibility for permanent peace at the feet of the 
individual, who was urged to create "a new heart and a new spirit".With their 
words they strove after nothing less th an the creation of "a new earth and new 
heavens". 1 They stand "more shaken before the moral desecration of war than QO 
its material desecration". In the final analysis, the prophets considered war "not 
merely cruel but meaningless, since the course of history cannot be changed by 
war". ^ Rather, the road to healing, to "the recovery of the soul",8^ goes via dia
logue between individuals. In his radical desire for peace, Jeremiah was prepared 
to 

78. Ehrenpreis, "Judendomens uppgift inom fredsrörelsen", JT1930:1,1. 
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abolish the ancient covenant between God and Israel which had been 
engraved on stone tablets and demand a new covenant,...which would 
instead be engraved upon the hearts of men (31:33).8^ 

The space between men was the place where "the firm faith in the majestic and 
the divine in mankind, created in the 'likeness of God'", could be realized.8<^ 

Upon the Ruins of Europe 

As t he end of the Second World War approached, Jewish civilization in Europe 
lay in ruins. 

If one gazes down into the immense valley filled with the dessicated bones 
which now constitute European Jewry, that vale of tears str etchng from 
Trondheim to Salonika, from Zhitomir to Amsterdam, the totality of 
Jewry's religious and cultural institutions appears as a pile of 
ruins....[M]en of spirit, rabbis, teachers, authors, scholars, poets, have 
been deported, languished in concentration camps, sunk into mass graves, 
or wander aimlessly as the homeless between borders.87 

And at its end, Ehrenpreis concluded that, "[historically, we may not without 
justification speak of Israel's Exodus from Europe".88 His hopes for a fruitful 
interplay between Jewish substance and European modernity had been crushed 
by a reversion to barbarity in the form of the Nazi genocide. As a Jewish mod
ernist, he was a product of his generational unit and as such characterized by 
both the pious environment which many of his comrades never succeeding in 
leaving completely behind them and by currents within the late-eighteenth cen
tury struggle for the minds of men between the universalism of the Enlighten
ment and the demand made by Romanticism for national identity. Instead of 
choosing between the two, Ehrenpreis chose to investigate the space in between 
as the stage on which modern society could fulfill its promise. 

In the worldview presented above all in his wartime Swedish authorship, 
Marcus Ehrenpreis places God in the middle as a normative, ethical force capa
ble of counteracting the moral bankruptcy of totalitarian mass society, the spiri-

85. Ibid., "Jeremias aktuella förkunnelse", JT1946:5, 130. 
86. Ibid., "Gamla Testamentet och vår tid" ,JT  1948:5, 127. 
87. Ibid, "Där eviga ljusen släcktes", JT 1944:1, 2. 
88. Ibid., "Jeremias aktuella förkunnelse", JT 1946:5, 128. 
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tuai legacy which the Jews have borne throughout the millennia and which 
constitutes the common moral point of reference for all mankind. That all man
kind in fact takes part is made clear for Ehrenpreis by the fact that this particular 
spiritual value has taken on numerous cultural expressions in the form of a mul
tiplicity of monotheistic religions.^ Therewith has the particular spirit of one 
people contributed to a flora of cultural utterances; in other words, it has 
become universal. 

Where other thinkers find paradox and irreconcilability, Ehrenpreis finds 
the creative encounter. In the polarity between individual and collective, he finds 
the place where the just society can be realized. In the polarity between particular 
and universal, Jewish and European, he found the space for the necessary work 
of transvaluation, for reinterpretation and renegotiation, where forces could be 
mobilized against conformity and totalitarian ideologies. Though crestfallen at 
seeing a lifetime worth of effort destroyed, the historical optimism mentioned at 
the outset of this chapter is still discernable. Even before the extermination of the 
Jews was undertaken on a full scale, on the occasion of his seventieth birthday 
Ehrenpreis concluded that 

The world which smiled upon me in my youth is as good as obliterated. 
Humanism has ceased to be a force in our lives. Civic emancipation lies in 
tatters. Great numbers of Israel have been beaten to the ground—a ship
wrecked people whom no one chooses to save. The road covered by a gen
eration is past recall, like a natural phenomenon. It is paved with the 
stones of errors and disappointments, victories and defeats. 

However, while his own generation's work had been wiped out, historical evolu
tion might prove to bode for a continuation of its work. 

And yet, history has its own higher logic which may seem irrational to us. 
We sense destruction in this fateful hour, but that is our own, subjective 
frame of mind, not historical reality. Perhaps history knows nothing at all 
of destruction. That which we experience as destruction may instead be 
labour pains, Messiah anguish, forboding a new epoch. Beyond the 
appalling sights which block our view, beyond our world which has fallen 
upon ruin, looms transformation, renewal, rebirth/*0 

89. Cf. ibid., "Judendomens uppgift inom fredsrörelsen", JT 1930:1:, 3; "Samtal mellan syna
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Nearing the end of his life, in late 1949 Ehrenpreis published "Det judiska kul
turarvet" in Judisk Tidskrifii what might be considered his spiritual testament, 
reflecting on well over a half-century's public life. There he claims to have dedi
cated his energies to two overarching goals in life, the renewal of Hebrew culture 
and, somewhat disingenuously, "the establishment of the State of Israel". The 
state had indeed been created the previous year, but in his article Ehrenpreis 
dwells mainly on the concerns which we have dealt with in this study of his 
Swedish authorship—the need for the Jewish people to give meaning to their 
ethnic identity through dedication to their cultural heritage, for the sake of 
themselves as individuals and society as a whole. 

The task of culture is to rep roduce our spiritual heritage from the routine 
to the intimately personal , to something that can serve as an inner force, 
which can transform u s, and our youngsters in particular, into living Jews 
with an intrinsic relationship to our spiritual heritage/*1 

Five years previously and nearing the end of the war, he addressed the Jewish 
youth of Sweden directly, urging them to resume this struggle in realistic terms, 
but with the ideals he had preached throughout his lifetime intact. 

To my ears, the word "rebuilding" sounds entirely misleading in this con
text. Should we rebuild a rotten world? For only a rotten world would be 
capable of engendering the devilish fo rces which unleashed a bloodbath 
upon our people. This rotten world of barbarity and depravity, should we 
rebuild it, only to witness yet another bloodbath and other atroci ties in a 
few generations' time?... One cannot build a better world with worse peo
ple. Mankind must become better. Destroyed, demoraliz ed, brutalized, 
uncivilized mankind must be reconstru cted.^2 

91. Ibid., "Det judiska kulturarvet", JT 1949:9, 238. 
92. Ibid., "Till judisk ungdom", JT 1944:12, 412. 
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8. Conclusion 

In Jewish theology, there exists a concept known as pikuah nefesh. Its essence is 
that it is permitted to break almost any law within the codex of the Torah in 
order to save a life. Put another way, it establishes that the welfare of the individ
ual supercedes slavish obedience to the letter of authority. The earliest of rabbin
ical writings on this theme took their initiative from the prophet Isaiah and his 
colleagues who stated, according to the Mishnah, "Whoever saves th e life of a 
single person is considered as saving the entire world". The great Medieval phi
losopher Maimonides upheld this precept, further underscoring the fact that the 
preservation of life allows for the transgression of the laws of the Torah. In other 
words, Jewish law regarded human life as so sacred, that all precepts of theTorah 
could be suspended in order to save it (with the exception of three cardinal trans
gressions—murder, the profanation of God's name, and idolatry). We are thus 
taught that nothing stands between the individual and the saving of a life. While 
the rabbis contend that this precept is only to be applied to private life in normal 
times, i.e. in times of social peace, they state that in times of any general decree 
against Judaism , the "public" condition is removed: one must not obey the oppres
sor under any circumstances, even in a very minor matter. The upshot is that the 
relationship between the commandments and the saving of a life is not a two-
way relationship, but rather a three-way relationship between life, Torah, and the 
people; between social circumstances, law, and the conscience of every individual 
human being.1 

In examining the collective social circumstances of the Jews during the first 
half of the twentieth century, it behooves us to apply a macroperspective so 

1. The present author is indebted to Rabbi Gail Labovitz of the Jewish Theological Seminary, 
among others, for an electronic exegesis on this matter via the H-Net Jewish Studies List <h-
j udaic@h-net. msu. edu>. 
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daunting as to seem impossibly unwieldy. From emancipation granting full tol
erance and citizenship to the Jews as individuals in Western Europe inherited 
from the 19th century, through the challenging and withdrawal of this promise 
by certain groups in society which rapidly blossomed into local and national 
antisemitic politics, and the eventual total negation of these rights (both to citi
zenship and finally to life) under the Nazi regime, the early twentieth century, 
from a European Jewish standpoint, comprises a rapidly downward spiralling 
descent from promise and apparent fulfillment to utter isolation and desolation. 

Reactions to the dizzying series of events within this widely-dispersed Euro
pean ethnic minority varied enormously. They include the inward turn away 
from European culture of the Orthodox; calculated attempts at assimilation into 
so-called "host cultures" by optimistic Western Jews; and the burgeoning of what 
the Socialist thinker Moses Hess somewhat prematurely called "the last national
ism" in Europe, Zionism, which in its political form must be apprehended as the 
ultimate refusal of the Jews ' acceptance of themselves as consigned to permanent 
minority status among the nations, in favour of European-style statehood on 
other soil. 

However, this all-embracing perspective does not serve us well in fully 
appreciating and understanding the plethora of Jewish responses to modernity, 
the Jewish search for community—the discovery, preparation and transmission 
of a new tradition. Historians of ideas need therefore to lift forth the efforts of 
individuals and groups who, far from turning turtle and hoping that the dangers 
facing them would simply disappear, attempted to make intellectual sense of the 
rapidly changing world around them and disseminate their ideas to their sur
roundings in defiance of the "decrees against Judaism" rampant at that particular 
historical moment. 

The works of Marcus Ehrenpreis, published during a lifetime affected by all 
these positive and negative changes, serve to guide us through the unfolding of 
this context, mirroring them in the hundreds of thousands of words he scribed in 
order to inform, educate, comfort, warn and, as the present dissertation has 
attempted to prove, formulate a modern perception of Judaism, a programme to 
which Jew and Gentile alike could subscribe as a cultural antidote to the rise of 
the ethnic intolerance all around them. As the present dissertation concludes, 
Ehrenpreis' cultural deed was equal parts an act of pikuah nefesh, of opposing 
those public forces in society that would deny mankind its inherent emphathy; 
and a rational, non-messianic advocacy of Jewish ideals as a necessary ingredient 
in the life of Jewish individuals. For while the law is based on the workings of the 
rational human mind, regarded by Jewish theology as an exact reflection of the 
mind of God, rational thought is n ot immune to social determinism, and thus 
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demands that individuals and groups not relinquish their responsibility to 
oppose its perversion. 

The present dissertation has conducted a close reading of the intellectual 
background and Swedish authorship of Marcus Ehrenpreis in an effort to reveal 
in as succinct a manner as possible the essence of his thought as a form ofpikuah 
nef es h, of spiritual resistance to the social and biological determinism of the day. 
His was a cultural nationalism rooted in ethical considerations assumed by 
Ehrenpreis to reflect an authentic, substantial Jewish ethnicity while also having 
universal application. The generation to which he belonged, whose concerns and 
mode of thought followed him throughout his life, was an historical one in the 
sense that generational theoreticians apply the term, a generation cognizant of 
the fact that it lived in a time of crisis and which sought resolution by effecting 
change—in the form of a Jewish cultural renaissance, political activity, enlight
enment and educational programmes; in summation, by attempting to assume 
leadership of the Jewish people. It "thought" on behalf of the social community 
to which it belonged and the thoughts it expressed can be characterized as syncre-
tistic, insofar as it was prepared to be influenced by diverse cultural experi
ences—ideas, values, worldviews—that could enrich its own Jewish fundament. 
The best ideas broached by modern Europe were to be combined with the eter
nal verities of the Torah, while all that was superannuated in that tradition was 
to be abandoned. This stance can be clearly seen in the debate between the 
"Young Writers" and Ahad Ha-am which took place in the 1890s, and in much 
of what Ehrenpreis wrote in Swedish, particularly in his book Israels möten med 
folken. 

Marcus Ehrenpreis' chief concern was the liberation of the heart—an inter
nal, socio-ethical liberation of the Jewish imagination—in contrast with what he 
called the liberation of the head, strict concentration on Jewish civil rights— 
which he hoped would ultimately lead to the creation of a universal ethical 
modernity shared by Jew and Gentile alike. This liberation was mediated prima
rily though the word—the sermon, the lecture, the periodical and the book, dia
logue and study circles—bringing his ideas to the people in imitation of the 
prophets. Jewish literature, he proposes, should be a vehicle for social reform and 
in tracing its development, provide a map over the evolution of Jewish ideas 
which is invaluable to the transvaluation efforts he prescribed—accenting growth 
over historical stagnation and determinism, and possessing the power to cure the 
modern Jew of his passivity and transform him into an actor who stretches from 
the past into the future, repositioning him from the margins of society into its 
very midst. The written word is the ultimate Jewish legacy and the Talmud its 
prime exemplar, being non-dogmatic and open to the interpretation of each sub
sequent generation of individuals bringing, like the realistic modern literature he 
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championed, problems in society to the fore for discussion and hopeful resolu
tion. In the aforementioned debate with Ahad Ha-am, he accused the latter of 
creating schizophrenic Jews. Instead of only dealing with internal "Jews!1" mat
ters, literature should be syncretistic and ameliorate this polarity by embracing 
the pluralistic nature of the world and of Jewish ethnicity, affirming the Diaspora 
in which the Jews live, reflecting the Jews' loyalty to the nations in which they 
live and, being written in the tongue of each of these respective nations, promot
ing regional dialogue between Jew and Gentile. 

The periodical form in particular was well suited to this purpose, seeing as it 
constitutes a (nominally) non-partisan chorus of heterogeneous voices while also 
reflecting the seemingly fragmented ethnicity of the Jews. If we accept the notion 
of Jewishness' inherent "textuality", the word serves as both vehicle for cultural 
preservation and renewal and as ultimate homeland. In Judisk Tidskrift Ehren
preis presented the length and breadth of modern Jewish thought, thereby pro
viding a forum for his generation's ideas and food for thought for its Swedish 
audience. The Swedish-Jewish reader seeking community could turn to Judisk 
Tidskrift and find there a range of meanings, a fellowship under construction, an 
identity or range of identities and a textual homeland, a site for the modern 
reimagination of the Jewish nation. Following Benedict Anderson, the Jewish 
periodical was the place where dispersed and deracinated Western Jewry could 
turn in order to "imagine community". 

Marcus Ehrenpreis was a cultural Zionist, a nationalist who wished his peo-
ple's identity to be centred on ideas rather than political territory and military 
might. He offered his constituents culture, but in contrast to the generation pre-
ceeding him, which tended to construe European culture as "high culture" at the 
cost of Jewish culture, and the more radical nationalists which came after, who 
concentrated on more pressing political matters, Ehrenpreis, after a necessary 
period of advancing the cause of European Bildung among his isolated brethren 
in Galicia and Sofia, concentrated his efforts on promoting the specificity of 
Jewish culture in a Western and Swedish environment which had all but aban
doned its fundamental components, ultimately attempting to de-deracinate the 
assimilated Jew. Furthermore, he discerned a need for a general cultural adjust
ment, for if the Jews had been welcomed into Europe as individuals with the 
granting of civil rights, their culture and traditions were certainly not. Ehrenpreis 
wished to show that Jewish culture was intrinsic to Europeanism and not just an 
Hegelian stepping stone long made superfluous. Jewish culture, which he char
acterized as generally optimistic, promoting tolerance and a shared moral lan
guage among the nations (in itself a hopeful metaphor for the Jews' interaction 
with their surroundings), was an enrichment and daily expression of our collec
tive spiritual heritage. 
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To this end, he created a library of Jewish ideas in Sweden to address the so-
called "double loyalty" problem, which challenged the Jews to decide whether 
they intended to remain Jews or become full-fledged citizens, i.e. assimilate 
themselves entirely into the perceived common ethnicity of the nation. Judisk 
Tidskrift is the artefact of an attempt not to cater to the tastes and leanings of its 
readership but rather a concerted effort to address its identity crisis and inform it 
of a variety of alternatives. Ehrenpreis was in fact marketing a cultural identity, 
expanding the notion of Judaism as strictly religious into a culture, engendered 
indeed by that religion but with the goal of creating a modern, substantial Jew-
ishness adapted to a secularized world. Furthermore, Jewish religious thought 
suited the modern world's desperate need for ethical common ground due to its 
"this-worldliness" and emphasis on free will. Religion has two essential tasks to 
perform in the life of man: To tend to the soul of the individual and to empower 
him or her with a sense of continuity and context. While religion no longer 
inhabited the central position in life that it once had, its values had been trans
formed into cultural utterances and constituted the foundation upon which civi
lized intercourse between the members of a society rests. For in a time of "mass 
man", Ehrenpreis consistently defended the thesis that the good society has 
always been based upon the freedom of the individual, an apprehension he 
insists is characteristic of ancient Jewish thought and which mediates the appar
ently irreconcilable antithesis "individual-collective". 

In his historical studies, Ehrenpreis attempts to unveil ethical individualism 
and prophetism as the touchstones of a Jewish culture whose ultimate goal was a 
call for liberty, the creation of a new heart. In nationalist contexts, history yields 
historical validation, and culling precedents was vital to Jewish self-definition, 
due to its variegated nature. Jewish history in Marcus Ehrenpreis' interpretation 
provides a frame of reference emphasizing Biblical roots and Diasporic experi
ence to reveal vital continuity in the cultural heritage of the Jews. To this end, he 
combats both Christian supercessionism (relegating the Jews to the past) and 
previous Jewish historiography which emphasized traumas and passivity. 

His major work, the trilogy De som byggt Israel, provides personifications of 
the elements of Jewish culture, while the popular monograph Israels möten med 
folken broaches the idea of noble assimilation as a strategy with which the Jews 
can confront the centripetal and centrifugal forces at work in their society. It calls 
for an acceptance and embracement of cultural dualism as a positive factor in 
Jewish, and indeed all, life. For while the word "assimilation" was generally 
anathema to this generation, the combatting of which was the foremost impetus 
to Jewish cultural and nationalist work (after outright persecution, of course), 
Ehrenpreis saw the term in a more nuanced manner. Proposing a solution to the 
modern Jewish problem that neither implied total assimilation into the host 
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nation nor wholesale transfer of the entire Jewish population to Palestine, he 
described the positive benefits the Jewish people had accrued from statelessness, 
which he deems to be of similar importance as the prophetic tradition. As he 
attempted to show, rather than stunting the development of Jewish culture, 
Diaspora existence was a status for which its prophets and teachers had prepared 
the Jews since the days of Samuel—who railed against the demands of his con
temporaries to be appointed a king and live "like all the nations", thereby aban
doning its calling as a spiritual force and reducing Judaism to a political, 
militarized state—and of the prophet Jeremiah, who reconciled Exilic Jewry with 
the historic necessity of becoming good citizens of the land in which they dwelt 
while maintaining a strong Jewish identity. Israel thereby became a "religious 
nation" who, freed from having to deal with the petty dealings of running a state, 
was granted the opportunity to perform its moral task in the world. 

Ehrenpreis' entire life was characterized by attempts to reconcile apparent 
polarities: universal and particular, individual and collective, modernity and tra
dition; the religious piety of his grandfather and the Enlightenment leanings of 
his father; Europe and Jewry; his own "double loyalty" to Theodor Herzl and 
Ahad Ha-am; Sephardim and Ashkenazim, Orient and Occident. But whereas 
others saw insuperable chasms, Ehrenpreis discerned the creative encounter. He 
was a man who felt most at home "in between", as is made plain by the title of 
his autobiography. Not in the sense of sitting on the fence and refusing to make 
a commitment, but rather by acting as a builder of bridges, attempting to con
vince the world of the ultimately positive effect of the interplay of cultures and 
ideas. 

The Second World War was the ultimate external social crisis undergone by 
the Jews of the modern world and likewise the ultimate test of Marcus Ehren
preis' dualistic worldview. He attempted to answer it by highlighting Jewish 
contributions to the European culture which seemed to have turned against 
them in shaping its democratic traditions. His wartime efforts on behalf of refu
gees is still under investigation, but Ehrenpreis' writings from this period com
prise an act of spiritual resistence by providing "proof" of the Jewish roots of 
central aspects of modern European culture, a culture now threatening to be 
overwhelmed. All culture is hybrid, and Europe too had a part-Jewish ancestry it 
could not afford to shun, drawn from the absolute ethical demands made upon 
mankind by the Hebrew prophets, their "divine humanism", which constituted 
the building blocks of democracy: Social justice, minority rights, and the opti
mistic dream of perpetual peace. This was his ultimate contribution to the strug
gle against totalitarianism. 
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What then is Marcus Ehrenpreis' intellectual legacy? D espite their differ
ences, Hugo Valentin summarizes the impact he had upon Swedish Jews by stat
ing uncategorically that he revealed 

the rich currents of newborn Judaism which had been unknown to 
them.... A new world eventually unfolded before the Jews of Sweden.2 

His career and writings describe a palpable evolution from a belief in Western 
rationalism mediated via universal Bildung and its ideals to a disappointment in 
the same. How then to answer the challenges of the day, if rational thought 
seems to have abandoned us? T o continue teaching and educating, but now 
armed with different weapons. Ehrenpreis' essentially modern project both 
reflects the intellectual paroxyms of its times and dovetails nicely with what has 
become known as the "post-Zionist discourse" among Jewish thinkers since the 
establishment of the State of Israel. His act of intellectual pikuah nefesh consists 
in the affirmation of humanist culture in the Diaspora in which the Jews lived, 
in the face of totalitarian and majoritarian oppression. It is a struggle for democ
racy deriven from the roots of Judaism as they were formulated at Sinai: The 
pledge to never abandon the effort to engage in an ethical dialogue with the 
nations of the world. 

In hindsight, it would appear that humanists have been a tad naïve in insist
ing that pure faith in democracy, decency and reason possesses the strength and 
ability to inexorably eliminate the dark forces which threaten them. While a 
modicum of antisemitism was universally considered simply an aspect of good 
breeding among middle- and upper-class Europeans in the early nineteenth cen
tury,^ these small "humourous" words uttered about the Jews metamorphosed 
into bullets, gas chambers and crematoria in the course of but a few decades. 
What needs to be done in order that this tragedy not be repeated in the future is 
to continuously re-arm ourselves with knowledge until the day that a culture of 
hate can no longer possibly become part of everyday life. 

As r ecently reiterated by Steig Larsson,^ the ideological scarlet thread run
ning from fin-de-siècle salon antisemitism over the Hitler years and down to 
today consists of a conspiratorial and apocalyptic vision of a Jewish element in 
society which is at one and the same time both inferior and nearly invincable in 
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its evil intent. It is t he regrettable psychological need for an "Other" in society 
toward which one can direct one's contempt, which has hounded the Jews for 
centuries and nowadays often zeroes in on homosexuals and immigrants, partic
ularly those from non-European lands. 

Turning to the strictly Jewish context of Ehrenpreis' world, the success of 
political Zionism is as good as unprecedented in modern nationalist history. A 
mediocre Utopian novel written by Viennese journalist Theodor Herzl around 
the turn of the century was transformed into a functional democracy in the space 
of a mere fifty years. As of this writing, just about all Jews wishing to be gathered 
in one land have now been gathered. The Hebrew language, one of Ehrenpreis ' 
particular pet concerns, which in 1905 was used on a daily basis by five families 
in Jerusalem, is now spoken by some six-and-a-half million people in the mod
ern state, including a million Christian and Muslim Palestinians. Whereas a 
modern literature in Hebrew hardly existed around the turn of the century, by 
1966 one of its practitioners (and colleague of Ehrenpreis) residing in the new 
state was awarded the Nobel Prize in Stockholm. 

But what happens after the dreams of Zion have been fulfilled, at least 
among the secular community? As discussed in Chapter Three, there is an ele
ment at the core of Jewish culture known as messianism. Messianism exists as a 
collective ethos on the one hand, and on the other as an apocalyptic programme 
of action. As Göran Rosenberg explicated so well in his book about Israel in 
1996, prior to the Six Day War in the Middle East, a generation nurtured on 
Marx was content on working at the construction of the state as a sort of quotid
ian, secular messianism. It required no passive waiting for supernatural salvation 
but rather the active re-creation of mankind in the here and now, all in line with 
both the Jewish cultural heritage and the European ideal of the nation-state as 
the natural condition of collective man. However, Utopian movements have 
trouble withstanding consummation. The spectacular conquests of 1967 were 
taken as a sign by all manner of anti-modernists, ultra-Orthodox and militant 
nationalists to annul the Utopia that had been realized, reformulate it, and 
charge it with new, apocalyptic meaning.^ 

Those of the current age who find themselves confounded by the geopoliti
cal ramifications of political Zionism ought perhaps to return to the texts of cul
tural Zionism and its efforts at instilling Jewish life in the Diapora and in the 
State of Israel with new meaning, as a non-messianic yet optimistic, constantly 
evolving project. Rather than allying himself with just another ethnocentric ide
ology (though he certainly supported the foundation of the state), Marcus 
Ehrenpreis' endeavours were Sinaitically Jewish—creating a shared moral lan

5. Göran Rosenberg, Det förlorade landet (Stockholm, 1996), 182-219. 
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guage with the peoples of the world. Could Jewish national consciousness, as 
Ehrenpreis paradoxically hoped, help cure the world of the very chauvinism that 
spawned national consciousness in the first place? His credo was u ltimately cos
mopolitan, seemingly an odd label to affix to a man who wrote almost exclu
sively about the culture and history of one single ethnic group. But he was a 
twentieth-century urban humanist; his mileux were the cities of Europe in which 
a post-national state of mind were taken for granted, at least before and after the 
Nazi madness. Cosmopolitans borrow from the customs of every nation they 
happen to admire, even unknowingly; they make a positive ethic of cultural bor
rowing—in matters of culture, the cosmopolitan felt that "promiscuity was bet
ter than provincialism".^ 

Ehrenpreis was no sentimentalist. His interpretation of nationalism was 
both political and cultural. "Political" insofar as he believed that the peoples of 
the world were divided into nations, and that each of them had the right to self-
determination, either as legally tolerated minorities within existing nations or as 
nation-states of their own. "Cultural" to the extent that in the many different 
identities modern men and women possessed, the "national" framework pro
vided them with their primary form of belonging and orientation. He was a 
"civic ethnic nationalist", if one may be allowed to coin the phrase. Civic nation
alism had the greatest claim to sociological realism for Ehrenpreis, for most soci
eties are not monocultural and, even when they are, common ethnicity itself 
does not obliterate division, because ethnicity is but one claim among many on 
an individual's loyalty. 

In accordance with the civic nationalist creed it is the law of the land, and 
not common ancestral roots, which hold a society together. By subscribing to a 
set of democratic procedures and values, individuals can reconcile their right to 
shape their own lives with their need to belong to a community. This was Ehren
preis' goal when he set out on his intellectual journey as a newly-emancipated 
Jew in a liberal European society. Should these democractic procedures be shat
tered, however, then it is up to the individual to protest and to attempt to refor
mulate them. As xenophobic agendas began eroding democratic values 
throughout Europe in the early twentieth century, this became Marcus Ehren
preis' new agenda. For lives were indeed at stake and only individuals, not laws, 
can save lives. 

6. Michael IgnatiefF, Blood and Belonging: Journeys into the New Nationalism (London, 1994), 7. 
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